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Preface

The Second Pakistan-United States Bilateral Forum met at the Institute

of Strategic Studies, Islamabad, October 27-30, 1986, as a follow-up of
the first forum at the Institute of East Asian Studies, University of Califor
nia at Berkeley, held December 10-13, 1984. Both forums were co-
sponsored and funded by The Asia Foundation, whose assistance is greatly
appreciated. The agenda, themes, and sessions, which had been decided
earlier in the year at a meeting of the directors of the two institutes,
generally conformed to the agenda of the first forum, with some variations.

Seven sessions extending over four days were scheduled. The first
session covered security relations, as in the first forum. Pakistan's view
point was presented by a new speaker, that of the United States by the
same scholar as in the first forxim. Both the discussants were new; the
U.S. discussant was the assistant to the vice-president for national secur
ity affairs.

In the second session, devoted to examining U.S.-USSR-Pakistan rela
tions, both sides were represented by new speakers and discussants.

The third session covered the aid relationship—both economic and
military—in the public sector. Economic relations in the private sector
were covered in detail in a separate session in which issues of trade, in
vestment, and technology transfer were discussed by officials, business
men, and scholars from the two countries.

IWo sessions discussed South Asia, West Asia, the Afro-Asian (Indian)
Ocean, the People's Republic of China, nonproliferation, and demili
tarization.

To ensure the structure of a disciplined discussion in depth, the first
six sessions were restricted generally to the speakers, discussants, and some
selected participants. The last session, covering mutual perceptions, was
an open session; it was attended by about 230 participants representing
a cross-section of the intelligentsia of the country. The conference con
cluded with a panel discussion in which selected panelists analyzed the
impact of their respective countries' perceptions and policies on each
other and then invited questions from the audience.

The U.S. team consisted of seventeen participants—chairmen,
speakers, and discussants—of whom eleven had not participated in the
first forum. Of the twenty-one participants from the Pakistan side, fifteen
were new to the second forum. From the Pakistan side, as a matter of the
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vili PREFACE

Institute's policy, younger scholars, officials, businessmen, media repiesati-
tatives, and analystsr^resenting a cross-sectionof the country and society
were exposed to the forum. Since invitations had been extended to
writers/specialists six to eight months in advance, the papers were obj^-
tive, in depth, and reflected survey,data, and content analyses of various
themes, as this publication reflects.

On the whole, the second forum, like the first, was a rewarding and
fruitful get-together for both sides; it helped clear some misconceptions
and undoubtedly promoted greater goodwill and understanding between
the two old allies. The U.S. participants were thereafter taken along the
Karakoram Highway to some of Pakistan's strategic northern areas, in
cluding Gilgit, Hunza, and the Khunjerah Pass, as guests of the Institute
of Strategic Studies.

NOOR A. HUSAIN



PART ONE

The Security Relationship





1. Pakistan-U.S. Security Relations:
Pakistani Perceptions of Key Issues

HASAN-ASKARI RIZVI

Perceptions of the regional and international environment that are
heldbythedominant elites play animportant role inshaping foreign policy
and in the disposition of security matters. An assessment of the security
pressures caused byforeign policy goals, military power, andtheeconomic
potential of the adversary isan important determinant in defining a situa
tion and in influencing responses. Historically, such perceptions evolve
from the traditional view of a nation, political experience with it, geo
graphic location ofbothparties, theireducational systems, the media, and
many other factors.

Aperceptual framework of values and beliefs, whether or not it is
based on a dispassionatestudy and concrete calculations, servesas a screen
through which policymakers observe the dynamics of the international
system and decidepolicy options. As theseperceptions areself-justifying,
theyresist change, although someadjustments aremadeaccording to the
changing environment.

Thechanging patternof Pakistan-U.S. security relations andPakistan's
goals and strategies in its interaction with the United States can be ap
preciated with reference to Pakistani perceptionsof its regional environ
ment and security milieu and its perceived advantages or disadvantages
of such a reiationship. The difficulties that arise in this relationship can
be traced to divergent perceptions regarding Pakistan's security. Pakistan
complains aboutAmerica's indifference to its concerns,especially security
threats arising fiom within South Asia. The United States thinks that
Pakistan is trying to drag it into regional conflicts, which are peripheral
to its global interests.

Perceptions of the Security Environment

Pakistan's worldview is shaped by a deep sense of insecurity that
is caused by what the dominant elite describe as a hostile regional en
vironment. Serious external threats to Pakistan's independence and ter-
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ritorial integrity emanate primarily fromIndiaand secondarily fromAf
ghanistan. Pakistan's perception soon after independence that these two
neighboring states were hostile toward it and wanted to "undo" it created
a siege mentality among its policymakers, which influenced both Pakistani
foreign and domestic policies.

Indo-Pakistan relations havebeen characterizedby mutual distrust
and sharpdifferences in their perspectives on international and regional
problems. Theroots of these differences canhe traced to the pieindepen-
denceperiodwhen the Congress Party and the Muslim League advocated
two diametrically opposite concepts of nationhood. For the Muslim
League, the demand for Pakistan was a natural consequence of basic
historical antagonism in SouthAsia. For the Congress Party, the Hpmanri
for Pakistan ran counterto their ideals and the philosophy of Ghandi and
Nehru. Pakistan was a country that ought not to have come into t-vistfuce
This legacy of distrust and antagonism carried over to the postindepeit-
dence period and was transformed into hostility between the two states.
This was reinforced by the disputes that developed in the early years of
independence when the Pakistani leadership was confronted with the
uphill task of building an administrative structure for the new state.' In
dia's seizure of Hyderabad andJunagadh was perceived as a threat bythe
Pakistani leadership. Thefirst Indo-Pakistan warin Kashmir (1947-48) ac
centuated Pakistan's insecurity. Subsequent developments, especially the
Indo-Pakistan wars of 1965 and 1971, intensified the syndrome.

Pakistan's security problem is alsocaused by the divergent perspec
tives on the regional power structure in South Asia. India pursues what
canbedescribed asthe dominance model—India playing a leaOpnship lole
in SouthAsia becauseof its size, population, technologicaladvancement,
and military power. Though the conceptof Indiaasa regional powergoes
hack to the days of Nehru, it was presented in a forceful marmer after
Pakistan's military debacle in 1971. India demonstrated its military
superiority over its traditional adversaryand wanted formal recognition
from Pakistan and other internationalactors. Statements by senior U.S. of
ficials, including the president, indicated that the United States recog
nized India's preeminence in South Asia and gave a boost to India's
dominance power model. Describing India's role in the region, a retired

'Major Indo-Pakistan disputes during the early years of independence centered
on the influx of refugees, communal riots, division of the assets of the former
Indian governmentand armed forces, the evacuee property issue, the treatment
of minorities, the canal water dispute, suspension ofbilateral trade between TnrUa
and Pakistan, and the concentration of Indian troops on its borders in 1950-51.
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Indian lieutenant general wrote: "We have to live up to the dictates of
history, geography, population, and resources. We cannot abdicate our
responsibilities flowing from these considerations. These demand that
India be the dominant power between Suezand Singapore and, eventu
ally, alongwith the USA, USSR, and China, one of the four leadingpowers
of the world." 2

Advocates of the dominance model argue that regional stability can
be ensured by acknowledging "India *s dominant status in the subconti
nentand[by] working withIndia [rather] thanagainst it"' Such a model
implies that the states ofSouth Asia should harmonize theirforeign policies
with India's priorities. They shouldadoptno posture that conflicts with
India's foreign policy framework. Indiashould act as the gatekeeper of
South Asiaand should oversee, if not regulate,the interaction of the South
Asian states with the rest of the world. In the case of any intrastate con
flict in a South Asian state, India should reserve the right to have a say
in the settlement. India's dominance model is anathema to Pakistan.

Pakistan's threat perceptions were also shaped by Afghanistan's ir-
ledentist claims on Pakistaniterritory and the intermittent border clashes
between the two countries in the fifties and the sixties. What perturbed
Pakistan most was India's support of Afghanistan's claims, which were
laterendorsed by the Soviet Union. Nonetheless, Pakistan viewedAfghan
istan as an irritant rather than as a military threat.

The situation changed dramatically with the Sovietmilitary interven
tion in Afghanistan in December 1979. This watershed made the South
Asian region vulnerable to Soviet penetration.^ The continued presence
of Soviet troops in Afghanistan has brought the Soviet Union very close
to Pakistan's border. Afghanistan could no longer be treated as a buffer
between South Asiaand the Soviet Union. Many in Pakistan and elsewhere
viewed the Sovietmove as part of the Soviet "grand design" to reach the
warm waters of the Gulf region. It was also interpreted as a communist
threat to Islam and the "ftcc world." Pakistani official circles, the media,
and a number of political groups played up this theme in 1980-81, but
in subsequent years the focus shifted to other ramifications of Soviet

2S. K. Sinha, "Threat FacingUs,Pakistan, and Those NearerHome," TheStatesman,
May 30, 1984.

'Baidev Raj Nayer, '"fteat India Seriously," Foreign Policy, no. 18 (Spring
1975):133-54.

<A. R. Siddiqi, "Afghanistan: A Geopolitical Watershed," DefenceJournal, June-
July 1982,pp. 1-8; M.B.Naqvi, "Pakistan's Dilemmaover Afghanistan,"Defence
Journal, June-July 1982, pp. 2^-21.
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military intervention, although a sectionof public opinion continued to
harp on this theme.

The spillover ofthecivU strife inAfghanistan iscausing security prob
lems for Pakistan. Insurgent groups in Afghanistan maintain ethnic,
linguistic, tribal, and ideological linkages with several Pakistani groups,
which serve aschannels ofpolitical andmaterial support, including some
arms supply, for the insurgent groups. Pakistan is either unable or unwill
ing to checkthese transborder interactions, which might provide a con
venient excuse for Soviet and Afghan authorities to resort to groundat
tacks and air raids on Pakistani border areas and especially on Afghan
refugee camps in an attempt to intimidate Pakistan. The frequency and
intensity of suchmilitary operations have increased since 1984, causing
heavy damage toproperty andkilling many Afghan refugees andPakistani
nationals. What worries Pakistan is that these cross-border reprisals may
escalate into a bigger conflict.

Another spillover of the Afghanistan crisis, with security ramifica
tionsfor Pakistan, is the presence of about 3 million Afghan refugees in
Pakistan.5 This influx hasput enormous social, economic, and political
strains on the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) and Baluchistan. A
number ofrefugee groups have developed tieswithlocal political groups
and provided mostly armed manpower to facilitate the advancement of
theirgoals. Agoodnumber of refugees have moved out of the camps into
places of their choice in the four provinces. If this type of migration fe
allowed to go unchecked, their repatriation to Afghanistan will become
difficult, if not impossible. The refugees have also been linked to bomb
explosions and drugtrafficking, although their leaders denysuchcharges.
Ambushes and mine or bomb explosionsare common phenomena in the
NWFP and Baluchistan.^ Some of the weapons available to the insur
gents have found their way into the interior of Pakistan. AK-47s, rockdt
launchers, and other deadly weapons haveproliferated and are often used
by rival groups for settling feuds. The dacoits and other antisocial ele-

'For a detailed study, see Hasan-Askari Rizvi, "Afghan Refugees in Pakistan: In
flux, Humanitarian Assistance, and Implications," Pakistan Horizon 37(1)
(1984):40-6I.

''According to official information from the government of Pakistan, there were
263 reported bomb explosions, killing forty andinjuring 298 people inPakistan's
tribal areas during January 1985 andJuly 1986 {Daily Nawa-e-Waqt [Lahore],
September 30,1986).These statistics do not includebombexplosions in the settled
areas of the NWFP, Baluchistan, and other parts of Pakistan.
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ments are making fiill use of these weapons. Thus, the government faces
the problem of internal security, in addition to cross-border reprisals,
because of the influx of Afghan refugees.

The Soviet Union could cultivate the alienated sections of the popula
tion in Baluchistan, Sind, and the NWFP and encourage them to assert
their identity and challenge the authority of the national elite, thus strain
ing the Pakistani body politic. The Soviet Union could apply pressure—
political and military—through India. With India and the Soviet Union
having grievances against Pakistan, they could coordinate their military
moves, thus posing a serious threat to Pakistan's security.

Geographic factors and constraints on resources also contribute to
the accentuation of security problems. Pakistan's territory lacks depth,
with no natural barriers on its border with India. Its main communica
tion lines run parallel to the border, and some of its major cities are situated
very close to the border. The establishment of Bangladesh in 1971 was
not to Pakistan's advantage. In fact, security problems were aggravated in
several respects. Since Bangladesh came into existence with the active sup
port of India, its troops, once deployed on the EastPakistanborder, could
be transferred to the Pakistan-India border. Even after the 1975 coup in
Bangladesh and the new government's policy of asserting its identity, it
was too weak to pose any serious military threat to India. Thus, there was
an increase in defense pressures on Pakistan. Moreover, India enjoys a clear
margin over Pakistan in military power, defense production, and industrial
development. Pakistan's industrial base and especially its defense-related
industries are weak and cannot sustain a large-scale military operation
spread over time without acquiring weapons and military hardware from
external sources.

Perceptions of Security and Peace

Given these serious external threats, it is not surprising that Paki
stan developed a deep sense of insecurity or that the search for secu
rity emerged as the cardinal concern of its foreign and defense policy.
Paldstan adopted measures to meet the challenge from its neighboring
adversaries, especially India. It tried to increase its military power by
maximizing the mobilization of its domestic resources and by seeking the
cooperation of other states. These efforts were buttressed by diplomatic
strategies to counterbalance India's preponderance in South Asia. Paki
stan's ties with the Muslim world and the support it enjoyed among
these states contributed to improving its diplomatic clout in a regional
context.
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The Pakistani leadership is averse to the Indian dominance model
and believes that the model cannot serve as a basis for a durable peace.
A New Delhi-centered regional system lacks the flexibility to accommodate
the divergent perceptions of peace and security held by the various states
in the region. Its insensitivity toward the smaller states of South Asia c^
jeopardize the prospects of peace, cooperation, and stability in the region.

Pakistan envisages a pluralistic and decentralized model as the basis
for a durable peace and for security in South Asia. Instead of a powerful
actor steam-rolling diversity dictating policy to smaller states, the alter
nate model not only recognizes but accommodates the existing discon
tinuities and divergent perspectives. The aim is to identify the overlap
ping interests and gradually to harmonize differences through voluntary
cooperation and the adoption of confidence-building measures. This is
going to be a slow, even painful, process, but if the South Asian states
(especially India) practice accommodation and tolerance toward one
another, it can serve as the basis of a durable peace. Such a peace model
in no way compromises the sovereign entity of any state. Rather, it pro
vides greater security to entities by acknowledging the right of every state
to determine its policies—external and domestic.

Security Relations

Pakistan-U.S. security relations can be understood within the con
text of Pakistan's security dilemma and its efforts to create a pluralistic
and decentralized regional system for South Asia by counterbalancing In
dia's military superiority.

Perceived threats from India and especially the first Indo-Pakistan
war on the Kashmir question underlined an imperative to strengthen
Pakistan's defense arrangements. Thus, it adopted a policy of allocating
the largest share of the national budget to defense; however, its resources
were inadequate to meet the requirements of modernizing its defense ar
rangements. When Pakistan looked for external support and cooperation
to enhance its defensive capability, the United States was willing to pro
vide assistance, but only if Pakistan joined an alliance system that was part
of the U.S. global strategy to contain the Soviet Union. Pakistan did not
consider this to be a high price in view of the urgency to strengthen its
defenses.

Moreover, the power elite in Pakistan were oriented toward the West.
Their experience with the British and the Western notions of democracy,
equality, and liberty, which they cherished, created a natural inclination
toward the West. Some of the elite were educated in Britain and main-
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tained personal contacts with the British. With no direct contacts with
the Soviet Union during the preindependence period, Pakistani's con
sidered the Soviets far behind the Western countries in modem technology.
It was therefore natural for the Pakistani elite to respond positively to over
tures from familiar quarters.

In 1954 Pakistan and the United States signed the Mutual Defense
Assistance Treaty, which facilitated arms transfers to Pakistan and military
training for its personnel by American experts in the United States and
Pakistan. Then Pakistan was admitted to SEATO in September 1954 and
the Baghdad Pact in September 1955, later renamed CENTO. In 1959,
Pakistan and the United States signed the Mutual Security Pact—an ex
ecutive arrangement not formally confirmed by the U.S. Congress. It
declared that the '^government of the United States of America regards
as vital to its national interests and to world peace the preservation of
the independence and integrity of Pakistan."^

Despite cooperation in security affairs, Pakistan and the United States
did not fully share each other's perspectives. Pakistan's security interests
were regional whereas the United States' were global. For the United States,
the major concern was containment of the Soviet Union and the People's
Republic of China (PRC); for Pakistan, India was the major adversary. The
United States was obsessed with communism and wanted to hold back

its impact on Asian states. Pakistan wanted to offset India's substantial
qualitative and quantitative advantage in military power. Thus, the two
countries needed each other but for diverse goals.

The United States was able to include Pakistan in its containment

policy and provided military facilities there to pursue its global objectives.
Pakistan secured several advantages from these arrangements. First, Paki
stan received military aid in the form of grants, military sales, and credit
to purchase weapons from commercial sources. It received military grant
assistance valued at $650 million, defense support assistance of $619 mil
lion, and credit facilities worth $55 million.® Pakistan also obtained, in
ter alia, tanks, artillery pieces, other arms and ammunition, armored per
sonnel carriers, and transport for the army; aircraft including F-104, B-57,
F-86, and C-130 for the air force; material for naval defense; and radar and

^For the full text of the agreement, see K. Arif, ed., America-Pakistan Relations:
Documents, vol. 1 (Lahore: Vanguard, 1984), pp. 156-58.

®Noor A. Husain, "Pakistan-U.S. Security Relations, Arms Sales, Bases, and Nuclear
Issues," in Leo E. Rose and Noor A. Husain, eds.. United States-Pakistan Rela
tions (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1985),
pp. 1-14, esp. p. 4.
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communications equiupment. Training facilities were provided, and joint
naval and air exercises were held, thus contributing to modernizing PaM-
stan's defense services.

Second, liberal economic assistance gave a boost to Pakistanis falter
ing economy in the mid-fifties. Third, the fact that Pakistan enjoyed the
support of a powerful ally was viewed as a welcome development and
a source of strength for a country suffering from an insecurity syndrome.

Pakistan was thus aligned with the United States not because it ap
prehended a Soviet-Chinese onslaught but because of an Indian threat
perception. The divergence in Pakistani and U.S. goals produced strahis
in their relations at the beginning of the pact era. Pakistan entertained
some doubts about the reliability of the U.S. commitment as early as 1956.
Similarly, questions were raised in the United States in 1957 about the ad
visability of relying on Pakistan as a defender of American interests vis-a
vis the Soviet Union.^ However, the two sides neither endeavored to har
monize their divergent perspectives nor attempted to clarify ambiguities
in their relations. They played down their differences and continued to
cooperate with each other for different reasons.

Arms Sales

Modernization of the Pakistani military entails a large-scale induc
tion of arms and technology from external sources because its own anns
industry is underdeveloped. It can supply only small arms and related
equipment. The latest sophisticated equipment, including air and naval
defense systems and communications gear, has to be obtained from the
advanced states. Thus, arms transfer forms a core part of Pakistan's secui^ty
relations with the United States. There is enough evidence available to sug
gest that the U.S. ability to influence Pakistan is correlated with the qual
ity and quantity of arms supplies.^® Any change in arms transfer policy
influences the overall pattern of interaction between the two countries.

The shift in America's arms transfer policy following the outbreak
of the Sino-Indian border conflict in 1962 adversely affected Pakistan-U.S.
relations. Global considerations led the United States to undertake a lai^e-
scale supply of arms and equipment to India, ostensibly to build India
as a bulwark against Chinese '^expansionism." Pakistan viewed this shift
in America's arms transfer policy within the backdrop of its regional sccu-

^Shirin Tkhir-Kheli, The United States and Pakistan: The Evolution ofan Influence
Relationship (New York: Praeger, 1982), p. 6.

lojbid.
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rity perspective: Its regional adversary, which already enjoyed a military
edge, was being supplied more weapons in complete disregard of the sen
sitivities of an ally, that is, Pakistan. The Pakistani leadership argued that
India had no intention of fighting the PRC. It was using the Chinese bogey
to obtain as much Western weaponry as possible to use against Pakistan.
President Ayub Khan outlined his concerns in a letter to President Ken
nedy in November 1962:

1 am very grateful for the assurance you have given that the arms you are
now supplying to India will not be used against us. This is very generous
of you, but knowing the sort of people you are dealing with, whose history
is a continuous tale of broken pledges, 1 would not ask a friend like you
to place yourself in an embarrassing situation. . . . Our belief is that the arms
now being obtained by India from you for use against China will undoubtedly
be used against us at the very first opportunity."

Pakistan began to diversify its interaction in the international system by
improving ties with the socialist countries. This process was accelerated
when the United States imposed an arms embargo on South Asia after the
outbreak of the 1965 Indo-Pakistan war.

The discontinuation of arms transfers seriously undermined Paki
stan's combat effectiveness because its defense procurement was almost
entirely dependent upon the United States. Pakistan's security relations
with the United States declined, and it became conscious of the inherent
dangers of a heavy reliance on one source of supply for weapons.

With its traditional sources of supply cut off, Pakistan looked for
new sources of arms procurement in the PRC, France, the Soviet Union
(1968-69), and European markets. Pakistan also obtained military hard
ware through Tlirkey and Iran. Notwithstanding the easing of the embargo
in 1966-67 and the supply of some military hardware by the United States
in 1970-71, Pakistan-U.S. security ties did not recover from the setback
it suffered in 1965. Reimposition of a total embargo in 1971 reinforced
the growing alienation from the United States among Pakistani policy
makers. The lifting of the embargo in 1975 did not improve the situation
because the U.S. demand of cash payment for all defense purchases was
a serious constraint on Pakistan's ability to purchase new equipment.'^

"Mohammad Ayub Khan, Friends Not Masters {Kztzchu Oxford University Press,
1967), p. 143.

^2For a detailed study of U.S. arms policy, see Stephen P. Cohen, ''U.S. Weapons
and South Asia: A Policy Analysis,'* Pacific Affairs, Spring 1976, pp. 49-69.
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The Current Situation

Pakistan-U.S. relations, which reached their lowest point in the spmng
of 1979, took an upward turn after the Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan in December 1979. Since the Soviet adventure took place
within less than one year of the overthrow of the staunchly pro-U.S.
government of Reza Shah in Iran by the Islamic revolutionaries led by
Ayatollah Khomeini, the United States viewed this as a Soviet attempt to
position itself squarely for any future advance toward the Gulf and the
Indian Ocean. American leaders felt that if the Soviet action was allowed

to go unpunished and the United States did not back up the pro-America
regimes in the region, its long-term interests might suffer irreparable
damage. President Carter outlined American policy on Afghanistan in his
address to the joint session of Congress in January 1980: 'Any attempt
by an outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be re
pelled by any means necessary, including military force.'

This enhanced Pakistan's relevance for the U.S. policy of checkmadng
the Soviets in Afghanistan. The United States also realized that, in view
of Pakistan's proximity to and linkages with the Gulf region, it could be
instrumental in implementing American security policy in that region.
Therefore, the United States offered categorical security guarantees to
Pakistan. The American ambassador to Pakistan declared in an interview

that "our major interest and preoccupation is to prevent an extension of
Soviet power.. . .The Soviet move in Afghanistan has changed the strategic
environment in this part of the world. Pakistan is now a frontline state,
under direct threat from the Soviet Union

The reinvigoration of Pakistan-U.S. security ties in the wake of a
shared perception of the implications of the Soviet presence in Afghanistan
resurrected American arms sales to Pakistan. From Pakistan's standpoint,
arms sales are key to its security because India's overwhelming mili^uy
superiority has been accentuated by the awesome presence of Soviet troops
in Afghanistan. In addition, the increase of arms transfers from the Soviet
Union to India during 1980-86 enhanced India's military advantage in
South Asia. Pakistan's ruling elite looks upon arms sales from the United
States as an important measure to improve its security capability in a
belligerent environment.

Just like the Pakistan-U.S. security relationship during the fifties, the
military is the major beneficiary of the new arrangement. It has obtained

I'For the full text of the statement, see U.S. News & World Report, February 4,
1980, pp. 73-76.

^^Mag Weekly (Karachi), February 18-24, 1982, p. 4.
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a wide variety of modern arms and equipment. By 1985, Pakistan was
fourth among the recipients of U.S. security assistance. The quality and
quantity of arms supplies acquired salience in their interaction. That is
why Pakistan declined to accept the first delivery of F-16 aircraft when
it learned that the latest electronic warfare equipment was not fitted in
these aircraft. Later, the dispute was settled to Pakistan's satisfaction.^'
These military sales contributed to the modernization of the military and
helped to fill in the gaps in security arrangements caused by past disrup
tions in the arms supplied by the West and especially the United States.

Pakistan also obtained U.S. economic assistance as part of an aid
package. In addition, economic assistance was made available by the World
Bank, the IMF, and Aid to Pakistan Club, all of which stimulated the
Pakistani economy and lessened economic pressures on the political
system.

Pakistan is now obtaining U.S. assistance without entering into a
defense treaty. No bases or military facilities have been provided, which
distinguishes this relationship from the security ties during the fifties. The
current relataionship *Ts more informal and flexible," which makes it
"more durable and credible than the old one."^^ It has also diluted the

United States' overt opposition to Pakistan's nuclear program.
Despite the current overlap in Pakistan and U.S. interests, one can

not be oblivious to the divergencies that persist in their perceptions and
goals. Pakistan is important for the United States to the extent that it helps
to contain Soviet influence and protects American interests in the Gulf
region. Any redefinition of U.S. interests or settlement of the Afghan prob
lem will minimize Pakistan's relevance to U.S. policy in the Gulf region,
which will lead to a revision of the present pattern of Pakistan-U.S. security
relations.

The Afghanistan crisis has become hostage to the U.S.-Soviet global
rivalry, which has been on the rise since 1979. U.S. policymakers favor
a political settlement of the Afghanistan crisis as part of an overall arrange
ment between the two superpowers. This perspective places Pakistan in
a difficult situation. On the one hand, delay in the settlement of the Afghan
crisis has multiplied Pakistan's security problems, and therefore it would
like to strike a negotiated settlement at the earliest. On the other hand,
a political arrangement with Afghanistan that does not take into account
America's interests will result either in a reduction or discontinuation of

America's economic assistance and military sales to Pakistan.

^^New York Times, November 30, 1982; Washington Post, December 7, 1982.

>^Rais A. Khan, **Pakistan-U.S. Relations: Divergences and Convergences of Percep
tions,*' in Rose and Husain, eds., U.S.-Pakistan Relations, pp. 35-36.
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Pakistan entertains doubts about the U.S. commitment to Pakistan

if it is threatened by a state other than the Soviet Union. Indo-Pakistan
relations are far from cordial, and efforts to defuse tension between tltem
have not brought about the desired improvement in their relations. What
if there is another armed conflict between India and Pakistan? Will the

United States be prepared to stand by Pakistan, or will it repeat what it
did in 1965 and 1971? Any security arrangement that does not take into
account Pakistan's security predicament as a whole is unsatisfactory.

Currently, a new six-year (1987-93) economic assistance and military
sales package is being finalized. The proposed value of the package is $4.2
billion, and the United States is prepared to offer concessional rates of
interest. If the second aid package is approved by the U.S. Congress at
concessional rates, a number of questions will require close attention.
These include, inter alia, what will Pakistan offer in exchange? How far
will this affect Pakistan's efforts to find a negotiated settlement of the
Afghanistan crisis? Will Pakistan be asked to play a role in the security
of the Gulf region? How far will this restrict Pakistan's policy options and
domestic economic priorities? Will the annual approval of the assistance
package mean that the U.S. government, its agencies, and its international
financial institutions acquire the right to monitor Pakistan's foreign policy
and economic performance?

There has been an enhancement of U.S. influence in Pakistan since

1981, when the first economic assistance and military sales program was
approved. Pakistan's foreign minister has undertaken more trips to the
United States than to any other country since 1983, and high-level
diplomatic exchanges between the two countries have also increased. This
trend will be reinforced during the course of implementing the second
six-year assistance program. Growing identification with the United Smtes
has intensified debate in Pakistan on the advisability of developing close
and multifaceted economic and security ties. This relationship has diluted
the nonaligned character of Pakistan's foreign policy and has constrained
its ability to find an early political solution to the Afghanistan crisis.

Nuclear Issue

An important aspect of Pakistan-U.S. security relations pertains to
the nuclear issue in South Asia. Pakistan's nuclear program dates back to
the mid-fifties when it was initiated with U.S. and Canadian cooperation.
However, it acquired a security dimension when India exploded a nuclear
device in 1974, euphemistically described as a '^peaceful nuclear explo
sion." Pakistan cannot accept such an explanation because of the long
history of mutual distrust and acrimonious Indo-Pakistan relations.
Pakistan's threat perception and especially the memory of India's role in
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the dismemberment of Pakistan in 1971 shaped its response. It was inter
preted as part of India's poiiq^ to establish its hegemony in the region
and to coerce the smaller nations of South Asia with nuclear *'blackmail."

Pakistan moved swiftly on the diplomatic front to counterbalance
the security pressures caused by India's nuclear explosion. It demanded
that the Security Council provide adequate guarantees to Pakistan and
other states in the region against India's nuclear "blackmail." The demand
for guarantees was raised by Pakistan in all the major international forums,
but no firm conunitment was offered. Pakistan also put forward the pro
posal of designating South Asia as a nuclear weapons free zone.^® The U.N.
General Assembly has regularly approved this proposal since 1974, but
no concrete steps have been taken to implement it.

Pakistan made a thorough reappraisal of its nuclear program in order
to become "increasingly progressive and more self-reliant in the field of
nuclear power and nuclear technology." it was against this background
that it signed an agreement with France in March 1976 for the purchase
of a fuel-reprocessing plant. Instead of facilitating the development of
nuclear technology, the agreement marked the beginning of serious prob
lems for Pakistan's nuclear program.

The United States, which suspected the peaceful character of
Pakistan's nuclear program, interpreted the agreement for a French
reprocessing plant as a strategy for acquiring nuclear weapons capability.
The United States adopted a two-pronged strategy to undermine the
French-Pakistan deal. It mounted diplomatic pressure on Pakistan to recon
sider the pack, as well as the entire nuclear policy, and lobbied with France
to cancel the arrangement.^® American efforts were crowned with suc
cess when France expressed its inability to supply the reprocessing plant
and offered to negotiate a new deal. U.S. pressure on Pakistan's nuclear
program was maximized when in early 1979 U.S. intelligence sources
learned that Pakistan was installing a clandestine plant for the enrichment
of uranium, using a gas centrifuge system. All military sales and economic
assistance to Pakistan was cut off by the U.S. administration by invoking
the Symington-Glenn Amendment.

^^See editorials, news analyses and comments on India's nuclear explosion in the
Pakistani press during the first four to six weeks after the explosion in May 1974.

i®Hasan-Askari Rizvi, Politics of the Bomb in South Asia, Progressive Series no.
23 (Lahore: Progressive Publishers, 1975), pp. 27-29.

^'Munir Ahmad Khan, "Our Nuclear Power Program," Pakistan Times (Lahore),
September 30, 1974.

^oTihir-Kheli, Evolution ofan Influence Relationship, p. 124.
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Pakistan views the U.S. nonproliferation poliq^ and especially its
disposition toward Pakistanis nuclear program as selective and discrintin-
atory. American pressure on Pakistan in the late seventies to discontinue
its nuclear program caused strong resentment in official and unofficial
circles. It was described as a denial of the right of a Third World state
to acquire nuclear technology. What distressed Pakistan most was a well-
orchestrated propaganda campaign in the West against its nuclear pro
gram, especially in the United States. Sensational stories about Pakistan's
drive to acquire a nuclear bomb, described as the "Islamic Bomb," were
circulated, including rumors that Pakistan had already manufactured a
bomb or would do so in the near future. It was also rumored that Pakistan

would then transfer this technology to the Arab states, which would have
grave implications for Israel's security. These reports were based on selec
tive evidence and unbalanced reporting.

Instead of examining the nuclear question in the context of Pakistan's
security predicament, the United States used Pakistan as a test case for
its nonproliferation policy. Pakistan's search for safeguards against nuclear
threats and its demand to make South Asia a nuclear weapons free zone
showed that it was seeking safeguards rather than working toward the
development of a bomb. Its proposal that India and Pakistan should
simultaneously sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) was testimony to
Pakistan's willingness to surrender the nuclear option if India's nuclear
threat was also neutralized. Pakistan offered a four-point proposal to In
dia in 1985 for establishing a framework for peaceful uses of nudlear
technology in South Asia. These were (1) simultaneous signatures tO) the
NPT; (2) simultaneous acceptance of full-scope safeguards; (3) bilateral in
spection of one another's nuclear facilities; and (4) a binding declaration
by all South Asian states renouncing acquisition or manufacture of nuclear
weapons.2i India did not accept this proposal.

The United States moderated its opposition to Pakistan's nuclear pro
gram after the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan. It was not a
change of heart but a shift in U.S. priorities. Containment of the Soviet
Union is assigned a higher priority than strict enforcement of a non-
proliferation policy. The revival of economic assistance and military sales
since 1981 has pacified some of Pakistan's security concerns, and, given
the importance of the assistance for Pakistan, the United States feels that
it can exercise reasonable influence to restrain Pakistan from diverting its
nuclear program to nonpeaceful purposes. The condition of annual

^Address of Pakistan's foreign minister to the U.N. General Assembly, Dawn
(Karachi), October 3, 1985.
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approvalof the assistance packageby the U.S. Congress ensures "good"
nuclear conduct on the part of Pakistan. It is clearly understood that the
acquisition of a nuclear weapons capability will result in discontinuation
of U.S. economic assistance and military sales. Pakistan may not like to
lose these, for obvious reasons.



2. Partners or Friends?

U.S.-Pakistan Security
Relations Revisited

STEPHEN P. COHEN

It is a challenge to return to a subject discussed at length only two
years earlier.^ It is encouraging to discover that many—if not most—of
the arguments and assertions of two years ago remain valid today, despite
the passage of time and the advantage of a different angle of vision. It
may be that for the full-time government official ''where you sit deter
mines where you stand,'' but a scholar (even one on loan to the govern
ment) cannot—and certainly should not—adapt so readily. ^ To begin,
therefore, with my conclusion: despite an extraordinary degree of com
plexity, some measure of misunderstanding, and a volatile mixture of
security issues, the U.S.-Pakistan relationship is on a sound footing. The
cautious optimism of my earlier chapter seems to be the right note. On
the other hand, there will be some shift in nuance, some change in em
phasis, which reflect developments in South Asia as much as a shift in
my own perspective.

Some of these differences are reflected in the title of this chapter.
With apologies to the late President Ayub, 1 have modified his "Friends
Not Masters" and added a question mark. And the reader will note that
"or" does not exclude "and." Here is the nub of the issue. The United

States and Pakistan are certainly strategic partners. There is also a degree
of friendship between the two governments and, just as important, be
tween the people of these two distant countries. Is, however, the part
nership one of expediency based upon a temporary overlap of secmrity
concerns? Is the friendship still weak and feeble? Will it evaporate in the

The views and opinions expressed in this chapter are those of the author and do
not necessarily represent the policies of the United States government.

^See Stephen P. Cohen, ''U.S.-Pakistan Security Relations," in Leo E. Rose and
Noor A. Husain, eds., United States-Pakistan Relations (Berkeley: Institute of East
Asian Studies, University of California, 1985).

2On the other hand, scholars should acknowledge significant adjustments in their
own positions. The perceptive reader will notice such changes in my understand
ing of regional security issues before and after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
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face of the slightest provocation? Let me break these questions down into
their component parts and present a fuller and more balanced picture of
the Pakistan-U.S. security relationship.

A Complex Relationship

Every security relationship between sovereign states is inherently dif
ficult. The United States and Pakistan do not have a ''NATO-like'' tie,
although that alternative was explored in the 1950s. It was rejected by
the 1960s, and Pakistan's present commitment to a nonaligned, multi-
polar diplomacy rules out such a relationship. Yet, the two states have
important—and for Pakistan vital—security interests in common, so there
must be some degree of cooperation. The level of cooperation, its con
tent, and the durability of the security relationship will be shaped by a
number of factors.

First, the U.S.-Pakistan relationship does not encompass all, or even
a major portion, of each state's security concerns. For each side there are
other interests more important than their overlapping interests. For the
United States the Soviet Union remains the major strategic concern; for
Pakistan it is India that remains the chief security threat. However, the
gap between the importance of the bilateral relationshipand other security
relationships is narrowing on both sides. This is partly the doing of the
Soviets, who have both increased their military pressure on Pakistan
(precipitating a direct American response in the form of enchanced air
defense technology) and who have been utterly unforthcoming on the
critical issue of their speedy withdrawal from Afghanistan.

Second, the security interests of Pakistan and the United States are
not congruent. For Pakistan the United States represents an important
source of weapons and political support; for the United States it has been
chiefly Pakistan's position as a counter to Soviet expansionism that is
valued. Put another way, the two states share a common strategic interest,
but their different geopolitical vantage points lead them to emphasize dif
ferent facets of that interest.

Third, on both sides the multiplicity of security interests necessar
ily involves a number of different government agencies, bureaus, services,
and public groups. In the United Statesthe Pakistan security tie is closely
watched by the armed services, by the arms assistance bureaucracy, by
those concerned with nuclear proliferation, by government agencies, by
Congress, by private groups concerned with human rights, and by those
who view Pakistan in both a global and regional strategic context. I am
sure that on the Pakistan side one could find nearly as much diversity:
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Pakistan's three services are each eager to modernize, drawingupon the
limited American assistance that is available; its civilians have their own
priorities about defense spending. And for many Pakistanis the U.S. tie
must raise questions in terms of relations with Iran, the Gulf states, and
the People's Republic of China.

Fourth, the existenceof such diversegroups complicatespolicytnak-
ing in both countries. Eachwould like to have its claimpressed, making
it difficult for one side to understand exactly who prevails on the other
side. Fortunately, there has been h^quent high-level contact between
the two countries and routinized discussion of security issues at the
bureaucratic level.

Fifth, a multiplicity of interests can give rise to the suspicion tlrat
one side or the other is playing "politics" in the sense that frivolous or
exaggerated claims are put forward in order to strengthen other claims.
1 suspect that some Pakistanis believe that American concerns over the
democratization of their country are not genuine, but meant only to pot
pressure on Pakistanfor other purposes. Americanscertainly feel uncom
fortable with Pakistani insistence that their country is energy-poor and
that itsnuclearprogram isdesigned only to producemoreelectrical power.
We agree with the diagnosis but have doubts about some of the medicine
being prescribed.

Sixth, there are important differences in the personal and political
style of the two countries. Both sides pride themselves on being honest
and straightforward, but both sidescan be capableof a degreeof subtlety
that alarms the other. A related problem is that the ties between the United
States and Pakistan havealways been subject to stereotyping, misrepresen
tation, and even deliberatedistortion—someof this generatedby interested
onlookers.

Seventh, no matter how much we talk ofpartnership, the fact is that
the security relationshipbetweeii the UnitedStates and Pakistan is asym
metrical. The issues involved are very important for the United States, as
evidenced by the extraordinary pair of six-yearassistanceagreements, "ifet
what is very important for one side is a matter of survival—of life and
death—for the other, and Pakistan has a great deal more at stake than does
the United States. It is, as we sometimes need to be reminded, surrounded
on all sides by major military powers.

Finally, our relations also bear the burden of history. Wedid see the
Soviet threat in different ways in the 1950s, and we certainly saw rhftia
in different ways in the 1960s. We have always differed on the nature of
the Indian threat to Pakistan, and there have been important differences
on various Middle East issues, Pakistan's nuclear program, the pace of
democratization, and so forth. Such differences leave behind a residue of
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antagonism in both countries, even though on some issuesour positions
have come to be quite close, if not identical. My own view is that poten
tially the greatest benefit of our security relationship will be the process
of mutual learning and adjustment on a range of issuesother than Afghan
istan, which of course dominates our relationship and which is more fully
discussed in other chapters.

Paradoxically, the very complexity of the security relationship
described above lends it a degree of stability. It is not anchored merely
in a common concern over Soviet expansionism, although that concern
givesthe relationship a measure of gravity that ensures high-level interest
on both sides. The so-called peripheral issues—nuclear proliferation,
Pakistan's domestic politics, Indo-Pak relations, the resolution of various
WestAsian conflicts—are important in their own right. The presence of
a genuine Soviet threat may make it easier to achieve progress on these
and related issues.

The Evolution of a Strategic Interest

When confronted in 1947 with large requests for arms from both
India and Pakistan(India even before Pakistan!), Americanpolicymakers
studied the issue carefully. They noted that the chief objective of U.S.
regional policy should be to "prevent Soviet encroachment or domina
tion," prevent Soviet access to the region, and encourage cooperation
among regional countries. Therewasalsothe expectation that the United
States and other Western democracies might be granted the use of "areas
or facilities which might be required ... for operations against the
U.S.S.R. in the event of war."' In Pakistan's case it was thought that
"emergency" facilities might be developed in the "Karachi-Lahore area."
Of course, these preparations were secondary to the major concern with
Soviet expansion in Europe and East Asia, and it took several years (and
the creation of the Central Treaty Organization [CENTO]) before any serious
discussion took place.

Thepolicymakers of this eraanticipated a numberof problems. They
recognized the dangers of alienating Indiaor Pakistan should a too-close
relationship develop with the other. They were proven correct in 1954,
1971, and 1980 when the United States lent its support to Pakistan and
in 1962when substantialemergencygrant militaryassistance was provided

'SeeU.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations oftheUnited States, vol. 3, 1947
(Washington, D.C., 1972), for these 1949 comments.
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to India.^ Such alienation is an important factor in American policy calcula
tions, not because of a simple desire to remain '^friends'' with two states
at odds with each other, but because of the hard reality that one state or
the other could always undo the gains of U.S.-regional strategic coopera
tion. Indian and Pakistani responses are necessarily factors in American
regional calculations.

American regional strategy was unevenly implemented over the years.
After an initial attempt to avoid regional engagement, in the hope that
India and Pakistan would cooperate with each other, thus restoring ^he
strategic unity of the subcontinent, the United States went ahead with a
major arms assistance program with Pakistan. Simultaneously, it made ma
jor economic development grants to India, thus funding both sides of a
regional arms race, but also, in effect, strengthening both sides against
outside forces.

The 1954-65 American policy was difficult to implement, and it led
to a measure of anger and disillusionment in New Delhi, Karachi, and even
Washington. Further, the Soviet threat seemed to have receded, or perhaps
shifted to other areas ofAsia. After the United States became fully entan^ed
in Vietnam, such regions as South and Southwest Asia were unable to at
tract high-level attention, and with the brief exception of the Nixon-
Kissinger strategy of 'Tilting'' toward Pakistan (a tilt that managed to
alienate both Indians and Pakistanis), Washington withdrew from the sub
continent. It took the triple blows of the 1974 Indian nuclear test, the
fall of the shah, and the physical invasion of Afghanistan to resurrect
serious American interest in Pakistan and India.

U.S. Arms and Pakistan

If the current six-year assistance package for Pakistan is unusual in
the history of American assistance programs, the follow-up six-year pro
gram is unprecedented.5 The package reflects not only an American
understanding of Pakistan's strategic importance, but also the difficulties
encountered during past efforts. Security assistance represents less than
half of the new program, and an attempt has been made to tailor the
package to the specific threats posed by the USSR along the Afghanistan

^Actual joint air defense operations took place, involving Indian, American, and
Commonwealth aircraft.

'See the chapter in this book by Herbert Hagerty for details of the two programs.
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border. The program was also designed to enhance Pakistan'soverall sense
of security, in the belief that such enhancement will reduce its incentive
to pursue a military nuclear program. Unlike the 1954 program, which
made Pakistan a modern military power hut left it with a nearly 100 per
cent U.S.-supplied establishment (later creating difficulties over the pro
vision of spare parts and replacements), the current program is one of
selective modernization of Pakistan's still largely Chinese-origin military
establishment. Indeed, the percentage of U.S. equipment in the Pakistan
Air Force (PAP) hovers at the 12percent level, and Pakistan's armor is still
about 75 percent Chinese in origin. And, with the exception of the PAF
F-l6s and the navy's Harpoon, Pakistanhas not received the most advanced
(and costly) U.S. equipment available.

By most standards the assistance program has been a success. The
weapons that have been supplied to Pakistan are a tangible evidence of
broader American strategic support for Pakistan's integrity and reflect a
shared approach to the containment of Sovietexpansion. Americanequip
ment has permitted a modest modernization of the Pakistan military,
enhancing Pakistan's defensive capabilities against likely Soviet pressures.
While not the purpose of this program, Pakistan's capabilities vis-a-vis
India are also enhanced, although no serious evaluation of the regional
military balance could conclude that the American program has done
anything hut improve Pakistan's defensive capabilities in the east.^ India
still hasstrategicsuperiority over Pakistan and facesno limitations on the
use of its Soviet-supplied and West European weapons.

While American policymakers have studied carefully the problem
of which weapons to supply to Pakistan, it is generally recognized that
the overall size of the program is so modest that no particular weapons
system is likely to have a decisive impact on the Indo-Pakistan military
imbalance.Those systemsthat might create regional uncertainty or other
wise destabilize Indo-Pakistan relations could he an appropriate subject
for discussion between the two countries, who have every incentive to
moderate the arms race between them. It does neither side much good
to acquirean expensiveand complicatedweapons systemif the other side
will reply in kind. While regional military establishments should be
modem and efficient, they need not acquire every systemavailable if there
are diplomatic and political alternatives.The United States, as a provider
of substantial arms assistance to Pakistan and as a modest provider of
defense-related technologiesto India, is especiallyinterested in seeingsuch
discussions move forward.

haveexaminedthe regionalmilitary(im)balance in ThePakistan Army(Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984).
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U.S. Arms: Part of the Package

Pakistan's earlier arms acquisitionstrategywas to increase its depoa-
dency on the United States in the belief that doing so would ehance the
overall commitment of Washington and perhaps extend that commitment
to noncommunist threats—e.g., India and Afghanistan. Later, Pakistsui
followed Chinese advice and embarked upon a strategy of self-reliance,
emphasizing the production of its own defense equipment. This resulted
in a greatly expanded capacity to produce small arms, ammunition, ex
plosives, various light weapons, and to rebuild and modernize Pakistati's
T-59 tanks and Mirage IIIA'̂ aircraft. However, like most states, PakisCEm
found that it was falling further and further behind in the modernity of
its military inventory. Thus, the first multiyear assistance program from
the United Statesemphasized filling in the gaps in air and sea power with
some fairlyadvanced systems; virtually nothing was done to significantly
improve Pakistan's own weapons-production capability.

In retrospect, it appears that Pakistan's search for defense self-reliance
was overambitious; even China has now turned abroad for help in im
provingthe qualityof its equipment;and India, a statethat has emphasized
defense self-reliance sincethe days of Krishna Menon, finds itselfheatdly
dependent upon the Soviet Union for key systems.^ One can only con
clude that the new arms relationship with the United Stateshas deferred,
but not resolved, Pakistan's arms acquisition dilemma. The United States
can meet only part of Pakistan's military requirements; Pakistan has tjie
alternative of developing other suppliers, of making better use of those
weapons that it does possess (by increasingmobility, improving tactlCs,
and enhancing the quality of its leadership), of reducing the strategic rhri^r
from the east and the west, and of taking steps that could increase fiie
flow of weapons from present suppliers. Some of these alternatives ^
compatible, some are mutuallyexclusive. In the finalanalysis, the respon
sibility for arriving at a harmonious and effeaive mix is Pakistan's, al
though the United States (and other countries) has a legitimate interest
in Islamabad's choices.

Strategic Cooperation

Pakistan and the United States have engaged in twoforms ofstrategic
cooperation. In the 1950s the United States was allowed to establish a

India's much vaunted effort at self-reliance has resulted in the manufacture in
Indiaof Soviet-design weapons on Soviet-provided equipment to Soviet-provided
specifications, by Indians who are Soviet-trained but unable to makesigfUfirant
changes in the systems they produce.
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monitoring facUity that wasuseful in keeping trackof the evolving Soviet
missile andspace program. This included U-2 flights. This activity has been
largely replaced globally bysatellite monitoring andisinanycase astabiliz
ing—not threatening—component of the U.S.-Soviet strategic equation.
Second, the United Statesand I^ikistanengaged in close consultation and
discussion in the context of SEATO (South East Asia Tieaty Organization)
and CENTO (which brought Pakistani strategists in conuct with Iran, Thr-
key, and other regional states). Given the revival of an arms and econotnic
assistance realtionship between the United States andPakistan, whatscope
is there for revivedstrategiccooperation along the lines described above?

It is most improbable that there soon will be the kind of strategic
cooperation that places Pakistan in an operational role vis-a-vis the Soviet
missile and spaceprogram.^ Norcan the old CENTO alliance be put back
together, althoughPakistan can engage and hasengaged in closeconsulta
tions with formermembers of that grouping. From the U.S. perspective,
such consultations—and even a degree ofstrategic cooperation—are highly
desirable, even if they do not involve the United States. A primary U.S.
policy objective has always been to encourage regional states, especially
Indiaand Pakistan, to cooperatewith each other against an external threat.
Pakistan is necessarily important to the United States not only because
of what it is but because of where it is.

Ata minimum, there must be a degree of strategiccoordination be
tween the United States and Pakistan. The two countries should know
and understand eachother's orientation, where theydisagree and agree,
so that each side might unilaterallyadjust its own policies to fit those of
the other side.

However, the relationshiphas yet to evolve to a highdegreeof strate-
ic cooperation. The exceptionhas been in some matters concerning the
security of Pakistan itself, especially along the western border, where
Soviet threats and Soviet/DRA (Democratic Republic of Afghanistan) at
tacks have been and will be met with a rapid U.S. political and military
response. The UnitedStates also continues to cooperate in searchingout
paths to a political settlement of the Afghan issue.

It may be that strategic cooperation has gone about as far as it can
for the near term, although coordination could evolve rapidly into
cooperation. This would seem to be largely a function of enhanced Soviet
pressure; in this sense the Soviets themselvescontrol the degree of coor
dination/collaboration among those on its strategic frontiers.

From the U.S. perspective, two issues raise themselves when con
sidering enhanced cooperation with Pakistan. The first is Pakistan's

*On the other hand, India has proposed somethingvery similarin the context
of the six-nation initiative on nuclear test haiuiing.
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reliability as a strategic partner. Pakistan is now a member of the non-
aligned movement; inthepast it showed nosign ofactively participathig
in the major conflicts the United States was engaged in; during the Viet
nam war, for example, Pakistan was more influenced by Chinese views
than American. At times Pakistan has also been among the leaders of those
states actively opposed to Washington's Middle East policies, although it
has apparently come around to theview thata solution to theArab-IsraeU
conflict will have to involve a measure of realism on both sides. Although
thegap between Islamabad's views and those ofWashington onthese and
other strategic issues has narrowed, there are nevertheless "reliability"
concernson both sides. Compounding this are changing domesticpolitics
on both sides and the existence in both countries of groups and individuals
who are either indifferent or hostile to the relationship.

Second, Pakistan hasa SouthAsian agendasomewhat different from
that of the United States. The United States views India neither as a com
munist power nor a Soviet surrogate andsees advantage in enhancing In
dia's strategic options, making it more truly nonaligned. This is increas
ingly theview ofChina andisheld by at least some Pakistanis, butagain,
because of the unpredictability of Pakistan's policy andPakistan's apparent
view that India remains its chief strategic problem, the United Sutes is
reluctant to engage in thekind ofcooperation thatmight have anti-Indian
implications. India, of course, could take steps that would enhance
everyone's security in theregion. Itsmilitary supply relationship withi the
Soviets and the existence of the Indo-Soviet treaty of peace and friend
ship have regional implications. First, that treaty is not as restrictive as
the 1959U.S.-Pakistan agreement, so that it is not accurate to posit a U.S.
Pakistan "alliance" against an Indo-Soviet one. Second, there isthe danger
that the treaty will be invoked by the Soviets as they presson Pakistan,
and what has been a strategic asset for India may turn into a liabiUty.

My central conclusion hereisthatto the degree Pakistan's neighbors
fear enhanced U.S. involvement intheregion via acWerrelationship with
Pakistan, the onlysureway to preemptsuch involvement isbyenhancing
theirownstrategic tiesto Pakistan and moving to meetsomeof Pakistan's
quite legitimate fears about Soviet pressures. Again, a regional arrange
ment that reduced the American role is not incompatible with U.S. objec
tives as long as it enhances the security and integrity of the region, in
cluding the restoration of Afghanistan's independence.

Nuclear Issues

No issue has led to more misunderstanding for less reason than the
nuclear question. Americans suspect Pakistan ofhaving grand nuclear am
bitions, and Pakistanisfail to appreciate the legitimate American concern
over what remains an uninspected and therefore uncertain program.
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Although now linked to the security and strategic issues discussed above,
the nuclear issue has a logic of its own. Were these other issues to vanish
tomorrow, the nuclear problem would remain. It deserves close and care
ful study.

No unbiased observer can deny that Pakistan has a legitimate
concern about its own security and that consideration of the acquisition
of nuclear weapons could be part of Pakistan's search for security. As
Pakistani and Indian strategists often point out, the United States is the
least likely nation to preach nuclear abstinence, since it has helped make
nuclear weapons the totem of great power status. Pakistan is surrounded
by nuclear powers: the Soviet Union, China, and (potentially) India; a
Pakistani bomb would enable Pakistan to have at least a weak deterrent

against threats from any of these states. It would also enhance Pakistan's
reputation as one of the most developed of the Islamic nations and could
be used as a security umbrella for states allied to Islamabad but lacking
a nuclear capability or even strong conventional capability. The potential
of going nuclear confers another benefit on Pakistan: outside states know
that if they put too much pressure on Islamabad or make demands that
it cannot meet, then Pakistan might be able to exercise the nuclear op
tion. This illustrates another asymmetry between Pakistani and American
concerns: the bomb option is to some measure insurance against the final
destruction of a state that has already been forcibly partitioned. Americans
tend to overlook this argument and stress the broader proliferation con
sequences should Pakistan go nuclear. Pakistanis conclude (erroneously)
that Americans do not care about their survival, or that they are treating
Pakistan differently from other near-nuclear states.

Again, I tend to look first to a regional solution. Washington could
theoretically provide an all-out security guarantee to Islamabad that
would make its nuclear program irrelevant. Since however, even in the
case of close North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies, two have
gone nuclear and some share in nuclear targeting decisions while others
who allow nuclear weapons and U.S. forces to be based on their soil even
then do not fully trust the U.S. guarantee, such a link is unlikely. Both
Pakistan and the United States must look elsewhere for the kinds of ar

rangements that would enhance Pakistan's security without requiring the
exercise of the nuclear option. The latter would, I believe, actually de
crease Pakistan's security by making it an instant target and by entering
it into a nuclear arms race with India, a state better equipped to go down
that path.9

^There is now a vast literature on the South Asian nuclear problem. One of the
best studies of the technical issues involved should India and Pakistan actually
deploy nuclear systems is by Rashid Naim. See his 'Asia's Day After," in Stephen
P. Cohen, ed.. The Security ofSouth Asia: American and Asian Perspectives (Ur-
bana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987).
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Pakistan does not want to be left imptotecttd, but neither should Pakistanis
want to precipitate a situation that would frighten off outside supporters
and be ruinously costly. Exactly the same logic applies to India, wMch
of course has been slow to respond to the several proposals for nuclear
arms control offered by President Zia.

From an American perspective—and I believe from a Pakistani one
as well—an Indo-Pakistani nuclear accord meets most of the necessary
criteria. Without making politically impossible concessions India and
Pakistan could expand their limited (andstill unimplemented)"no athick
on nuclear facilities" agreement to include a "no first build" agreement.
Such an agreement mightbe time-bound, perhaps for the durationofthe
present governments in both countries, and renewable for another fixed
period. It could be bilaterally verified, although strict verification is not
necessary sincea violation wouldbepolitically costlyand wouldnot ^ve
either sidemuch of an advantage given the presentregional level of nudear
and missile technology. The critical requirement is to reach an agreed-
upon plateauthat neither compromises the nuclear option of either coim-
try nor presentseither with the risk that the other couldquicklyweaponize
and gain some important strategic advantage. While such an agreeinent
might not meet all Non-Proliferation "fteaty (NPT) criteria, it does fit in
with efforts elsewhere in the world to reach regional nuclear stability, ef
forts that have been supported by both superpowers. In the case of South
Asia it might be possible—indeed it would be critical—to get nudear
weapons statesto endorse a regionalnuclear imderstanding. Suchan agree
ment mightalso havea profound influenceon U.S.-Soviet strategic nudear
discussions. These have recently made us aware of the consequences of
deep cuts in nuclear levels and raisednewfears that such cuts would make
the nuclear powers more vulnerable to new nuclear proliferators.

Conclusion

In the narrow sense of the term, "security" relations between the
United States and Pakistan are in good shape. Given the long history of
misunderstanding, failed expectations, and the divergent interests of the
two states, it is somewhat surprising that things have gone so well. Of
course, much of this is due to the Afghan disaster, but there are a number
of other issues and concerns that tend to bind Washington and Islamabad
together in a peculiar embrace—a mixture of partnership and friendship.
This is, as President Zia has said, a strange relationship, although I would
not go so faras to characterize it asa marriage. Forit to surviveboth Sides
will have to temper their tendency to find fault in the other (although
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such mutual criticism is also a sign of respect, growing out of the belief
that there is a shared value system that makes dialogue and discussion
possible). They must leam to avoid the grandiose—making pledges that
caimot be kept—and continue to agree to disagree on those issues where
they see things differently (although these issues are now fewer in number
and less passionately felt). Pakistan and the United States will also find
it advantageous to discuss their respective relatiotis with states that can
disrupt the uneasy strategic equation in South and Southwest Asia and
to recognize that ties with such states might be used to everyone's advan
tage; not aU strategic systems are zero-sum.

Finally, although this may seem to contradict the entire thrust of this
chapter, the restricted notion of security that we have used—issues evolv
ing from military and strategic concerns—should be broadened. We must
be willing to look beyond military calculations to address other dimen
sions of security. In the last analysis, security involves the preservation
ofdeeply held, shared values; military power is merely a means to that end.

A balance of power (which does not necessarily mean an equality
ofpower) is required to preserve the security of individual countries and
of groupings of countries that have interests in common. But an exclusive
focus on military matters ignores the fact that a security balance is the
resultant of several factors: military hardware, the competence of the
leadership, and an accurate perception of the real world. Attention to
weapons, bases, and even nuclear weapons may be necessary, but it is not
a sufficient condition for the maintenance of national security.

Pakistan like other states is discovering that the process of acquiring
and deploying large armed forces and a nuclear technology infrastruc
ture can be a crushing economic burden and may compromise other
deeply held values. The United States, on the other hand, has in the past
tended to neglect threats other than communism and Soviet aggression
(although here its record was not very good in the case of Afghanistan,
where a genuine Soviet threat was neglected). The survival of open,
pluralist democracy and equitable economic growth should continue to
be important to us. It is heartening to conclude, therefore, that the evolu
tion of cooperation between the U.S. and Pakistan does not exclude these
other dimensions of security, dimensions that may, in the long run, prove
to be equally as important as calculations of military force and power.
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3. U.S. Policy Toward Afghanistan

CHARLES F. DUNBAR

On its face, United States policy in Afghanistan is a response to five
simple imperatives. First is the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan; the U.S.
responseis to seekthe removal of Soviet forces fromthe country. Second
is the denial to the Afghan people of the right to self-detennination; the
U.S. response is to press for restoration of that right. Third is the organ
ized Afghan resistance to the Soviet occupation; the U.S. response is to
support that resistance, and the organization it has created, by all ap
propriate means. Fourth is the effort of the United Nations mediator to
develop a comprehensive Afghanistan settlement; the U.S. response is to
support the mediator's effort and to offer to play a role in an eventual
settlement. Fifth is the central role played by Pakistan in support of the
Afghans; the U.S. response is to stand behind the Pakistan government in
its confrontation with Moscow.

Also,because the issues in Afghanistan are stark, the domestic dimen
sion of American policy toward the conflict seems uncomplicated at first
glance. Since there is no ambiguity about the Soviet invasion and since
the resistance to the Soviets is so obviously genuine, support for the Afghan
resistance in the Congress is virtually unanimous. The U.S. congressmen
and senators who follow closely the course of the war tend to endorse
the moves of the executive branch in support of the resistance and have
sponsored a number of important initiatives of their own. Evenin this
era of budgetary stringency, the means needed to support the resistance
are almost always forthcoming, and the main problem of the executive
branch is in explaining why certain initiatives are not carried out more
quickly.

Despite the clarity of its objectives and the broad support it enjoys
at home, American policy in Afghanistan is both complex and difficult
to administer. Policies designed to serve one major objective sometimes
seem to work against other equally important purposes. Other initiatives
are misunderstood by one or more of the principal actors and at times
seem to weaken the effort they were designed to reinforce. Because
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Afghanistan arouses strong emotions, quick fixes for particular problems
are often sought with insufficient thought to their long-term consequences.
In short, like most issues in American foreign policy, Afghanistan is a com
plicated, multifaceted problem that can be dealt with only carefully and
over time.

After identifying three limitations on U.S. policy toward Afjghanistan
and noting the conflict's place in the overall U.S.-Soviet relationship, this
chapter describes and analyzes the five principal U.S. policy objectives
mentioned above. In each case, the problems inherent in achieving these
objectives are spelled out. A concluding note identifies a larger purpose
that the writer believes U.S. policy in Afghanistan should also be designed
to serve.

Limitations on U.S. Policy

Three strategic considerations limit what United States policy in
Afghanistan is designed to achieve. IWo of these limitations are, in a sense,
self-imposed; the third is a product of the way the region's geopolitical
situation has evolved in the last half of this century.

A Limited Relationship

From the end of the Second World War up to the present day, the
United States has made clear that its strategic interests in Afghanistan were
limited. In the 1950s the government of then Prime Minister Mohammad
Daoud drew Afghanistan close to the Soviet Union through a series of
economic and military assistance agreements. The United States, which
had not sought a similar relationship with Afghanistan, nonetheless
became a major supplier of economic and technical assistance, and even
of limited military training, to Afghanistan. In the 1960s and 1970s, the
ratio of Soviet-U.S. aid stabilized at roughly 2:1, with West German and
United Nations assistance also acting as a counterweight to Soviet
predominance.

This alleged U.S.-Soviet competition in the aid field was sometimes
viewed from the outside as a new form of the "Great Game" in which

czarist Russia and British India vied for geopolitical advantage in Afghan
istan in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In a sense, fiiis
perception was accurate. At least when it was practicing "masterly iiKic-
tivity" rather than a "forward policy" in Afghanistan, British India had
sought not to extend westward the loose control it exercised over its
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North-West Frontier Province west but to keep Afghanistan as a buffer state.
American policy as articulated in the 1960s aimed at giving Afghanistan
an alternative to complete reliance on Moscow and therefore at helping
it preserve its nonaligned status. Educational opportunities afforded
Afghans by American and other Western aid programs were particularly
important in this connection.

At no time, however, did the United States seek the kind of relation
ship with Afghanistan it enjoyed with Iran and Pakistan. To develop such
relations would have been difficult. Afghanistan's relations with Pakistan
were perenially strained because of Kabul's assertion that much of
Pakistan's North-West Frontier Province should be reconstituted as part
of an entity to be known as Pushtunistan. An American effort at expand
ing its relationship with Afghanistan, notably into the security field, would
doubtless have been opposed by the Pakistan government.

In any event, as one who served in the American embassy in Kabul
in the 1960s, the writer can attest to the limited view Washington took
of its role in Afghanistan. It was an article of faith that the United States
should not seek a closer relationship, perhaps involving a greater degree
of military cooperation, with the Afghangovernment. The conventional
wisdom of the period was that the Sovietsmost probably intended to let
Afghanistan remain more or less nonaligned and serve as an example of
Moscow's professed willingness to let countries on the Soviet Union's
borders maintain, in Soviet parlance, their '^differing economic, social,
and political systems." The United States had no interest in upsetting this
applecart.

Even after the 1978 coup d'etat by the Kbalqi (Masses) faction of
the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan, the United States essenti
ally tried to live and let live in Afghanistan. This proved hard to do, and
the assassination of Ambassador Dubs in Kabul on February 14, 1979,
brought any semblance of a "normal" relationship to an end. Still, while
the United Stateswas. dismayed by the Khalqi government's brutal policies
and alarmed at its subservience to Moscow, there is little evidence that
Washington sought in a serious way to reverse the situation and indeed
may have been doing what it could to get the Kbalqi regime to evolve
toward a more nonaligned posture. In retrospect, it is apparent that the
Kbalqi regime could not have survived for long and that a restoration by
force of Afghanistan's nonalignment might eventually have occurred.

While the Soviet invasion has provoked Washington to develop an
activist Afghanistanpolicy, the fundamental American perception of what
Afghanistan'splace in the world should be remains unchanged. The inva
sion, of course, led to a reassessment by Washington of Soviet policy in
Southwest Asia and focused American attention on the strategic danger
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to Western interests that the absorption ofAfghanistan into the Soviet em
pire would represent. Nonetheless, the United States continues to believe
that its interests in the region would best be served by a restoration of
Afghanistan's independent and nonaligned status. In Washington's view,
an effort to seek strategic advantage for itself in Afghanistan would prob
ably fail and would in any case not advance U.S. interests significantly.

Recognition ofSoviet Regional Interests

In addition to limiting its relationship with Afghanistan, the Unimd
States has consistently given tacit recognition to Soviet interests there. From
the 1950s until the commtmist coup, the United States dealt easily ahd
productively with a government in Kabul whose closest relations were
with the Soviet Union. The Afghan government's reported acquiescence
in Moscow's insistence on confining Western aid efforts and presence
largely to southern Afghanistan was not specifically known to the writer
during his service in Kabul in th 1960s. It was generally accepted, howe^,
that Soviet influence in many spheres, notably military and petroleum,
was and would remain predominant.

Since the invasion, U.S. insistence on the withdrawal of Soviet forces
has been complemented by a recognition ofMoscow's interest in a stable,
nonhostile Afghanistan. American officials have consistently sought to
reassure their Soviet counterparts on this point and have expressed U.S.
willingness to be helpful in this regard once commitments to withdrawal
ofSoviet forces, and to the process ofAfghan self-determination that wotild
follow, have been given. Precisely how Soviet interests in Afghanistan
would be recognized has not been spelled out; as far as Afghanist^'s
foreign policy position is concerned, the status quo ante the communist
coup seems a legitimate benchmark.

Predominance ofRegional Influence

Finally, the ability of the United States to influence the situation in
Afghanistan is limited. Although the war in Afghanistan in often viewed
as being fought by Washington and Moscow through regional proxies, the
reality is that the Soviet Union is at war with the Afghans and that the
national interests of Pakistan and Iran are very much on the line in the
conflict. Thus, American policies, while important, are subordinate to
those of the regional actors.

From the tendency to view the Afghanistan issue in East-West terms
comes the argument that the United States need simply change some aspect
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of its Afghanistan policy for a particular result to be achieved. The United
States, it is contended, need only tell the Afghan resistance or the Pakistan
government to do something for it to be done. It is also assumed that the
outcome will be as the United States intended.

The reality, of course, is different. How American initiatives turn out
depends primarily on the disposition toward them of the regional pro
tagonists through whom they must be conducted. Thus, the results of
American efforts sometimes vary widely from what was expected; occa
sionally, an initiative is counterproductive.

In addition to being limited by the three considerations just de
scribed, U.S. policy toward Afghanistan has also been shaped in the con
text of U.S.-Soviet relations. Before the main elements of U.S.-Afghanistan
policy are discussed, the way that policy ties into the overall U.S.-Soviet
bilateral relationship should be considered.

The Place of Afghanistan in U.S.-Soviet Relations

The U.S. policy toward Afghanistanthat emerged following the Soviet
invasion was a response to Moscow's action. As noted above, there was
a tendency to view the conflict in East-West terms, and from this view
came the attendant assumption that U.S. policy was more or less a func
tion of developments in the latter. On the basis of these two views, it has
been assumed that moves toward normalization in other areas of the U.S.
Soviet relationship will somehow lead to an abandonment of Afghanistan
by U.S. policymakers.

The foregoing view oversimplifies the complex U.S.-Soviet relation
ship and ignores the constancy of Washington's Afghanistan policy and
the relative independence of that policy from other aspects of U.S.-Soviet
relations. The U.S.-Soviet relationship has evolved considerably in the past
seven years. The invasion in 1979 had a major impact on the Carter ad
ministration's view of the Soviet Union, and the sharp change in this
perception was reflected in a series of well-known measures that, taken
together, helped produce a major cooling in the U.S.-Soviet relationship.
In the years that followed, the evolutionary process continued as the two
governments sought to manage a relationship of overriding importance
to both.

However, if other aspects ofAmerican policy toward the Soviet Union
have evolved, Washington's stand on policy toward Afghanistan has been
constant. The tendency to tie Afghanistan to the general climate of U.S.
Soviet relations has periodically led to intense speculation that some sort
of *'sellout" of the Afghans by Washington might be imminent. Such a
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sellout, of course, has not taken place, and the writer's own experience
has been that U.S.-Afghanistan policy, as developed in the early stages of
the war, is handled largely in accordance with what is happening in ^d
around Afghanistan. Developments in the overall U.S.-Soviet relationship
have little direct effect on how the policy is carried out.

This is not to say, of course, that Afghanistan is not an issue in U.S.
Soviet relations. The problem is discussed in evey major tour d'foorizon
between U.S. and Soviet officials, and there have been three rourids
of talks—in 1982, 1985, and 1986—devoted exclusively to Afghanistan
between American and Soviet specialists. Such exchanges will likely
continue.

In sum, while the overall U.S.-Soviet relationship may have evolved
since the invasion, American policy toward Afghanistan has been both con
stant and Afghanistan-specific. In the early months of the war, the brqad
lines of U.S. policy on Afghanistan were set. There have been important
elaborations of various aspects of the policy, but its basic course has not
changed. U.S. policy toward Afghanistan, as described below, has been
shaped by Washington's limited historical relationship with Afghanistan
and its recognition of Soviet regional interests, as well as by predominant
regional considerations. At the same time, while Afghanistan is a major
issue in U.S.-Soviet relations, American policy toward the conflict has re
mained constant and largely uninfluenced by developments in other ar^
of the relationship. In other words, while there are conditions on the abil
ity of the United States to achieve its policy objectives in Afghanistan, the
resolve to pursue these objectives has been little influenced by U.S.-Soviet
or other policy considerations.

Elements of U.S. Policy

Soviet Tiroop Withdrawal

Of the five elements of American policy identified at the beginning
of this chapter, the demand for Soviet troop withdrawal is the one with
the least attendant complexity. Like most other governments, the United
States holds firmly to the simple proposition that irreversible Soviet troop
withdrawal over a short period is the overriding objective to be pursued
in bringing the war in Afghanistan to an end. All other elements of the
problem are secondary to this simple imperative.

It is argued that what the Soviet Union and its Afghan surrogates iden
tify as alleged ''outside interference" against the legally constituted govern
ment ofAfghanistan is the root cause of the conflict. Some observers have
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asserted that, if only such 'interference'' were ended, the Afghans would
once again, as they have done in the past, find ways of ridding themselves
of their invaders and restoring the country's independence. It is also
claimed that the conflict in Afghanistan is essentially a civil war in which
each side enjoys a measure of support within the country as well as from
its outside patron.

American policymakers reject these arguments. The Afghan resistance
emerged quickly after the communist coup as a mass national movement
against a regime that was unable to legitimize itself on its own and that
the Afghan people will never accept now that it is backed by Soviet forces.
Second, the notion that the Afghans would over time be able to rid them
selves of the Soviets is apparently based on a reading of nineteenth-century
Central Asian and British Indian history. The ability of the current Soviet
state to project and maintain its power in Afghanistan represents a fun
damental change in the geopolitical equation that largely invalidates com
parisons with earlier periods in the region's history. Finally, despite in
tense Soviet efforts to develop a new generation of Afghan communists,
the Kabul regime enjoys essentially as little popular support in 1986 as
it did immediately following the Soviet invasion. The conflict is a struggle
for national liberation, not a civil war.

In short, Soviet withdrawal seems a valid centerpiece for U.S.
Afghanistan policy. It is sometimes argued that placing too many policy
eggs in the troop withdrawal basket could backfire were the Soviets ever
able to strengthen the Kabul regime sufficiently so that it could stand over
time against the domestic opposition. This possibility, however, is as
remote now as it was seven years ago, and American emphasis on Soviet
troop withdrawal as the key to a just solution of the Afghanistan problem
is as well placed as ever.

Afghan Seif-Determination

Along with Soviet troop withdrawal, the United States has insisted
that the Afghan people be allowed to choose their own political destiny.
On its face, this appears a simple and uncontroversial policy. In the months
after the coup d'6tat staged by the People's Democratic Party of Afghani
stan, a broad-based struggle for self-determination began, and the Soviet
Union found it necessary to invade the country to keep the Kabul regime
in power. Self-determination was included as one of the four principles—
along with "foreign" force withdrawal, Afghan independence and non-
alignment, and return of the refugees—mentioned in the annual United
Nations resolution on Afghanistan.
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In practice, the principle of self-determination has from time to time
been downplayed by various of the actors in the Afghatiistan conflict. On
a basic level, it has often been an unspoken assumption that self-
determination is somehow in conflict with the idea ofa "negotiated" set
tlement in which a compromise would presumably be struck between the
Soviets and their surrogates on the one hand and the Afghan resistance
on the other. Self-determination implies victory for the resistance. Since
this has seemed an unlikely outcome of the war, the concept has hem
downplayed.

When he outlined the elements of his proposed comprehensive
Afghanistan settlement in 1982, the U.N. mediator. Under Secretary
General Diego Cordovez, did not envisage the process of Afghan self-
determination as an issue he needed to come to terms with. At the time,
he seemed to argue that this was an issue for the parties to the conflict
to work out among themselves directly and that he should deal only with
the purely international aspects of the problem. There was thus no self-
determination instrument among the four documents making up Cor-
dovez's proposed settlement.

In thinking about a solution in Afghanistan, it is impossible to ig
nore the question of self-determination or national reconciliation, to use
a term of current fashion. That the concept is not part of the Cordovez
settlement, however, complicates the task of having it introduced into the
negotiating process.

Support of the Afghan Resistance

Athird basicelement of Americanpolicy toward Afghanistan is sup
port for the Afghan resistance. However complex various aspects of the
war in Afghanistan may be, there can be no question but that those fighting
the Soviets are the representatives of a liberation movement that is as deter
mined and broadly based as any to appear on the world scene since Wbcld
War 11. Support for such a movement is natural and has been expressed
consistently by both the executive and legislative branches of the U.S.
government since the Soviet invasion.

The United States also supports the Islamic Union (or "Unity") of
Afghan mujahidin created in May 1985 by the seven Afghan resistaitce
organizations or parties which were, and are, bearing the brunt of die
fighting against the Soviets inside the country. Three considerations
prompt American support of the union, or alliance, as it has come to foe
called in EngUsb. First, the alliance brings together for the first time since
the early days of the war most major elements of the resistance. Second,
the various alliance committees are the logical vehicles through which
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to run humanitarian aid programs designed to help the resistance establish
itself as an administrative force in the free areas of the country and thereby
give the civilian population an alternative to flight. Third, a grouping such
as the alliance is best placed to present the Afghan resistance to the world
as a coherent national movement and thereby to garner more active in
ternational political support.

Space does not permit a full elaboration of the difficulties that com
plicate the task of trying to apply this aspect of American policy. A quick
listing of three will have to suffice. First of all, there is a large body of
evidence to support the conclusion that the **alliance" is not a union and
that American efforts to support it are an exercise in political alchemy.
The seven parties remain entirely autonomous, and their leaders cede only
a modicum of authority to the one of their number serving his agreed
three-month tour as spokesman. The alliance has no headquarters and no
overseas representation. Individual parties do have overseas offices, and
these help dispel any sense that a unified, or even loosely federated, Afghan
resistance movement exists.

Second, the alliance is sharply split along ideological lines, and the
leaders of two of its parties are openly hostile to the United States. Because
of these divisions, American efforts to promote the alliance internationally
are sometimes diluted. Presient Reagan's invitation to the alliance
spokesman to visit Washington June 1986 is a case in point. The U.S. in
tention was to raise the alliance's political profile by providing its leader
with a first-ever meeting, as spokesman, with a head of state. Both Saudi
Arabia and France chose to receive the spokesman in a similar manner
at the same time. However, the positive impact of the spokesman's
meetings was substantially weakened when two of the seven leaders
asserted that they had not been consulted on the visit and were opposed
to a meeting with President Reagan. Since June, the visit has been the prox
imate cause of a continuing rift between the two leaders and their five
colleagues.

Finally, it has been argued that funneling American humanitarian
assistance through the alliance is unlikely to be effective. Aiding the alliance
will produce cumbersome bureaucracy. Instead, foreign governments
should give aid through private voluntary organizations to individual
Afghan commanders with proven records for effectiveness. The alliance
committees responsible for managing the programs are considered by some
experienced observers as unequal to the task of managing educational and
health projects and of getting food and commodities to those in need.
The alliance and parties are said to be too bureaucratic and to lack the
detailed understanding of conditions inside Afghanistan needed to make
assistance initiatives work.
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Thus, in applying the uncontroversiai policy of supporting Ijie
resistance, the United States faces dilemmas. Concerns both about sup
port for "fundamentalist'' Afghan leaders opposed to overt identification
with the United States and about the effort to channel humanitarian ^d

through the alliance committees have already produced sharp criticism
of U.S.policy from within the U.S. government. Such concerns are unlikely
to disappear and may be expected to complicate future efforts by Ameri
can policymakers to promote the political development of the Afghan
resistance.

Supportfor tbe U.N. Negotiations

The United States went on record early in support of the United Na
tions' effort to arrive at a comprehensive settlement of the Afghanistan
problem, first through a series of "shuttles" by the U.N. mediator aaid
then by a combination of shuttles and indirect talks in Geneva between
the Pakistan foreign minister and his opposite number from Kabul. The
United States pressed for Mr. Cordovez to keep the issue of Soviet troop
withdrawal at the center of the negotiations he was conducting and made
it clear that, while important, the other three instruments of his com
prehensive settlement—on mutual noninterference, return of the refugees,
and international guarantees (to be given by the United States and the Soviet
Union)—were of secondary importance to the fourth, the "interrelation
ships" document, in which a troop withdrawal agreement between
Moscow and the Kabul regime was to be related to the other parts of the
settlement. In 1985 it appeared that a specific American endorsement of
the text of the guarantees instrument prepared by Mr. Cordovez might help
force the Soviet side to focus on troop withdrawals. In December of that
year, the United States endorsed the text, noting as it did that an actual
American guarantee would depend entirely on whether the United States
concurred in the comprehensive settlement itself.

American support for a seemingly reasonable effort to find a just
solution to the Afghanistan problem has led to considerable questioning
along two broad lines. It has been argued, by the Afghan resistance leader
ship and others, that the United States should keep at arm's length a "p^ce
process" in which the resistance, which the United States supports, is not
involved. With the resistance not present at the negotiating table, ft is
theoretically possible that an agreement could be concluded in which the
Kabul regime gained international recognition at the expense of the
resistance and hence of the Afghan people.

Questions have also been raised as to the advisability of agre^ng
at this juncture, even with careful caveats, to guarantee an eventual
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agreement. The key element in the settlement, a Soviet troop withdrawal
timetable, has not been agreed upon. And it is not yet clear whether and
how the issue of self-determination or national reconciliation will be ad

dressed. Were the United States to find the agreement flawed and to refuse
to act as a guarantor, the possible consequences in the international
political arena, and for the U.S.-Pakistan relationship, could be severe.

If and when a solution to the Afghanistan problem along the lines
drawn by Cordovez becomes a real possibility, questions such as those
just mentioned could become more pressing. It is impossible to say how
American policymakers will address them, but each could become a
major preoccupation.

Supportfor Pakistan

The final element of American policy identified in this chapter—
support for the government of Pakistan—can be treated briefly. Pakistan
is the principal supporter of the Afghan people; its only possible com
petitor in this domain, Iran, is less actively engaged in the struggle. All
other outside actors, the United States included, are consigned to support
ing roles. In addition to working closely with the Pakistan government
in aiding the Afghan resistance, the United States makes clear to Moscow
its support for Pakistan in the face of the various intimidating tactics the
Soviets have employed.

The major complication in this aspect of American policy is a
periodic failure to recognize that the United States, however important
its contribution, is a secondary player and that American ability to in
fluence the course of the conflict is for the most part indirect. Frustra
tion when certain U.S. policy initiatives do not produce the desired results
can translate into a perception that cooperation with Pakistan is not the
answer and that direct action would produce better results. The instinct
to take direct initiatives has at times complicated a productive U.S.-Pakistan
relationship.

The Future

The difficulties the United States has faced in working toward its
Afghanistan policy objectives are unlikely to recede in the future. Of the
difficulties discussed above, intraresistance ideological disputes, the hostil
ity of some resistance elements to the United States, and pressure for the
United States to play a role in Afghanistan larger than its ability to influence
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the situation there permits are all nearly certain to create dilemmas for
American policymakers in the months and years ahead. Such dilemn^
may be expected to proliferate as the U.S. humanitarian assistanceeffort
and other initiatives become realities. The achievements of these initiatives
will in some cases not match the expectations of their proponents, and
recriminations seem almost inevitable.

At the same time, the American commitment on Afghanistan is
unlikely to be reduced, and the policy objectives listed at the beginning
of this chapter will almost certainly remain unchanged. United Stsdes
policytowardAfghanistan enjoyswide support both at home and in much
of the world, and it is hard to see how that support could waver over
the near and longer term. The difficulties American policymakers en
counter in furthering U.S. objectives in Afghanistan may cause the aban
donment or modification of particular initiatives; the objectives themselves
will remain and continue to be pursued.

A concluding, and very personal, thought. Afghanisun's resistance,
first to an unpopular communist regime and later to the Soviet invasion
in support of that regime, is as unambiguous a national liberation struggle
as any in recent years. Still, there is a perception in the world that com
munist regimes, even if unrepresentative and oppressive, are somehow on
the wave of the future and that those regimes, particularly when backed
by Soviet military power, are impossible to unseat. The Afghans are
challenging that view; were they to succeed, their impact on Third World
political development could be considerable.



4. Pakistan-Soviet Relations

and the Afghan Crisis

ALI T. SHEIKH

Between 1947 and 1987 Soviet policy has come full circle. In the
span of only four decades, the USSR has moved from a posture of con
temptuous neutrality in South Asian affairs to one of assertive involve
ment in the South and Southwest Asian regions. Moscow has radically
transformed its image at both the regional and international levels as its
diplomatic, ideological, political, economic, military, and strategic involve
ment in the region has increased over the years. Today it has a professedly
entrenched position in India and an embarrassing and costly, yet slowly
consolidating, position in A^hanistan. Though its relations with Pakistan
have reached their nadir in recent years, Moscow does not seem in its long-
term analysis to have abandoned Pakistan. Its wait-and-see policy toward
Islamabad is now increasingly complemented by a dual track policy of
carrot and stick.

The primary purpose of this chapter is to analyze long-term Soviet
interests and objectives in the region. It is argued here that presently the
USSRhas largely delinked its Pakistan policy fix>m India and professedly
placed it in the West Asian context as forming part of what the Soviet
media call "the problem around Afghanistan." It appears that Moscow
now formulates its Islamabad policy as an important part of a troubled
triangle of Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran. This study discusses Pakistan-
Soviet relations and the Afghan crisis in light of two interrelated proposi
tions. First, the evolving Soviet policy and posture largely derive from
Moscow's recognition, and use, of its Asian and Muslim status. Once fully
suppressed, these factors put the Soviet southern neighbors high in the
USSR's strategic thinking, close to the importance Moscow attaches to its
position in Eastern Europe. Second, the growing logic of Soviet need for
closer economic and political interaction, if not integration, with the coun
tries of the strategic crescent makes the Soviet Union an increasingly im
portant, if not dominant, regional actor. In other words, as a result of the
Soviet Union's fast-growing Asian population and the gradual emergence
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of its Asian nationalities as junior, if hesitant, partners in the USSR's na
tional economic goals and regional foreign policy objectives, Moscow has
begun systematically to court its southern neighbors. Since czarist times,
the Soviet Union's Asian and Islamic connections—a huge land mass in
Asia equal in size to China and a Muslim population laige enough to make
it one of the largest *'Muslim countries"—have traditionally been deni
grated and considered as liabilities. However, in recent years the So\^et
leadership has been trying vigorously to turn these liabilities into endiir-
ing foreign policy assets. If successful, this process can turn what the Soviet
terminology calls the "world balance of correlation of forces" in the Soviet
Union's favor.

Historically, Soviet policy in the region has been a succession of ef
forts to respond to domestic, regional, and international compulsions. It
has been shaped by two fundamentally important factors; first, domestic
ideological, political, and economic developments in the USSR; second,
the regional political environment of South Asian affairs and, since 1978,
the geostrategic environment of Southwest Asia. Unfolding events on these
two levels and, consequently, changes in the interplay between them best
explain the nature and scope of Pakistan-Soviet relations and the fuhire
of superpower relations in the region.

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part offers a histor
ical overview of the nature of Soviet policy toward its southern neijgh-
bors, in particular Pakistan, in the light of the USSR's political, ideo
logical, and economic policies and profile in the region. The purpose of
this part is to bring forth the relevance of overall Soviet objectives in
the region.

The second part highlights the nature of and issues involved in
Pakistan-Soviet relations against the backdrop of South Asia's regional
affairs, that is, India-Pakistan relations on the one hand and, since 1978,
the Afghan conflict on the other. The purpose of this part is to explore
and trace the common threads of Soviet policy toward Pakistan and the
region surrounding it. The implications of the Afghan crisis for Pakistan-
Soviet relations and the region are discussed in order to highlight policy
dilemmas for Moscow, as well as for Islamabad and Washington.

Soviet Central Asia and the Muslim World

In 1947 the Soviet Union was a war-ravaged, nonnuclear power, pre
occupied primarily with European issues under a relatively isolationist
regime led byJoseph Stalin. Because of Stalin's distaste for noncommunist
leaders of the developing world, Moscow lacked ideological flexibility and
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appeared to view the world with a narrow two-camps" dichotomy, with
little or no respect for the noncommunist and nonaligned countries. In
fact, except for drumming up a distant revolution, it was not too enthusi
astic about its Asian connection. Its moves in the region were half-hearted,
subject to Western pressures, as in Iranian Azerbaijan and northern Kur
distan, and were derived primarily from its concerns about European
affairs.

Under Stalin, Moscow showed an extreme insensitivity toward Cen
tral Asia as well as toward South and Southwest Asia. Soviet Asian na

tionalities were treated harshly, to say the least. Their religious and cultural
freedoms were severely curtailed and suppressed in order to create a
"Soviet man." Still grappling with the problems of consolidation in Cen
tral Asia, the Kremlin had cordoned it off for fear of any "contamination
effect." Concurrently, Moscow virtually ignored the Muslim world in its
foreign relations and showed no visible interest in the new states of India
and Pakistan. Afghanistan was ignored, and relations with Iran and Ihrkey,
where the Bolsheviks had shown a remarkably active diplomacy in the
1920s, came under severe stress. In the same vein, Moscow viewed Paki
stan's efforts to forge an Islamic bloc of pro-Western countries with deep
suspicion and disapproval.^

Any active Soviet interest in the developing countries had to await
Nikita Khrushchev's advent to power and the accompanying ideological
innovations and enhanced military capabilities. During Khrushchev's days
the Soviet Central Asian nationalities had (compared to Stalin's times) a
little respite, and Moscow's political and economic relations with its
southern neighbors (Ihrkey, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India) ex
panded considerably. Also during this time Soviet emphasis in foreign rela
tions shifted appreciably from relations with local communist parties to
relations with local governments. The flow of unprecedented Soviet aid
and assistance to these countries started. The long list of areas in which
the USSR showed an interest in cooperating, besides construction of
prestigious steel mills, included power generation, construction and opera
tion of thermal power stations, agro-business, water diversion for irriga
tion, construction of smaller dams and grain silos, food canning, cotton
processing, and exploration and exploitation of minerals and petroleum
resources. Significantly, the areas in which the Soviet Union offered
economic cooperation were, as today, the areas in which Moscow had

>For earlier Soviet views, see R. T. Akhramovich, Outline History ofAfghanistan
after the Second World War (Moscow: Nauka, 1966), pp. 72-88; see also Y. V.
Gankovsky and L. R. Gorcon Polonskaya, A History of Pakistan: 1947-1959
(Lahore: People's, n.d.).
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accumulated experiences in the process of economic development of its
Asian republics. Agreements in these areas were signed with countries from
Thrkey to India, including Pakistan, which then was professedly the **ml)st
allied ally*' of the United States. In 1956 Moscow offered Pakistan the con
struction of a steel mill and willingness to share technical knowledge on
the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

During Khrushchev's time many educated Uzbeks, Ikjiks, Thrkmen,
and Soviet Asians began to appear in Soviet embassies and missions abroad.
Slavic and Russian migration to Soviet southern republics considerably
decreased, coming to a virtual halt by the end of the 1960s and the early
1970s. The Soviet Asians increasingly assumed control of their own local
administration, government, educational establishments, media, and other
enterprises. Many from the Soviet Asian nationalities began to gain visi
ble if not influential positions in Moscow, some of them climbing up the
ladder as high as the Central Committee and Politburo of the CPSU (Com
munist Party of the Soviet Union). An official Islamic clerical structure
was not only reorganized but was also tolerated despite its ambiguity
toward the regime.2As the position of Soviet Asian nationalities was im
proving, so were Moscow's endeavors to improve relations with the neigh
boring countries to the south.

Under Leonid Brezhnev the Soviet Union emerged as a superpower,
attaining global nuclear parity with the West, with an edge in conven
tional military capability and, perhaps, a willingness to project this beyond
its frontiers into areas the Western world had traditionally regarded as
zones of exclusive interest. Moscow showed a particular interest in the
areas close to its southern borders. Following the appearance of Soviet
naval ships in the Indian Ocean in the late 1960s, it proposed an Asian
collective security system and, equally significant, an overland trade rdute
connecting Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India with Soviet Central Mia.

At the same time, Soviet Central Asiagradually opened up as a ''show
window" for "contamination effects" in reverse. Rapid economic develop
ment and higher living standards in Central Asian republics were, as they
still are, frequently compared with their Muslim counterparts. Moreover,
Soviet Asia was increasingly referred to as an alternative model for a non-
capitalist path of development for neighboring tribal and largely agrarian

2The information in this discussion is derived from Alexandre Bennigsen, "I$lam
in the Soviet Union," Journal ofSouth Asian and Middle Eastern Studies 8:4
(Summer 1985):115-133; H. Braker, "The Implications of the Islamic Question
for Soviet Domestic and Foreign Policy," Central Asian Survey 2:1 0uly
1983):111-130; and Devendra Kaushik, Central Asia in Modem Times:A Hidfory

from the Early Nineteenth Century (Moscow: Progress, 1970).
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societies.' Political and strategic considerations apart, the increasing role
of Central Asian nationalities in economic and foreign policy spheres pro
vided Moscow with an additional context in which to formulate long-
term policies for relations with the countries along its southern tier.

The growing rationale for regionalization of the Soviet economy con
tributed to a need to integrate the Central Asian production lines with the
regional economies. Realizing that it would be economically more effi
cient to import raw materials and consumer items from the neighboring
economies than to transport items from distant Soviet regions, Moscow
developed an elaborate network of interdependent economies. It has in
cluded, for example, importing oil and gas from Iran and Afghanistan.
In Northern Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan's Baluchistan, Moscow showed
a sustained interest in oil, gas, and mineral resource exploitation, as well
as in infrastructural development. In other words, the USSR's long-term
foreign policy goals in the region had begun to take shape by the early
1960s, and these were intrinsically, if not proportionately, related to the
emerging status of the Central Asian nationalities. This growing awareness
was perhaps an important contributing factor in Moscow's decision, first
to send its forces into Afghanistan and, later, to propose a plan for the
security of the Persian Gulf.

Concomitantly, responding to Central Asian and Southwest Asian sen
sitivities, Moscow reappraised its policy on the Islamic religion. The ex
istence of "religious prejudices" and "national chauvinism" was accepted,
although passively, as phenomena to reckon with.'' This realization was
reflected, for example, in the fact that between 1970 and 1980 as many
as seven international conferences and symposia on Islam were held in
Soviet Central Asia, a large number for a professedly communist state. The
last one in this series was held in Tkshkent in September 1980. In the wake
of Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan, most of the major coun
tries in the region boycotted the conference in response to an appeal of
the Saudi-based World Muslim League (some twenty-seven Islamic coun
tries and organizations reportedly attended nevertheless).' Despite the

'See, e.g., Kaushik, Central Asia, chaps. 1-3; Grigori Bondarevsky, Muslims
and the West (Lahore: People's, 1985).

'Braker, Implications ofthe Islamic Question; see also Paul Henze, "The Central
Asian Muslims and Their Brethren Abroad," CentralAsian Survey 3:3 (1984):51-67.

'O. Volgin, "For Peace on Earth," Izvestia, October 2,1981, cited in Current Digest
of Soviet Press (hereafter, CDSP) 32:40; Aim Sheehy, "Foremost Islamic States
Boycott Ikshkent Muslim Conference," Radio Liberty Research, RL 325/80
(September 10, 1980), 1-4.
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failure of this ccnfereiice and the 1979 intervention in an Islamic coun

try, Soviet media coverage on Islam substantially increased, and since the
revolutions in Afghanistan and Iran, Moscow has shown a relatively greater
tactical flexibility on both religious and cultural issues.^

For the first time since Lenin, the Soviet leadership has formally
accepted Islam's revolutionary role in politics. For example, in his re
port to the 26th CPSU Congress, Brezhnev remarked, ''We communists
have every respect for the religious convictions of people professing
Islam. . . . The banner of Islam may lead into a battle for freedom." Ap
parently with the Islamization process in Pakistan and the resistance in
Afghanistan in mind, Brezhnev added, "But history shows that reaction,
too, manipulates Islamic slogans to incite counter-revolutionary mutinies.
Consequently, the whole thing hinges on the actual content of any move
ment."^ In other words, Islam could play a revolutionary role in so far
as it was anti-imperialist and furthered the Soviet vision of revolutions.
Moreover, the immediate need to strengthen the communist parties fur
ther diminished insofar as the religious forces were playing a progres$ive,
revolutionary role, as in Iran, and were working toward anti-imperialist
national revolutions. These revolutions, Moscow had hoped, could even
tually transform into socialist-oriented national democratic revolutions
led by vanguard parties espousing democratic centralism.

In the post-Brezhnev years, and particularly now under Mikhail Gor
bachev, Moscow not only readily invokes its Asian status with pride® but
also shows little hesitation in interacting closely with other social and
political systems, be these one-party regimes, military dictatorships, or
emerging capitalistic economies. In fact, Moscow may have found it easier
to deal with noncommunist regimes than with communist ones.^ The

^See, e.g., Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko's speech to Soviet Voters, March 19,
1980, CDSP 32:7; G. Kerimov, *'Under the Green Banner of Islam,'* Kommunist,
December 16, 1980, cited in CDSP 32:52; A. Vasily, "Islam in the Present Day
World," International Affairs (Moscow), November 1981, pp. 52-59; see also
Stephen Lewaine, "Soviet Press and Afghanistan,'' International Perspectives, July-
August 1985, pp. 17-20.

"^Leonid /. Brezhnev: Pages from His Life (written under the auspices of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR) (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1982) p. 143.

®M. Petrov, "The USSR for Peace and Security in Asia," InternationalAffairs^ May
1986, p. 6lff; see also "New Soviet Party Programme," Background Brief{Lon-
don: Foreign and Commonwealth Office, April 1986), pp. 1-5.

^Charles Wolf, Jr., "The Costs of the Soviet Empire," Science 230:4729 (Novem
ber 29, 1985):997-1002.
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trends in Central Asia not only continue unabated but also seem to have
gained further momentum under Gorbachev's glasnost and perestroika
(restructuring) programs. There is a visibly greater degree of tolerance for
local nationalisms, and prerevolutionary Central Asian religious and
political figures are increasingly portrayed and projectedas national heroes
by the locals. Concurrently, Kabul has increasingly couched its policies
in religious terms,^° and in Pakistan some publications project the USSR,
compared to the West, as a *'true friend" of Islam."

The Soviets' concerted efforts to court regional Islamic peoples
have operated on many levels simultaneously. On one level, Moscow
has recently signed friendship treaties with North Yemenand Syria (such
treaties had been signed some time ago with Iraq, South Yemen, and
Afghanistan). The USSR has established diplomatic relations with Oman,
the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Kuwait, and there have been con
jectures of similar openings toward Israel and Saudi Arabia. Moscow
has also sent limited military supplies to Kuwait and Iran, in addition
to Libya, Syria, Iraq, and India, the traditional recipients of Soviet mili
tary aid.

On another level, relations with the World Muslim League, which
boycotted the Tashkent Conference in 1980, were restored, and a delega
tion from the league visited the USSR for two weeks in April 1986.^^
Likewise, in an unprecedented move, Moscow took the lead over the West
and for the first time formally established contacts with the Organization
of Islamic Countries (OIC). The OlC's secretary general was officially
received in Moscow more than once, in an apparent bid to use the OIC
as a bridge to resolve the Afghan crisis.'^Equally significant was the Soviet
decision to send a formal message of felicitations to the OlC's January
1987 meeting in Kuwait. Gorbachev's message was read in the inaugural
session, to the annoyance of many Afghan resistance groups who, ironi
cally, were hoping to fill the Afghanistan seat, vacant since 1980.*^

*®See, e.g., my chapters on religion and politics in Afghanistan Report, nos. 3-27
(Islamabad: Institute of Strategic Studies, 1984, 1985, 1986).

"See, e.g., Bondarevsky, Muslims and the West.

"Ann Sheehy, ^^International Islamic Conference Meets in Baku," Radio Liberty
Research, no. 4l [3402] (October 8, 1986).

^^The Muslim (Islamabad),August6, 1986; Dawn (Karachi), November 17, 1986.

Afghan News (Peshawar) (fortnightly bulletin of Jami'at Islami Afghanistan) 3:12
(June 15, 1987):5-7. It also reported that Iraq has restored relations with Afghani
stan and Dubai has established an air link with Kabul.
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On yet another level, in October 1986 four Muslim religious boards
of the Soviet Union organized an international conference in Baku. Ac
cording to Sbeikb-ul-Islam Allabsukur Pasbazade, the chairman of the
Ihuiscaucasian Board, this was the largest international Islamic confereiice
ever held in the Soviet Union. There were almost twice as many partici
pants as attended the Iksbkent Conference of 1980, and delegations from
sixty Muslim countries and organizations, including Pakistan, Iran, and
SaudiArabia, who bad boycotted the Iksbkent Conference, reportedly jW-
ticipated. Apparently aiming to institutionalize the holding of such con
ferences, the Baku Conference set up a "preparatory committee" for
holding similar conferences." Significantly, the conference avoided ijie
revolutionary fervor of the 1920 Baku Conference; it is also interestihg
to note that this conference held hi Azerbaijan, where most of the Sotdet
Sbiites reside, was perhaps the first major conference to be held outside
Soviet Central Asia since the 1920s."

On balance, in 1987 Moscow's relations with the Islamic countfies
seem better than ever. More specifically, Moscow seems to have overcome
the shock of its intervention in Afghanistan: most of the Islamic coun
tries appear to have been "neutralized" in the sense that, except for per
forming an annual ritual of voting or cosponsoring resolutions with
Islamabad in international forums, their sympathies get very Utde reflec
tion in their relations with either Moscow or the Afghan resistance. In
other words, regarding the Muslim nations, Moscow seems to be pur
suing a two-track policy. First, the Soviet Union cultivates long-term
relations with the Islamic countries, which, put together, constittite
about a quarter of the world's population. Second, the USSR asphes
to isolate Pakistan's Afghan policy from Islamabad's "natural" allies in
the region.

In more ways than one, then, the nature of the Soviet state, the logic
of Moscow's regional policy, and the tactics the USSR uses to achiwe
foreign policy objectives have undergone far-reaching changes. The Afghan
crisis and the subsequent Soviet decision to cross the Amu Darya (Oxus
River) have been one manifestation in this larger swing of the Sowet
pendulum. In addition, the changing Soviet image at home and abroad
has shaped its regional policy in general and relations with Pakistan in
particular.

"Cited in Sheehy, "International Islamic Conference."

"A. Fatulla-Ogly, "Sbiites Today," Nauka i religia, no. 5 (May 1981), cited in CBSP
33:39.
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Moscow's Pakistan Policy

The initial Soviet assessment ofboth India and Pakistan was negative,
and the regional political environment surrounding India-Pakistan rela
tions perpetually operated against apositive relationship withboth coun
triessimultaneously. Since, for reasons discussed below, Pakistan did not
nrntrh India in the order of Soviet priorities, the regional environment
almost always militated against an improvement in Soviet-Pakistan rela
tions. Yet Soviet policy toward these two countries has undergone the
following five clearly discernible phases, alternating between neutrality
and partisanship.

Policy of Contemptuous Neutrality (1947-53)

Upon independence and partition, India acquired almost all of
British India's defense resources; Pakistan inherited traditional Anglo-
Saxon perceptions of Soviet expansionism, together with long and
troubledfrontiers. Fromits inception, Pakistan's relations with its north-
em neighbor were cool. Moscow didnotdeem it necessary tosend even
the customary message of felicitations for Pakistan's independence. In
stead, Stalin was reported to haveremarked "how primitive it was to create
a state on the basis of religion." " In a similar vein, Moscow repeatedly
referred to the Indianleadership as "lackeys" and "miming dogs" of im
perialism. Vijay Takshami Pandit, Prime Minister Nehru's sister andIn
dia's first ambassador to Moscow, was ignored to the extent that the Soviet
ministers used to avoid her and Stalin never received her during her some
two years' stay in Moscow.'®

Perceiving the partition of the Indian subcontinent into India and
Pakistan as the culmination of the British policy of "divide and rale,"
Moscow initially hadlittle tochoose between India andPakistan. Itlooked
down on the two dominions with contempt, and there is little evidence
of Soviet preference for one or the other. Harsh and hostile journalistic

'̂ Quoted inRaghunath Ram, Soviet Policy Towards Pakistan (New Delhi: S. Chard,
1983), p. 8.

i^Sajjad Hyder, "Reflections of anAmbassador: The Visit That Never Was," The
Muslim, October 30, 1982. For abriefdiscussion of theSoviet policy toward the
region, see Mohammad Ahsen Chaudhry, "Pakistan and the Soviet Bloc," Pakistan
Horizon 9:2 (June 1956):71-80.
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assessments aside, both countries were ignored diplomatically, until
Pakistan began moving toward the West and, in a parallel fashion, IncUa
toward the Soviet Union.

Policy of Partisanship (1954-64)

The USSR vehemently reacted to Pakistan's decision to join the
Baghdad Pact (later the Central TreatyOrganization [CENTO]) and SEATO
(the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization). In reaction, Moscow committed
itself to India. During their visit to India and Afghanistan in 1955,
Khrushchev and Bulganin extended Moscow's full support to them on
Kashmir and Pushtunistan, respectively. Khruschev said at Srinagar, "The
Pakistan government [has] allowed the creation of American military
bases on their territory and this is the immediate neighborhood of the
frontiers of the Soviet Union."Khrushchev singled out Pakistan in his
22nd CPSU Congress report and said, "We are saying frankly that the
building of American bases on the territory of Pakistan caimot but
worry us." It was this Western connection that finally determined
Moscow's South Asian policy and relations with Pakistan. Yet Moscow
did not lose all hopes of accommodation with Pakistan and continued
to transmit conciliatory gestures amidst sharp criticisms. For example,
A. 1. Mikoyan, first vice-chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers,
said in 1956, "Pacts or no pacts, the Soviet Union wants cordial relations
with Pakistan."

Veiled in the Sovietdecision to support India and Afghanistan against
Pakistan was Moscow's effort first to build stakes in the region and then
to protect them vigorously by involving itself in regional affairs.

Policy ofPositive Neutrality (1965-70)

"The dawn of a new era in Pakistan-Soviet relations," according to
the Soviet press, came in 1965 with President Ayub Khan's visit to

"Y. Bochkaryov, "Pacts of Aggression," Times (Moscow) (later renamed New
Times), December 1955, p. 17.

^"Keesing's Contemporary Archives, 1946-1948, p. 8491; also see Chaudhry,
Pakistan and the Soviet Bloc, pp. 71-80.

^^Datvn, March 30, 1956. See also Khalida Qureshi, "The Soviet Union, Pakistan
and India," Pakistan Horizon 16:5 (1963):334-355.
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Moscow." The USSR gradually moved toward neutrality between India
and Pakisun on the one hand and Afghanistanand Pakistanon the other.
Itspolicy on bothKashmir andPushtunistan wavered. TheSoviet Union
showed neutrality between India and Pakistan regarding the April-May
1965 clashes over the Run of Kutch and then regarding the 1965 war. The
Soviets' successful diplomacy peaked when the Soviet leadership wel
comed Indian and Pakistani leaders as its "southern neighbors" at Tksh-
kent. Moscow acted as an "honest broker " between the two countries,
an action that culminated in the famous Tkshkent Declaration. During the
period, Moscow wooed both India and Pakistan politically as well as
economically. However, more tangible gestures likelimited military sup
plies to Pakistan came later in 1968.

Apparently reacting tothereported appearance ofAmerican Polaris
submarines in the Indian Ocean in the late 1960s, Moscow for the first
fimf publicly showed interest in Pakistan's naval importance. The visit
ing deputy chief of staff of the Soviet navy, Vice-Admiral N. I. Smirnov,
stated that a strong Pakistani navy "would be a powerful precondition
for peace in this part of the Indian Ocean littoral."" This pronounce
ment coincided with Pakistan's decision not to renew the lease of the
American airbase at Peshawar, a move to which Moscow had shown ex
treme sensitivity.

Policy ofReluctant Partisanship (1971-79)

The USSR again moved back to the partisan approach between In
dia and Pakistan as Pakistan-Soviet relations began to deteriorate after
Islamabad's mismanagement of the East Pakistan crisis and Pakistani Presi
dent Yahya Khan's unpredictable policy gestures. The latter included Yahya
Khan's stern reply to the Soviet leader Nikolai Podgorny's letter ofApril
1971, which had urged political settlement in East Pakistan, hisunpleasant
ness at a meeting with Podgorny in Teheran, and the reversal of his ac
ceptance ofBrezhnev's proposed Asian security system. The biggest shock
for Moscow probably came from Kissinger's secret visit to China from
Pakistan. Both India and the Soviet Union reacted sharply and hastily
signed a twenty-year treaty offriendship. Moscow hestitantly moved to
a partisan approach to support India in the 1971 crisis.

^^Pravda (Moscow), April 11, 1965.

^JRobert C. Horn, Soviet-Indian Influence Relationship: Issuesand Influences
(New York: Praeger, 1982), p. 24.
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In its efforts not to alienate Islamabad altogether, Moscow showed
unusual restraint in its support of India's policy in what was then Eiast
Pakistan. For example, during her visit to Moscow in the last week of
September 1971, Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi failed to win Mos
cow's categorical support.^^ Moscow's hesitance to support India ftilly
against Pakistan was again highlighted in October 1971, when Premier
Kos)^in signed a joint communique with Algiers calling for "respect
for the national unity and territorial integrity of Pakistan." Moscow
continued to emphasize the need for a political settlement and the ces
sation of hostilities until the first week of December (a posture which,
in many respects, was short of New Delhi's expectations of Moscow).
Significantly, the Soviet press did not use the expression "Bangla
desh" until December 10, 1971; by then it was absolutely clear that the
Islamabad-Washington-Beijing axis would be losing the war in a matter
of days.^®

However, it would be inaccurate to say that Moscow had no role to
play in the East Pakistan crisis; without Moscow's military supplies and
tacit political and diplomatic support. New Delhi perhaps would not
have gone as far as it did. And although Moscow acted at least in part
topreserve the goodwill inPakistan that ithad cultivated during the 19^,
Pakistan-Soviet relations reached their lowest ebb as Islamabad saw
Moscow behind the dismemberment of Pakistan. Reacting to Moscow's
role in the EastPakistancrisis, Pakistan's ZulfiqarAllBhutto reminded the
USSR of Central Asia during a United Nations Security council debate in
1971, "Bangladesh will come to Uzbekistan."

Moscow remained adamant, and during his 1972 visit to Moscow,
Bhuttowas remindedby Foreign Minister Gromyko, "If history were to
be repeated, we would take the same stand because we are convinced

"Ibid., p. 67; see also Zubeida Mustahi, "The USSR and the Indo-Pakistan War,
1971." Pakistan Horizon 25:1 (1972):45-52; and her "USSR and Indian Action
in East Pakistan," ibid. (1971):60-74.

^^New Times (Moscow), no. 42 (October 1971), pp. 36-38; see also Bhabani Sen
Gupta, The USSR in Asia: An Interperceptional Study ofSoviet Asian Relations
(New Delhi: Young Asia, 1980), pp. 183-219.

"K. D. Kapur, Soviet Strategy in South Asia: Perspectives on Soviet Policies
Towards theIndian SubcontinentandAfghanistan (NewDelhi: Young Asia, 1983)
p. 208.

^^Cited in Gretchen S. Brainerd, "Soviets Intensify Propaganda to Muslim Na
tionalities in China," Radio Liberty Dispatch, February 14, 1972, p. 2.
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that it is the correct one/' History, in a way, did repeat itself, this time
in Baluchistan, where Islamabad undertook military operations from 1973
to 1977 against Baluchis seeking separation/autonomy in the Baluchistan
province. But Moscow's reaction was not too hostile, and Moscow re
frained from actively supporting the militant nationalists. On the contrary,
during Bhutto's visit to Moscow in 1974, instead of fully supporting the
*'national liberation movement" in Baluchistan or the movement's open
ally. President Daud in Kabul, Moscow urged Islamabad and Kabul to
settle their disputes by negotiations on the basis of principles of peaceful
coexistence.29 As a result of such a conciliatory posture, relations between
Moscow and Islamabad began to improve. Moscow was appreciative of
bilateralism in Islamabad's foreign policy and ofmany of the latter's foreign
policy initiatives. Moscow offered to build a steel mill with a capacity of
one million tons, to provide $435 million in credit for the project, and
to build a high-voltage electric transmission line and a radio station. It
set precedent by fiilly remitting all loans spent in the former East Pakistan
and by agreeing to a moratorium on all other loans to Pakistan.

Thus did Moscow continue its efforts to formulate its Pakistan policy
in the Indo-Pakistan context. Although it did not show any inclination
to court Islamabad at the cost of goodwill in New Delhi, Moscow con
tinued its efforts to gain some influence in Islamabad.

Soviet reaction to the overthrow of an elected government and the
imposition of martial law in Pakistan in July 1977 was cautious. Soviet
media coverage of Pakistan during the initial years of martial law was
restrained, reflecting a policy ofwait and see. Because ofprofound changes
in the region—revolutions in Afghanistan and Iran and pro-West Janata
rule in India—Pakistan's domestic developments did not get much atten
tion from Moscow. Sovietpublic statements occasionally did highlight the
widespread poverty in the country and emphasize the need for economic
reforms.'® On balance, however, Soviet media focused on the immediate
political issues facing the new government in Islamabad.

Although generally avoiding any direct criticism of the government
itself, Soviet media often carried cautiously critical reports on the martial

28Cited in Pakistan HoHzon 25:2 (1972):l48.

29Fordetails see Selig Harrison, In Afghanistan's Shadow: Baluch Nationalism
andSoviet Temptations (New York: Carnegie Endowments for International Peace,
1981).

'®See, e.g., Pravda, July 10 and September 12, 1979.
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law regime's denationalization and Islamization policies. Instead of criticiz
ing these policies as such, Moscow accused the bourgeoisie of benefitmg
from the increased role of the private sector. At the same time, Soviet media
showed a lively interest in the domestic political scene of Pakistan smd
did not hesitate to show its sympathies for the opposition political par
ties challenging General Zia's rule while continuing to show its desire to
expand economic and political relations with Islamabad.Moreoyer,
Moscow avoided any det^ed analysis that would reflect its hopes for Ii^n-
or Afghanistan-like revolutions in Pakistan.

In foreign relations Pakistan's transition from a civilian to martiial-
law government did not adversely affect Pakistan-Soviet relations. In fact,
Moscow saw Pakistan's decision to withdraw from CENTO and to jointhe
nonaligned movement in a favorable light. However, strains began to
appear after the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA) over
threw President Daud and seized power in April 1978. In the Afghan
revolution, Islamabad perceived an expression of Soviet expansion. For
instance, a high-ranking Pakistani official stated that ''the Soviet Union
now has a border with Pakistan" and the United States "must

realize . . . and act accordingly."^^
Islamabad did not hide its aversion to the Soviet-supported PDPA

rule. It extended political support to the Afghan resistance, popularly
known as mujiifoidin, and humanitarian assistance to the Afghan refugees.
Within six weeks of the PDPA's seizure of power in Kabul, eight Afghan
Islamist parties formed an alliance, calledJabb Nijat-e-Milli, in Islamabad
under Dr. Burhanuddin's leadership. By July 1978 the number of Afghan
refugees had reached 124,000.^^ As Islamabad and Washington initiated
efforts to realign their relations in the light of new geopolitical realities,
Kabul increasingly blamed Pakistan (and Iran) for all internal turmoil and
resistance. In the midst of accusations and counteraccusations, Islam^ad-

Kabul relations deteriorated to the point that in July there were reports

^^E.g., Pravda, June 22, September 30, and October 27, 1978; March 26,
April 5, September 24, and October 18, 1979.

52LeonidMironov, 'The Disintegration of CENTO,"Pravda, March 14, 1979, cited
in CDSP 31:2; see also Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), Daily Rieport,
Soviet Union, August 15, 1979, D2-3; V.Kudryavusev, "Command of the Times,"
Izvestia, September 12, 1979, cited in CDSP 31:36.

53William Borders, "New Afghan Regime Worries Pakistanis," New York Times
(hereafter NYT), March 20, 1978, p. 4.

^Keyfoan (Tehran), June 3, 1978; see also Afghan Refugees in Pakistan (Islamabad:
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Government of Pakistan, n.d.).
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of military clashes between them on the borders. The Afghan factor re
placed the India factor in overshadowing Pakistan-Soviet relations.

Moscow was quick to join Kabul's accusations of ''outside in
terference." However, it initially hesitated to accuse Pakistan directly and
instead charged "international imperialism and regional reaction" for
troubles in Afghanistan, often specifying as responsible parties only the
United States, China, and Saudi Arabia. xhe Soviet Union first leveled
changes of interference against Pakistan in March 1979, when TASS ac
cused the latter by name for aiding and supporting what it called the
Afghan Muslim Brotherhood.Interestingly, even then, Soviet media often
singled out "reactionary circles" in Islamabad instead of directly attack
ing Pakistan, and instead of showing Soviet official disapproval directly,
it often invoked a loose expression saying that the "Soviet public" op
posed interference in Afghan affairs. Perhaps while Moscow still had some
hope for maintaining relations with Islamabad, it was also preparing the
"Soviet public" for the eventual possibility of military intervention in
Afghanistan.

Nevertheless, in May 1979 the Soviet envoy to Pakistan disregarded
diplomatic niceties and, in a press interview, directly threatened Pakistan
with "grave consequences." The Soviet media then began to accuse Paki
stan of interfering in Afghanistan's internal affairs with an increasing fre
quency and greater bluntness.^® By April 1979 the list of Soviet charges
against Islamabad included infiltration into Afghanistan of Pakistani
soldiers dressed as Afghans, the existence on Pakistani soil of twelve

55See, for example, V. Baikov, "Revolution's First Days," Pravda, May 6, 1978, cited
in CDSP 30:18; "Joint Communique" (issued at the end of Hafizullah Amin's visit
to Moscow in May 1978), Pravda, May 19, 1978, cited in CDSP 30:20; A. Akhmed-
zyanov, "Times of Changes," Izvestia, May 23, 1978, cited in CDSP 30:21;
"Strengthening Good-Neighbor Relations," Pravda, May 24, 1978, cited in CDSP
30:21; and "Subversive Activity Against the People of Afghanistan," Pravda, August
1, 1978, cited in CDSP

Aleksandrov, "Reactions' Schemes Against Democratic Afghanistan," Pravda,
March 19, 1979, cited in CDSP 31:11; A. Petrov, "Rebuff to Forces of Reaction and
Imperialism," Pravda, March 21, 1979, cited in CDSP

^^Nawa-i-Waqt Lahore), May 19, 1979; see also Safdar Mahmood, "Pakistan's
Uneasy Relations with Russia," The Round Table, no. 283 Quly 1981), pp. 269-275.

58A. Petrov, "A Rebuff to the Revolution's Enemies," Pravda, April 10, 1979, cited
in CDSP 31:15; A. Petrov, "Provocations Continue," Pravda, June 1, 1979, cited
in CDSP 31:21; Mai Podklyuchnikov, "The Right to Progress," Pravda, August 26,
1979, cited in CDSP 31:34; Leonid Mironov, "Hands Off Afghanistan," Pravda,
August 30, 1979, cited in CDSP 31:35-
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training camps for the Afghan resistance, and the presence in Pakistan of
American and Chinese experts and trainers who had by then embarked
on the training of 1,000 mujafoidin. Moscow rejected Islamabad's dendals
of any involvement in the Afghan civil war and further charged that the
Afghan resistance was based, and organized, in the refugee camps.^®
Moscow's list of countries supporting the Afghan resistance expanded
beyond Pakistan, Iran, the PRC, the United States, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia
to include West Germany, England, **other Gulf states," and the Muslim
Brotherhood.

A Pravda commentary said that the situation was leading to a con
flict in which the USSR "cannot remain indifferent" because "the events

are moving toward a conflict in direct proximity to us." Emphasizing that
Moscow would not abandon Afghanistan, the commentary warned
Islamabad that this was "a question of actual aggression against a state
with which the USSR has a common border.' Alarmed by ever-increasing
tensions, Islamabad sent a high-level delegation, led by its interior minister,
to Moscow in early 1979 to allay Moscow's apprehensions regarding
Islamabad's complicity in the campaign against the regime in Kabul. But
the strains had accentuated to the extent that Moscow remained

unconvinced.

By the end of 1979, therefore, Pakistan's security environment had
markedly deteriorated. Alongside Soviet accusations, Afghan air ^d
ground violations of Pakistan's territory had become a regular feature, and
the number of Afghan refugees had swollen substantially. Concomitailtly,
Islamabad tried to convince the Carter administration that "the Afghan
revolution has affected Pakistan profoundly" and that "the time to do
something [is] now."^^

In retrospect, Moscow's policy toward Islamabad in the late 1970s
offers some striking similarities with its policy in the early 1970s. Ftet,
as was the case in the early 1970s, when the USSR had hesitantly moved

^^Pravda, April 8,1979; TASS, May 11, 1979; Yury Glukhov, '^Guarding the Revolu
tion," Pravda, June 13, 1979, cited in CDSP 31:24. For charges that the training
camps were at Chitral, Cherat, Kohat, Peshawar, Quetta, Newshehra, and Kharian,
see Yury Glukhov, "Intrigues Against Afghanistan," Pravda, May 23, April 10,
and June 1, 1979, cited in CDSP 30:21.

^®Glukhov, "Intrigues."

^*Ibid.; A. Petrov, "Provocations Continue," Pravda, June 1, 1979; see also Pravda,
June 23, 1979-

^^Documentsfrom the U,S. Espionage Den (46): U.S. Intervention in an Islamic
Country: Pakistan-2 (Tehran: Muslim Students Following the Imam, 1981), p. 121.
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to support India in the East Pakistan crisis, Moscow's support for Kabul's
accusations of Islamabad's interference was delayed, restrained, and
gradual. Not until March 1979, after almost a year of PDPA rule, did
Moscow accuse Islamabad by name. Second, whereas in the first case
Moscow was supporting India, a friendship-treaty partner, over what it
bad called a "war of national liberation," in the Afghan case Moscow's
support was not only for a friendship treaty partner (with whom it shared
a long common border and many ethnic and linguistic groups) but also
for a national democratic revolution that Moscow had painfully mused
from its infancy. Third, as in the early 1970s, the emeiging Washington-
Beijing-Islamabad axis in the late 1970s invited Soviet fury toward Pakistan.
Ifet, as in the past, Moscow pursued a dual-track policy, simultaneously
transmitting hostile and conciliatory gestures. The purpose ofsuch a policy
apparently was to not lose sight of its long-term objectives in the region.

Moscow, it seems, had initially hoped to gain a closer relationship
with the martial-law administration in Islamabad, which was disfavored
by the Carter administration because of Pakistan's nuclear policy and
human rights record. Therefore, when Moscow eventually did denounce
Islamabad directly for troubles in Afghanistan, it often cavUed some "reac
tionary" and "ruling circles" in Islamabad instead of reprehending
Pakistan directly. Further, in reporting domestic political developments,
Moscow continued to show its caution in reporting by citing either
Western media or reporting with datelines from New Delhi, Madras,
Tehran, Kabul, and even Ankara. Finally, most of the public Soviet reac
tions were those of media representatives; the top Soviet leadership ab
stained from naming Pakistan.

In all, except for a brief period in the mid-1970s, Soviet-Pakistan rela
tions remained less than friendly during 1971-79. On the other hand,
Soviet-India relations grew friendlier despite New Delhi's wavering in the
late 1970s. To Islamabad's dissatisfaction, the USSR continued to formulate
its Islamabad policy in light of Soviet-Indian relations on the one hand
and Pakistan's relations with the United States and China on the other.

With Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in the last week of 1979, Moscow's
policy toward Pakistan took definite shape, and the USSR once again moved
back to the partisan approach.

Policy ofAssertive Involvement (1980-87)

Pakistan's reaction to the Soviet intervention was sharp and instant.
President Zia demanded an immediate Soviet withdrawal from Afghani
stan, called for national cohesion and consensus, and appealed for help
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from the West and the Muslim worid.''» The first two goals have remaihed
as unattainable in 1987 as they were in 1980; the last one, a search for
greater security, has assumed greater complexities.

Within days of the Soviet intervention, Islamabad called a special
session of the Islamic countries' foreign ministers in Islamabad. The con
ference expelled Afghanistan from its ranks and issued appeals for Islamic
solidarity and collective defense of the Muslim world. For the Soviet
Union, however, more important than Afghanistan's expulsion or the cpn-
ference's strongly worded resolutions was Chinese Foreign Minister Huan
Hua's visit to Pakistan. The Soviet media hardly mentioned the first two
but played up the latter.''''

The Carter administration reacted to the Soviet intervention by of
fering Islamabad a S400 million aid package and by declaring the Persian
Gulf an area of vital U.S. interests to be defended by all means, inclucfing
military. Both actions were received coolly by Islamabad—first, because
the aid offer was considered "peanuts" and had an obligatory list of
military supplies; and, second, because the Carter doctrine had not only
accepted the Soviet presence in Afghanistan as a fait accompii, but also,
and more importantly for Islamabad, had excluded Pakistan from U-S.
security parameters. With Islamabad's apparent rejection of the U.S.
offer, Moscow saw a change in Pakistan's stance toward the Soviet Union.
Further,AghaShahi, Pakistan'sforeign secretary and architect of the A^an
policy, apparently addressing Washington and Moscow simuitaneot$$ly,
had said, "The Soviet Union is capable of playing an important role in
ensuring peace and stability in our region . . . and of making a positive
contribution to the economic well-being of the people of Pakistan."^*
Moscow, more than willing to expand trade and economic relations,
showed renewed interest in economic cooperation and signed an agree
ment to build a plant to make tractors in Karachi.''^

Moscow had a multifaceted approach intended to make Islamabad
desist from its policy on Afghanistan on the one hand and to obstruct (the
emerging special relationship with the United States on the other. On One
level Moscow warned Islamabad that it was "still not too late for Pakistan

to stop meddling in Afghanistan's affairs" and that Pakistan "should not

*Wawn, January 28, 1980.

"For example, Fravda, January 22, 1980.

**Pravda, March 7, 1980.

-"Reuters, April 30, 1980, cited in Wbrld Affairs Report 10:3 (1980); see also
Pravda, August 30, 1980.
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become a party to Washington's plans because these were fraught with
many dangers, above all for Pakistan."^^ On another level, portraying
Islamabad as somewhat innocent, Soviet media critically projected the
Sino-American ''common strategy" of "drawing Pakistan into the anti-
Afghan plot" and thereby turning Pakistan into "a sort of powder keg."^®
Thus it said that Pakistan was "caught in the ugly game."^^ xhe Soviet
purpose, it seems, was both to discourage Islamabad from entering into
a close relationship with the United States and China and to dissuade these
two countries from aiding Islamabad.

After the Reagan administration agreed to a six-year, $3.2 billion
package of economic and military aid to Pakistan in late 1981, Moscow
became extremely critical of Islamabad and intensified the media cam
paign against Pakistan's martial law administration. Moscow charged that
Islamabad was using the "mythical Soviet threat" to acquire American
arms.'® Soviet media repeatedly asserted that the Zia regime was "utterly
dictatorial," covering itself with "an Islamic mask" because it was "op
posed by progressive intelligentsia, national minorities and working class"
and that Zia was unable to arouse anti-Soviet feelings in Pakistan "except
for a few Muslim extremists."'^ After the assassination of Anwar Sadat,
the Egyptian president, and later, after the expulsion of Marcos from the
Philippines in 1986, General Zia was reminded of the possibility of a
similar fate, as the Soviet media ran repetitious articles every day about
the difficulties of, and the opposition to, the Zia government.'^

^''Pravda, January 6 and 7, 1980; see also NYT, January 8, 1980.

^^International Affairs, April 1980; see also New Times, no. 7 (1981), p. 31; and
A. Mirov, ^'Islamabad: Militaristic Ambitions," InternationalAffairs, March 1985,
pp. 94-96.

^^Pravda, October 17, 1980; V. Georgiev, "South Asia: Strategic Goals of U.S. Im
perialism," InternationalAffairs, February 1985, pp. 105-113; V. Shurygin, "Base
for Aggression," Pravda, April 10, 1985, cited in CDSP 37:15.

5®D. Borisov, "Who Is Behind the Afghan Counter-Revolution?" International
Affairs, January 1982, pp. 36-43; see also Vitaly Korionov, "Who Is Undermin
ing a Settlement?" Pravda, July 14, 1981, cited in CDSP 33:28; Yury Glukhov,
"When the Masks Are Discarded," Pravda, September 25, 1981, cited in CDSP
32:39.

'^E.g., Pravda, April 3, 1980.

52E.g., Pravda, October 2 and 10, 1983; July 4, 1981; V. Baikov, "Pakistan: Uneasy
Times," International Affairs, July 1982, pp. 125-131; A. Filippov, "Contrary to
National Interests," Pravda, July 22, 1986, cited in CDSP 38:29; V.Skostev, "When
Thrones Totter," Izvestia, August 21, 1986, cited in CDSP 38:34.
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As early as May-June 1978, Moscow had moved to "win" friends
for, and weaken enemies of, the Afghan regime. One of the most impor
tant contours of this policy was, and continues to be, the exploitation ^d
exasperation of all possible differences between the various actors in
volved. This policy was designed to operate on many levels simultaneously.

To alleviate New Delhi's threat perceptions and to exploit the Mc-
tions existing between India and Pakistan on the one hand and among
China, the United States, and Pakistan on the other, Soviet pronouncements
repeatedly asserted that Islamabad's "real aim" in acquiring American
weapons was to "attack" India.*' The Soviets consistently attacked the
Pakistan-United States relatiotiship on the grounds that it encouraged
Islamabad's "aggressive" military capabilities and nuclear program.*'*Soviet
media further charged that the United States 'was seeking, and/or Pakistan
'was giving to the United States, military, naval and air bases that would
jeopardize Indian security.** Soviet media repeatedly said that the CLA,
through its agents in Pakistan, was plotting against India;*^ that American
military supplies to Pakistan were far beyond the latter's defense needs;
and that these weapons would be used against India, particularly the F-16
aircraft, including use in nuclear missions.*^ It was also often added that
the PRC was supporting the Pakistan-United States relationship because
it was propelling Pakistan against India.*b

After a span of more than a decade, the Soviet pronouncements em
phasizing India-Pakistan bilateral disputes revived, often portraying a pim
picture for India. This campaign not only neutralized India, from Mosccfw's

iiPravda, March 23, 1981.

**"A Dangerous Deal," Pravda, July 19, 1980; ibid.. May 23, 1981.

*>A. Vlasov, "Lackeys of American Imperialism," Izvestia, March 29, 1981,dted
inCDSP 33:13; M. Rostaichuk, "Pakistan—Down the Old Slippery Pa^," Izvestia,
May 7,1981, cited in CDSP 33:18; A. Slobodenko, "The 'Bases Strategy'—A Strsftegy
ofExpansion andDiktat," International Affairs, July 1981, pp. 7^84; Vladilen
Baikov, "On a Slippery Path," Pravda, September 27,1981, cited in CDSP 33i:39;
V. Vladimirov, "Bases of the Pentagon in Asia," InternationalAffairs, November
1983, pp. 152-155; I. Garbuzov, "Pakistan in U.S. Aggressive Strategy," Soviet
Military Review, February 1984, pp. 51-53.

^Pravda, January 8, 1980; M. Kapustin, "CIA Against India," Intemationcd Af
fairs, May 1985, pp. 138-141.

^''Pravda, January 8, 1980; Kapustin, "CIA Against India," pp. 138-141.

Volodin, "Pekii^ Manoeuvres in South Asia," InternationalAffairs, November
1978, pp. 19-27; Pravda, January 4, 1982.
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perspective, but alsoremindedthe decisionmakers in Islamabad of their
nightmare: a two-front scenario, Kabul-Moscow in the north and New
Delhi in the east.

Concurrently, in an apparent bid to raise alarm in Washingtonand
New Delhi, the Soviet media repeatedly showed a concern about Islama
bad's nuclear program, and particularly alleged Chinese help to it. Reject
ing Islamabad's denials, Soviet media periodically played upon Pakistan-
China collaboration, which was, it said, not only contrary to U.S. non-
proliferation objectives but alsoa threat to regional security, particularly
that of India. Soviet publicists often suggested that the UnitedStates should
not supply weapons and aid to a country that was embarking upon a
nuclear program." The Soviet Foreign Ministry, implicating the United
States,criticized Pakistan's nuclear program, charging that nuclear arms in
Pakistan would' 'create a new situation in South and Southwest Asia, a re
gioncloseto the Soviet Union's Southernfrontier, and could have danger
ous consequencesfor peace in Asia and the entire world."®® Clearly, then,
the Sovietforeign ministry found Islamabad's nuclear program as posing a
threat not only to its interests in the region,but to the territoryof the USSR.

In another demonstration of its policy of exploiting and, if possi
ble,actively creating cleav^es amongthe various actors involved, Moscow
happily played up friction within the mujahidin groups and between the
Afghans andthe Pakistani population.®' Soviet writings oftencharged that
the refugee campsweredeplorableand that the refugees wanted to return
to Afghanistan but the mujohidin and Pakistani officials were not allow
ingthemto leave. At the sametime, it wasoften reported that thousands
of them were returning to Afghanistan. Soviet media pronouncements
charged the resistance groups with running prison cells in the refugee
ramps 62 Ironically, it also charged Islamabad with preferentialtreatment
of the Afghan refugees compared to Biharis and Muhajirs, the refugees
who had come to Pakistan earlier from Bangladesh and India.®'

i^Pravda, June 29, 1978; Arkady Maslennikov, "AnUrgent Tksk," Pravda, April
13, 1979, cited in CDSP30:15;Oleg Kitsenko, "On a Dangerous Road," Pravda,
June 29, 1979, cited in CDSP 31:26.

«o2Tbe Muslim, March29 and July 10, 1986; see also "Militarization of Pakistan,"
International Affairs, September 1981, pp. 146-148.

6''Ihss, July7 and 29, 1980; Pravda, July 7, 1980, andJune 17, 1986; FBIS, Near
East and South Asia, July 14, 1987, p. 1.

®^E.g., Pravda, December 22, 1980.

®»E.g., ibid., December 31, 1984.
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Soviet publicists often highlighted the factional fighting within
the mujahidin groups, implicating them, together with Pakistani civil
ian and military officials, in selling weapons, diverting aid meant for
refugees, smuggling, and drug-trafficking. Moscow routinely discredited
the mujahidin for fighting each other over the distribution of Western
and Chinese aid, for the bomb blasts in various parts of Pakistan, gnd
for collaboration with the CIA.®^ The Soviet media constantly stressed
the frictions existing between the Afghan resistance and Pakistan's local
population, particularly between the Afghan resistance and the tribal
areas on the one hand and tribal areas and the Pakistan government on
the other.®* Meanwhile, Moscow showed a particular interest in pro
jecting theviews held by the Pakistani opposition parties on the Afj^an
crisis. Opposed as these views were to Islamabad's policy, Moscow's
purpose was to highlight the unpopular nature of Islamabad's policy
in Afghanistan.®®

Islamabad repeatedly stated that it did not allow Pakistan to be
used as a base for action against neighboring countries and that it was
giving only humanitarian aid to the Afghan refugees. lASS ridiculed
such clarifications. The relations between the two countries turned from

cool to chilly as Islamabad ordered the closure of the Soviet press and
information office in Karachi, reduction of one-half the Soviet diplomatic
personnel in Islamabad, and closure of a publishing house charged with
publishing pro-Moscow literature.®^ Moscow's relations with Pakistan
sharply deteriorated. The Soviet envoy in Islamabad publicly threatened
the host country that "if the present situation continues, the Soviet

^Pravda, May 3, 1985; see also Washington Post, November 14, 1984; Pravda,
December 7,1982;May 5,1985;August 1,1984; andJune 17,1986; TASS, Au^st
7, 1980; V. Krotov, "Dushmany with American Passports," Izvestia, Novemiber
6, 1985, cited in CDSP yi-AS.

®'E.g., Vladilen Baikov, "Pashtun's Thigedy," Pravda, January 8, 1987, cited in
CDSP 38:3; Veniamin Shurygin, "THbal Jirga," Pravda, April 13, 1986, cited in
CDSP 38:15; V. Alekseyev, "Bloodshed Continues," Pravda, December 14,1986,
cited in CDSP 38:50.

®®E.g., Pravda, August 8 and 9, 1979, and February 15 and 21, 1980; R. A^,
"Pakistan: Cooperation in Torture Camps," World Marxist Review (WMR), 25:1
fianuary 1982):67-68; "Towards Unity of Action for Common Aims" (by an
anonymous "representative of the Communist Party of Pakistan"), WMR 28:10
(October 1985):79-80; Abdul ^di Khan, "Against the Policy of Expansion," WMR
30:4 (April 1987):57-58.

^''Washington Post, September 1, 1980; Pravda, November 29, 1980.
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Union and Afghanistan will have to envisage a common action in order
to terminate it."®®

This downward trend in Pakistan-Soviet relations continued until
1984, when pre-U.N. General Assembly session talks, an annual feature,
could not be held because the visit of Pakistan's foreign secretary was
postponed on Moscow's request. By November, these relations had
deteriorated to the extent that the Soviet envoy to Islamabad registered
an unprecedented and strongly worded public complaint againstan "in
crease in Pakistan's involvement in the events in Afghanistan, discrimina
tion between the Soviet Embassy and other missions, and anti-Soviet prop
aganda in Pakistan."®' Veiled in this list of obstacles to the improvement
of relations with Pakistan,Moscow appeared to demand not only a change
in Islamabad's A^anistan policy, but also permission to open Sovietpress
and information centers in various cities of Pakistan, i la the United States
Information Service (USIS). More important, perhaps, was a Sovietdesire
to see a Pakistan devoid of any "anti-Soviet propaganda" as was the case
in Finland in the post-world war years.

Understandably, Soviet opposition to Pakistan's position on Afghan
istan did not deter Moscow from aspiring to better economic relations
with Islamabad.For example, inJanuary 1985, on the occasion of the in
auguration of a Soviet-assisted steel mill in Karachi, Moscow offered to con
struct another steel mill, reportedly on a site chosen by Pakistan. Moscow
madeopenings for Pakistan's private sectortradeand showed a readiness
to purchase conventional and nonconventional products that Pakistan
could not sell to the West because of protectionist policies there. Moscow
also showed a willingness to set up a number of industries in Pakistan,
on a jointventure basis, with Pakistani entrepreneurs. The proposedpro
jects, according to press reports,range fromheavy industryto bakery pro
ducts. According to anotherreport, in March 1985 a Soviet delegation led
byBoris Bakin, minister of assembly andspecial construction works, of
feredcooperationin one hundred projects.^® The prospectsof further in
crease in trade seem to have emerged with the suspension of the supply
of agriculture products from the troubled Indian province of Punjab.

In April 1985 a numberof Soviet servicemen werekilledin the am
munition depot of Jamiyat-I-Islami of Burhanuddin Rabbani in Matani,

^Nawa-i-waqt (Urdu; Rawalpindi), December 1983-

^Tbe Muslim, November 19, 1984; see also Dawn, July 23, 1984.

^®3Tbe Muslim, January 6 and 20 and February 2 and 14, 1986.
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near Peshawar in Pakistan. The Soviet protest note accused the units
of the Pakistan army of carrying out the operation and described the
incident as **an act of war against the Soviet Union.''It was rather
interesting that the Moscow and Kabul versions of this incident were
not identical, nor was the official Soviet version the same as that of the
Soviet media. Moscow rejected Islamabad's response that it was an act
by /'agent provocateurs from Afghanistan who had infiltrated the area."
A TASS commentary warned that Islamabad was wrong if it thought tfiat
participation in the American plans of expanding the undeclared war
against the DRA could go unpunished. Gorbachev himself was re
ported to have warned President Zia of the dire consequences if Islama
bad continued with its Afghan policy. fhis was the first repotted
incident of its kind, and it further exacerbated Moscow's negative as
sessment of Pakistan and its projection of the country in the Soviet me
dia. There was a visible hardening of Moscow's attitude as the Soviet
media singled out Pakistan and turned its attention to laiger coveifige
of Pakistan's troubled domestic scene.73 in February 1986, comment
ing on Pakistan-Soviet relations, the Soviet envoy to Islamabad publicly
acknowledged that "because of increasing war in Afghanistan, rela
tions between the Soviet Union and Pakistan have virtually come to ^ro
point."

However, true to its previous policy of not mixing political relations
with economic ones, coupled with Gorbachev' glasnost on Afghanis^n,
within a week of the Matani incident Moscow sent a seven-member trade
delegation to Pakistan and signed a trade protocol identifying a numiber
of items for import and export between the two countries. Induced by
generous Soviet offers, a Pakistani delegation led by the minister for pet
roleum and natural resources visited the Soviet Union in September for

71'A Barbarous Crime," Pravda, May 15, 1985, cited in CDSP 33:20; Aleks^dr
Bouin, "Calling a Spade a Spade," Izvestia, May 17, 1985, cited in CDSP 36:20;
Andrei Stepanov, "Terrorism in Action," Pravda, May 16, 1985, cited in CDSP
38:20.

'̂ '̂ Pravda, May20 and June 6, 1985; V. Matveyev, "Afghanistan'sEnemies Expand
Intervention," Izvestia, August 28, 1985, cited in CDSP 57:55; see also Daum,
May 10, 15, and 21, 1985.

73E.g., "The Truth Can't Be Hidden: The Question of Pakistan's Role in the
Undeclared War Against Afghanistan," TASS, May 21, 1985; Pravda, May 25
and 29, 1985.

''^Tbe Muslim, February 2, 1986.
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purchase of deep-drilling oil rigs and to explore the possibilities of
further cooperation in the exploitation of oil, gas, and other natural
resources. This was followed by another delegation led by the Paki
stani finance minister, who signed an agreement for Soviet assistance in
construction of a thermal electric power plant. A new barter trade agree
ment signed in the same year envisaged a twofold increase in mutual
trade, and Moscow also showed a willingness to cooperate in marine
shipping.

In the traditional India-Pakistan context, a framework within which
Moscow previously had formulated its policy toward Pakistan, Moscow
has moved back to a partisan approach, using the Afghan conflict to its
benefit in exacerbating Indian sensitivities vis-a-vis Pakistan, China,
and the United States, and hoping to further strengthen its position in
New Delhi. Soviet-Indian relations during this period grew as Pakistan-
Soviet relations proportionately deteriorated. Under Gorbachev, how
ever, Moscow seems to have shown a degree of readiness to forego a part
of its goodwill in New Delhi in order to win over Islamabad, as was
apparent during Gorbachev's visit to India in November 1986 and the
high diplomacy between Moscow and Islamabad that has followed Gor
bachev's visit. This Soviet glasnost notwithstanding, the continued
Soviet military presence in Afghanistan has placed limitations on any
qualitative changes in Pakistan-Soviet bilateral political relations. Mos
cow, nevertheless, continues to carefully balance its carrot-and-stick
policy: The carrot of economic inducements will, Moscow hopes, pay
dividends in the long term and the stick of arm-twisting, in the short
term.

As we have seen, Moscow's policy toward Pakistan was hostage to
Soviet domestic push-and-pull forces on the one hand and to Pakistan's
relationship with India and with the United States and China on the other.
From Islamabad's standpoint, therefore, Moscow's Pakistan policy has been
checkered and less than satisfactory. The USSRdeveloped neither an ap
propriate response to Islamabad's sensitivities vis-a-vis India nor an ade
quate appreciation of Pakistan's external relationships. Moscow's policy
toward the region in general and Pakistan in particular has been, in sum,
that of flexibility, restraint, gradualism, and calculated risks. Whereas
Moscow's Islamabad dealings would seem oscillatory on a short-term
analysis, in the long run, two factors have not only remained constant
but also have become increasingly pronounced: a consistent desire to
delink economic relations from the often less-than-friendly political rela
tions and Moscow's unfailing reference to geographical propinquity, mean
ing more than mere proximity or continuity.
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Factors Influencing Moscow's Relations with Pakistan

Economic Retations

The first relatively consistent theme of Moscow's Pakistan policy has
been the Soviet desire, apparently not strongly resisted by Pakistan, of
refusing to let fluctuating political relations adversely affect bilateral
economic and trade relations. Although the total volume of trade has re
mained low, particularly during the phase of cool political relations, it
has remained significant in terms of form, nature, and areas covered.
Moreover, Moscow has generally shown interest in economic collabora
tion in areas where Pakistan's traditional friends have been less than forth

coming, ranging from oil exploration to the construction of steel mills
and even of nuclear power stations and reactors.

Until 1973-74 Moscow was the single largest socialist donor coun
try to Pakistan. According to some estimates, Pakistan ranked eighth in
total Soviet aid to the noncommunist Third World between 1954 smd
1981.7' It is significant that of the seven countries that preceded Pakistan,
three shared their frontiers with the USSR Clbrkey, Iran, and Afghanistan),
one was a former friend (Egypt), and one was a friendship-treaty partner
(India). Significantly, Soviet aid to India was only roughly three times fiiat
of aid to Pakistan—much less in proportion to India's size, population,
and special relationship with the Soviet Union.

Between 1950 and 1974 Pakistan's trade with Moscow increased
twenty times. In general the balance of payments bas (in particular since
1980) favored Pakistan.7^ This has been so mainly because most of tbe
Soviet credits arc paid back in kind. Tbis fact probably explains tbe feet
that despite a few setbacks between 1978and 1986, tbe upward trend yras
maintained. Soviet trade policy toward Pakistan bas included botb com
modity exchange agreements and foreign exchange-saving barter trade and
low interest rate loans. Pakistan's export-import relations witb Moscow
bave been stronger tban witb Tbrkey(firsta fellow member of tbe Regional
Cooperation for Development [RCD] and now of EGO, together witb Iran)

7»Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of State, Soviet and East Euro
pean Aid to tbe Third World, 1981 (Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, February 1983), pp. 17-19, quoted in Paul Dibb, The Soviet Union: The
Incomplete Superpower, Studies in International Security (London: International
Institute for Strategic Studies, 1983), p. 233.

7«Rafique Akbtar, ed., Pakistan lihar Book: 1986, 13tb ed. (Karachi: East and \tfest,
1986), pp. 405-408.
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or neighboring India^^ However, these trade relations were sustained by
the rather liberal Soviet aid, trade, and investment policy toward Pakistan.

The Soviets hope that, in the words of a Soviet envoy to Pakistan,
''we are sure that the expanding economic and cultural contacts between
the USSRand Pakistan will. . . also contribute to the improvement of the
political situation in this part of Asia.''^®

Geographical Propinquity

Moscow has always shown sensitivity to the idea of any Western pres
ence in the northern areas of Pakistan. A survey of Soviet commentary dur
ing 1948 and 1955 reveals that it used the word "'Peshawar*' more fre
quently than "Karachi" (then the capital of Pakistan). A reading ofnumer
ous official protests delivered to Karachi in the 1950s gives the impression
that Moscow was more concerned with Anglo-American "designs,'' "aims,"
"bases," and "facilities" than with Pakistan's reasons for moving toward
the West.Similarly, Pakistan was almost always referred to as a Soviet
neighbor. For example, as early as August 1951, a Soviet note protesting
an alleged agreement for an American air base said that the air base was
sought "on Pakistan's territory, that is, in a region close to the border of
the USSR**^^ Consequently, Moscow reacted strongly to Pakistan's member
ship in CENTO and SEATO and lent its support to India and Afghanistan.

It should be recalled that the Soviet response to the Kashmir dispute
was determined by this concern and not by any love for India per se. The
long spell of Soviet silence over the Kashmir dispute in the United Na
tions Security Council debates was broken in 1952, when Moscow feared
that the United States ' 'wanted to convert Kashmir into a link in the chain
of military bases around the USSR," either by having an independent state
of Kashmir or by using "this as an excuse for stationing their troops in
Kashmir under the guise of United Nations forces." ®^

^^Ibid.; for Pakistan-Soviet trade indicators, see also The Muslim, February 15,
June 26, and July 7, 1986.

''^The Muslim, February 2, 1986.

79R. K. Jain, Soviet-South Asian Relations: 1947-1978, vols. 1 and 2 (Oxford: Mar
tin Robertson, 1979).

^^Pravda, August 2, 1951.

®W. Alexeyev, 'The Political Situation in Pakistan," New Times, no. 47 (Novem
ber 21, 1952), p. 10.
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Although the USSR has always shown a sensitivity to events occur
ring in the surrounding regions, the assertiveness Moscow now shows in
West Asia surpasses Soviet concerns in the region witnessed during the
1950s and 1960s. For example, commenting on references made by Yuri
Andropov on the geographical proximity of the USSR to this region in
an interview with Der Spiegel in April 1983, a Soviet commentator asserted
that "we will never accept a view which says that unrelated powers,
especially those far from events by many thousands of kilometers. Can
act as they wish in the region . . . and ask of the Soviet Union a con
templative indifference and deprive her of the right to take into considc^-
tion events occurring on her borders."In addition to such blatantly
geopolitical expressions, Moscow now increasingly invokes its Central
Asian coimection with relations to the countries of the region. As a Soviet
envoy to Islamabad asserted, "We should always keep in mind the geo
graphical proximity of the USSR and Pakistan, the historical and cultural
links between the peoples of Pakistan and the peoples of Soviet Central
AsianRepublics." Apparently not thoroughly dismayedby the role played
by the Central Asians in Afghanistan, Moscow has recently proposed to
Islamabad an increase in interaction with Soviet Central Asia by sending
students and religious delegations. It has proposed chartered tourist flints
between Pakistan and Central Asian republics as the latter have a "dch
Islamic cultural heritage."

Conclusions

Though vacillating between neutrality and partisanship since 1947,
the Soviet position vis-ii-vis India and Pakistan seems to have stabilised
in favor of the former; but with the escalating Afghan conflict, Pakistan
has increasingly been placed more in the West Asian context than in the
South Asian one. More precisely, Moscow appears to be viewing Pakistan
as forming a part of the troubled triangle ofPakistan, Iran, and A^anistan,
wherein the future of the fragile political systems is uncertain and the
politics of Islamic reassertion pronounced.

*2V. A. Kiemeniuk, reviewing Aivin Z. Rubinstein's Soviet Policy Towards TUrkey,
Iran andAfghanistan: The Dynamics ofInfluence, in Narody Azii-i-Afriki (Rus
sian), no. 1 (1984), p. 197.

"'Radio Moscow, Soviet envoy to Islamabad in an interview with a JapatSese
newspaper, FBIS, Soviet Union, January 15, 1987.

'^Tbe Muslim, February 2, 1986.
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Whereas Moscow aspires to share influence with the West in other re
gions, such as the Gulf and the Middle East, in Southwest Asia it appears
to have become increasingly apprehensive, if not intolerant, of any Western
influence and presence. Geographical propinquity and smooth economic
relations, two factors that have remained almost constant in Soviet deal

ings with Islamabad, have assumed new dimensions in recent years.
Whereas the first has become extremely pronounced, the second seems
to have been overshadowed by the Afghan conflict, for some time at least.

Though Moscow has not formally revived its proposal of overland
transit facilities with Pakistan since the late 1960s,®5 preparations for
elaborate road and railway construction with Kabul and Tehran are in prog
ress. It appears that the emergence of Soviet Central Asia as an important
factor in Moscow's regional foreign and economic policies (less of a ''soft
underbelly" and more of a "show-window") has become difficult to
reverse without heavy costs to the Soviet foreign policy objectives in the
region. Gorbachev may consider opening it up, with the hope of having
an Asian face in the region, through a Korakaram highway (like the one
connecting the Chinese province of Sinkiang with Pakistan's northern
areas) of its own. The logic of growing domestic and regional role of Soviet
Asia may make such developments even more compelling.

We have seen in this chapter that Moscow's policy in the region has
become increasingly assertive over the years. This assertiveness creates
many dilemmas for the USSRand places Moscow in paradoxical situations.

First, the longer Moscow stays in Afghanistan, the further it alienates
itself from and pushes Pakistan closer to the United States. Given the pres
ent nature of relationships, the closer Islamabad gets to Washington, the
more intense the conflict in Afghanistan becomes. The more the Afghan
conflict escalates, the longer Moscow must stay in Afghanistan. The longer
Moscow stays in Kabul, the further its relations with Islamabad deteriorate.
Moreover, the longer Moscow stays in Afghanistan, the closer the Afghan
resistance gets to the United States, and the less acceptable the mujahidin
groups become for Moscow as a viable alternative to the PDPA rule.

Second, as in the past, the more Moscow alienates Islamabad, the
closer New Delhi moves toward Moscow and the farther away New Delhi
must get from Islamabad, Beijing, and Washington. The more New Delhi
gets away from the last three, the more valid Islamabad's "two-front
scenario" becomes. The more increased threat Pakistan perceives from

®51nformally, however, the Soviet ambassador to Pakistan alluded to the possibil
ity of building road and railway communication links between Iran, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and India on the one hand and the Soviet Union on the other. Dawn,
February 3, 1984.
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the east and the north, the more sensitivity toward its nuclear program
Islamabad shows. This in turn sours Pakistan-United States relations, rein

forcing Pakistan's perception of the United States as a fair-weather friend.
We have also seen in this chapter that the Soviet policy of wait and

see toward Pakistan is increasingly complemented by a policy of csyrrot
and stick. Moscow aspires to achieve its foreign policy objectives by ex
ploiting and, if possible, creating cleavagesamong all the actors involved.
Soviet policy operates in two interlocking, mutually reinforcing circles.
In the first circle, Moscow has a policy of wait and see as it has shown
no urgency either to support Baluchis or Sindhis seeking separation/
autonomy in Pakistan or to promote a Marxist-Leninist revolution guided
by democratic centralism. In the second circle, Moscow has a policy of
carrot and stick, as it has shown a willingness to cooperate with General
Zia's government while simultaneously not hesitating to show its sym
pathies with the opposition forces in Pakistan that are against the present
political order.

Tangled in these scenarios is the future of Soviet-Pakistan relations
and Soviet policy in the region. Some analysts have suggested Finlandiza-
tion for Afghanistan and some the same course for Pakistan. More have
urged Finlandization for Afghanistan, together with Swedenization of
Pakistan. Austria and Laos have also been mentioned as models. Others

have, engagingly, argued for neutrality for Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan.
Although some of these analogies may have their merits, Gorbachev's re
cent policy overtures suggest that the possibilities of Afghanistanization
ofAfghanistan are not fully exhausted, provided that Moscow, Washington,
and Islamabad are prepared to use appropriate diplomatic pressures,
together with flexibility and viable linkages, and provided, more impor
tantly, that they are prepared to realize that the present policy of increas
ing military pressure has its limits and the potential for backfiring.



5. Iranian, Chinese, and Indian
Policies on the Afghan War

HUSAIN HAQQANI

Introduction

The political and military situation resulting from the Soviet occupa
tion of Afghanistan has been the major consideration of Pakistan's foreign
policy since 1979. The insecurity caused by the presence of over 100,000
Soviet troops on the country's border has led to a close military relation
ship with the United States. The process of normalization with India, pur
sued consistently despite difficulties, follows from a desire to avoid ten
sions on Pakistan's eastern border while the Soviets threaten its western

frontier. Even Pakistan's traditionally close relationship with the People's
Republic of China (PRC) and the Muslim world has been influenced by
the Afghan factor. Islamabad increasingly tends to measure the depth of
its ties with other countries in light of their attitudes on Afghanistan. Presi
dent Zia ul-Haq has even gone to the extent of declaring the war of resis
tance in Afghanistan as a war for the defense of Pakistan, confirming the
importance he attaches to the outcome of the Afghan problem.

Pakistan's immediate neighbors—Iran, the PRC, and India—are also
concerned with developments in Afghanistan, but the issue does not oc
cupy a central position in their foreign policies as it does in Pakistan's.
Each of these countries has a different set of considerations and priorities
in relation to the Afghan question.

Iran, with its Islamic revolutionary world vision, supports the cause
of the Afghan mujahidin but is skeptical of the U.S. role in the resistance.
Its opposition to the Soviet occupation is accompanied by a desire to ex
ercise some influence over the resistance, the leadership of which is
generally closer to governments and Islamic movements in the Arab
world. Iran's differences with Gulf Arab states, notably Saudi Arabia, add
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another dimension to Iran's Afghanistan policy, given the conservative
Arabs' financial and moral support for the mujahidin.

In the case of the PRC, suspicions of Soviet moves in Asia seem to
set the tone and content of its policy on Afghanistan. The Chinese have
offered crucial military assistance to the mujahidin and have counted the
continued occupation of Afghanistan among the three major obstacles to
normalization of Sino-Soviet relations.

Afghanistan poses a major dilemma for Indian foreign policy. The
compulsions of New Delhi's close relationship with the Soviet Union,
coupled with its objective of being recognized as the preeminent regional
power in South Asia, have led India to break ranks with the Non-Aligned
Movement in condemning the occupation of Afghanistan. An evaluation
of India's Afghan policy must also take into account New Delhi's apprecia
tion of its ties with the PRC, Pakistan, and the United States, all of whom
share somewhat common perceptions on the Afghan war.

Iranian Policy on the Afghan War:
Contradictions in a Principled Approach

Iran is affected by the Afghan war in several ways. It is host to some
1 million Afghan refugees, most of whom share the Islamic fervor of the
Iranian revolution. Teheran's espousal of the spirit ofJihad in other parts
of the Islamic world makes it difficult to ignore the holy war in its im
mediate vicinity. As a neighbor of both the Soviet Union and Afghanistan,
the former's occupation of the latter also has security implications for
Iran. The Afghan issue is also a test of Iran's avowed foreign policy prin
ciple, **NeitherEast nor West." Although areas for revolutionary Iran's con
tention with the United States abound, the Afghan issue is its most serious
point of conflict with the Soviet Union. Support for the resistance in
Afghanistan is important to maintain the credibility of both the nonaligned
and Islamic aspects of Iranian foreign policy.

Since the beginning of the war in Afghanistan, Iran has adopted an
inflexible position in condemning the Soviet occupation irrespective of
the ups and downs of its relationship with Moscow Iranian-Soviet dela
tions were tense throughout 1980-81, and the brief improvement follow
ing the February 1982 signing of an economic protocol also did littjc to
bring about a softening of the revolutionary regime's public stance on
Afghanistan.

On March 9, 1982, Pravda noted that despite Soviet support for the
Iranian revolution, Iran had cut the number of their Soviet diplomats,
closed a Soviet consulate and a Soviet-Iranian bank, denied visas to Soviet
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correspondents, and curtailed cultural activities in Iran. The Communist
Party newspaper also criticized the execution of leftists and the suppres
sion of the Thdeh Party, Iranian support for Afghan guerrillas, and the
pursuit of the ''senseless war'* with Iraq.^

Since the proscription of the Ihdeh in May 1983, Soviet-Iranian rela
tions have gone further downhill, freeing Teheran ofany diplomatic obliga
tions for moderation toward Moscow that might have existed previously.
During the first half of 1983, there were a number of clashes between
Iranian and Soviet troops on the border with Afghanistan, following which
Iran reinforced its units in the area. Following these clashes, Iran has
periodically accused the Soviet-installed Kabul regime of violating its
border.

Despite the constancy in Iran's opposition to the Soviet military
presence in Afghanistan, its practical support for the Afghan resistance
has been full of inconsistencies. Mainstream resistance groups based in
Peshawar receive assistance from Western and Islamic nations that are not

necessarily considered friends by Iran. The revolutionary regime's hostility
toward the United States and the conservative Arab states of the Gulf has

made it suspicious of these mujahidin groups.
As a result of this suspicion, Iran has tended to sponsor and support

pro-Iran guerrilla groups drawn mainly from the Shiite population of cen
tral Afghanistan. At least two major Peshawar-based mujahidin groups—
Hizbe Islami of Gulbeddin Hekmatyar and Jamiate Islami of Burhanuddin
Rabbani—have maintained links with Iranian authorities, but their rela
tions have never been free of friction. Resistance leaders have accused Iran

of seeking to extend cultural and political control over their movement,
and some, with close ties to Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries, have
even shunned Iranian support publicly. One notable mujahidin leader,
Abdur Rab Rasool Sayyaf, has accused the Iranians of promoting sectari
anism within the resistance and has advised fellow guerrillas to refuse Iran
ian offers of assistance. There have also been reports of Iranian Revolu
tionary Guards engaging in propaganda among Afghan refugees against
Afghan party leaders based in Peshawar and of fighting between pro-Iran
groups and others inside Afghanistan.^

There are three large pro-Iranian organizations and several smaller
factions in Afghanistan. Most of these groups operate in the areas border
ing Iran and in the Hazarajat region in central Afghanistan. Apart from

^Keesing's Contemporary Archives (1982), p. 31545.

2James Rupert, 'Afghan Rebels* Worry,*' International Herald Tribune, Octo
ber 9, 1986.
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these predominantly Shiite groups, the Iranians also exert influence Over
Hizb and Jamiat guerrillas operating out of their territory.

Despite their complaints over Iranian interference in the affaii$ of
the resistance, neither Rabbani nor Hekmatyar seems willing to risk a total
break with Teheran. These mujabidin leaders believe it is important to
maintain receiving Iranian support despite its eclectic nature because it
could become critical in case Pakistan is forced to negotiate a settlement
excluding the mujabidin or if a future U.S. administration curtails back
ing for the resistance.

The divisive influence of Iran on the Afghan resistance can some
times be overemphasized, leading to neglect of its positive contribution
to the anti-Soviet struggle. Iranian-backed guerrilla groups have fought the
Soviets in the western and central provinces of Afghanistan, adding to the
momentum of the resistance nationwide. An Afghan mujabidin radio
also operates from Iran, broadcasting to most parts of Afghanistan. The
Islamic ideology of the Iranian revolution appears to have inspired many
young Afghan fighters, who would probably not have been sufficiently
motivated by a secular nationalist cause to take on the military might of
a superpower.

In the diplomatic sphere, Iran has refused to join efforts for a peaceful
settlement of the Afghan conflict unless the mujabidin are invited to join
the negotiating process.

Earlier, in November 1981, the Iranian government had published
detailsof a plan providingfor the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afglhan-
istan and their replacement by a joint peacekeeping force comprising Ira
nian and Pakistani troops, as well as the troops of a unspecified third cOim-
try. The plan, which was promptly rejectedby the Kabul regime and the
Soviet Union as well as three mujabidin groups, also provided for the
replacement of the Afghan government by "a council of thirty clergymen
of the Muslim World."'

After the failure of this early peace plan, Iran has remained aloof
from negotiations on the Afghan question. U.N. negotiator Diego Cor-
dovez and the Pakistan government have kept in touch with Iranian leaders,
informing them of the progress in indirect talks at Geneva. The Islamic
republic could use its influence with the resistance to scuttle any peace
proposal it considers inconsistent with the dictates of ideology or the
demands of Iranian foreign policy in the region. Similarly, any eventual
Soviet-Iranian rapprochement could undermine the resistance in vast areas
of Afghanistan where Iranian support plays a crucial role.

^Keesing's Contemporary Archives (1982), p. 31801.
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Chinese Policy on the Afghan War:
Political and Military Support for the Resistance

The PRC's stance on Afghanistan should be seen in the context of
its overall relations with the Soviet Union, which is perceived by Beijing
to be a hegemonistic superpower posing a direct threat to Chinese security.
The PRC joined most of the world in condemning the Soviet occupation
of Afghanistan in 1979, and the issue has focused prominently in Sino-
Soviet normalization talks since then.

In his report to the 12th Congress of the Chinese Communist Party
in September 1982, Party Secretary General Hu Yaobang listed the occu
pation of Afghanistan as one of three '*great threats to the peace of
Asia and to China's security." The other two were the stationing of
"massive" armed forces along the Sino-Soviet and Sino-Mongolian bor
ders and Soviet support for Vietnam's occupation of Cambodia. During
the last four years, the PRC has repeatedly emphasized the need to resolve
the three major issues before progress could be achieved in Sino-Soviet
relations.

Given the fact that the PRC considers the Soviet military presence
in Afghanistan as directly threatening as its troop concentrations along
the Chinese border, the outcome of the Afghan war is of great importance
to the Chinese.

Apart from supporting diplomatic efforts for the withdrawal ofSoviet
forces from Afghanistan, the PRC is known to have offered military assis
tance to the Afghan resistance. The Kabul regime, in particular, has targeted
the PRC along with the United States and "reactionary Arab governments"
as the backers of the anti-Soviet guerrilla war. At the beginning of Febru
ary 1985, the Soviet-installed Afghan government officially protested to
the Chinese, claiming they had "seized large amounts of Chinese-made
weapons from rebel groups." In May 1984, Afghanistan's only nuclear
physicist. Dr. Mohammed Younis Akbari, was sentenced to death for
allegedly channeling Chinese funds to the mujahidinA

The PRC's assistance to the Afghan mujahidin has played a signifi
cant role in the military situation inside Afghanistan. Resistance com
manders say they find the light Chinese weapons more suitable and easier
to handle than sophisticated Western weaponry. Spares and ammunition
of most Chinese arms are compatible with weapons seized by the mu
jahidin from the Soviets and their Afghan allies, increasing the usefulness
of Chinese supplies.

^Keesing^s Contemporary Archives (1985), p. 33992.
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As a loyal friend of Pakistan, the PRC has supported Islamabad in
its search for a negotiated settlement based on a short time frame for
withdrawal of Soviet troops. Chinese backing is ofparticular significance
in Pakistan where the United States is generally considered an untrust
worthy ally and Beijing's stock is high on account of its support of Pakistan
in its last two wars with India (1965 and 1971). Apart from pursuing a
strategic imperative vis-i-vis the Soviet Union, the PRC also maintains the
goodwill of Pakistan and other Islamic countries through its support for
the Afghan resistance.

The PRC's position on A^anistan is related to its rift with the Soviet
Union and will not remain unaffected by any marked improvement in
Sino-Soviet relations. Although progress in the healing of the rift is slow,
it has been suggested that the PRC would become more amenable to
Soviet positions in South Asia in return for Soviet concessions in East Asia
should normalization talks succeed. Until that happens, the PRC can be
expected to continue its political and military support for the Afghan
resistance.

Indian Policy on the Afghan War: Seeking a Dominant Role

The Afghanistan crisis has created a major dUemma for Indian foreign
policy. As a founder andleading member oif theNon-Aligned Movement,
India should logically have condemned the Soviet occupation of a non-
aligned country. To do so, however, could have adversely affected New
Delhi's entente cordiale with Moscow. Furthermore, as a frontline state,
Pakistan immediately becamethe principalSouth Asian actor in the A^han
crisis, which was hardly desirable from the Indian point of view.

Instead of joining the rest of the world in condemning Soviet oc
cupation, India adopted a position close to that of the Soviet Union. It
refused to single out the USSR for condemnation over its moves in
Afghanistan and acknowledged the Soviet interpretation of events, say
ing its intervention had been in response to the interference of other coun
tries in the affairs of Afghanistan.

During his visit to the United States in June 1985, Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi summarized the Indian position on Afghanistan by siting
that outside interference had jeopardized the stability of the region and
that India was opposed to "both foreign presence and pressure." He added:
"The one is advanced as justification for the other"; India stands for "a
political settlement in Afghanistan which ensures sovereignty, integrity,
independence, and nonaligned status and enables the refugees to retuni
to their homes in safety and honour."
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India's reluctance to oppose the Soviet Union can be explained in
terms of the multihiceted relationship existing between the two countries.
In his liist broadcast to the lution as prime minister of India, on November
12,1984, Rajiv Gandhi described Indo-Soviet ties as a "wide-ranging and
time-tested relationship . . . based on mutual cooperation, friendship, and
vital support when most needed."

Since 1950, the Soviet Union has put India in a special category in
its foreign relations. The two countries have extensive economic and
military ties, based on generous Soviet credits and foreign trade in domestic
currency. Many of India's large public sector projects in steel, oil, elec
trical power, and heavy electrical and mechanical equipment sectors were
built with Soviet assistance. By I97I, when the two countries signed a
twenty-year treaty of friendship, the Soviet Union had become India's sec
ond largest trading partner and its principal source of modern arms.'

The I97I Indo-Soviet treaty marked India's recognition of Soviet in
terests in South Asia in return for Soviet support for Indian aspirations
to become the dominant regional power. Under the terms of the treaty,
Moscow and New Delhi also pledged "not to enter into any obligation
which might cause military damage to the other party." Tied to the Soviet
Union through trade, diplomatic, military, and cultural cooperation, In
dia would have found it difficult to confront it directly over the Afghan
istan issue.

It chose, instead, to try and maximize its own influence in the region,
possibly as a potential arbiter. By equating direct Soviet occupation with
indirect American support for the resistance, India has tried to build a
case for excluding all outside powers from South Asia. Repeated calls by
Indian opinion leaders and pro-Indian academics in the West for a regional
solution of the Afghan problem reflect India's desire to use Afghanistan
as a test case for the assertion of its version of the Monroe Doctrine for

the region.®
By tacitly endorsing the Soviet military presence in Afghanistan, In

dia has isolated itself from the majority within the U.N. General Assembly
as well as the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM). It has been accused by mu-
Jahidin leaders of assisting the Soviet war effort in Afghanistan by pro
viding advisers to the Kabul regime, some of whom perform quasi-military
functions such as maintaining wireless telecommunications. The difficult

'For a brief description of Indo-Soviet relations, see Francine R. Frankel, "Play
the India Card," Foreign Policy 62 (Spring 1986).

®For the case for recognition of India as the dominant regional power, see
Selig S. Harrison, "Cut a Regional Deal," Foreign Policy 62 (Spring 1986).
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position of acting as an apologist for the Soviets within the United Na
tions and NAM, as well as having to face accusations of assisting them
in an unpopular war, have hurt India diplomatically.

Diplomatic respectability is an essential ingredient of India's inter
national relations, and New Delhi has traditionally attached considerable
significance to its image in international forums. This is related to India's
view of its own greatness, which needs periodic reaffirmation through
international recognition. In the absence of theaters of war where Indian
military might could be deployed to demonstrate its status as a giant. New
Delhi tries to score diplomatic victories at international meetings, Its
Afghan policy is an aberration in this respect.

India's willingness to side with the Soviets on Afghanistan, ignoring
the views of the majority of nations, is indicative of the depth of Ihdo-
Soviet relations. It also reflects New Delhi's assessment that India's domi

nant role in the region will be determined by the interaction of the super
powers, in which it can play on American fears of Soviet influence w^hile
maintaining its friendship with the Soviet Union.



6. The Soviet Union and Afghanistan

ZALMAY KHALILZAD

Historical Setting

Because of territorial contiguity and the spread of common ethnic
groups across their border, Russian/Soviet interest in Afghanistan has been
persistent. In the late nineteenth century after the defeat of several cen
tral Asian khanates, the Russians wanted to extend their conquest into
Afghanistanbut were deterred by the threat of war with the British em
pire.^In 1907Russia and Britainagreed that Afghanistan was to be a buffer
between their empires. In fact, however, for much of the period until
its withdrawal from South Asia in 1947, Britain's influence was domi
nant in Afghanistan.

In the late 1950s Moscow emerged as the dominant external in
fluence in Afghanistan when it signed a number of military and eco
nomic agreements with Kabul. Three factors were responsible for this
development.

First was Afghanistan's failure to get American military assistance.
After Britain's withdrawal from the subcontinent, Afghanistan sought
American protection and assistance. In spite of Afghan efforts, a military
relationship between Kabul and Washington was not developed. There
were several reasons for this failure: Washington perceived Afghanistan
as having little impact on relative American interests and power; the
United States feared that the Afghans might use American weapons against
Pakistan (Kabul had territorial claims in Pakistan's Pashtun and Baluch
areas, the so-called Pashtunistan problem); and Washington assumed that
the Afghans' fear of the Soviet Union would prevent them from turning
to Moscow for assistance.2

®Fini2 Kazemzadeh, "Afghanistan: The Imperial Dream," New York Review of
Books, February 21, 1980, pp. 10-14.

^For a discussion of U.S. policy toward Afghanistan, see Zalmay Khalilzad, "The
United States and the War in Afghanistan," in Leo E. Rose and Noor A. Hussain,
eds., United States-Pakistan Relations (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, 1985), pp. 174-95.
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Second was Afghanistan's border dispute with Pakistan and the
growth of a security relationship between Islamabad and Washington. The
Pashtunistan conflict caused considerable tension in Afghanistan-Pakistan
relations. The U.S. decision to provide military assistance to Pakistan in
1954 and the refusal to do the same for Afghanistanangered the Afghan
government. Pakistan's membership in the Baghdad pact and SEATO (South
East Asia Treaty Organization) convinced Kabul that the military balance
was shifting against Afghanistan.

Third was Mohammad Daud's domination of the Afghan govern
ment. Daud, who became Afghanistan's prime minister, was strongly
committed to the Pashtunistan concept—that is, establishing an inde
pendent state for the Pushtan ethnic groups in Pakistan. He also believed
that Afghanistan needed a strong army not only because of the Pash
tunistan problem but also in order to become a modern state. Daud also
had a much lower perception of a possible Soviet threat to Afghanistan
than did many other members of the Afghan elite. He was suspicious of
Pakistan and the United States, and he feared that they might be plotting
his overthrow. 5

In sum, it was this combination ofDaud's premiership in AfghaniSttan,
the Afghan-Pakistan dispute, U.S. assistance to Pakistan, and U.S. reluc
tance to provide military assistance to Afghanistan that afforded Moscow
an opportunity for greater influence in Afghanistan. Without any one of
these circumstances, Afghanistan's relations with the Soviet Union might
not have acquired the intensity that they did in the 1950s.

Afghanistan in Superpower Competition Until the 1978 Coup

In 1955 a major escalation in Soviet involvement in Afghanistan oc
curred. A loan of $100 million was signed. Several projects including oil
and gas exploration in northern Afghanistan and the construction of
highways were launched. Moscow also signed a $25 million arms dfeal,
and Afghanistan became increasingly dependent on the Soviets for milijtary
training. Daud's acceptance of Soviet arms came as a surprise to the United
States. Paradoxically, then, the Afghan slant toward the Soviet Uiiion
brought what all the efforts before had failed to achieve: active U.S. in
terest. This increased American concern led to a phase of economic com
petition between the superpowers in Afghanistan. Between 1955 and 1965,

^Leon Poullada, 'Afghanistan and the U.S.: The Crucial Years," Middle EastJour
nal 35:2 (Spring 1981):178-90.
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the Soviets provided Afghanistan with $552 millionin aid. U.S. aid in the
same period was $350 million.^

However, whUe in the first decade after the Soviet-Afghan military
agreement U.S. economicassistance wassubstantial, it decreased steadily
during the second decade. Between 1965 and 1977, U.S. aid totaled$150
million, less than half the amount for the previous ten years. By 1975 U.S.
aid for Afghanistan had decreased to a symbolic level of less than $20
million. This aid—including a small military training program—aimed at
providingAfghanistan an alternative to total dependence on the Soviets.

While Washington was reducing aid, Moscow sustained not only its
military aid but also its economic interactions. Between 1965 and 1977
it provided more than $700 million in economic aid. The inventory of
Soviet-supplied arms in Afghanistan in 1977 included morethan 700tanks
and 184 combat aircraft. While there had been little trade with the Soviets
before 1950, in the 1970s more than 50 percent of Afghanistan's trade
was with its northern neighbor. Moscow became Kabul's principal sup
plier of capital goods, petroleum products, and sugar. One indicator of
the importance Moscow attached to Afghanistan wasthat by 1970 it had
become one of the three largestrecipientsof Sovieteconomic aid.' Besides
influence on Afghan foreign policyand the military, Moscow alsohad close
tieswith two pro-Soviet communist groups—Parcham andKhalq. Thefac
tions were the result of the split of the first pro-Soviet Marxist-Leninist
Party, the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA), which was
established in 1965.^ in the 1960s and 1970s Parcham and Khalq followed
a dual strategy: both participated in parliamentary elections but also in
filtrated the armed forces to prepare for a military takeover. The coup
strategywas the result of a recognition that they were unlikely to come
to powerthroughthe electoral process in a countrywith a deeply rooted
Islamic tradition. By 1973 both factions had considerable success—
especially Parchami infiltrating the armed forces.

By 1973 the Parchamis had gained enough support in the armed
forces to play a major role in overthrowing Zahir Shah and returning

•tMnhammad R. Azmi, "Soviet Politico-Military Penetration in Afghanistan 1955
to 1979," Armed Forces and Society 12:3 (1986):329-50; and Walles Hangen,
"Afghanistan," Yale Review 56 (October 1956):6l.

'Borysand Lewytzkyi, eds.. The Soviet Union: Figures, Facts, Data (New York:
Saur, 1979), pp. 348-55.

«For a discussion of the PDPA and its splits, see Anthony Arnold, Afghanistan's
Hvo-Party Communism: Parcham and Khalq (Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institu
tion Press, 1983).
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Mohammad Daud to power. In supporting the 1973 coup, pro-Soviet left
ists miscalculated by casting Daud in the role of their Nagib (the front-
man of the 1952 Egyptian coup, who was subsequently replaced by
Nasser). Initially, it seemed that their plans were working. Daud expressed
support for Moscow's anti-Chinese Asian collective security plan, ap
pointed Parchamis at all levels of government, and followed the Soviet
line against Iran and Pakistan. The Soviets, in turn, increased their eco
nomic aid to Afghanistan, as in the February 1975 loan agreement of 308
million rubles. The number of Soviet advisers in Afghanistan increased.
However, once he had consolidated his rule, Daud broke with the pro-
Soviet leftists, having become convinced that their support was tactical
and fearing they would replace him at an opportune time. Daud also
shifted his foreign policy. In 1975 he sought improved relations with
China, Iran, Pakistan, and the United States.

The Soviets reacted to Daud's shifts with alarm. Reportedly, Brezhnev
pleaded with Daud to change his policies. Daud reportedly responded
that he would not allow the Soviets ''to interfere with the internal affairs
of my country." As Daud's relations with the Soviets deteriorated, Par-
cham and Khalq formed an alliance to overthrow his regime, which they
did in 1978.

Did the Soviets play a direct role in the 1978 coup? Although it is
hard to establish direct Soviet complicity, several reasons would lead one
to assume that at least they knew about it and did not discourage Par-
chami and Khalqi coup plans. First, the alliance between Parcham and
Khalq took place as a result of Soviet efforts. Second, given the state of
relations among the Soviets, Parcham, and Khalq and the possible risks
to Afghan-Soviet relations if the challenge to Daud's regime failed, it is
unlikely that the two groups would have attempted a military coup
without informing the Soviets and perhaps seeking their consent. Third,
the Soviets had a well-developed intelligence outfit in Afghanistan and
had some 350 military advisers in the country. It is unlikely that they
did not know about Parchami and Khalqi cells in the armed forces. They
also probably had agents in the highest echelons of the Parchami and
Khalqi organizations. Fourth, Babrak Karmal, who headed the Afghan
government after the Soviet military intervention in December 1979,
boasted later that the Soviet Union "wanted that there should be rev

olution here." A KGB (Soviet secret police) defector has also reported
that Khalq and Parcham sought and received Soviet endorsement for
the coup."^

'^Time, November 27, 1982, pp. 33-34.
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Soviet-Afghan Relations After the 1978 Coup

The 1978 coup brought a dramatic change to Afghan-Soviet relations,
eventhough the regime claimedto pursuea policyof nonalignment. After
the 1978coup Afghanistan became an enthusiastic supporter of the Soviet
role in international affairs.® Kabul also intensified bilateral relations with
Moscow. The number of Soviet advisers increased. Moscow promised to
provide 81 billion in aid between 1979and 1984' and deferred Afghanis
tan's paymentof all loansand interestfor a ten-yearperiod The Afghan
governmenthinted that it might seek associate membership in COMECON
(the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, the Soviet counterpart to
the European Economic Community). Kabul and Moscow established a
permanentintergovernmental Commission on Economic Cooperation. So
viet advisers were assigned to all Afghan ministries and were attached to
the Afghan military units down to the platoon leveland assistedin the es
tablishment of party bureaus at all levels of the armed forces. Moscow
also enlarged its influence in Afghanistan's education and mass communi
cation institutions through an agreement providing for Russian language
courses at Kabul University and other educational institutions. In Septem
ber 1979 Hafizullah Amin (who headed the Afghan government in 1979
until Soviet forces moved into Afghanistan and killed him) revealed that
1,500 students had been sent to the Soviet Union and that an agreement
for sending 2,000 to Bulgaria had been reached. Another indicationof
Kabul's rapid intensification of relations with Moscow was the 1978
Friendship Treaty, which called for the introduction of "appropriate
measures to ensure the security, independence, and territorial integrity
of the two countries." These provisionsprovided the Soviets with justifica
tions for dispatching troops to Afghanistan.

After deposing Daud, the Khalq-Parcham coalition again began to
deteriorate, resulting in the elimination of the Parchamis from positions
of power. Babrak Karmal, who had been appointed vice-president after
the coup, was sent to Czechoslovakia as ambassador and subsequently
dismissed and discredited. With a number of other Parchami leaders he
formed a leftist, pro-Soviet group in exile in Eastern Europe.

The post-1978 regime in Afghanistan declared that it had carried
out a revolution and initiated a number of fundamental reforms in the

spor details, see ZalmayKhalilzad, "The Superpowers in the Northern Tier," In
ternational Security (Winter 1979-80).

^New York Times, April 28, 1979.

'"Foreign Broadcast InformationService (FBIS), Daily Report, Middle East and
North Africa, August 17, 1979, p. C3.
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country's domestic and foreign policies. At the domestic level, it intro
duced a land reform, changed family laws, accelerated the literacy pro
gram, reformed usury laws,and changed the flag to a Soviet red. Although
some of the reforms introduced by the regime were in fact essential^and
long overdue, bad planning, public opposition to the regime's ideology,
and local politics prevented their successful implementation.

Although the new regime avoided the formal designation "Marxist,"
its ideological cast was unmistakable. A mandatory course for all students
and members of the bureaucracy disseminated Marxist teachings imder
the less provocative title "Epoch-making ideology," and quotations from
Marx and Lenin were attributed merely to the "great leader of the workers"
and the "leader of the working class," respectively. People who attended
mosques regularly were harassed and suspected of belonging to Islamic
opposition groups.

Faced with growing opposition, the regime became increasingly
repressive. President Amin himself admitted that more than 12,000 poli
tical prisoners were executed. The large-scale arrest of suspected oppo
nents took on such dimensions that finally more than 20,000 people (4
percent of the city's population) were in jail in Kabul alone. (As a sym
bolic gesture after the overthrow of the monarchy in 1973 by Daud, the
king's palace had been renamed "the Palace of the People." Following
the large-scale arrests by Taraki's regime ['Biraki headed the "revolutionary
government" after the April 1978 coup until he was killed by Am|n in
September 1979], the population began to refer to the jail with macnbre
humor as the Palace of the People.)

Although the regime continued to claim that the reforms were suc
ceeding and that, in fact, "class and national oppression had been elimi
nated," within a few months of the coup the country plunged into civil
war. Groups based in different parts of the country, as well as those
centered in Pakistan, challenged the regime, and guerrillawarfare be|gan.
The opposition forces scored major successes against the central govern
ment, especially in the countryside. After several purges and with the con
tinuation of the civil war, army morale collapsed and defections increased;
the growing role of Soviet officers in command functions contributed to
the declining loyalty of the troops. Soviet pilots flew support mis^ons
in MiG-21s, and in September 1979 they took over the air base in BagTam,
near Kabul. By October 1979 there were 7,000 Soviet personnel in Afg|han-
istan. In December the Soviet army invaded. The civil war, which had
been going on for mote than a year before the Soviet invasion, caused
an estimated 200,000 casualties and sent an even greater number of
refugees to Iran and Pakistan. This situation was difficult for the Soviet
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Union, but there is no indication that the UnitedStates made any moves
to take advantageof the opportunities provided, by providing, for exam
ple, significant support to the opposition groups.

Although there is a great deal of uncertainty about the period pre
ceding the December Sovietinvasion, the most likely explanation is that
the Soviet Union, facing the possibility of the overthrow of her client re
gime, tried to salvage the situation through a reconstitution of the govern
ment and a rapid shift in its policies. Apparently, in September Ikraki was
persuaded that Prime Minister Amin was a suitable scapegoat and should
be sacrificed. Anewgovernment with a broader coalition, including the
Parchamis, would then be established and beginabandoning or revising
thosepolicies that weremostunpopular. Such a planmay have beenagreed
between Brezhnev and Ikraki in Moscow in September 1979. Amin re
ceivedinformation abouthis intendedelimination through'Buaki's military
aide, Tkrun, and acted quickly to preempt Ikraki's plan. Ikraki was assas
sinated,and Aminassumed the president'sposition in addition to hisprime
minister's. (Tkrun's allegedrole as informant is made plausible by the fact
that one of the country's largest cities was named after him as a post
humous honor.)

Aminthen proceeded to put into practice some of the measurespur
portedly agreed to by his predecessor and by the USSR. He attempted to
cast Ikraki in the role of scapegoat, blaming the excesses of the previous
government on the cult ofpersonality that the regime had built up around
him. He also introduced political reforms and released some political
prisoners. However, he balked at a reconciliation with Parcham, perhaps
because of personality differences: Babrak Karmal and Amin had been
adversaries before the 1978coup. Otherwise, he was willing to go along
with Soviet plans, believing implicitly that the Soviet Union had little
choice but to support him in his regime.

The Soviet view was somewhat different. For one thing, Amin was
clearly the strongman of the regime in the eyes of the Afghan popula
tion. Evenbefore Ikraki's death, he had held the significantpolitical func
tions while Ikraki's role had been a more symbolic one. Perhaps more
important, Aminhad demonstrated his independence of action in a way
that did not bode well for Soviet control; thus a more tractable person
less burdened with negative associations was desirable. At first, the USSR
gave no sign of its doubts, however, congratulating Amin on his ascen
sion to power and urging him to accept a greater Soviet military presence
to protect his position against the opposition. These Soviet forces were
the same ones that later participated in his overthrowand set the stage
for the large-scale invasion of Afghanistan.
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Pattern

At the time of the Soviet invasion, both the balance of interest and
balance of power in Afghanistan favored Moscow. The Afghan case in
dicates that the Soviet level of active involvement increased as ideological
relations between Kabul and Moscow became closer. Moscow used indirect
means—military assistance, economic ties, and links with sympathetic
groups—to gaininfluence. Whenthe gains were threatened bya popular
revolt, it used direct measures—Soviet forces—to prevent a setback. This
forward move took place against a country where U.S. involvement and
interest had been very limited. It also took place at a time when the U.S.
had suffered a number of setbacks in the area: The Iranian revolution had
dealt a devastatingblow to the U.S. position. U.S.-Pakistani relations were
at a low ehh because of the dispute between the Carter administration
and Islamabad on nuclear issues. U.S. weakness in the area did not pro
duce restraint on thepartofthe Soviets, hut instead ledto a Soviet thrust
southward.

The Soviet War in Afghanistan: Miscalculations

On December 27, 1986, Moscow's war in Afghanistan entered its
eighth year. It has yet to progress accordingto Soviet expectations. The
Soviet-installed regime remains ineffective. Factionalism in the PDPA has
increased. But most important, despite a commitment of some 120,000
Soviet troops, the Soviet and Kabul forces havebeen unable to rout the
mujabidin. And so the war goes on.

But this is not the story of a stalemate. Rather, it is a tale of changing
Soviettactics against continued partisan resistance and of increasingcom
petitionbetweenthemfor the supportof the Afghan peopleat homeand
for publicsentiment abroad. Forits part, Moscow isescalating its mUitary
efforts and applying political pressure in the hope of undermining the
Afghans' will to resist. The greater military effort is accompanied by a
large-scale programof "Sovietization" designedto transformAfghan soci
ety alongsocialist lines. Moscow is alsorenewing itseffortsto lessen sup
port forthe mujabidin instates friendly to them, especially Pakistan and
Iran. It has allowed the Kabul regime to engage in U.N.-sponsored indirect
raiifs with Pakistan, in the hope that diplomacy will supplement its military
efforts against the mujabidin. Recently two changes have occurred in
Soviet tactics: Moscow is expressing more interest than before in a politi
cal settlement and is projecting an image of flexibility, and the Soviets
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have also increased the political and military pressure against Pakistan.
The leaders of the Afghan resistance, for their part, arc trying to strengthen
their alliance among seven major factions, bring about greater coordina
tion of military operations in Afghanistan, and adopt new political strat
egies in international forums.

In addition, the Soviet Union has also had to pay a higher price for
its involvement than Soviet leaders had probably anticipated. Although
exact figures are difficult to come by, the estimates are that between 15,000
and 50,000 Soviet soldiers already have lost their lives in Afghan
istan." Hundreds of planes, helicopters, tanks, and armored vehicles
have been destroyed. Large facilities for accommodating Soviet forces
in Afghanistan had to be constructed, and some of them have had to
be rebuilt or repaired after being attacked by the resistance groups. The
direct costs of the seven years of war have been estimated at US821-42
billion, not an insignificant amount for an economy that already suffers
from serious shortcomings.^^ xhe Soviets also have had to assume some
of the burden of the Afghan economy, which has been severely dis
rupted by the war. Moscow even has had to pay some of Afghanistan's
foreign debt.

Afghanistan continues to be a political liability for the Kremlin. To
the Soviets' dismay, they are widely seen as being colonialists. The U.N.
General Assembly has called for the departure of ''foreign troops" from
Afghanistan since 1980 with larger majorities each year. The image of the
Red Army has been tarnished by reports of the Soviet soldiers' drug abuse
and defections. Soviet human rights abuses, detailed for example in the
1985 U.N.-sponsored report by Felix Ermacora,^^ the activities around the
world of groups supportive of the mujabidin, and the continuing effec
tiveness of the principal resistance groups in Afghanistan continue to em
barrass Moscow.

"Estimates of the number of Soviet fatalities vary a great deal. The mujabidin
estimated Soviet losses at 60,000 dead by the end of 1986.

"For economic costs of the war, see Joseph J. Collins, "The Soviet-Afghan War,"
in Robert E. Harkavy and Stephanie G. Neuman, eds., Tbe Lessons ofRecent Wars
in tbe Third World, vol. 1 (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1985), p. 197; also Nake
Kamrany and Leon Poullada, Tbe Potential ofAfghanistan's Society and Institu
tions to Resist Soviet Penetration and Domination (Los Angeles: Modeling
Research Group, 1985). The authors assert the economic costs could be US®12
billion annually.

"Felix Ermacora, Situation of Human Rights in Afghanistan, A140-843 (New
York: Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, November 5, 1985).
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Soviet Military Ikctics

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan began in earnest on December
24, 1979, when Soviet airborne troops began to land at Kabul. Mtbin
three days, some 5,000 troops bad been airlifted to the Afghan capital.
With these forces the Soviets overthrew the communist government
headed by Hafi2xillah Amin, disarmed Afghan soldiers in Kabul, and seized
important facilities, such as the radio station.^^ As the airborne troops were
tal^g over the Afghan capital, two Soviet motorized rifle divisions crossed
the Amu Darya (Oxus River) from Central Asia. More forces followed. By
early January 1980, the number of Soviet soldiers in the country had
reached 85,000.

The Soviets divided the country into seven military regions. The 201st
Motorized Rifle Division, situated at Konduz and Fayzabad, had primary
responsibility for the security of the northeast. The l6th Motorized iRifle
Division, based in Mazar-e-Sharif,was responsible for the security of Balkh
province and surrounding areas. The 275th Division, operating ojit of
Jalalabad, was assigned the East-Central region. The 105th Airborne Divi
sion and the 360th Motorized Rifle Division were made responsible for
the security of Kabul and the surrounding areas. The 54th and the 68th
were responsible for Herat and western Afghanistan, the 357th for Qan-
dahar in the southeast. The Soviets also have air assault brigades in various
locations. Some 30,000 soldiers based in Soviet Central Asia are h^ld in
reserve along the Afghan border for possible use in Afghanistan, especi
ally northern Afghanistan.^^

i-^As a KGB defector reported, the Soviets deployed in the vicinity of Kabul moved
to eliminate Amin with speed and efficiency:

Along the road, the column was stopped at an Afghan checkpoint. Afghan troops
gathered around to find out what was happening. Suddenly the flaps of the front
vehicle went up and the Afghans were machine-gunned to the ground. The cplumn
rolled on. When it reached the palace, the special troops attacked from three sides,
while Colonel Bayerenov led the attack on the palace. The attack got off to a good
start. It would have been better had the leading armored vehicle not got caught up
in the palace gates. Moscow wantedno Afghans left to tellthe taleofwhath^ hap
pened in the palace. No prisoners were to be taken. Anybody leaving the building
was to be shot on sight. Amin was found drinking in a bar on the top floor tof the
palace. He was shot without question.

Time, November 27, 1982.

^^New York Times, October 9,1980; David Isby, "Afghanistan, 1981: The Wat Con
tinues," International Defense Review (Geneva), no. 11 (1982); and the Interna
tional Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance, 1984-1985 (Lohdon:
HIS, 1985).
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The number of Soviet troops stationed in Afghanistan was in
creased by about 10,000 soldiers annually in 1981, 1982, and 1984. There
are indications that in 1985 the increase was around 5,000. There was
no increase in 1986 and there has not been any increase so far this year.
In 1986 some three thousand forces were withdrawn. Thus, the total
number of Soviet troops committed to Afghanistan is approximately
147,000—117,000 inside Afghanistan and some 30,000 on the Afghan
border.^^

The Soviets have also upgraded their weapons. MiG-21 aircraft have
been replaced by MiG-23 fighters and MiG-27 strike planes. Two squadrons
of the sophisticated Su-25 fighters have been deployed in Afghanistan. The
Soviets have also dramatically increased the number of Mi-24 helicopter
gunships and have introduced a large number of heavy-lift helicopters.
The Soviet ground troops are also using much more sophisticated equip
ment.^^

Soviet military tactics have changed over the years, indicating a
trial-and-error search for approaches that might work. During 1980,
believing that the mujahidin could easily be defeated, the Soviets em
ployed large formations in an offensive strategy against the resistance
forces, pursuing them to their strongholds. Intense fighting took place in
the eastern and northeastern parts of the country, especially in Konar and
Badakhshan provinces. But the mujahidin—not surprisingly—used tac
tics different from those Moscow expected them to use. Rather than stand
ing in place and fighting a conventional war, they adopted hit-and-run
tactics.!®

Lack of success led Moscow to change its approach. Rather than pur
suing the resistance and seeking quick victory, the Soviet forces went on
the defensive. They sought to maintain control over the cities and towns,
key communication points, military facilities, and main transportation
arteries, leaving the countryside to the resistance. The shift, which oc
curred late in 1980, was influenced by two other factors. First, major upris
ings occurred in several Afghan cities including Kabul, Herat, Jalalabad,

!^U.S. government sources estimate that the total number of Soviet troops in
Afghanistan was 120,000 in the fall of 1985. Washington Post, December 27, 1985.

i^Collins, Soviet-Afghan War, p. 197 and passim.

!®For a discussion of Soviet military efforts, see Zalmay Khalilzad, **Soviet Oc
cupied Afghanistan: The Soviet Experience,'* National Defense, vol. 66 (1982),
pp. 20-22; Nearby Observer, *'The Afghan-Soviet War: Stalemate or Evolution?"
Middle East Journal (Washington, D.C.) (Spring 1982); and Charles Dunbar,
"Afghanistan in 1986," Asian Survey, February 1987.
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Sonibi, and Aybak.'' Second, the resistance groups were complicating
Soviet logistical problems and the normal economic functioning of the
country by attacking the country's lines of communication. The Sotdets
were, as they continue to be, particularly concerned with threats ag^nst
the SalangThnnel on the road linking Kabul to the Soviet border in the
north. The Panjshir partisans, led by Ahmed Shah Massud, who is by how
the best known of the mujahidin commanders, were a continuous threat
to the Salang Pass.

The Soviets left the responsibility for pursuing the mujahidin in
the outlying areas largely to the Afghan regular forces under the control
of the Karmal government, which had been installed after the Soviet
invasion. These forces, however, were much weakened after the invasion
by the defections of between 30,000 and 40,000 soldiers to the muja
hidin.^^ Moscow also began to rely on small and mobile forces conduct
ing search-and-destroyoperations. According to many reports, including
a number of documents released by the U.S. government, the Soviets
also began to use chemical weapons on a significant scale against; the
mujahidin.^^

Soviet operations in 1981 reflected the new approach. The bluest
operations were carried out in Panjshir, because of concern over the secu
rity of the SalangRoad, and in the Paghman area, which is sixteen miles
northwest of Kabul. Between June and September both regions were sub
jected to major attacks by the Soviets. The Soviets responded to an upris
ing in the city of Qandahar with artillery bombardments.

The disappointing results of the 1981 operations prompted the
Soviets to send a high-level delegation headed by First Deputy Defense
Minister SergeySokolov to Afghanistan at the end of the year. Apparently,
Sokolov concluded that the number of Soviet forces was inadequate even
for a defensive strategy and recommended that more forces be sent to
Afghanistan. While their forces focused on holding the cities and keep
ing the lines of communication open, the Sovietsencouraged Karmnl to
go on the offensive against the mujahidin in the rural areas. Karmal ex
horted his forces to take "the revolutionary stru^e" to the provinces,
districts, and villages.

"Henry Biadsher,AJgbanistan and the Soviet Union (Durham, N.C.: Duke Univer
sity Press, 1983), p. 208.

2®Ibid., p. 206.

"K5. Department ofState, Special Report, nos. 98 and 104(Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Govermnent Printing Office, 1982).
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Soviet efforts in 1982 again failed to bring major victories. Soviet
forces bombed the Shomali region near Kabul because the mujahidin had
attacked the Bagram Air Base from that area. Moscow also applied substan
tial force against Herat in July after part of that city fell to the mujahidin.
The Soviets also carried out two offensives in the Panjshir Valley to reduce
the pressure against the Salang Road (May and August). The May offen
sive was one of the biggest military operations since the invasion, involv
ing some 12,000 to 15,000 soldiers. The Panjshir offensive was followed
by a similar move once again against Paghman in June-July.22 By the end
ofJuly the Kabul regime had declared the area free otmujahidin. However,
in October and November the Soviets carried out yet another offensive
against the area. In both Paghman and Panjshir the Soviet dilemma in 1982
was that when they moved into the area the mujahidin retreated from
the valley to the mountains and then carried out attacks against the Soviets
and the Karmal troops at times of their choosing. In order to flush out
the mujahidin from caves where they had hidden, the Soviets continued
to use chemical weapons—incapacitants, lethal chemicals, and perhaps
even mycotoxin biological weapons. According to the U.S. government
esti-mates, some 3,000 deaths resulted from Soviet use of these agents in
1981 and 1982.23

It was probably not until 1983 that the Soviet leaders realized that,
short of a massive increase in the number of their forces, a quick military
victory in Afghanistanwas unlikely. Yet the Sovietsdid not augment their
forces in 1983. Moscow might have begun considering at that point the
possibility that the negotiations on a settlement, initiated in 1982 under
UN. sponsorship, might bring about international acceptance of the Soviet-
installed regime. Moscow may also have been reacting to growing inter
national criticism of its conduct of the war, especially the use of chemical
agents (which became considerably less frequent during 1983).^^

From a military viewpoint, 1983 was a mixed year for the Soviets.
Having failed to defeat the mujahidin in Panjshir, the Soviets sought to
divide the resistance parties by offering Massud a cease-fire, to which he

22Edward Girardet, "How Stubborn Ihbesmen Nibble Russians to Death," U.S. News
and WorldReport, July 12, 1982; and U.S. Department of State, Afghanistan: Three
YearsofOccupation, Special Report, no. 106 (Washington, D.C.:U.S. Government
Printing Office, December 1982).

23U.S. Department of State, Special Report, nos. 98 and 104; also the Christian
Science Monitor, September 16, 1982.

2^William Branigan, "Afghanistan; Inside a Soviet War Zone," Washington Post,
six-part series, October 1983-
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agreed. (The ceasefire, which lasted until spring 1984, caused some resent
ment against Massud both within his own group as well as among oljier
resistance leaders.) However, in several other areas the Soviets faced in
creased military pressure. During the summer Kabul itself, its Bala Hissar
barracks, and the Soviet military headquarters and embassy came under
attack on a number of occasions. For several months the Soviets lost con

trol in parts of Herat, Mazar-e-Sharif, and Qandahar. To deal with these
mujahidin attacks, the Soviets bombed the western suburbs of Herat in
April, causing heavy casualties.25

Soviet frustations led to more modifications in tactics in 1984,, in
cluding increased attacks on civilians, a greater reliance on Soviet troops,
and the establishment of security outposts manned by Soviet troops. The
Soviets apparently made a conscious decision to go directly after civilian
targets in areas of strong resistance. Crops were burned, animals killed,
and houses destroyed. At times, hundreds of civilians were killed. This
led to the depopulation of some resistance strongholds—for example,
Paghman and parts of Panjshir, Logar, and Paktia. In some areas, the
resistance units now have to bring along their own food supplies slhce
the local population is no longer there to provide it. The object of this
policy was to complicate the logistics of the resistance among the non-
combatant population. Moscow might also have intended to increase the
number of refugees in Iran and Pakistan in the hope of turning around
the positive attitude toward the mujahidin in both countries.

The Soviets also began to employ a mix of large conventional forces
and small special forces units in their operations. The special forces] in
creasingly engaged in guerrilla-type operations against the mujahidin.
Another innovation was the use of helicopter units for night-time attacks.
The use of Soviet forces in challenging resistance control in the countryside
increased, thus modifying an earlier tendency to leave that job to Ks^bul
regime forces. A large Soviet force was sent to Paktia province during April
and May to relieve the besieged Khost military outpost, but it failed to
achieve this objective.

To make Kabul secure, security roads were built around the city.
These made large-scale infiltration of the city difficult. As a result, ithe
resistance had to acquire rockets with a greater range so as to hit the Afghan

25Louis Dupree, 'Afghanistan in 1983: And Still No Solution,** Asian Sutvey,
February 1984; Sayed B. Majrooh, 'Afghanistan 1983," Monthly Bulletin, nos. 32,
33 (November-December 1983) (Peshawar: Afghan Information Center); U,S. News
and World Report, August 1, 1983, p. 22.

26John Keegan, "The Ordeal ofAfghanistan,'* Atlantic Monthly, November 1985;
Kamrany and Poullada, Potential, p. 121.
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capital. Moscow also increased the number of fixed military posts along
important highways, for example, on the roads between Kabul and Kon-
duz and between Kabul and Jalalabad.

The Soviets used a large number of their own forces to attack
Panjshir in April. Heavy bombers based in the Soviet Union were used
for high-altitude saturation bombing. The Soviets also built five garrisons
running the length of the Panjshir River valley.Most of the 40,000
civilians still there left the area and have not returned. However, the areas
in the mountains remained in Massud's hands. Soviet efforts to kill or cap
ture him also failed. This time, the operation against Panjshir was a big
ger success than on previous occasions, as it decreased the pressure on
the Salang Pass and significantly increased Massud's difficulties. However,
Soviet forces in the area were subjected to sustained attacks and also suf
fered many casualties.

The Panjshir operation was followed by similar attacks in Herat,
Ikkhar, and Qandahar provinces. Again hundreds of civilians were killed
because of indiscriminate bombing of residential areas in the cities of Herat
and Qandahar. The resistance in turn increased its pressure against Soviet
strongholds including the military base Khair Khana (near Kabul) and
shelled the city of Kabul itself, causing frequent and serious disruptions
in the supply of electricity and other services.2®

The attacks in 1984 began a new phase in Soviet military policy in
Afghanistan that can be characterized as an incremental escalation aimed
at breaking the stalemate in the war. In 1985 the Soviets accelerated this
trend. They carried out several major offensives against resistance
strongholds—Herat was attacked twice, in April and October, Konar in
June, Panjshir in July, and Paktia in September.

Soviet military actions in 1985 also had two additional goals. First,
the Soviets strengthened their efforts to cut off or limit the supply routes
of the mujahidin. Increased military activity near the Iranian and Pakistani
borders was intended in part to serve this purpose. Lacking the manpower
in Afghanistan to seal off the more than 1,500 miles of Pakistani border
and the more than 400-mile-long border shared by Afghanistan with Iran,

27**Panjshir—The Seventh Offensive,'' Central Asian Survey (Oxford), Incidental
Papers Series, no. 1, 1985.

2®U.S. Department of State,Afghanistan: Five Years ofOccupation, Special Report,
no. 120 (Washington, D.C.; U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1984).

29For reports on these attacks see the fortnightly bulletin, Afghan Realities,
published by the Afghan Information and Documentation Center, Peshawar,
Pakistan. Also see Monthly Bulletin and the reports in Afghanistan Forum
(New York).
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the Soviets have relied on land mines and occasional special forces opera
tions in the border areas. The Soviets have supplemented these efforts by
seeking support among the Pashtun tribesmen in the Pakistani border airea
in the hope that these tribesmen would prevent the mujahidin from cross
ing into Afghanistan.30 According to the mujahidin, however, Soviet
efforts to close the supply routes have made access only more difficult,
not impossible.

By bringing the war closer to the Pakistani and Iranian borders, the
Soviets were pursuing their second goal, namely, to induce Pakistan and
Iran to cease supporting the mujahidin^^ In late 1985 the Soviets carried
out two major military offensives close to Pakistani territory in Konar and
Paktia. Air and ground incursions into Iranian and Pakistani territory were
increased. During 1985 there were more than two hundred such incursions
against Pakistan. The same pattern continued in 1986, but the Soviets be
gan to indicate a greater desire than before for a political settlement. At the
military level in 1986, Moscow continued its 1985 tactics, making greater
use of its 4,000-5,000 special forces {spetsnaz). These forces also report
edly fight well and intelligently. The Soviet forces also used more sophisti
cated tactics to ambush mujahidin supplies and forces. These tactics have
forced the mujahidin to move more carefully and in smaller groups.

Moscow made frequent use of heliborne assaults and airpoweif in
general. The airpower was an important factor in the Soviet operation
in Paghman in late 1985 and in the temporary occupation of Zhawar
Kelli—a strong resistance military base near Pakistan—in April 1986. Dur
ing 1986the effectivenessof Sovietairpower was challenged by a dramatic
increase in mujahidin antiaircraft capabilities.

In 1987 frustration inside Afghanistan led Moscow to accelerate its
pressure on Pakistan. Cross-border air and ground attacks against Pakistan
have increased. Soviet-inspired terrorist bombing in Pakistani cities, includ
ing Peshawar, has also been on the rise. Recently, the air attacks have de
clined and the number of terror bombings has been on the rise. The Soviets
probably hope that these measures will lead to increased domestic pressure
on the Pakistani government to weaken its position on Afghanistan.

The Sovietization Program

The Soviets have paired greater military efforts with a substantial
political and economic program to mold Afghan society in the Soviet

30Author's interviews in Pakistan and New York, fall of 1985.

^^Muslim (Islamabad), October 11, 1985.
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image.» This hasproduced a crippling dilemma. While the Sovietization
program seeks to convert Afghans into loyal supporters of thecommunist
regime, the massive use of force only increases the Afghans* hostility
toward the Soviets and the communist regime they support. Yet to trans
form Afghanistan into apacified Soviet satellite, theSoviets must first sub
due the Afghan resistance militarily and politically. Soviet co-optation
effortsare unlikely to work as long as Moscow conducts what amounts
to a genocidal war against the Afghans. Nevertheless, in the long term,
Moscow's program might have some effect, especially ifthewar goes badly
for the mujahidin.

Moscow's program has many elements, including the expansion
of <^isting Afghan coercive institutions and the creation of new ones
under Soviet control. Moscow has sought to increase the size and com
petence of Kabul's armed forces in hopes of turning the war into a
purely Afghan struggle and so gradually ending direct Soviet partici
pation. (Here theSoviets have failed, as Soviet direct involvement in the
fighting against the mujahidin has increased.) To augment the regime's
forces, draft laws have been changed several times. Each change ex
tended thelength ofservice andlowered thedraft ^e. At times, conscripts
were made to remain in service even though they had completed their
term. The regime also resorted to press gangs and street roundups of
young men for military service. But these measures—accompanied as
they are by attacks against civilians and the misuse of Afghan soldiers
and officers—have resulted in widespread defections and evasion of
military service. Before the Soviet invasion the Afghan armed forces
had numbered close to 100,000; at present they number around 50,000
men, many of whom are of questionable loyalty and some of whom
directly or indirectly aidthe mujahidin. Afghan pilots have beenknown
to drop their bombs in the desert rather than on the target area. On
several occasions Afghan regular forces have sabotaged Soviet-controlled
military facilities. One dramatic example of this occurred in May 1985
when some twenty aircraft were destroyed by Afghan officers at the
Shindand military base. In another instance officers with ties to the
resistance flew two Mi-24 helicopters to Pakistan.In November 1985 four
army generals were arrested and reportedly executed for collaborating
with the mujahidin.^* Defertions by senior Afghan regime military
officers have continued.

wsee Zalmay Khalilzad, "TheSoviet Dilemma in Afghanistan," CurrentHistory,
October 1985, p. 334.

Afghan Realities, July 16, 1985.

'̂ See U.S. Department of State, Special Report, no. 135, December 1985, p- 7.
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Struggles between adherents of the two factions of the PDPA—the
Parcham and Khalq—have particularly affected the armed forces. Before
the Soviet takeover, Khalqi officers dominated the armed forces. However,
since 1979 the number of Parchamis has been increasing so fast in the
armed forces that they might now be predominant. This is clearly resented
by the Khalqis. Khalqi officers have been reluctant to follow the orders
of Parchami officers. At times actual battles between the two factions hKve
taken place. For example, in June of 1983 fighting in the 25th Division
between the two groups raged for three days. Parchamis often accuse
Khalqi officers of cooperating with the mujabidin.^* Babrak Kamuil's
replacement by Najibullah as the General Secretary of the PDPA in the
summer of 1986 has led to a fragmentation within Parcham.

The state secret police, KHAD, has grown considerably since the in
vasion. This KGB-run organization is spreading its influence over the state
and party apparatuses. Its status was enhanced officially in 1986 when
it became the Ministry of Internal Security (WAD). It carries out Sur
veillance over the government and the military, employing a mixture of
brutal tactics and economic rewards to undermine popular support for
the mujabidin. It also seeks to infiltrate the resistance and probably has
been responsible for the assassinations ofseveral of its commanders. Thiere
are reports that KHAD may have more than 20,000 operatives among
whom are a number of common thugs. The Soviets run a large training
program for KHAD personnel.'* KHAD is embroiled in conflicts with odier
institutions, notably the military.'^

The Soviets have also had some successes with the militias whose for
mation they have promoted. The purpose of the militias is to decrease the
military burden on the Soviet and Afghan armed forces and to win over
critical local leaders. Local leaders are encouraged to form militias to keep
the mujabidin out of their areas. In return, they are allowed to keep their
weapons and receive financial support and weapons from Kabul. The for
mation ofmilitias has been fostered especially in the border areas to limit
the infiltration and resupply of mujabidin from neighboring states.
However, militias in urban institutions, in factories and schools for exmn-
ple, have been created as well. The militias have at times been a signifi
cant problem for the resistance, even though some local leaders have sided
with the mujabidin after getting money and weapons from Kabul.

^^Wasbin^on Times, January 13, 1986.

'*Henry Bradsher, "Afghanistan," Washington Quarterly, Summer 1984, p. 51.

'^Edward Giraidet, "Russia's Wu-in Afghanistan," Central Asian Survey,July 1983,
pp. 94-95.
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Another form of the Sovietization effort has been the expansion of
the PDPA. Since the original communist coup of 1978, when party
membership stood at 5,000, the PDPA has expanded to more than 180,000
members according to Soviet and Kabul sources. Actual membership is
probably less than half that number. Nevertheless, the party and its af
filiated organizations havebecome a means for expanding the base of sup
port for the regime. Under Sovietprodding, the Kabul regimehas pressured
government personnel, especially Afghan military officers, to join the
party. Arefusal to do so can bring loss of position and benefits. Many of
those who have joined the party have done so for practical reasons—to
obtain government jobs and contracts, admissions to the university,
scholarships to study abroad, or merely to avoid problems with the
occupying power.

These members would no doubt abandon the PDPA in large numbers
if the collapse of the pro-Soviet regime became imminent or if the Soviet
forces were about to leave. However, should the Soviets win the war or
be perceived as doing so, the party would find many more recruits. Yet
the influx of new party members has done little to dilute the factional
conflicts.

A number of PDPA-dominated institutions have been established
under the communist government. They are intended not only to make
Afghanistan structurally similar to the USSR but also to facilitate the
political indoctrination and mobilization of the population. This is
especially true of institutions such as the Democratic Youth Organization,
similar to the Soviet Komosol, and its affiliate, the Pioneer organization
for children between ages 10 and 15. The Kabul regime and the Soviets
are sparing no efforts to influence Afghan youths. Since the Soviet inva
sion 25,000 to 40,000 Afghans have been sent to the Soviet Union to be
educated. There are presently more students in the Soviet Union from
Afghanistan than from any other country with the possible exception of
Vietnam. The adults who are educated in the Soviet Union are rewarded
upon their return, generally with government positions.^®

Increasingly, the Afghan students being selected for training in the
Soviet Union are orphaned and quite young. They currently number be
tween 5,000 and 10,000. Most are expected to spend as many as ten years
in the USSR. The emphasis on children and orphans is a newly visible
element in Moscow's Sovietization program.^^ Afghan resistance com
manders have reported capturing *'child soldiers" between ages 8 and 15

38£)erSpiegel (Hamburg), November 4, 1985.

39ibid.
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who, they claim, have heen trained in the Soviet Union to perform es
pionage work and carry out assassinations.

Yet the Soviet experience with Afghan students so far has not been
entirely positive. The ongoing war obviously generates hostility toward
Moscow even among them. Moreover, some face discrimination when in
the SovietUnion. Nevertheless,even if only half of the students currently
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe return to work in collusion with
the Soviets, it undoubtedly could have a substantial impact on the future
of Afghanistan. Moscow probably believes that Afghanistan will not be
pacified until its Sovietizationprogram succeeds in transforming traditional
Afghan social patterns. No doubt the Soviet investment in Afghanistan's
youth is intended to bring about such a transformation.

In Afghanistan itself, although a large number of the country's edu
cational institutions have been disrupted or destroyed (50 percent ac
cording to Kabul government figures), those that remain under re^me
control are being restructured along Soviet lines. Russian is being made
a required subject beginning with the fourth grade, while English, French,
and German classes are being phased out.^® Many of the administraters
and teachers in Afghan schools come from the Soviet Union or Eastern
Europe. All cultural and educational cooperation agreements with Western
nations have heen terminated. The curriculum now includes courses on
"sociology," which in fact teach communist ideology. The version of
Afghanistan's history now being taught has been tailored to inculcate pro-
Soviet and pro-regime attitudes.

Sovietization extends also to the economic sphere. The Soviet Union
has not only increased its economic ties with Afghanistan since the inva
sion but has encouraged the Kabul regime to sever its ties to the West.
Some 70 percent ofAfghan trade is now with Soviet-bloc countries.The
Soviets haveencouraged the exploitation of Afghannamral resources. Ttiey
have tripled their gas imports from Afghanistan, but pay less than the in
ternational price. Paymentsfor gas are deducted from the growing "Afghan
debt" to the Soviet Union. Afghan officials cannot tell how much gas is
being exported to the USSR, since the meters are situated inside the Soviet
Union and the Afghans do not have access to them.^^ intrastructural ties

^''Christian Science Monitor, December 30, 1985, pp. 7-8, and January 6, 1986,
pp. 11-12; and Professor Matinshah Safi, "Russification of Education in
Afghanistan," mimeo (Peshawar: Afghanistan Education Committee, n.d.).

IMF Directions ofTirade 1985 (Washington, D.C.: International Monetary Fund,
1985).

^^Edward Girardet, Afghanistan: The Soviet War (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1985), p. 155.
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to the Soviet Union have been multiplied. Moscow has even replaced the
Afghan airline'splanes acquired in the West with planes made in the Soviet
Union. As in the political and military sphere, the Soviets are basically
drafting the economic plans and programs to be followed by the Kabul
regime.^5

It is clearly Moscow's expectation that a combination of escalating
militarypressureand the ambitiousSovietization programwill wear down
the Afghan resistance over time. The results so far are mixed.

Political Settlement

Since 1982 Moscow has allowed the Kabul regime to participate in
negotiations with Pakistan aimed at finding a political settlement. Pres
ently, the formal negotiations on Afghanistan arethe *'proximity" (indirect)
talks between the Kabul government and Pakistan. These talks are spon
sored by the United Nations. The talkshavegone through several phases,
during which conflicting proposals were made both on the format and
substance of a settlement. In December 1985 reports were issued that the
two sides hadagreed that a settlement shouldconsist of four instruments.^^
Reportedly, Kabul andIslamabad have already reached agreement on three
of the four documentscomprisingthe settlement.The firstdocument deals
with what is called "noninterference and nonintervention" and is to be
ratified by Islamabad and Kabul. This instrument will require the end of
outside assistance to the tnujahidin. Presumably, Kabul will undertake
not to interfere in Pakistani affairs by ceasing to support Pashtun and
Baluch separatists and tribal opponents of Islamabad and thus implicitly
recognize the disputed border between the two countries—the Durand
line.

The second document deals with international guarantees of the set
tlement. The two sides have agreed that Washington and Moscow should
be the guarantors of an Afghan settlement. The United States has an
nounced its willingness "to play an appropriate guarantor's role in the
context of a comprehensive and balanced settlement," and has informed
the United Nations that it finds this document acceptable.^' The American

4'Ibid.

-^^Abdul Wahecd (Pakistan Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany),
'Afghanistan—A Forgotten War,'* paper presentedat a conferenceon Afghanistan
sponsored bythe Hanns-Seidel-Stiftung, Munich, December 16-17, 1985; andthe
New York Times, January 1, 1986.

^'Waheed, "Afghanistan."
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declaration reversed an earlier posture by which Washington would not
support any one component of the settlement until the entire agreement
was completed.

The third document focuses on the return of Afghan refugees to
Afghamstan. According to the Pakistanis, before the refugees return to
A^anistan they will be consulted regarding the "conditions" acceptable
for their return, which will be "voluntary."An agreement on the fourth
instrument—which is to set out the interrelationship among the first three
documents as well as deal with the withdrawal of foreign troops—is yet
to be reached. This document is expected to have specific dates as to when
the withdrawal will begin and when it will be completed. Until 1986 the
Kabul regime refused to provide these dates, making their provision con
ditional on Pakistaniacceptance offace-to-face negotiations in future talks
Pakistan rejected this demand and finally the Kabul government agreed
to submit a timetable of four years in 1986.

The negotiations suffer from several potentially serious problems.
First, since they do not directly include the mujahidin, the partimns

have opposed these talks for fear that Islamabad mi^t agree tosomething
unacceptable to them. Islamabad might implicitly (or explicitly) agree to
accept a communist-dominated government in Afghanistan and stop sup
porting the mujahidin in exchange for a promise of Soviet withdralval
and the willingness of the Kabul government to take back the Afghan
refugees. The mujahidin are likely to reject such a formula since the
removal of the communist-dominated government is one of their prin
cipal demands. To achieve it, at least some of the mujahidin are likely
to continue their resistance even without Pakistani support. "Ifet witMout
Islamabad's support, the mujahidin would be dramatically less effective,
and thus make it possible for Moscow and its local surrogates to oter-
come an increasingly weak opposition. Moreover, if continued opposi
tion became threatening, Moscow might "delay" the withdrawal of some
of its troops or even bring in more troops at the "invitation" of a
"legitimate" government. Such a move might be perceived by many as
entirely proper. The Geneva talks as currently constituted do not deal With
the issue of the shape of a post-Soviet political system in AfghanisSui.

Second, Iran is not a party to the U.N. talks and might oppose an
agreement concluded by Pakistan. Iran has refused to participate because
the mujahidin are not represented. Pakistan and U.N. negotiator Diego
Cordovez have kept the Iranians "informed," but Tehran's attitude to the
negotiations is not known. The Iranians proposed an international con-
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fercnce to be attended by the mujahidin, Pakistan, Iran, and the Soviet
Union for settling the Afghan issue. The Soviets have not accepted Iran^s
proposal and are unlikely to do so, since it excludes Kabul regime par
ticipation. Should Tehran oppose an agreement reached through the
United Nations, it might continue support for the mujahidin resistance,
which in turn might move closer to Iran. Even if Iran were not to supply
major weapons to.the mujahidin, the Soviet Union might take a negative
Iranian official position to be a reason for delaying or stopping its troop
withdrawal. Given Iran's unpopularity in the international community,
the Soviet move would probably elicit only a muted world reaction.

But the basic problem with the talks has been that Moscow has not
yet given a timetable based on the logistical requirement for the withdrawal
of its troops from Afghanistan. It also continues to insist that the PDPA
should play a principal role in any future Afghan government.

Recent Political Move

Since 1986, with Gorbachev at the Soviet helm, the political side
of the war has acquired greater Soviet attention. The Soviets have taken
a number of steps indicating a possible interest in a political settlement.
These include:

— Moscow's dropping its insistance on direct talks between Pakistan
and the Kabul regime

— Gorbachev's speech to the 27th Soviet Party Congress, in which
he called the Afghan war a ''bleeding wound"

— Announcement of a national reconciliation government, the
declaration of a unilateral cease-fire inJanuary 7, 1987, and a will
ingness to accept a coalition government that could include the
mujahidin and the deposed Zahir Shah (now living in Italy)

— Reduction of the timetable for withdrawal to sixteen months.

Gorbachev has shifted the focus of the negotiations from the length
of the timetable to the issue of national reconciliation in Afghanistan. It
appears that without such an agreement the timetable issue will not be
resolved. At present the parties are far apart. Moscow insists that its depar
ture from Afghanistan will take place only if a secure, pro-Soviet (PDPA-
dominated) regime is left behind in Kabul. It wants others—in the
opposition—to join the existing regime. Recently, because of the uncer
tainty injected into Soviet-Pakistan relations over the recent nuclear issue
and the increased difficulties in U.S.-lran relations, Moscow appears even
less anxious than before for a settlement. Apparently it has adopted a
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wait-and-see attitude in the hope that regional changes more favorable
to its interests might emerge. It remains active, however, in seeking grejiter
international legitimacy for the Kabul regime's national reconciliation pro
gram and hopes to reduce international opposition to its Afghanistan
policies.

The mujabidin have rejected a coalition with the PDPA. Instead they
call for the establishment of an interim, transitional government consisting
of mujahidin or at least people acceptable to them. In May the Mujahidin
Alliance agreed to establish a council (Shoora), with members selected
through party-based elections in refuge camps and inside Afghanistan.
What the Shoora is supposed to do and whether it will succeed remain
to be seen. However, even if it does succeed, the Soviets are unlikefy to
accept a government selected by a mujahidin-dommztcd Shoora. For: the
near future, no fundamental change in Afghanistan is likely.

Soviet Stakes in Afghanistan

Apparently, the Soviet leadership remains convinced that a Soviet
withdrawal from Afghanistan and the establishment of a noncommunist
regime there would damage Soviet prestige and have adverse repercus
sions elsewhere. Although Moscow's perception of damage to its intemsts
from a failure in Afghanistan is probably exaggerated, such a perception
nevertheless plays a role in Soviet persistence. Accepting defeat in a country
where, because of territorial contiguity and past and present investments,
substantial interests are involved could undermine the legitimacy of Soviet
domination elsewhere and lead to the questioning of Soviet capability and
resolve. Undoubtedly Moscow has its own domino theory, making a retreat
very difficult. Western support of the resistance might be taken by Mos
cow as an indication that Western powers would insist on gaining influ
ence on security issues in Afghanistan if the communist regime fell. The
Soviets have repeatedly made the argument that—had they not invaded
Afghanistan—the United States would have turned Afghanistan into an
American military base.^^ On more than one occasion, the United States
has sought to reassure the Soviets that the United States does not seek any
unilateral advantage in Afghanistan, the United States does not want to
bleed the Soviets, and the United States does not want to take ''revenge"
for Vietnam. The Soviets have continued to express views indicating that

^'^Pravda, November 10, 1985, trans, in Foreign Broadcast Information Service,
Soviet Union, November IS, 1985, p. DI.
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they do not accept U.S. assurances. It is possible that as long as Moscow
is intent on continuing the war, rejecting U.S. assurances serves its interests.

Soviet domestic factional politics reinforce external considerations
for accepting failure in Afghanistan. Gorbachev's unwillingness so far to
accept withdrawal from Afghanistan reflects a desire to avoid personal
responsibility for a setback there. Being associated with failure could en
courage challenges by his rivals.

Another factor deterring Moscow from accepting a noncommunist
Afghanistan is the Soviet expectation of significant gains from stabilizing
a communist-dominated government there. Soviet credibility would be
strengthened by a demonstration that it supported its friends and stood
firm in the face of pressure.'^®

Soviet Options

The Soviet options in Afghanistan include continuing the present
level of involvement, escalating it, or deciding on some form of disengage
ment. Disengagement under the right circumstances could lead to a
political settlement. Continuing with the same level of involvement will
mean the continuation of the war for many years to come.

Escalation would certainly make life more difficult for the Afghan
resistance and for Pakistan. An escalation of the war, including the use
of more brutal tactics, would also be likely to lead to intensified military
activities by the resistance against Soviet strongholds. International friends
of the mujahidin might respond by increasing their support, as they have
done in the past. Clearly, the Soviets would be able to hurt the Afghans
more than vice versa, but the result could be greater Afghan hatred for
the Soviets. If the alliance among the mujahidin holds, the Afghans might
also be able to exact a much higher political price for the Soviet occupa
tion than has been the case in the past.

In another possible scenario of escalation, the Soviet Union might
increase pressure on Iran and Pakistan—especially Pakistan—to abandon
the Afghan resistance. As already mentioned, Soviet relations with Pakistan
remain tense, and Soviet pressure on Pakistan has increased. Greater Soviet
pressure on Pakistan could take several forms. First, Moscow might in
crease its efforts to destabilize Pakistan politically. Such efforts have not

^®For a detailed discussion of Soviet gains from bases in Afghanistan, see Khalilzad,
'*The United States and the War in Afghanistan.*'
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had much success so far, however, and an active Soviet policy of destabiliza-
tion runs the risk of undermining the very tribes and parties in Pakistan
that are more receptive to Moscow than the current regime is. The Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan actually strengthened the position of Pakislkn*s
President Zia. Evidence of significant efforts at destabilization might be
seen by many Pakistanis as an indication of a Soviet plan to use Afghanistan
as a base for expanding in the region. Nevertheless, Moscow is likely to
pursue the destabilization option before fundamentally changing its
policies on Afghanistan.

Second, Soviet escalation might take the form of direct militoy
pressure through air strikes against major Pakistani targets. Successful at
tacks could increase opposition pressure on the government to respond
decisively.

Soviet military pressure could also force Pakistan to seek closer
security relations with the United States, something Moscow does not
want. It could dispose Washington, at the very least, to increase its military
supplies for Islamabad. In response to a Soviet cross-border attack ag^st
purely Pakistani targets in 1985, the Reagan administration expedited the
shipment of sensitive air defense equipment to Pakistan. Washington] has
also indicated to the Soviets that direct military pressure on Pakistan can
have significant repercussions on the state of Soviet-American relations.
In response to the recent Soviet air attack against Pakistan in 1987, the
United States is considering the provision (through sale, lease, or contract
of services) of the American early-warning system (AEW) to Pakistan.

Third, major military incursions into Pakistan are a possibilityj in
cluding, perhaps, the takeover of Pakistani territory for a time. The Soviets
might justify such action as being directed against Afghan refugee cahips
in Pakistan. For Moscow to carry out such operations against Pakistan,
however, major logistical preparations and the formation of supply lines
would be necessary. These would be visible and could be vulnerable to
mujahidin attack. In sum, a substantial investment of resources would
be required for Moscow to mount a significant territorial incursion into
Pakistan. Should this occur, Pakistan, which has a 500,000 man army and
some very modern equipment, including F-l6s, would be likely to resist—
as did the Iranians in 1982.

A Soviet attempt to hold Pakistani territory would probably lead to
a major crisis in American-Soviet relations. The Reagan administration
takes pride in having restored a strategic relationship with Islamabad. Thus
a Soviet attack against Pakistan would be viewed by the United States as
a major challenge and could lead to a major confrontation. International
censure would also increase dramatically. A Soviet attack would damage
Moscow's tenuously better ties with China, which has a long-standing
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security relationship with Pakistan. Clearly then, escalation of the cur
rent conflict is a very risky option for the Soviet Union.

Prospects

In the aftermath of recent Soviet declarations, there has been much
speculation that peace might be at hand in Afghanistan. Unfortunately,
this does not appear likely. Moscow still insists that Afghanistan should
be dominated by pro-Soviet communists. The mujahidin still reject this
Soviet goal.

It is possible that when Moscow realizes that escalation against the
mujahidin and neighboring countries will not result in a communist-
dominated Afghanistan, it might begin to consider a settlement that meets
Soviet security concerns and allows for Afghan self-determination. It
is not self-evident that the Soviets would never accept anything short
of a communist-dominated Afghanistan. In the past, the Soviets have
changed their minds, and they may do so again.
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7. Issues of Peace and Security
in South Asia

RASUL B. RAIS

National and subnationai conflicts and, more importantly, extra-
regional threats have confounded issues of peace and security in South
Asia. A complex variety of conflicting national images as well as mistrust
continue to fuel hostility between India and Pakistan. Asymmetries ofsize
and power have produced a structural imbalance in the security of the
region, which has been effectively exploited by the leadership in India
to achieve a position of military preponderance. India's expansion of its
defense establishment modernization of force structure, the indigenous
production of sophisticated weaponry, and the capability to manufacture
nuclear weapons enable it to assert power and exploit regional imbalances
for the purposes of effectuating its own variety of the Monroe doctrine.'

The states on the periphery of India have viewed its military poten
tial as threatening and instrumental to its regional aspirations. Since the
dismemberment of Pakistan, India has urged the extraregional powers to
acknowledge its vital position in the South Asian power equation. Indian
diplomacy has focused on enforcing the primacy of its interests in pre
venting external powers from military commitments to the threatened
states in the region. The intent for domination, aggressive posture, and
political pressures on neighboring states have invoked serious apprehen
sions about India's usable military power. Indian determination to pro
ject its power image in the area has brought it to the center of regional
threat phenomena. The objective realities of India's size, location, and
military strength have infused assertiveness in its strategic outlook for the
region, which aims at keeping the defense capabilities of neighboring areas
in a permanent state of vulnerability. In recent years, Indian policies have
been directed toward isolating South Asian states in order to effectively
impose its will and assert its military capabilities against recalcitrant states.

'Rasul B. Rats, "Mounting Threats to Stability," Pakistan Times (Lahore), Octo
ber 27, 1983.
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Within this perceptual milieu, antagonistic national purposes and mistrust
continue to influence the security environment of the South Asian region.
The potential for a subnational conflict, the specter of nuclear prolifera
tion, and the war in Afghanistan also deserve careful examination for
assessing their impact on South Asian security.

War in Afghanistan

The Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan and the ensuing pro
tracted conflict have significantly enhanced the geopolitical vulnerabilities
of the adjacent regions of South and Southwest Asia. The active involve
ment of Soviet military forces in the suppression of the national Afghan
resistance in order to stabilize a preferred socialist regime and to con
solidate its strategic position has revived old apprehensions about Soviet
domination in vulnerable areas on its southern periphery. The geopolitical
dynamics of Soviet intervention in Afghanistan have considerably altered
the threat perceptions of the neighboring states.2 It is generally assumed
that the Soviet Union's stable political control in Afghanistan, success of
the sovietization^ process, and consolidation of a dependent socialist
regime would not only energize the separatist and radical subnational
groups in Iran and Pakistan, but would also provide the Soviets with greater
diplomatic leverage to neutralize the adjacent regions. The growing mili
tancy of the subnational groups in the politically less integrated areas
bordering on Afghanistan would greatly influence Soviet options and its

^Sultan Muhammed Khan, ''Pakistani Geopolitics: The Diplomatic Perspective,"
International Security 5(1) (Summer 1980):26.

'The Soviets are attempting to reshape Afghan culture by restructuring educational
and information systems. The purges in the educational institutions, induction
of ideologically conformist teachers, and preference to the party cadres in admis
sions, along with the prominant role of Soviet advisers in the reformulation of
the curriculum, are aimed at making the political developments in Afghanistan
irreversible. The indoctrination of the younger generation and training programs
for thousands of workers in the Soviet Union will promote a new elite class in
Afghan society essentially interested in preserving the post-1978 political bakuice.
The dependent linkages of the Afghan economy and the rapid development of
communications networks with the Soviet Union will also accelerate the sovietiza-

tion process. The Soviet Union has also initiated a massive program for the train
ing of approximately 10,000 Afghan students, who will be assigned important
administrative positions to ensure consistent and stable sovietization. See Depart
ment of State, Bureau of Public Affairs, Afghanistan: Three Years ofOccupation
(Washington, D.C.: December 1982), pp. 10-11.
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patterns of power projection in the future. The fragmented political struc
tures of the Southwest Asian states and their limited military capabilities
render them extremely vulnerable to the Soviet threat. Pakistan, in par
ticular, lacks the requisite security means for countering a determined
Soviet political and military offensive.

The future role of the Soviet Union will be largely influenced by the
internal political dynamics of the adjacent regions. The typical problems
of underdevelopment—absence of adequate political institutionalization,
authoritarianism, lack of consensus on national issues, parochialism, ethnic
loyalties, subnationalism, economic disparaties, dissatisfaction with the
central government, and the absence of integrative policies—might
worsen existing or latent internal tensions in Southwest Asia, which would
provide the Soviets opportunities to influence political events. The
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan is a unique model of superpower in
tervention in a territorially contiguous Third World state. The most signifi
cant and fearsome element of this model is massive military intervention
at the "request of a legitimate friendly government." The existence of
pro-Moscow groups in neighboring states and their revolutionary
activism directed toward the destabilization of existing political, social,
and economic arrangements, which is not alarming at present, would
largely determine Soviet moves in the area after the complete subjugation
of Afghanistan.

In the past, Soviet ideologues and strategies have valued Afghanistan's
geographical position as an attractive base for launching revolutionary of
fensives in the South and Southwest Asian regions. While fighting a large-
scale national insurgency in Afghanistan, Soviet diplomacy in the adja
cent regions has focused on seeking recognition of the primacy of its
security interests.'' On various occasions, Soviet leaders have drawn a
parallel between U.S. interests in Central America and Soviet interests in
Afghanistan,' which implies acknowledgment of its security role in the
unstable bordering regions.

In view of Afghanistan's important geographical location, Soviet
leaders have always valued its potential revolutionary role.^ After the

''Shirin Ikhir-Kheli, "The Soviet Union in Afghanistan," in Robert H. Donaldson,
ed., The Soviet Union in the Tbird World: Successes and Failures (Boulder:
Westview Press, 1981), pp. 217-31.

'V. Smimov, "Collective Security in Asia and the Soviet Union's Treaties of Peace,
Friendship, and Cooperation with Newly Free Countries," Strategic Studies
7(2) (1983):61.

^Harish Kapur, Soviet Russia andAsia, 1917-1927 (Geneva: Michael Joseph Ltd.,
1966), p. 220.
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successful process of sovietization, a stable socialist regime in Afghanistan
may become a vanguard for the regional revolutionary movements. A
stronghold in Afghanistan would undoubtedly provide the Soviet Union
a unique position from where it could launch political and revolutionary
offenses with relative ease, using a surrogate well-indoctrinated Afghan
cadre. The Soviet military presence and definite security commitments
would effectively blunt any regional response to the ideological subver
sion of adjacent states. The radicalism of the alienated subnational groups
that have operated in the areas contiguous to the Afghan borders will re
main an attractive option either to pressure the regional states to accom
modate Soviet interests or, worse, actively support the separatist elements
in order to impose a direct hegomonical system.

Despite risks of fighting a limited protracted war against the Afghan
resistance, the Soviet Union has been able to mobilize its forces beyond
the Amu Darya for the first time since its subjugation of the central Asian
republics. Historically, Afghanistan has played an important strategic role
as a buffer between the tsarist and British expansionist empires. After the
withdrawal of Britain from the South Asian subcontinent, regional states
have refused to share the traditional notion of the strategic unity of the
region. Worse, they have adopted dialectically opposite positions oil the
issue of the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. India, the largest and most
powerful state in South Asia, has passively accepted the Soviet rationale
for military intervention and has asserted that the People's Republic of
China (PRC), Pakistan, and the United Stateswere interfering in Afghanistan
in order to destabilize a pro-Moscow regime, thereby prompting the Rus
sians to invade that country.^ Pakistan inherited the British security role
along the Hindu Kush.® Pakistan's defense infrastructure was sufficient to
deter Afghanistan from posing a serious security threat in its irredentist
claims over the frontier regions until December 1979. After the Soviet in
tervention in Afghanistan and annexation of the Wakhan corridor, the
geopolitical situation along the Hindu Kush has undergone drastic changes.
The depopulation of Wakhan and its assimilation into the Soviet Pamir
military district not only give the Soviet Union direct border contact with
Pakistan, but dangerously exposes the Karakoram Highway and the
disputed state of Jammu and Kashmir.^

^Bimal Prasad, "India and the Afghan Crisis," in K. P.Misra, ed., Afghanistan Crisis
(New York: Advent Books Inc., 1981), p. 77.

8Sir Olaf Caroe, "Afghanistan: The After-Effects of Partition," Round Table, no.
278 (April 1980):126-42.

^Noor Husain, "Alternative Futures of Afghanistan," Strategic Studies; 7(2)
(1983):44.
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Although the facade of an independent Afghanistan may be main
tained, its autonomous role may not be more than what has been granted
to the Mongolian Republic. The Soviet geographical contiguityto Pakistan
in the wake of Afghanistan's occupation raisesmany questions regarding
the future security of Pakistan. In the past, the Sovietshave actively pur
sued a policy of distancing Pakistan from the United States and subse
quently from the PRC. Soviet politicaland psychological pressures have
significantly increased because of Pakistan's unyielding position on
Afghanistan. The Soviet leaders havepersistently uiged Iran and Pakistan
to refrain from supporting the mujahidtn resistance and to accept the
Afghan reality. Iranian and Pakistani leaders fear that recognition of the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan willamountto appeasement, whichwill
unquestionably strengthenMoscow's hand in edgingtoward the Persian
Gulf region.

The liberation war launched by the Afghantnujahidin has effectively
prevented Soviet control in the interior of Afghanistan, where the
resistance has enjoyed popular support among the masses for the past six
years.*" Ahistorictraditionof Afghan resistance to foreign encroachments
and the cultural religious orientation of the liberation war have made it
unexpectedly costly for the Soviet Union to dominate the country.

The Soviet occupation of their country has pushed the Afghan
resistance groups to base themselves in Iran and Pakistan. Invariably, all
the resistance groups have established their political headquarters in
Peshawar. Pakistan'sacceptance of over 3 million Afghanrefugees and its
permission to their political organizations to set up offices have beencon
sidered by the SovietUnion as direct assistanceto the mujabidin groups.
The guerrillaoperations of the Afghan mujabidin from Pakistani territory
haveinvokedsharp threats from the Soviet Unionand have considerably
undermined Moscow's bilateral relations with Pakistan. Islamabad has
repeatedlydenied the existenceof guerrilla camps, training facilities, or
arms supplies in Pakistan for the mujabidin and has invited the Soviets
and international agencies to probe such allegations. In fact, it is the very
nature of the terrain along the Hindu Kush in neutral areas around the
Diuand Linethat provides difficult but porous passes, ideal for infiltration.

In the past, the 2,100-kilometer-long border between Afghanistan
and Pakistan has never been controlled by any power primarily because

lONake M.Kamrany, 'Afghanistan Under SovietOccupation," CurrentHistory, May
1982, p. 222; lyier Marshall, "MajorGoalsEluding Soviets in Afghanistan," Los
Angeles Times, December 19, 1982; Edward Girardet, "Soviet Tsvo-Edged Sword
in Afghanistan," Christian Science Monitor, December 22, 1982; Peter Amett,
"Report from a War Zone," Parade magazine, February 2, 1983.
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of tribal sensitivities and underdeveloped communications systems. It is
feared that the Soviet Union, frustrated by the protracted conflict in
Afghanistan and by its failure to accomplish its interventionist objectives,
may decide to smash border towns and villages inside Pakistan on the
pretext of hot pursuit. In the past, Afghan-Soviet forces have bombarded
the tribal areas of Pakistan, killing hundreds of Afghan refugees and
Pakistani nationals.^ ^ Air strikes against Pakistan's bordering areas are
primarily meant to harass the mujahidin and to signal to Pakistan the con
sequences of its existing stance on the Afghanistan question.

Subnationalism

Subnational groups have been active in the less integrated areas of
Iran and Pakistan where backwardness, disparities in income distribution,
and a strong sense of alienation from the centers ofpower have ener^ed
ethnic loyalties and have facilitated uncompromising extremist elements
to capture leadership positions. The demands of subnational groups have
ranged from provincial autonomy to complete territorial secession. Among
all the subnational groups in Pakistan harboring separatist ambitions, the
Baluch nationalists are the most organiTed, well equipped, and determined
to pursue subnational goals.^^ Although a general consensus has not evolved
within the Baluch leadership on the issue of a separate greater Baluchistan
to unify all Baluch areas presently incorporated in Afghanistan, Iran, and
Pakistan, the young generation of Baluch leaders might capture leader
ship roles from the cautious and paranoid tribal chiefs, who have been
equally hostile to their central governments during the past three decades.

The overthrow of an elected government of the National A\^mi
Party (NAP), which was dominated by the Baluch leaders in Baluchistan
by the Bhutto regime, led in 1974 to protracted guerrilla warfare. The in
surgency was launched by the Baluch nationalists in order to restore

^^Dawn (Karachi), July 19, 1984.

i2For details, see Selig S. Harrison, In Afghanistan's Shadow: Baluch Nationalism
and Soviet Temptations (Washington, D.C.: Camegie Endowment for International
Peace, 1981); Inayatullah Baloch and Hans Frey, '^Pakistan and the Problenxs of
Subnationalism,"ofSouth Asian andMiddle Eastern Studies 5(3) (Spring
1982):60-69; Aijaz Ahmad, "The National Question in Baluchistan," in Feroz
Ahmad, ed.. Focus on Baluchistan and the Pushtun Question (Lahore: People's
Publishing House, 1975), pp. 30-31.
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national rights through armed struggle." The electoral process and
democratic participation, which the Baluch nationalists had for the first
time in the history of Pakistan, did not last very long when Bhutto
maneuvered to dislodge the NAP government by pretending that an
emergency existed and by accusing the Baluch leaders of secessionist
motives. Mobilization of Pakistan's armed forces and a sustained military
actionovera period of three years failed to achieve a decisive victory for
the centralgovernment. After the impositionof martiallaw inJuly 1977,
a general amnesty was declared bythe military authorities, andpolitical
dialogues were instituted with the Baluch leaders to calm the situation,
which eventually demobilized the Baluch nationalist guerrillas. Non-
political measures toredress thegrievances ofthepast have notsucceeded
sufficiently in accommodating the legitimate aspirations of the Baluch
leaders. Except for a fewinstances of violence, the situationin Baluchistan
has ever since remained peaceful. Important Baluch leaders such as Atta
UUah Mengal and Khair Bux Marl have, however, optedfor self-exile. The
latter is based in Kabul,anxiously awaiting the outcome of the Afghanwar.

The political front of the Baluch movement consideredinadequate
the political autonomy provided in the 1973 constitution. Despite their
original acceptance of the 1973 constitutional arrangements concerning
distribution of powerbetween the centerand the provinces, the regionalist
parties in general and the Baluch leaders in particular have become in
creasingly skeptical of the efficacy of constitutional guarantees to the
exercise of provincial autonomy against the undue interference of the cen
tralgovernment. Absence of a national consensus on the issue of provin
cial autonomy is likely to pushthemoderate andautonomy-seeking Baluch
leaders into oblivion. Persistent denial of political power to the Baluchis
might aggravate themoderate Baluch leaders' frustration withthecentral
government and bring to the fore the diehard nationalists, who would
be lessinclinedto compromiseon the questionof sovereign nationalrights.

Even after the declaration of a general amnesty to the Baluch in
surgents, provision of funds for compensation to the affected families and
the withdrawal of criminal cases registered by the Bhutto regime have not
induced many of theBaluch guerrillas to resettle in Pakistan. It isestimated
that over 5,000 Baluchis from the Mari and Mengal tribes have opted to
live as exiles in Afghanistan. Funds for their maintenance are provided
by the Kabul regime. The question of nationalities, national rights, and
separatist movements maybe used by the Soviet Unionfor the purposes

"For a detailed account of the 1974-77 insurgency in Baluchistan, see Selig S.
Harrison, 'After the Afghan Coup: Nightmare in Baluchistan," ForeignPolicy32
(1978):136-66.
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of ideological and political destabilization of the area, which in the long
run would accrue to its uiurivaled strategic position in the South and
Southwest Asian regions.*^

The suhnational groups have remained active in Iran's borderliuids
for a long period of time. The Azerbaijani and the Baluchi and Kurdish
nationalists have fought an intermittent "liberation war" against the cen
tral government of Iran. Since the revolution in Iran, the Kurdish na
tionalists have launched a war of resistance against the Islamic republic.
Despite its preoccupation with the Gulf war, Iran has been forced to main-
uin a largemilitaryforce in Kurdish areaswhere widespreadarmedstrug
gle continues to deny Iranian forces absolute control. Azerbaijan and
Baluchistan have generally remained peaceful during Iran's dilemma of
consolidating the revolution. However, the potential for an insurgent in
non-Persian regions of Iran do exist and might be exploited by the Soviet
leaders to use either as a means of diplomatic pressure or to achieve in
direct control in situations of political turmoil.

Soviet policies regarding ethnic nationalities and the likelihood of
covert support to the Pashtun and Baluchi militant groups in Pakistan^ and
similarsuhnational elementsin Iran raisepotential dangers to the political
stability of Southwest Asia. Soviet ideologues and political leaders have
vehemently supported the concept of four nationalities in Pakistan on the
basis of their distinctive ethnic and linguistic characteristics. The Soviet
conceptualization of Baluch, Pashtun, and Sind nationalities has been
historically perceived to be directed against the Islamic ideological
justification of Pakistan.

The sovietization of Afghanistan would certainly embolden the an
ticenter elements in Baluchistan, the North-West Frontier Province
(NWFP), and Sind. In the past, the Afghanand Sovietgovernments have
backed suhnational groups in Pakistan. The Baluch leadership and guer
rillas were provided sanctuaries in southern A^hanistan during the
1974-77 insurgency in Baluchistan. Afghan-Soviet support to separatist
elements in the future may include bases inside Afghanistan, training
camps, intelligencesupport, arms, and financial assistance. Keepingin view
the political and material costs of direct military involvement in
Afghanistan, Soviet assistance to suhnational groups would be conditioned
by many factors. In this connection the lessons of the ongoing Afghan
war, if any, might signal caution and realistic assessment of future #sks
and opportunities. Also, the relative strength of the suhnational groups,
the internal political dynamics of Pakistan, and the overall balance of

"Hafeez Malik, "The AfghanCrisisand Its Impact on Pakistan,"/oumo/ ofSouth
Asian and Middle Eastern Studies 5(3) (Spring 1982):48-50.
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superpower forces and security commitments in the region would in
fluence the Soviet options concerning its covert or overt support to the
subnational groups.

The clandestine supplies of weapons, advice, and political backing
to the dissidents in Southwest Asia with its objective of encouraging in
stability may multiply internal troubles for the unstable regimes. A strong
Soviet hold in Afghanistan will provide Moscow a springboard to fish in
the troubled political waters of neighboring states. Iran's military action
against the Kurdish subnational groups and disbanding of the communist
Thdeh Party, which had operated as an ideological ally of the Soviet Union
for more than three decades, occasioned the expulsion of Soviet diplomats
from Teheran in 1983. Iranian authorities have claimed that members of

the Thdeh Party and certain Kurdish elements have been receiving foreign
assistance, which they imply comes from the Soviet Union, to sabotage
the Islamic revolution. It is feared that the anticentrist activities ofpolitical
dissidents in the bordering areas of Iran and Pakistan would be supported
most likely from sanctuaries in southern Afghanistan. Identical demo
graphic characteristics and the geographical terrain in this region are quite
suitable for guerrilla infiltration. Further procrastination in resolving the
political issues in the Baluch areas of Iran and Pakistan and continuing
indifference to the legitimate aspirations of dissident groups would more
likely push them in the Soviet strategic gamble for the northern rimlands
of the Indian Ocean.^'

Nuclear Proliferation

Since India's '^peaceful" nuclear explosion in 1974, the issue of
nuclear proliferation has attracted a wide array of conceptualizaiton on
the future trends of nuclear politics in South Asia. Much of the formula
tion of hypotheses about the nuclear behavior of India and Pakistan has
been influenced by the past pattern of their conflict and rivalry in the
region. Given the central dynamics of Indo-Pakistan relations, the exer
cise of the nuclear option by either adversary would result in a nuclear
arms race in South Asia. The postindependence history of Indo-Pakistan
relations reveals a persistent phenomenon of confrontational and action-
reaction strategies. Therefore, regardless of the peaceful motives of their
nuclear programs, India and Pakistan would, out of psychological and
political necessities, attempt to acquire rough nuclear parity. It is a sim
ple as well as sound assessment that deployment of nuclear weapons by

^'Harrison, In Afghanistan's Shadow, p. 200.
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India would activate Pakistan's nuclear option, and if Pakistan explodes
a nuclear device to compensate for its limited conventional defense
posture, this would certainly lead to India's acquisition of nuclear
weapons.

The development of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes can
provide the potential for nuclear weapons since nuclear power genera
tion technologies support and enhance the ability to produce weapons-
usable materials. Therefore, the mere production and possession of fis
sionable materials intended for use in nuclear power-generating facilities
cannot be construed as nuclear weapons proliferation. Despite the? fact
that a nuclear weapons program would require an absolutely different
quality of nuclear materials, the ability to produce fissionable mat^ials
undoubtedly provides a potential for a nuclear option.

The P^stani goals ofa static geopolitical equilibrium inSouth Asia,
which has, of course, drastically shifted in favor of India on account of
its massive conventional capabilities, might be better served in the nuclear
sphere by its presently perceived capability to produce fissile materials.

Pakistan's traditional threat perceptions of India—India's superiority
in conventional weapons and its quest for political preeminence in the
region—have appeared to be a plausible motivating force for Pakistani
policymakers to pursue a bomb option. However, the argument^that
Pakistan's nuclear military capability would not only deter India froih in
vading Pakistan but would also redress the latter's inferiority in conven
tional weapons and achieve for it a reasonable degree of stability in its
strategic environment—needs to be qualified. The perception of Pakistan
as a nuclear balancer against India's conventional superiority does not
hold any ground in the face of India's open option to deploy nuclear
weapons and to use its comparative advantage in nuclear technology and
weapons delivery systems to remain decisively ahead of Pakistan and thus
reduce the credibility of the latter's nuclear option.

The political appeal of the atom and the economic justification for
nuclear energy have popularized nuclear programs in South Asia.^^ In the
realm of domestic politics, Indian and Pakistani nuclear programs have
received widespread publicity and public support during the past decade.
In both these countries pro-bomb lobbies are gaining strength. In Pakistan,
the nuclear issue remains highly volatile, and it might become a focUs of
political rhetoric in the future. Political opinion from the extreme left to
the fundamentalist right has supported the nuclear program in Pakistan,
urging disregard of foreign pressures aimed at influencing its nuclear

G. S. Bhargava, ''The Bomb for Pakistan: Ambitions and Constraints,"^^ The
Statesman, March 13, 1982.
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policies. There is a common feeling among the political and bureaucratic
elites in Pakistan about latent hostility on the part of the Western powers
toward the Islamic countries. It is generally perceived that the Christian
West would not allow Islamic countries to emerge independent, self-
reliant, and powerful enough to pursue an effective role in world politics.
It is generally argued that the proponents of nuclear nonproliferation,
while acquiescing to the nuclear capabilities of India and Israel, have
tended to discriminate against Pakistan.

India's nuclear capabilities have been the main influence on the
political perceptions of Pakistan's policymakers concerning the choice of
nuclear technology and development of the full nuclear fuel cycle aimed
at acquiring self-sufficiency in the production of nuclear materials.
Pakistan's unwillingness to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) is
related to the Indian factor. A careful examination of Pakistan's nuclear

diplomacy suggests that it has quite often made its acceptance of NPT and
full scope safeguards conditional to the acceptance of these measures by
India.'^ In addition to offering joint ratification of the NPT, Pakistan has
proposed bilateral arrangements for the inspection of each other's nuclear
facilities, but this has not cut much ice in India.

Stringent controls on the export of nuclear materials, in particular,
and strict evaluation of all technological items for their applicability to
the nuclear program, in general, have adversely affected Pakistan's civilian
nuclear program. This denial strategy has been combined with security
cooperation and persuasion by the United States. The economic assistance
and military sales program have provided the United States with leverage
to seek a commitment from Pakistani authorities not to develop a nuclear
device.'®But this may only delay the exercise of Pakistan's nuclear option
if India decides to deploy nuclear weapons.

The Indian Ocean

The superpowers have steadily enlarged and strengthened their naval
deployments in the Indian Ocean, "niey have acquired and equipped ports,
bases, and naval facilities in the region to support their political and
security needs. The primacy ofU.S. and Soviet interests in the region, the

"Link (New Delhi), August 7, 1983, p. 19.

'®U.S. Congress, Senate, Conunittee on Foreign Relations, 98th Congress, 2nd Ses
sion, United States Security Interests in South Asia (Washington, DC: G. P. O.,
1984) p. 18.
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threats to their self-defined interests, and the nature of their bilateral rela
tions have not changed enough to promote a stable, peaceful, and tension-
free environment in the region. Rather, political events, since 1979—^the
revolution in Iran, the Sovietmilitary intervention in Afghanistan, and!' the
Iran-Iraq war—have considerably enhanced the presence of the super
powers. Deterrence, credible naval force construction, the ability to sus
tain and reinforce power projection capabilities through a combination
of local facilities, and the allocation of significant forces elsewhene to
achieve a variety of security objectives have gained priority in the strategic
thinking of the superpowers, especially the United States, the nation that
sees a lot at stake in the region. This scrambling of the superpowers for
supplying themselves with greater resources ofpower is indicative of not
only the unpredictable and unstable security environment of the Indian
Ocean region, but also of the nature of the approach that they have
adopted to protect their self-defined national interests. The drifting away
of the superpowers from their *'stabilization*' talks of 1976-78 to pres
ent endeavors to increase their forces also explains the crisis in their
bilateral relations, which has quite often spilled over into their policies
in Third World regions.

The regional security environment has provided greater impetus to
the deployment of task forces or the expansion of naval facilities by the
superpowers than the often exaggerated dynamics of strategic competi
tion. The need to show strength or to augment forces on several
occasions was influenced more by diplomatic and political calculations
than strategic interests. Assuring allies of credible support has required
basing or moving naval forces near points of tensions. Political instabil
ity, conflict, rivalries among local powers, and unresolved disputes have
been the catalyst of external influence. And given the diversity of cultures,
nations, and conflicting interests, the region may continue to attract
external allies.

The transformation of the Indian Ocean region into another zone
of superpower naval deployments has attained greater significance in Hght
of the fact that many regional states might be tempted to seek close military
collaboration with them. Of equal note is the apprehension that the prox
imity of friendly superpower forces might tempt some regional powers
to involve themselves in local disputes. In conflict situations, the super
powers have tended to use their military presence to support client
states—the U.S. presence to augment Israeli capabilities during the 1973
war and the Soviet sea and airlift during 1977-78 to bolster Ethiopian
defense are cases in point.

For the most part, the lack of regional unity and the absence of
a community of interest have prevented the formation of a untfied
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political front to thwart the designs of external powers Regional disputes
and the hegemonic aspirations of the "middle powers" also motivate small
and weaker states in the area to seek external alliances to counterbalance

threats to their national security. A serious lack of functional and sym
metrical equilibrium in the regional equation will continue to provide fer
tile ground for outside political as well as military penetration.

Despite unanimous calls for a zone ofpeace, there are serious policy
differences among the littoral states over the strategic implications of the
superpowers' naval policies in the area. For example, while Iran and In
dia have argued that the removal of the superpower presence would
facilitate their "legitimate aspirations" in the region, others have feared
that the complete withdrawal of external forces would lead to the inten
sification of regional conflicts and to attempts by regional "middle
powers" to pursue hegemonic policies.^®

Among the regional states, India, greatly aided by the Soviets, has
launched a massive program of rapid deployment and modernization of
its naval fleet. It has built the largest naval force in the Indian Ocean next
to the naval deployments of the superpowers. The Indian navy has twelve
submarines, ten destroyers, twenty-seven frigates, a cruiser, an aircraft car
rier with fifty-one combat aircraft, and a large number of combat
helicopters. Also, India has acquired Sea Harriers for its aircraft carrier
Vikrant. The Indian defense minister told the Rajya Sabha in December
1983 that India might go in for a nuclear-powered submarine. The
strengthening of the Indian navy is part of a massive armament program
that is aimed at making India the largest military power in Asia next to
the Soviet Union. This has been motivated by India's aspirations to play
a dominant role in the region. The Soviet Union's strategic interest in beef
ing up the Indian military complex, which is a part of its China policy
and which enables it to buy Indian consumer goods for its own market,
has generated fears of Indian domination among its smaller neighbors.

"K. P. Misia, "International Politics and Security of the Indian Ocean Area," In
ternational Studies 12 0anuary-March 1973):l4l.

2®Sainina Ahmad, "Indian Ocean Peace Zone Proposal," Pakistan Horizon (^2)
(I979):122-23.

^^Cbristian Science Monitor, September 23, 1985, pp. 12, 27.

^^San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1985, p. 13-



8. U.S. Perceptions of Peace
and Security in South Asia

SHIRIN R. lAHIR-KHELI

The initial American involvement with South Asia came in the for

mative days of the emergence of the United States as a world power. Con
sequently, South Asia became a reflection of the hopes and fears that the
United States perceived at the time. Cooperation in building security
through defense (as in the case of Pakistan) and development (as in the
case of India and other South Asian countries with no major defense
cooperation programs with the United States) were the hallmarks ofearlier
U.S. interaction with the subcontinent. Peace and security were seen to
he inextricably linked, and the United States worked to improve peace
through security.

Ibmpting though it is, I prefer not to get into a historical accounting
of the interactions between South Asia and the United States as a reflec
tion of American perceptions. A number of papers at this conference ^ly
deal with Pakistan's relations with the region and the superpowers. In
stead I will confine my remarks mainly to the perceptions and efforts of
the administration that I know best, the Reagan administration, as fliey
relate to security and stability in South Asia.

Challenging Soviet Occupation
of Afghanistan: Peace Through Security

Superpower intrusion into South Asia was dramatized by the Soviet
invasion ofAfghanistan in December 1979. American fears of communist
pressure, often scoffed at not only abroad, but also within the United
States, were swept aside by the changed reality of Moscow's control of
Afghanistan. None denied that Pakistan had, essentially overnight, become
the buffer state A^anistan had been before 1979.

The views expressed here are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
official positions of the U.S. govenunent.
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Pakistani attempts to actively engage the United States in the area
after the 1978 communist coup in Kahul and prior to the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan, although unsuccessful at that time, were an important
catalyst for subsequent events. In other words, these events were not part
of an "American masterplan" thrust upon a reluctant friend. Indeed,
Pakistani perceptions of a changed strategic environment in South Asia
were shared by many other countries. These perceptions have been con
sistently reflected in successive votes of overwhelming majorities calling
for Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan at the United Nations and in the
Islamic Conference.

Thus, the issues of peace and security came together as leaders in
many nations sought to find practical ways of stemming Soviet pressure
on South Asia.i The United States, for example, worked to augment
Pakistan's capability to deal with the threat. On September 15, 1981, Presi
dent Reagan signed an evenly balanced aid package that provided for $3-2
billion in economic and military assistance to Pakistan over a five-year
period. This great increase in aid was an acknowlec^ment that the security
picture had changed. In response to the continued presence of 126,000
Soviet troops in Afghanistan, a second program for Pakistan was agreed
to on March 22, 1986. The $4.02 billion assistance package covers a six-
year period begiiuiing on October 1, 1987.

While thus helping to provide security through strength, the United
States was also cognizant of regional sensitivities. The United States made
no attempt to seek a quid pro quo in the form of bases or access facilities
in Pakistan. Despite some lingering public suspicions in Pakistan, and in
the region, that the United States had demanded a price, none emerged.

Pakistani officials were also straightforward in laying down the con
fines of the relationship. Particular emphasis was placed on maintaining
Pakistan's nonaligned credentials. Agha Shahi, then Pakistan's foreign
minister, speaking to Pakistani newspaper editors onJune 30, 1981, stated
that the United States-Pakistani agreement did not close the "door to a
political settlement on honorable terms for the Soviet Union, for
Aljghanistan, for ourselves and for this region."^ The United States accepted
this view.

U.S.policy in the area also continues to be based on the U.S.percep
tion that Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan is not only desirable but also
possible. It is a decision that Moscow must make. Toward that end, the

•Shirin "Bihir-Kheli, The United States andPakistan: The Evolution ofan Influence
Relationship (New York: Praeger, 1980).

^Pakistan Times, July 1, 1981.
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United States has consistently supported Pakistan's efforts through the U.N.
Secretary General for a political settlement. Recognizing that lasting secu
rity requires total withdrawal, and contrary to popular misperceptioi& in
Pakistan, the U.S. has not prevented a political settlement.^ However, there
can be no settlement without Soviet withdrawal and self-determination

for the Afghans. Despite several rounds of talks at Geneva Moscow :has
yet to offer anything approaching a reasonable withdrawal schedule.

In addition, the U.S. leadership has consistently augmented its Sup
port for a lasting peace through indirect negotiations on Afghanistan in
its own dealings with the Soviet hierarchy. At the Geneva summit, Piesi-
dent Reagan brought before General Secretary Gorbachev the need fbr a
political settlement that provides for lasting peace. At a series of U.S.-Soviet
Experts' Meetings, the latest of which occurred in early September 1^86
in Moscow, the United States tried to bridge the gap between the resility
of the Soviet occupation ofAfghanistan and Moscow's sometimes implied
desire to end the conflict. However, the Soviets remain unrelenting.

A final Afghanistan-related perception deals with United Statef ef
forts to assist iimocent Afghan victims of Soviet occupation. These are
the Afghan refugees in Pakistan. American assistance has been the largest
component of all external funding, totaling approximately $559 million
through 1986 (inclusive of contributions to the United Nations High Com
missioner on Refugees [UNHCR] and the World Food Program). Thi# ef
fort is based on the premise that Pakistani hospitality must be sup
plemented in order to reduce the burden on the host country.

U.S.sensitivity to regional security is not hased on an American desire
to add Afghanistan to the already long list of items hindering East-West
relations. Were the United States to forget Afghanistan, as sometimes is
simplisticaily desired, security and stability in South Asia would be
hindered, not helped. The Soviets invaded Afghanistan in 1979, when
Pakistan ranked relatively low in American priorities in the region. In other
words, reduced U.S. interest in Pakistan in 1976-79 proved disastrous! for
the latter's security.

Regional Cooperation: Security Through Peace

U.S. South Asian policy has often been characterized as reflecting
a zero-sum game. The Reagan administration has operated firom the
premise that it is possible for the United States to have good relations
simultaneously with all South Asian countries. Washington has not asked

'These views are examined and refuted in Leo E. Rose, "United States and Soviet
Policy Tbward South Asia," Current History 85:509 (March 1986):97-98.
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one country to give up its friendship with another in order to improve
its ties to the United States. Neither has the United Statesbeen willing to
sacrifice friendship with one country in order to suit the proclivities of
another.

Inapproaching thesubcontinent, the United States hassimply built
upon the positive trends that have emerged inSouth Asia. While the United
States has no desire to he intrusive, it can often act as a facilitator; conse
quently, U.S. interactions withallSouth Asian governments have been ex
tensive since 1981. Thisperiod hasalsocoincidedwith the establishment
of the South AsianAssociationfor Regional Cooperation (SAARC). This
oiganization's first siunmit in December 1985 was a genuine testament
to the vision of the leaders who have sought to institutionalize an era of
peace. Inamessage totheleaders atthesummit inDhaka, President Reagan
pledged U.S. support for all regional efforts tobuild asecure and peaceful
South Asia. SAARC has started cooperative ventures in a number of non-
political areas. In addition, it is encouraging to see that member coun
tries have agreed tocollaborate on twoissues thatcanbemosteffectively
dealt with at the regional level: narcotics and terrorism. Agreat start was
made in 1985. The November 1986summit in Bangalore can beginto fur
ther the efforts begun at Dhaka.

Improved Indo-Pakistani relations are at the center of any attempt
at regional cooperation. Movement toward a more collaborative relation
ship between the two largest countries isobviously asource ofencourage
ment. American policy, quietlyand privately, has helped nurture progress.
We are realistic enough to recognize that progress willbe slow and that
temporary setbacks caneasUy rekindle old suspicions. Yet it is obvious
that the leaders of both countries are themselves desirous of peace. It is
worth noting that in a GaUup/Pakistan poll earlier this year, the Soviet
Union was seen as a greater threat than India bya ratio of two to one.^
Public perception seems to have kept pace with government policies.

Despite skepticism about U.S. staying power, theadministration's rec
ord has shown that U.S. involvement is steady, ongoing, and responsive
to the needs of the countries in the region. The improvedU.S. relationships
with both India and Pakistan have been put to the service of improved
Indo-Pakistanirelations. It is in our mutual interest to promote peace. The
agenda that leaders of India and Pakistan set for themselves has been
lauded by the United States. Greater movement between the two coun
tries, improved communications, trade, and tourism are all building blocks
in thestructure ofpeace. Theprogress toward improved relations hasbeen
followedwith great interest at the highest levels of the U.S. government.

*Gallup Political Weather Report (Islamabad: Gallup Pakistan), February 1986.
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During this administration, South Asian leaders have had unusual
access to the top leadership in Washington. Prime Minister Gandhi and
President Zia were the only two nonallied leaders with whom President
Reagan met during the course of the fortieth anniversary of the United
Nations (October 1985). The president has also received at the WMte
House leaders from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Nepal. These contacts
have allowed for personal relationships which help sustain policies over
the years.

Such presidential involvement hasbeen a reflection of U.S. percep
tion of the important role India and Pakistan play in bringingpeace and
security to and sustaining it in South Asia. Additionally, Vice President
Bush has also been very deeply involved in South Asian affairs. His vMt
to the two countries in May 1984 afforded a valuable opportunity for a
dialogue with the leaders of India and Pakistan. This discussion was con
tinued in some detail during the visit of Prime Minister Gandhi to the
United States inJune 1985. Themore recent visit of Prime MinisterJuncjo
to Washington in July 1986 was an occasion for talks with a new leader.

Collaborative measures under SAARC sponsorship offer an impor
tant avenue for institutionalizing peace. SAARC set up several technical
committees to discuss ways of improving cooperation.' The areas chosen
were telephone andtelegraph, weather forecasting, andhealthcare. Study
groups for cooperating against terrorism and narcotics shouldeventuafly
leadtostrengthening ofregional laws forextradition ofterrorists anddrug
traffickers.

In the ambitious agendas of the SAARC countries, there is no room
for another war. Regional cohesion and strength offer the best chance for
a secure and peaceful South Asia. U.S. perceptions of the need for such
arrangements are a key aspect of Americanforeign policy.Washingtonhas
worked hard to convince its friends in South Asia that U.S. interest in their
well-being is lasting.

Nuclear Issues

There cannot be any discussion of American perceptions of peace
and security in South Asia without a reference to the nuclear issue. In a
speech before the Pakistan Institute for International Affairs in Karachi
in early 1986, President Zia-ul Haq referred to U.S. nonproliferation

'Steven Weisman, "South Asia Sets Up a Regional Panel," New York Times,
December 9, 1985; and Vyvyn Tenorio, "South Asian Nations Launch Bid for
Greater Unity," Christian Science Monitor, December 6, 1985.
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concerns as a "kink" in American policy.® Nowhere is a mismatch of
perceptions more evident than on this issue. U.S. concern for the com
plications resulting from aSouth Asia armed with nuclear weapons is deep
andabiding. TheUnited States acknowledges thatAmerican policy must
realistically address the insecurities of states that lead them toward arm
ing themselves with nuclear weapons. It is forthis reason thattheReagan
administration has focused on the twin pillars of enhanced security and
regional reconciliation. The quarrel is notwith nuclear energy; it is with
the development, testing, manufacture, and deployment of nuclear
weapons. Speaking ofnuclear proliferation and the prospect ofadditional
coimtries acquiring nuclear weapons. Admiral Poindexter, former national
security adviser to the president, said: "This problem is not American
obsession, or something that we can't quite shake. It is a fact of life. In
opposing thespread ofnuclear weapons, we are seeking topreserve the
relationships thatwe value andthatweconsider mutually beneficial. Na
tions that expect to be our partners must reckon with this resolve."'

Inrecent years wehave seen agrowing discussion, notyet adialogue,
by leading thinkers in both India and Pakistan on ways of reaching a
nuclear ddtente. Theirproposals have ranged from simple bilateral declara
tionsto institutionalized agreements. Specific ways ofbuilding mutual con
fidence and a more secure nuclear enviromnent have been discussed.
l imits on production offuel beyond need, safeguarded facilities, andex
changing nuclear field experts are all cited as "the concrete building
blocks" of peace.®

Cooperation in thenuclear area received a major boostwhenPresi
dent Zia and Prime Minister Gandhi agreed in Delhi in December 1985
that India and Pakistan would refrain from attacking each other's nuclear
fariliHfs The threat of war was thus reduced as, in the past, both coun
trieshave understood that a preemptive attack on nuclear facilities would
mean war. Further progress along these lines will not only ensure peace
andsecurity, but will also save the huge costsofbuilding a nuclear deter
rent force. Apeaceful South Asia is also more conducive to the kind of
technological cooperation thatbothIndia andPakistan are seeking from
the United States.

^Dawn (Karachi), February 15, 1986.

^"Regional Security, Collective Security, and American Security," remarks byJohn
M. Poindexter, assistant to the president for national security affairs, 1986 Armed
Forces Day dinner, Indianapolis, May 16, 1986.

""Subcontinental Detente?" Editorial, Wall Street Journal, October 22, 1985-
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The United States concluded a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) withIndia inNovember 1984 to focilitate transfer of U.S. technology
to India. During the visit of Prime MinisterJunejo to the United States
inJuly 1986, Secretary of State Shultz and Foreign Minister Yaqub Khan
signed an MOU on technology transfer between the United States ahd
Pakistan. These agreements govern the rules underwhichU.S. technology
will flow to each country. In signing these agreements, the United States
did not side-step itsnonproliferation concerns. Administration policy smd
U.S. law preclude that.

In sum, the United States cooperates with the coimtries of South Asia
to helpprotect regional peaceand security. Cooperation amongthe coun
tries of the region ensures that the peace is lasting and that security is
enhanced.



9. Pakistan's Relations with
the People's Republic of China

ABDUR RAZZAQ KHAN ABBASI

Relations between Pakistan and the People's Republic ofChina (PRC)
are deeply rooted in the history, geography, politics, economy, and culture
of the region. Friendlyrelationsbetween the PRC, the demographicAsian
giant,^ and Pakistan, a developing country of SouthAsia, are essential for
the peace, stability, and prosperity of the SouthAsian regionin particular
and for world peace in general. This chapter attempts to reviewthis rela
tionshipin geopolitical, historical, and geostrategic termswithin the South
Asian context.

Geostrategic Background

The PRC has common frontiers with twelve countries in South Asia,
of which Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, and Burma
have common frontiers of about 3,500 kilometers. The PRC became in
terested in the South Asian region around 115 B.C., when, motivated both
by political and economic considerations, it succeeded in establishing a
v^uable network of caravan routes, known asthe silk road,^ which con
nect it with distant centers of trade and civilization. Two routes passed
through the Pamir area connecting Wakhan with Gilgit and Srinagar via
the BoroghilPass. EvenMarcoPolo, following the silk route, crossed the
Pamirs in quest of China in 1271.^ These routes were againused by famous
pilgrims, such as Husan Tsang, who, after fifteenyearsin India, returned
to China in 1644 via Badakhshan and Pamir.'^

masic data about the People's RepublicofChina are based on published documents;
see Appendix I.

'̂ New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., Micropaedia, p. 208.

3Ibid., vol. 14, p. 758.

^Vincent, A. Smith, TheOxford Student's History ofIndia (Oxford: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1951), pp. 69-70.
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Tibet and Sinkiang, with its common borders with India and Pakistan,
had given China a South Asian connection. Ladakh, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan,
and northeastern India had ties with both Tibet and China.^ Sino-Hunza

and Sino-Gilgit relations are also documented from the seventh century
to the nineteenth.^

At the turn of the nineteenth century, there were political tussles
among czarist Russia, China, and imperial Britain in the Central and South
Asian regions. Dorjieff, a Russian Buddhist and tutor of the Dalai LaiUa,
led Tibetan missions to Russia in 1898, in 1900, and in I90I, spreading
rumors that he had concluded a treaty with Russia that made Tibet a pro
tectorate.^ This invited action by the British, resulting in the Anglo-Tibetan
convention of 1904, the Anglo-Chineseconvention of 1906, and the Anglo-
Russian convention of 1907, all of which stipulated that Britain would
neither annex Tibetan territory nor interfere in its internal administratioii.^

With this policy in mind and in a move to stabilize the Himalayan
region, China proposed the concept of a Himalayan federation consisting
of Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Nagaland, and the Northeast frontier area, now
called Arunachal Pradesh, in 1906, which was again revived in 1946.^ The
concept envisaged a China-guaranteed confederation of independent stales
as a buffer zone between it and India. As inheritors of the Raj, India re
jected the proposal, claiming a special relationship with Nepal, Sikkim,
and Bhutan and treating the area as its sphere of influence.

The Chinese suzerainty over Tibet had thus been firmly recognized
when the British withdrew from the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent in August
1947. The Tibetangovernment claimedextensiveterritories spreadingfrom
Assam to Ladakh, including Darjeeling and Sikkim. India took militaiy
action in Ladakh and Sikkim in 1948 and 1949, respectively, and covertly
supported Khamba tribes against Lhasa, forcing the PRC's move into Tibet
in 1950. Finally, Tibet was recognized by India as part of the PRC in 1954.

As proof of its policy of good neighbors, the PRC demarcated and
concluded border agreements with Burma in I960, with Nepal in I96I,

'Dorothy Woodmand, Himalayan Frontiers (New York: Praeger, 1969), pp. 90-91.

^R. C. Majumdar, Modem India, Part HI (London: Macmillan, I95I), p. 908,

^Parshotam Mehna, Tbe Nortb-Eastem Frontier, Vol. 2, 1914-1954 (New Delhi:
Oxford University Press, 1979), pp. 82-83.

8Ibid.

9D. E. Kennedy, Tbe Security ofSouthern Asia (London: Chatto & Windus, 1968),
p. 204.
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with Pakistan in 1963, and with Afghanistan in 1964. Today, the Chinese
provinces of Sinkiang and Tibet have common borders with five South
Asian countries. Therefore, the peace and security of the region are of
common concern as much for the countries of South Asia as for the PRC.

Contemporary Relations

Pakistan was one of the first countries and the first Muslim country
to accord diplomatic recognition to the PRC. OnJanuary 4, 1950,Pakistan
announced that it recognizes '*the Central government of the People's
Republic of China established at Peking as the de jure government of
China."io On September 25, 1950, advocating the PRCs admission to the
United Nations, Pakistan's Foreign Minister Zafarullah Khan said in the
General Assembly: ''China is not applying for admission to the U.N. It
is a member state, a permanent member of the Security Council, one of
the big Five. . . . It is entitled as of right to be represented in the United
Nations like every other member state."

The first Afro-Asian nations conference, held April 18-24, 1955, in
Bandung, was a milestone in the history of Pakistan-China relations as
the two countries had supported each other's stand in Bandung. It was
here that Prime Minister Muhammad Ali Bogra clarified Pakistan's posi
tion in SEATO, saying that Pakistanwould not be involved in the U.S.-China
conflict and that Pakistan has no fears from the PRC. Premier Zhou Enlai
accepted Pakistan's assurances. During this conference Zhou Enlai extend
ed an invitation to Prime Minister Bogra to visit the PRC,which was finally
undertaken by Prime Minister Suhrawardy in 1956. Three months later,
Zhou Enlai paid a return visit to Pakistan. Both leaders resolved to
"strengthen the relationship further despite the differences between the
political systems." 12

The Sino-Pakistan border agreement signed on March 3, 1963, was
a major landmark in Sino-Pakistanrelations. It demarcated a 300-kilometer
strategically vital frontier, beginning at the junction of Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and Sinkiang and running in a northeasterly direction to the
Karakoram Pass, a border that had never been surveyed or demarcated

^^Dawn (Karachi), January 5, 1950.

^^G.A.O.R. (General Assembly Office Record), 5th Session, 1950, 283 plenary
meeting, p. 97.

(Surveyof China Mainland Press)(Hong Kong),no. 1440, December 31,
1956.
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before and that had often been referred to as the "roof of the world/'
where five powers converged. In a magnanimous gesture, the PRC ceded
750 square miles of territory in its possession, including the Operang valley
and the salt-mining areas east of the Shimshal Pass,^^ whereas Pakistan did
not part with any territory under its actual control. This gesture is un
precedented in diplomatic history and speaks volumes for the goodwill
and friendship of the PRC. Simultaneously, the PRC, in its first categorical
announcement, stated that it had never accepted without any reservation
the position that Jammu and Kashmir were under Indian sovereignty. This
was in response to a protest note by the Indian government. Thus, the
PRC accorded de facto recognition to Pakistan's claim that Jammu and
Kashmir were disputed territory.^^

A civil aviation agreement between the PRC and Pakistan followed
on August 29, 1963, providing for an air link between the two countries
and for all facilities necessary to ensure the smooth flow of traffic between
Karachi, Dhaka, Canton, and Shanghai. Pakistan was the first South Asian
and first Muslim country to establish with China an air bridge across the
world's largest and highest mountain ranges. This agreement evoked a
strong protest from the United States, which was already alarmed at the
Pakistani foreign minister's statement in the National Assembly that if
Pakistan was attacked by India, it would be aided by the largest Asian
power.i5 U.S. Senator Wayne Morse called it "a breach in the free world

solidarity," and as a reprisal, the United States stopped economic aid
for the construction of a new airport at Dhaka.^^

During Premier Zhou Enlai's third visit to Pakistan in February 1964,
President Ayub Khan publicly declared that the people of Pakistan "favor
the convening of a second conference on Afro-Asian countries."^® The
preparatory meeting of twenty-two Afro-Asian countries' foreign ministers

^^Samina Yasmin, Pakistan's Relations with China, 1947-1979, Islamabad Papers
no. 9 (Islamabad: Institute of Strategic Studies, December 1980), p. 17.

i^lbid.

»51bid.

^^P. L. Bhola, Pakistan-China Relations: Air Transport Agreement Qaipur:
R.B.S.A. Publications, 1986), p. 114.

^^chard P. Stebbins, The United States in World Affairs 1963 (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1964), p. 174.

^^Dawn, February 21, 1964.
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held in Djakarta April 10-15, 1964, brought the PRC and Pakistan even
closer on regional perceptions.^^

President Ayub Khan visited the PRC in March 1965, and a joint com
munique referred to the PRC's abiding support for Pakistan's position on
Kashmir. Pakistan supported the PRC on a number of issues, like its right
to a seat in the United Nations, condemnation of nuclear proliferation,
and a call for a world summit conference to consider the prohibition and
destruction of nuclear weapons.

During the short Rann of Katch conflict between Pakistan and In
dia, the PRC supported Pakistan's case, and again in the September Indo-
Pakistan conflict, it stood by Pakistan.20 in 1969, the Soviet Union's con
cept of an Asian collective security system was denounced by Premier
Zhou Enlai and rejected by Pakistan.21

By 1970, the United States, under President Nixon, felt the geo-
strategic compulsion to establish a new superpower equilibrium in Asia
and turned to Pakistan for cooperation and assistance in establishing rap
prochement with the PRC. This decision by the United States was per
sonally carried and conveyed by President Yabya Khan of Pakistan in
November 1970, who persuaded Chairman Mao Tse-tung and Premier
Zhou Enlai to open a new chapter in their relations with the United States
and to avail themselves of benefits in economic, technological, and
strategic terms. 22

On the historic issue of the admission of the PRC to a permanent
seat in the Security Council, during the twenty-sixth session of the General
Assembly, on October 25, 1971, Pakistan cosponsored the Albanian resolu
tion, which met with resounding success after twenty-one years of
diplomatic efforts by the PRC, Pakistan, and other allies and well-wishers.
Out of twenty-two cosponsors of the resolution, eleven were Muslim
countries.

During Indian covert and overt military operations against East
Pakistan and subsequently India's attack on West Pakistan, the PRC again
provided diplomatic, moral, and material support to Pakistan. After the
fall of Dacca, Premier Zhou Enlai said, 'The fall of Dacca would be the

^^Dawn, April 22, 1964.

^^Peking Review, no. 37, September 10, 1965, p. 6.

'^^Washington Star, July 15, 1969; Peking Review, no. 27, July 4, 1969, pp. 22-23;
L. L. Whitten, '^Moscow's Anti-China Pact," The World Today.

22Henry Kissinger, White House Years, quoted in India Today, October 1, 1979,
p. 27.
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beginning of endless explosions, when international frontiers are disap
pearing, old spheres of influence crumbling, new ones emerging, so clmos
for the next twenty-five years.^^s Ethnic '^explosions'' have been occur
ring in Assam, Tripura, Darjeeling, East Punjab, Kashmir, South India, and
Sri Lanka. In the words of Zhou Enlai, India will "eat the bitter fruits of
its own making."2^^

Answering a question about the PRC's role in international affairs.
General Zia ul-Haq, on returning from the PRC in December 1977, said:
"Although our big neighbor called itself a developing country, because
Chinese were a modest people, I consider them as a superpower. . . .
I know China fairly well; I can say that they are peace-loving. They are
helping developing countries . . . they have helped Pakistan to stand on
its feet militarily and to develop indigenous capability. They have pro
vided economic help, which is without strings, and military aid without
any payments involved. There is no trace of expansionism so far asithe
Chinese were concerned. . . . China has a definite role to play—a role
toward maintenance of world peace." 25

PRC Vice Premier Geng Biao visited Pakistan in June 1978 on the
occasion of the inaugral ceremony of the Karakoram Highway per
formed by Pakistan's President Zia ul-Haq. At the state banquet, the Chinese
vice premier praised the completion of the highway as an outstanding
example of close friendship and cooperation between the two countries.
This highway, carved through the Karakoram mountain range, is a lasting
tribute to the daring 9,000 Chinese who worked with 15,000 Pakistani
workers. 27 The highway has opened up a new chapter in promoting tmde,
culture, commerce, and civilization in the northern areas of Pakistan and
the Xinjiang region, which had hitherto remained inaccessible.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 brought the two coun
tries closer as the PRC perceived it "as an escalation of aggression and

23InNoor A. Husain, "India Regional Foreign Policy: Strategic and Security Dimen
sions," Strategic Studies 8(1) (Autumn 1984):34.

'̂̂ K. Arif, "Chou En-lai's Speech at the Banquet," China-Pakistan Relations
(Lahore: Vanguard, 1984), pp. 133-34.

25Ibid., p. 176.

26Arif, China-Pakistan Relations, pp. 182-83.

27Duringits construction, 88 Chinese died and 154 Chinese workers were injured.
The Chinese labor graveyard at Danyore-Gilgit reminds us of the CMnese
contribution.
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expansion to a dangerous stage/Both the PRC and Pakistan consider
it a threat to the peace and security of the Gulf region, South Asia, and
Asia as a whole, endangering world peace and security. ^9 The PRC has
consistently and openly supported Pakistan's stand on Afghanistan at the
United Nations and in other international forums, and it continues to ex

tend humanitarian assistance to the Afghanistan refugees.

Economic Relations

Although dozens of trade and commerce agreements have been
undertaken, the first trade agreement between the PRC and Pakistan was
signed on January 4, 1963,^® the terms of which granted each country
most favored nation treatment in trade, commerce, and shipping.Within
the framework of this agreement, a number of barter contracts and trade
protocols were signed in subsequent years. The PRCextended four loans
covering trade and military aid during 1965. The total assistance rendered
was US$1.1 billion. These loans were due for repayment in 1974, but after
the 1971 war and the economic burden on Pakistan, the PRC, in a
magnanimous gesture, wrote off the loans. The loan, granted up to 1970,
amounted to US$2 billion, due for repayment in 1980. But after India's
aggression in East Pakistan in 1971, these loans were deferred for payment
for another twenty years.

In the post-1971 period, the continuity of economic assistance was
of greater value and significance. In 1972, a three-year commodity agree
ment was signed, at a total value of US$70 million. A new trade agree
ment was also signed in June 1972. This followed a number of border
trade and barter trade agreements. The November 1979 agreement per
tained to the supply of textile machinery worth US$3.5 million in the
private sector (for the first time by the PRC).

The PRC has charged reasonable prices on a cost basis and provided
credit for military hardware as well. Some loans have been extended for

28Arif, China-Pakistan Relations, p. 191.

29ibid., p. 189.

39See Appendix II, Agreement/Protocol Type.

3»Ibid.

32See Tkble 3 for border trade agreements. Details of barter trade agreements from
1966 to 1984 are reflected in Table 2. For overall trade, see Appendix II.
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further expenditure on factories, such as the heavy mechanical complex,
the heavy foundary and forge, and the tank and aircraft rebuild factories.
Trade during this period remained at an encouraging level,and a joint
ministerial commission was established in 1982 during the visit of Pre^-
dent Zia ul-Haq to the PRC to promote economic, trade, scientific, and
technical cooperation. Three meetings of the ministerial commission have
been held so far.

Military Relations

The advent of Sino-Pakistan military relations can be ascribed to
1963, when the border agreement was signed, but Pakistan turned toward
the PRC positively at the end of September 1965, when the United Statics
placed an arms embargo on Pakistan. Until then, Pakistan had been en
tirely dependent on the United States for its military hardware. In its hour
of desperate need to bolster Pakistan's defense and security, the PRC
agreed, toward the end of 1965, to provide military assistance.

During the 1971 war China again agreed to provide military
assistance. Premier Zhou Enlai was reported to have said to Pakistan's prime
minister in Beijing in February 1972: '*We are not ammunition merchants;
whatever your defense requirements are, they will be met gratis." Thus,
the PRC equipped more than three army divisions, a few tank regiments,
and artillery regiments of Pakistan army.

Chinese assistance has been substantial. In addition to guns and am
munition, more than 1,000 T-59 tanks were supplied.'^ Q-5 fighter air
craft equipped three squadrons, and the PRC's 170 F-6s have equipped
nine squadrons of the Pakistan Air Force. Similarly, the navy has a promi
nent component of about twenty-four crafts, comprising twelve Shanghai
II, four Hu Chuwan hydrofoils, four Huangfen (4 HY-2 SSM), and four
Hoku Class (2 HY-2). In addition, the PRC's military assistance includes
the technical upgrading of defense production factories and installations
that help Pakistan overhaul tanks, guns, and aircraft. Most spare parts ^e
also produced with Chinese assistance. In 1985, the Pakistan Ordinance
Factory at Wah started production of 12.7mm antiaircraft guns with
Chinese assistance. The PRC also helped set up a heavy rebuild factory
and Kamra Aeronautical complex. These two projects are being extended
further to help Pakistan in defense production and repair facilities. In

55For level and pattern, see Table 2.

^^The Military Balance, respective years.
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addition to many exchanges of delegations, the defense ministers of both
the countries haveexchangedvisits. Asignificantvisitwas that by the Naval
Squadron Ex-South Sea fleet, under Commander Nie Kuiju, comprising
a guided missile destroyer armed with HY-12 surface-to-surface missiles
(rangeabout 75 kilometers) and an ocean-goingoil and water supply ship,
all comprising about 500 personnel, which carried out a flag-showing mis
sion to Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Pakistan for the first time since 1949."

Cooperation in Other Fields

The PRC is also actively cooperating with Pakistan in the industrial
and power-generation field. It has helped Pakistan develop a steel-based
industry and in the establishment of heavy foundary and forge factories,
in addition to the heavy mechatiical complex at Ikxila. The PRC is also
helpingPakistanin its eneigy-developmentprogram and technical develop
ment in the fields of agriculture, oil, mushroom, and fisheries and is
assisting in the Guddu No. 4 thermal power project. This project has been
completed with Chinese aid and is producing 200 megawatts of electri
city. The heavy electrical complex agreement was signed in June 1985 to
construct this complex in Pakistan to fulfill its needs for electrical equip
ment. The foreign exchange component of US$12.07 million will be met
by the Chinese government. There are numerous other Chinese-assisted
programs and supplementary help under discussion between the two
governments, such as armament production units, an Islamabad sports
complex, the Larkana sugar mill, the Hazara fertilizer factory, the Ikrbela
cotton mill, transmission lines, more sugar mills for Punjab and Sind, and
a cement plant at Daud Khel. Greater cooperation and assistance in nuclear
technology for the generation of power and electricity as a result of the
September 1986 agreement is also envisi^ed.

Conclusion

For Pakistan, the PRC has been a model neighbor, a supplier of
substantial defense and economic assistance, and a pillar of strength and
security. As a demographic giant and an emerging superpower, the PRC
acts as a restraint on the hegemonic aspirations of India and other powers

""Chinese Navyin Afro-Asian Ocean (Strategem)," Strategic Studies 9(2) (1986):13.
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in Asia. In the words of our president,' 'No country in the world has been
so kind and generous, as China was after the 1965 war." During Foreign
Minister Sahibzada Yaqub Khan's visit to the PRC, Huang Hua said: "No
matter how stormy and unstable the international situation may be, the
Chinese government and people will always stand with the govemmeftt
and people of Pakistan in their struggle to safeguard their national in
dependence and state sovereignty and would oppose threats and in
terference from outside." Huang Hua added: "Deeply rooted in the heaifts
of the people, Sino-Pakistan friendship has a solid foundation."

'̂ A. R.K.Abbasi, "Thirty-FiveYears of Pakistan-China Relations," StrategicStud^
9(4) (1986):40.
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Appendix I

BASIC DATA ABOUT THE PRC

Date of Independence: October 1, 1949

1. Area of Independence

Population

Growth rate, 1979-83

Density

Number of Muslims

Types of other nationalities

Constitution in force

2. Per capita income, 1985

Per capita income, 1980

Per capita income rate of
increase, 1979-84

Total value of agricultural/
industrial output

Rate of growth gross value of
industrial and agricultural

Total state revenue, 1984

Total state expenditures, 1984

Foreign loans, 1984

Foreign exchange reserves
in mid-1985

Currency

Unit of currency

Exchange rate, prevalent on
September 23, 1985

3 . Total value of exports, 1984

Total value of imports, 1984

Thide deficit

9,597,000 square kilometers

1.02 billion (V4 of the world's
population) expected to be 1.20
billion by 2000

1.03 percent

107 per square kilometer

14.59 million

56

1982 (fourth)

US$350

US$300

6.8 percent {Source: World Bank
reports)

Over US$1,000 billion

14.2 percent

US$146.5 biUion

US$151.5 billion

US$3.50 billion

US$11 billion—Official. Actual

reserves are estimated as

8 billion.

Renminbi (PRC currency)

yuan

US$l-2.98

US$58 billion

US$62 billion

US$4 billion
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Appendix I, continued

4 . Trading partners in 1985 (in
billion yuan):

Japan
Hong Kong (Macao)
United States

EEC

ASEAN

Canada

U.S.S.R.

Australia

Brazil

5. Major exports

6. Major imports

31.36
22.9

14.5
12.4

6.6

3.0

2.9
2.6

1.9

Coal, crude oil, petroleum,
foodstuffs, tea, textiles,
cotton, rayon, cloth, silk and
satins, carpets, biUet forging,
grain processing machinery,
machine tools, bicycles, motor
vehicles, and surgical instruments

Cereals, coffee, sugar, cassettes,
sophisticated technology, steel,
and calculators

SOURCE: Compiled by the author from various official published sources.
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Appendix II

AGREEMENT/PROTOCOL TYPE

Serial Number/Year Type of Agreement (between the PRC and Pakistan)

27/53 Trade

12-13/56 Coal

46/56 Trade

30/56 Joint statement: Suhrwardy and Zhou Enlai,
December 24, 1956

32/58 Barter of rice, cotton, and jute
42/62 Agreement on the principles and immunities of the

International Atomic Energy Agency

40/63 Air Transport, amended December 26, 1972

3/63 Boundary demarcation

1/63 Trade

27/65 Economic and technical cooperation (terms of
repayment loan to the PRC)

3/65 Joint communique
56/66 Annual program of cultural exchange
42/66 Maritime transport
31/66 Record joint shipping services

14/67 Cultural exchange
27/68 Economic and technical cooperation

25/69 Boundary dispute between the PRC and Pakistan
10/70 Economic and technical cooperation
19/71 Three coastal cargo ships
20/71 Bank of China branch transfer

28/74 Trade protocol
39/74 Multipurpose stadium
46/74 Trade protocol
12/76 Scientific and technical cooperation
44/76 Border trade

4/77 Embassy
21/77 Border trade

23/77 Trade protocol
14/78 Border trade

15/78 Sale of ship

11/79 Tirade protocol

12/79 Border trade

8/80 Border trade
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Appendix II, continued

Serial Number/Year Type of Agreement (between the PRC and Pakistan)

9/80 Trade protocol
38/82 Khunjerab Pass opening
7/84 Barter trade protocol no. 13
11/85 Border trade

1/86 Note on joint boundary inspection committee
2/86 Note on chief representation
3/86 Opening of Khunjerab Pass for foreigners on

May 1, 1986
?/86 Agreement on cooperation in science and nuclear

technology

SOURCE: Compiled by the author from various sources.
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Tkble 1

VOLUME OF OVERALL PRC-PAKISTAN TRADE

SINCE 1971-72

(US$ millions)

Year

Exports to
Pakistan^

Exports to
the PRC' Balance (Pakistan)

1971-72 24.33 16.72 7.71

1973 19.34 34.12 - 14.88

1974 3.97 57.67 - 53.70

1975 15.01 53.49 - 38.48

1976 17.55 54.94 - 37.39

1977 9.73 63.99 - 54.26
1978 38.65 62.43 - 23.78

1979 14.41 99.06 -74.65
1980 145.63 147.86 - 2.23

1981 360.69 178.32 162.37
1982 1,55939 1,891.24 - 331.85

1983 1,680.24 1,791.17 - 110.93

1984 770.30 1,706.17 - 935.87

1985
(July-May) 964.38 2,249.05 -1,279.67

^Raw cotton, cotton yarn, cotton textile, leather, and leather goods.
^Machinery tools, iron, steel, steel goods, coal, coak, chemical paper, and board and
urea papers.

SOURCE: Compiled by the author from various sources.
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Tkble 2

BARTER TRADE AGREEMENTS

(US$ millions)

Barter Protocol Number Year Total

1. 1966 10.51
2. 1968 12.85
3. 1970 13.55
4. 1972 10.91
5. 1974 19.10
6. 1975 21.12
7. 1977 24.00
8. 1979 26.00
9. 1980 28.50

10. 1981 20.00
11. 1982 18.00
12. 1983 16.00
13. 1984 15.00

SOURCE; Compiled by the author from official records.
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Table 3

BORDER TRADE AGREEMENTS

(Rs. millions)

Border Protocol Number Year Total

1. 1969 2.40
2. 1970 2.68
3. 1971 4.50
4. 1972 10.00
5. 1973 12.00
6. 1974 14.00
7. 1975 25.00
8. 1976 30.00
9. 1977 30.00

10. 1978 32.00
11. 1979 34.00
12. 1980 36.00
13. 1981 39.00
14. 1982 41.00
15. 1983 43.00
16. 1984 45.00

SOURCE: A. R. K. Abbasi, "Thirty-Five Years ofPakistan-China Relations,'
Strategic Studies 9(2) (1986):40.
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Table 4

GRANT ASSISTANCE: AGREEMENTS SIGNED

AND CREDITS/LOANS RECEIVED BY

PAKISTAN FROM THE PRC 1979-80
(US$ millions)

PeriodATear Grants Loans/Credits

Before first plan —

First plan (1955-60) — —

Second plan (1960-65) 60.000 —

Third plan (1965-70) 46.363 —

1970-71 — 217.391
1971-72 — —

1972-73 — —

1973-74 — —

1974-75 — —

1975-76 — 4.293
1976-77 — —

1977-78 — 5.718

1978-79 — 3.618
1979-80

(July-March) — —

SOURCE; Pakistan Economic Survey, 1979-80 (Islamabad, 1980),pp. 160, 162.
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Table 5

TERMS OF FOREIGN LOANS AND CREDITS

CONTRACTED BY PAKISTAN WITH THE PRC

(US$ million)

Year Amount Interest Rate Amortization Years

1970-71 217.391 0 40

1971-72 — — —

1972-73 — — —

1973-74 — — —

1974-75 — — —

1975-76 4.293 4.5 7

1976-77 — — —

1977-78 5.718 4.5-5.0 6.5
1978-79 3.618 4.5 6

1979-80
0uly-March) — — —

SOURCE: Pakistan, Finance Division, Economic Adviser's Wing, Pakistan Economic Survey,
1979-80 (Islamabad, 1980), pp. 154, 156, 158.

Table 6

OUTSTANDING EXTERNAL INDEBTEDNESS OF PAKISTAN
TO THE PRC AS OF JUNE 30, 1979

(payable in foreign exchange) (US$ millions)

Disbursed and
Outstanding Not Disbursed Total Debt

Lending Country (1) (2) (1 + 2)

Loans 116.587 186.187 302.774
Export credit 3.846 5-182 9.028
Guaranteed credit — 2.031 2.031

Total 120.433 193-400 313-833

SOURCE: Pakistan, Finance Division, Economic Adviser's Wing, Pakistan Economic Survey,
1979-80 (Islamabad, 1980), p. 144.



10. Pakistan's Relations with

India and South Asia

FAHMIDA ASHRAF

Introduction

South Asia, as it is commonly known today, is a fairly well-defined
region in the international system. For the purpose of this chapter, it com
prises seven countries, namely, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Maldives,
Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka, although Burma and southern Afghanis^n
could also be geopolitically considered part of this region. Apart from
their own internal political problems, some of them have interstate disputes
as well, such as the Kashmir issue between India and Pakistan, the Ganges
water dispute between India and Bangladesh, and strained relations be
tween India and Sri Lanka. The region has common borders with Centiral
Asia, West Asia, the People's Republic of China, and Southeast Asia.
Developments on its periphery geopolitically bring South Asia in contact
with these regions and their countries as well. The Russian military oc
cupation of Afghanistan, the Iranian revolution, the Iran-Iraq war, and the
protection of the oil reserves of West Asia have heightened the
interests of the two superpowers in these regions, thereby highlighting
its geostrategic importance.

Pakistan, situated at the crossroads of South Asia, Central Asia, and
West Asia, acquired in the 1980s a unique geostrategic role after the Soviet
occupation of the security zone of these regions—Afghanistan. As an im
portant member of the South Asian fraternity, Pakistan is bound to play
a major role in the affairs of South Asia. In this chapter we discuss Pakistan's
relations with India and other South Asian countries and the efforts diat

are being made to promote regional stability and cooperation.

Pakistan's Relations with India

In 1947, when the British withdrew from the subcontinent, a parti
tion scheme was agreed to by all the parties concerned, but, unfortu-
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nately, relations between India and Pakistan were and still continue to be
strained.^ Pakistan's attempts at normalizing relations have not been
amicably received by India. India, a far bigger country than Pakistan, in
herited a well-established administrative machinery and a better economy
whereas Pakistan has had to build itself up from scratch.

In its relations with India, Pakistan has desired an amicable settle
ment of disputes without use of force, noninterference in the internal af
fairs of each other, and a South Asia free of any power's hegemonistic
control. Unfortunately, since 1947, India has been following a policy of
coercive diplomacy and interventionist strategy against Pakistan, as it has
not been able to reconcile the realities of the new situation. In short, In
dia accepted the division of the subcontinent with reservation and tried
its best to smother Pakistan in its crib. The All-India Congress Commit
tee, in its resolution accepting partition, said: **The pictureof Indiawe
have learned to cherish will remain in our minds and hearts. The All-India

Congress Committee earnestly trusts that when present passions have sub
sided, India's problems will be viewed in their proper perspective and
the false doctrine of two nations will be discredited and discarded by all."
A ye^ after partition, Vincent Sheehan wrote in the New York Herald
Tribune: "I do not take all Pakistani statements for gospel by any means.
But all the facts adduced, taken together, do seem to support the general
case, which is that India wishes to destroy Pakistan as rapidly as possible
so as to restore it to the dominion of Delhi."^ As a result, Pakistan and
India were involved in four unfortunate armed conflicts during a short
period of twenty-three years—the last one in I97I when Pakistan was dis
membered by Indian covert and, later, overt military operations.

After the signing of the Simla Agreement in 1972, the process of nor
malizing relations with India continued until India's so-called *'peaceful"
nuclear explosion in 1974. Pakistan not only lodged a protest, but suc
cessfully campaigned in the United Nations for declaring Southeast Asia
a nuclear free zone. A resolution to this effect was also passed by the
General Assembly. ^ Relations with India took a favorable turn when the
Janata Party came to power in India in 1977. In the tradition of the Indus
Basin treaty, the Salal Dam issue was resolved through negotiations and

^See S. M. Burke, Mainsprings of Indian and Pakistani Foreign Policies (Min
neapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1974), pp. 118-31.

2Ibid., pp. 51-58.

^Mahmood Safdar, A Political Study ofPakistan (Lahore: Educational Book Co.,
1984), p. 203.
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an agreement was signed in April 1978.''Visits were also exchanged be
tween the foreign ministers of Pakistan and India, and relations were
reviewed.

The Indian government was also critical of Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan in December 1979. On December 31 Prime Minister Charan
•Singh told the Soviet ambassador in India that intervention would have
far-reaching consequences for the region and suggested withdrawal' of
Soviet troops from Afghanistan.' Unfortunately, as in the past, the elec
tions of 1980 changed the Indian government's attitude toward Pakistan.
It also criticized the U.S. decision to lift the arms embargo against Pakistan
after the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.

With that intervention and the return of Indira Gandhi to power in
1980, Indo-Pakistan relations began ^ain to show signs ofstress and strain.
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the security zone of South Asia,
changed the geostrategic balance of the South Asianregion. Pakistan now
faces over 100,000 Soviet troops across a frontier of approximately 2,200
kilometers, which has over 350 passes and would require an inordinate
number of Pakistani troops to defend. The "Brahmaniac" ruling elite in
India continued to raise the usual hue and cry over Pakistan's modest
efforts to modernize its armed forces after a lapse of almost fifteen
years.

In meetings at the ministerial and foreign secretary level, however,
continued efforts were made to normalize relations, allay suspicions, and
counter India's coercive diplomacy. On April 18, 1980, President Zia ul-
Haq and Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, for the first time, had a meeting
at Salisbury while attending the independence celebrations of Zimbabwe.
They discussed Afghanistanand other regional problems. In continuation
of these efforts. Foreign Minister Agha Shahi visited New DelhiJuly 13^17,
1980.® Thereafter, a further round of talks between the two foreign
ministers was held and in July 1981, Shahi, during his visit to New Delhi,
formallyproposed that both countries should determine the levelof aritned
forces and armaments by mutual agreement. In the same year, Pakistan
also proposed that both countries should declare South Asiaa nuclear free
zone, agree to inspection of nuclear installations, sign a nonproliferation
treaty, and accept a proposal for banning the manufacture or testing of

<Ibid., p. 213.

^Pakistan Year Book, 8th ed. (Karachi: East and West Publishing Co., 1980-81),
p. 222.

«Ihid., pp. 227-28.
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nuclear weapons. Pakistan also offered to negotiate a no-war pact with
India, a proposal that was originally Indian, dating back to 1949-^

As usual, the Indian leadership's reaction was negative. Gandhi, ad
vised by a "kitchen" cabinet, repeated her allegation that the supply of
U.S. arms to Pakistan had created an atmosphere of confrontation. Call
ing it "a trap," she charged that the no-war pact offer made no sense as
Pakistan was preparing for war and at the same time talking ofpeace. The
Indian foreign minister described the Pakistani proposals as a propa
ganda ploy and rejected them.^

However, diplomatic notes that identified points considered ap
propriate for inclusion in the proposed agreement were exchanged. In
reply to an Indian aide's memo of December 24, I98I, Pakistan's eight-
point memo contained two specific points: renunciation of force and a
peaceful settlement of disputes through arbitration.' India apprehended
that the proposed pact was intended to dilute the spirit of bilateralism
provided in the Simla Agreement and thus raise the Kashmir issue at an
international forum. Pakistan believes that its legitimate right to raise the
Kashmir issue at an interiutional forum is not in any way negated by the
Simla Agreement and that it has a right to do so.

Pakistan wanted to strengthen its relations with India on the basis
of sovereign equality, viewing that its moderate program of acquiring
weapons cannot disturb the balance of power in the region. Further
negotiations continued, and India proposed the establishment of a joint
commission to review and promote bilateral relations. In reply to Pakistan's
proposal for a no-war pact, India formally proposed a treaty of peace,
friendship, and cooperation in August 1982, whereas Pakistan's offei; made
in I98I, remained pending."

A formal agreement for establishing a joint conunission was signed
during President Zia's visit to New Delhi in March 1983 in connection
with the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM)summit." The inaugural session
of the joint commission was held in June 1983, when four subcommis-
sions dealing with trade, agriculture and industrial cooperation, scientific
collaboration, and culture and education were set up. The subcommis-

''Pakistan T^ar Book, 10th ed. (Karachi: East and West Publishing Co., 1982-83),
p. 229.

'Ibid., p. 231.

'Ibid., p. 223.

"Ibid., p. 236.

"Safdar, A Political Study ofPakistan, p. 215.
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sions held a series of working sessions, and their recommendations were
adopted by the joint commission. Meanwhile, Indo-Pakistan relations again
came under a cloud when, in August 1983, the Indian prime minister and
foreign minister, as part of coercive diplomacy, issued statements sup
porting the Movement for Restoration of Democracy in Pakistan, thus in
terfering in Pakistan's internal affairs.

A seminar on the Sindhi language, held in India, was inaugurated
by Gandhi, wherein Indian members of Parliament openly called for the
integration of Sind with India.'^ India accused Pakistanof supporting the
Sikh movement ofKhalistan and continued to repeat the allegation despite
Pakistan's repeated denials. As part of interventionist strategy in 1982, In
dia also militarily occupied the Siachen glacier, which was considered a
part of the northern areas under Pakistan'scontrol. Aspart of its coercive
diplomacy, India also continued to allege that Pakistan was developing
a nuclear capability in spite of Pakistan's repeated declaration that its pro
gram is purely for peaceful purposes. In order to remove misperceptions,
Pakistan has proposed (I) a declaration making South Asia a nuclear
weapons free zone, including the renunciation of nuclear weapons;; (2)
a joint declaration by South Asian countries to renounce nuclear weapons;
(3) reciprocal inspection of each other's nuclear installations; (4)placing
all nuclear facilities under nondiscriminatory international safeguards; and
(5) the signing of a nonproliferation treaty by both countries. These con
crete measures havebeen rejected by India, which conducted a nudear
explosion in 1974.

In yet another effort to improve relations. President Zia, while re
turning from Dhaka after attending the South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) summit in December 1985, stopped in New
Delhi to discuss bilateral relations,'^ and an understanding was reached
that the two countries would not attack each other's nuclear installations.
They also agreed to discuss the Siachen issue and the proposals for a no-
war pact and treaty ofpeace, friendship, and cooperation at the secre^al
level. Subsequent meetings were held, but a settlement is yet to be
reached because of India's internal political pressures. India's peculh^ in
terpretation of bUateralism in the proposed friendship treaty governing
the whole range of Indo-Pakistan relations, including the case of Kashmir,
is intended to compromise Pakistan's sovereignty and independence. While
the proposed friendship treaty's draft provides for the prohibition ofbases,
it is silent on more relevant principles, such as nonintervention and

"Ibid., p. 216.

^^Dawn (Karachi), December 19, 1985.
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noninterference in internal affairs, sovereign equality, and abandotunent
of hegemony by the larger power in South Asia.

Rajiv Gandhi plaimed to visit Pakistan in the first quarter of 1986,
hut the visit has not taken place, and the distrust between the two coun
tries continues to persist because of the compulsions of India's internal
politics. Moreover, Pakistan's proposal of a nonaggression pact made in
1981 and India's proposal of a treaty of peace, friendship, and coopera
tion made in 1982 are still under consideration. We will see if these
negotiations will come to any successful conclusion.

Regional Cooperation

On the bilateral level, Pakistan's relations with other South Asian
countries, namely, Bangladesh, Bhutan, the Maldives, Nepal, and Sri Lanka,
are cordial and based on respect for each other's sovereign status.
Economic cooperation and trade relations are developing, with no areas
of conflict. Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sri Lanka have supported Pakistan's
stand on the Afghanistan issue and have been cooperating with one
another in NAM.

As in the case of Pakistan, the Indian ruling elite also practices the
policy of coercive diplomacy and interventionist strategy against other
South Asian countries. In 1949, it occupied Sikkim and concluded a trea
ty with Bhutan whereby the foreign relations and economy of Bhutan are
controlled by India. In 1950, it imposed a treaty on Nepal involving it
in the Indian security system.'"* Sri Lanka has voiced several protests against
India for its role in the Ikmil-Sinhaiese conflict, accusing India of involve
ment in Sri Lanka's internal affairs by harboring and training Ikmil
insurgents.

At the regional level, Pakistan's cooperation with other South Asian
countries is of paramount importance. The idea of regional cooperation
emerged as SAARC in December 1985." The approved charter states

'•*For details, consult Lome J. Kavic, India's Questfor Security: Defense Policies,
1947-1965 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967).

"The idea was conceived and proposed by President Zia ur-Rehman of Bangladesh
in May 1980. In November 1980, he circulated a working paper suggesting a
meeting of the foreign secretaries at Colombo, Sri Lanka, to discuss the concept
of cooperation. Since then, secretary/minister level meetings were held in Col
ombo (April 1981), Khathmandu (November 1981), Islamabad (August 1982), Dhaka
(March 1982), Mali (July 1984), and Thimpu (May 1985). Finally, in December 1985
the heads of state met at summit level in Dhaka and approved the charter of the
organization.
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that "cooperation within the framework of the association shall be based
on respect for the principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity,
political independence, noninterference in the internal affairs of other
states, and mutual benefit."*® Meetings of the various subcommittees, as
laid down in the charter, have been taking place in their respective fields,
such as civil aviation, rural development, antiterrorism, and narcotics. The
second annual meeting of the heads of states was held at Bangalore (In
dia) in November 1986.

The success of the regional cooperation association depends on the
attitude of India toward its smaller neighbors. In this connection on May
10, 1985, Sri Lanka threatened to withdraw from SAARC because of the
Indian government's attitude on the 'Bunil issue. The matter was, however,
amicably resolved as a result of mediatory role played by President 2ia.
Sri Lanla attended the foreign ministers' meeting in Bhutan on May 13,
1985, calling for preparatory work for the first summit meeting to he held
in December 1985. Only regional cooperation based on mutual trust and
sovereign equality will result in security in the region and resistance to
foreign intervention. However, there is one major external factor that con
tinues to cast its shadow heavily on the South Asian region; that is India's
treaty and alignment with the Soviet Union, in spite of India's historic
championship of neutrality and nonalignment.

The twenty-year, 1971 Indo-Soviet treaty virtually makes India and
Afghanistan the two pillars of Brezhnev's "Asian Collective Security
System," refurbished by Gorbachev with a new name, the All-Asia Fonun.**
This, together with the fact that almost 60 to 70 percent of imported In
dian military hardware, including aircraft, tanks, and submarines, is of
Soviet origin has been generating, since 1971, a new arms race in South
Asia. This has serious long-term strategic implications, not only for the
countries of South Asia but also for West Asia, Southeast Asia, and the
Afro-Asian region.

During his visit to Australia, Rajiv Gandhi is reported to have said
on October 16, 1986, that the military assistance Pakistan is getting from
the United States would have to be equally matched by India. However,
he brushed aside a question whether India was spending $25 million
daily on military expenditure by saying, "Ours is one of the lowest
spending on armaments in terms of our gross national product."" Neither

*«See text of the SAARC charter in Strategic Studies 9(2) (Winter 1986):90.

"Pakistan Times (Lahore), May 12, 1985.

'»See Gorbachev's speech delivered at Valdivostok, Daily Review, July 29, 1986.

"Times of India, October 16, 1986.
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India nor Pakistan can afford to engage in an arms race, especially when
half the Indian population is living below the poverty line, and there are
various levels of insurgency in East Punjab, Darjeeling, and Tripura.

Peace, progress, and stability in this region depend on a harmonious
relationship among its member states and on sovereign equality irrespec
tive of the size of its members. Pakistan continues its efforts to improve
its relations with India on the basis of sovereign equality, national in
dependence, noninterference, and mutual goodwill. Unfortunately, the
Indian ruling elite's policy of coercive diplomacy and interventionist
strategy has proved to be a stumbling block in achieving any real and
substantial progress and goodwill. As the biggest country in the region,
it is up to India to gain the confidence of its smaller and poorer neighbors.
Unless this is accomplished, it will be difficult to attain stability in the
region, which is now all the more vital in view of the Russian occupation
of Afghanistan—the geostrategic security zone of South Asia. India should
realize that as warden of this region, a strong, friendly Pakistan is essen
tial for its security, as well as for the security and stability of the whole
region. Toward that realization, the United States, which has fought three
major and costly wars in Asia since 1941, can play a vital role.



11. U.S. Relations with India

and Its Neighbors

THOMAS PERRY THORNTON

The felations of the United States with South Asia are in some respects
typical of U.S. relations with any part of the Third World—a mixture of
bilateral interests, intrusion of concerns from the global and transregional
arenas, and the impact of the intraregional developments in South Asia
itself. The balance of these factors in South Asia differs in many respects
from other areas of the Third World—e.g.. Central America or Southern
Africa. In South Asia, the bilateral relationships are especially weak; the
global intrusiotis are extensive but less than volatile; transregional con
cerns (especially the Persian Gulf but also China) are strong; and the in
ternal dynamics of South Asia itself have an especially important impact
on U.S. policy choices.

South Asia is both a region and a collectivity of individual nations,
and we shall look at it from both perspectives, as well as factoring in im
portant outside influences. By definition, this chapter is not concerned
with the U.S.-Pakistan relationship; but given the importance that Pakistan
plays in South Asian affairs, Pakistan must be a well-appreciated presence
in the background.

Bilateral Relationships

Relations with Bhutan are certainiy the most uncomplicated of any
that the United States has with a South Asian state for the simple reason
that they are minimal. Since the late 1950s, Bhutan has followed a three
fold diplomatic course designed first to keep the goodwill and support
of India, then to gain added recognition of its independent status, while
avoiding entanglement with international politics outside South Asia.' The
second of these goals would point toward more formal and extensive rela
tions with the United States, but the other two do not, and the Bhutaiiese

'See Leo E. Rose, The Politics ofBhutan (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press,
1977), ch. 4, esp. p. 100.
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have moved circumspectly in dealing with Washington. Aside from In
dia, Bhutan exchanges ambassadors with only Nepal and Bangladesh; any
attempt to extend this to Washington would probably incur Indian dis
pleasure, and require, forbalance's sake, the exchange ofambassadors with
Moscow. The two countries encounter each other in the United Nations,
and the Bhutaneseforeignminister is no stranger to the United States; the
staffof the Americanembassyin NewDelhi, in turn, occasionallysamples
the considerable delights of Bhutan. These contacts are amiable, and the
United States is receptive to Bhutanese initiative aimed at strengthening
them; but the initiative is left to the Bhutanese. Since it stretches the im
agination to think of any interest that the United States needs to pursue
moreintensively in the highHimalayas, Bhutan's cautious approachis fully
acceptable in Washington.

At the other end of South Asia, U.S. relations with the Maldive Islands
are also extremely thin. There isa smallamount of trade between the two
countries, some American tourists visit the islands, and the United States
provides a very modestamount of food and educationassistance. There
is,however, no Maldavian ambassador in Washington, and the UnitedStates
is represented in Male only by a consular agent; our ambassador in Sri
Lanka is accredited to the Maldives, and he and his staff make regular visits
there.

While it is difficult to think of any potential U.S. interest in Bhutan,
the location of the Maldives could make them of some interest in Wash
ington. The British long maintained an air station at Gan, in the south
of the archipelago, and the Maldives could offer a promisingsite for bases
for an outside power that sought to establisha navalpresence in the In
dian Ocean. Given our access to Diego Garcia, however, the Maldives are
of no immediate interest as a possible American base site; and despite oc
casional rumors of Soviet interest there, Moscow would seem unlikely to
force its presence in the face of an inevitably hostile Indian reaction. For
the time being, at least, the Maldives do not figuresignificantly in American
calculations about South Asia.

Contaas between the United States and Nepal are qualitatively greater
than those with Bhutan and the Maldives. There has been an American
ambassador in Kathmandu since 1959; we have maintained a significant
aid program there; and Nepal is strategically located between two coun
tries of importance to the UnitedStates—India and China. Indeed, in the
period following the Sino-India War of 1962, Nepal figured extensively
in American thinking about South Asia. Washington became deeply in
volved in the East-West Highway project and other programs designed to
strengthen Nepalagainst any possible Chinesepressure and to ensurethat
it formed a strong forward buffer for India. Times have changed since
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1962 and there is little concern now in Washington. The Chinese threat
has dwindled; the Nepalese have shown considerable skill in managmg
their affairs; and American concerns about Indian security are markedly
reduced.2

Nonetheless, the United States continues to pursue an active role,
for it is interested in a strong and independent Nepal. Disarray there could
tempt Indian and Chinese meddling and trigger a conflict posing great
difficulties for the United States. That does not seem to be a significtot
problem for now at least, but any program that strengthens Nepal without
precipitating undue concern in New Delhi will serve also to underpin
Nepalese independence. In addition, support to Nepal is warranted on
humanitarian grounds since most of the indicies of world poverty plicc
Nepal very near the botton of the list.

The principal manifestation of U.S. concern is the U.S. aid program.
Since the inception of the program in 1951, the United Stateshas provided
about 8350 million in various forms of assistance to Nepal, and there is
extensive Peace Corps involvement. Most recently, the United Statesprom
ised in 1983 a five-year program that would result in a flow of 875 million,
and the first years of the program have run at a slightly higher rate than
that. Despite Nepal's lack of a coherent development program and the
cuts mandated under the Gramm-Rudman budget act, Nepal will probably
continue to receive funds at almost a 815 million annual level.

Relations otherwise run on smoothly. The annualchronicleof N^al
published by Asian Survey for 1982, for example, could find nothing more
exciting to report than a contretemps over the handling of the American
ambassador's baggage in Kathmandu. There are minor disagreements over
human rights issues and Nepal's policy of forbidding religious conversions,
but Nepal's rather idiosyncratic political system seems to function md
be acceptable to the population, thus attraaing little attention in the United
States. A royal visit early in the Reagan administration and an appearance
by Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick in Nepal in August 1981 marked long
time high points in the relationship. Tradeproblems affecting Nepal's grow
ing exports of manufactured garments to the United States were settled
amicably in the spring of 1986, and Nepal's considerable macroeconomic
problems are mainly issues with the international lending organizations
rather than with the United States directly.

U.S. relations with Sri Lanka are a significant step up the diplomatic
ladder for a combination of reasons, including Sri Lanka's tradition^y

2See Leo E. Rose,Nepal: Strategyfor Survival (Berkeleyand LosAngeles:University
of California Press, 1971); and Rishikesh Shaha, Nepali Politics: Retrospect and
Prospect, 2d ed. (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1978), chs. 3 and 4.
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higher international posture, much more extensive bilateral interests, and
thedomestic problems ofthatmost troubled island. The relationship has
not always beena smooth one, asSri Lanka's international policies have
shiftedback and forth between left-leaning nonalignment and fairlysolid
support ofWestern positions, and its domestic policies from extremes of
welfare socialism to reliance on market forces. American interest in the
afhiirs of Sri Lanka has also changed, depending on U.S. appraisalof Sri
Lanka's position in global politics, on concern with the Indian Ocean,
and on considerations of the extent to which Sri Lankamight be something
of a model for the kinds of development policies favored in Washington.

With the election of the J. R.Jayawardene government in 1977,most
of the signs became favorable for the relationship. Sri Lanka's market-
oriented development has enchanted the Reagan administration just as
its focus on basic human needs had pleased the Carter administration.
Jayawardene's strongly pro-Western policies have been welcome inWash
ington throughout the entire period, and the striking success ofSri Lanka's
economic programs resulted in levels of assistance that are unparalleled
on a per capita basis for South Asia (five times as great as for instance,
as U.S. aid to India), and indeed rankamongthe world'shighest. Jayawar
dene'sincreasing authoritarianism hasraised feweyebrows in the Reagan
administration.

Some very dark clouds have, however, come to overshadow the
generally warm ties between Washington andColombo, especially theim
pactofcommunal tension on the island. TheU.S. government unequivo
cally supports theintegrity of Sri Lanka andcondemns theclassic terrorist
tactics that the Tkmil insurgentshaveso skillfully used. The liunils have,
however, been adept in cultivating public opinion in the United States,
while the SriLankan governmenthas madelittle effort to put itscaseacross
to the broader American public. (It should be emphasized that even on
an issue like this the total' 'attentive public'' in the United States is at most
a few thousand people.)

The insurgency had no significant ill effects on the U.S.-Sri Lanka
relationship as long as it remained localized and, essentially, a small if
bloodyterroristoperation. Overthe past yearor so,however, Americans
havebeen disturbed by some basicshifts in the situation on the island.
First of all, the Tkmils' terrorist techniques have succeeded in fatming
Sinhalese racismand provoking overreaction by an iU-trained SriLankan
military, thereby solidifying popular Timil support for a cause that had
originally been espoused byfew andat thesame time raising a high degree
of international concern about the policies of the Sri Lankan government,
especially its respect for human rights. The excesses of the military are
well documented, and when a goveriunenthas to bomb and strafeone of
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its own largest cities 0affna), there is clearly something fundaments|lly
wrong with its policies.

The plight of the Colombo government is inevitably of concent to
^Khshington. In addition to a strong general preference for a stable, nniflpH
SriLanka, the Reagan administration is particularlyattentiveto the sym
bolsespoused bytheJayawardene govertunent—anticommunism, support
for U.S. positionsat the United Nations, resistance to terrorism, andpreser
vation of a free market economy. In addition, SriLanka has provided the
site for a new transmitter that the Voice of America badly needs if if is
to get its message into the Central Asian regions of the Soviet Union. The
Marxist-Leninist proclivities of some of the Ikmil separatists are far from
reassuring about the future orientation of a Ikmil state on the island.

Strategically, Sri Lanka remains a potentially vital site in the Indian
Ocean that must be at a minimum denied to the Soviet Union, if not util
ized by the United States. There are rumors that Sri Lanka has in fact of
fered the UnitedStates Navy access to its facilities in return for support
against its domestic enemies and that the United States has sought the use
of Urincomalee. These rumors havebeen categorically denied, but they
do point up elements of a deal that would have been extremely attractive
to some American policymakers and would have been compatible utth
the rhetoric of the early Reagan years.

Jayawardene understandably feels entitled to the strongest possible
support from his fellow septuagenarian in Washington, but the Uniited
Stateshas largely stood aside from the security problems ofSri Lanka.Re
quests for arms aid have been discouraged, and there has been no evi
dent interestin the development of closer security relationships, even those
that would be of distinct benefit to the UnitedStates (such as basingor
prepositioning in THncomalee).' An active schedule of ship visits has been
maintained, but there seems to be no desire—on the American side at
least—togo beyond that. The September 1983 visit of Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger to Sri Lanka was predictably viewed with forebotfing
in Indiabut led to no U.S.-Sri Lankamilitaryrelationshipbeyond the ongo
ing program of ship visits for recreational purposes.

Economic assistance is at least as important to Sri Lanka as is military
aid. High levels of international support (including fix)m the United Stales)
have been regularly maintained over the past years, helping Colombo to
fight an increasingly costly internal war without cutting back too drs^ti-
cally on its economic growth programs. Under the circumstances, real
growth of 4 percent in 1985 is an impressive achievement.

'See Asian Recorder, 1984, p. 11159.
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The economic outlook is not, however, bright. Growing military
costs put an ever-greater burden on the govenment's finances, and the
deficit is rising rapidly. These economic pressures have come precisely
when American assistance began to taper off because of (1) budgetary
pressures intheUnited States symbolized bytheGramm-Rudman actand
(2) the completion of the Mahaweli Ganga project thathad consumed a
very large part ofU.S. aid to Sri Lanka. Thus the U.S. fiscal year 1986 aid
budget proposed only $20 million for Sri Lanka in comparison to $32
million in the previous year. The U.S. govenunent asserts—and there is
little reason to disbelieve—that reduction in aid to Sri Lanka is not a reflec
tion of lessening support for the Sri Lanka government or an expression
ofdispleasure over itsdomestic policies. Certainly $20 million isasubstan
tial figure when one realizes that the population ofSri Lanka is only 16
million and that Sri Lanka is scarcely a frontline state in terms of American
policy concerns.

From Sri Lanka's point of view, however, this is a time when the
United States shouldbe greatly increasing its supportto a nationthat has
demonstrated real friendship for the United States and support for its
policies but has now fallen on its hour of need. It appears, however,
that Washington sees its role asmarginal in the face of the island's press
ingcommunal problems and recognizes that the solution to themis not
going tobefound through simple application ofarmed force by theCol
ombo government or exceptional infusions of U.S. aid. Thekey toa solu
tion lies in a political compromise between the contending actors, and
ina larger sense, within the regional setting, since Indian interests aredi
rectly involved. Recognizing that it does not have the capability to be a
decisive part of the solution to Sri Lanka's difficulties, Washington has
apparently decided nottobecome partoftheproblem by inserting itself
ineffectively.

The last of the "smaller" nations to be discussed (and only in South
Asia does a nation of 100 million count as "small") is Bangladesh. It is
hard to think of any state whose manner of coming into existence so
predestined it for had relations with the United States. The American
government had steadfastly opposed thebreakup of Pakistan in 1971 and
had shown concern for the plight of the Bengalis only under strong
pressure from public opinion. Thelast-minute, unsuccessful intervention
of the UnitedStates Navy served only to solidifyIndian(and Bangladeshi)
bitterness toward the United States. The Soviet Union, on the other hand,
ultimately backedMrs. Gandhi'sdecisionto support an independentEast
Bengal, andafter 1971 both Indiaandthe Soviet Union couldbask in the
success of their policies while the United States and Pakistan were faced
with faUure, albeit of very different degree. The new Bangladeshgovern
mentwas staunchly pro-Indian andseemed to follow India's domestic and
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foreignlead at a time of great Indian bitterness toward the U.S. There was,
then, little hopeful prospect for U.S.-Bangladesh relations.

Yet only a few years later the picture had changed radically, and die
United States enjoyed close and friendly ties with Dhaka—a situation that
has persisted up to the present.'* Despite all that had gone before, the
government of Bangladesh found it advisable to mend its relationship with
Washington. First, of course, the UnitedStates is not exactly a negligible
quantity in international relations, and even a nation with such bitter
memories as Bangladesh necessarily took that into account. Second, the
new nation was confronted with horrendous economic problems that
could not be met by the efforts of India and the Soviet Union. Newly
elected PresidentMujib had to look elsewhere, and that inevitably meant
the United States and the internationallendinginstitutions dominatedby
Washington.

The basis for a supportive economic relationship had been laid well
beforeBangladesh's independence,when sympathyfor the Bengali cause
compelled the Nixon administration to contribute substantially to iSie
welfare of the estimated ten millionBengali refugees in India. The plight
of the country evoked a vast outpouring of American public support
running the gamut from the American Friends Service Committee to rock
concerts. Bangladesh was the humanitarian cause of its time, and ;an
enthusiastic Congress pressed for a development assistance program as
soon as Bangladesh became independent and before Washington decided
to extend recognition to the new country.

Once the issue had been settled, Nixon and Kissinger were th^-
selves willing enough to get down to doing business with the DhUka
regime. Recognition was delayed until April 1972, just long enough to
assuage Pakistani sensibilities; but after that hurdle was passed, it made
sense to see what could be made of a relationship with a country that
might be a "basket case" but was a very large basket case, one of the
world's ten largest nations, one that would inevitably play some signifi
cant international role—and one that represented a popular, hiunanitarian
cause for an administration desperately in need of one.

Politicalmotivations were also present on the Bangladeshside.Mujib
himself seemed willing to maintain intimate, even dependent, ties with
India; but after the initial euphoria, the Bangladesh public soon recalled
old suspicions of Indians (and of the USSR, which suffered from guilt by
association), and sentiment mounted for a policy that would diversify

*For a useful general survey by an Indian writer, see Jayasree Biswas, U.S.-
Bangladesb Relations—A Study ofthe PoliticalandEconomic Development Dur
ing 1971-1981 (Calcutta; Minerva Associates, 1984).
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Bangladesh's foreign ties. When Mujib was assassinated in 1975, condi
tionswere ripe fora reorientation ofpriorities in Dhaka. The newleader
shipaltered the domestic determinants of Bangladesh foreign policy and
shared the popular perception that if the country was not to slide into
a Nepal-like situation, it would have to develop new foreign-policy op
tions. The series of traumatic events that took place in Bangladesh in the
mid-1970s also erased much of the historical memory of the U.S. (and even
Pakistani) roles in the events of 1971. Taken togetherwith the economic
imperatives, this opened the way for a rapprochement with the United
States and the establishment of ties with China and the Islamic world
(especially itswealthier parts), bothofwhich were highly compatible with
improved relations with Washington. e

The U.S.-Bangladesh relationship prospered as Ziaur Rahman con
solidated his rule. The Soviet Union was increasingly in bad odor, and
Dhaka kept India at arm's length even while accepting realistically the
need for a nonhostile relationship. Bangladesh increasingly emerged
from behind the Indian shadow on international issues, attaching itself
more to Islamic causes. It assumed an active role in the United Nations
and the nonalignedmovement asa means of establishing its independent
voice in international affairs and also extended its efforts on the South
Asian regional scene. The ouster of Indira Gandhi from power in 1977
reduced tensions between Delhi and Dhaka, and since Washington also
found the Janata government compatible, U.S.-Bangladesh ties were
strengthened. Bangladesh continued to receive large amounts of aid;
and although Zia, faced with internal unrest, occasionally resorted to
human rights practices that did not quite meetthe Carter administration's
standards, their impact on U.S.-Bangladesh relations was only a minor
irritant.

Bangladesh explored the possibility of a military supplyrelationship
with Washington but came up with nothing of substance for its efforts.
Cutbacks in arms transfers were another central tenet of the Carter admin
istration, and there was no point in adding Bangladesh to the list as a new
recipient; the need was hardly evident, and it was felt that Bangladesh
was about the last nation that should devote scarce resources to military
procurement.

The dramatic changes of 1979 and 1980 in South Asia and in the
United States strengthened U.S.-Bangladesh ties. The retiurn of Mrs. Gan
dhi and her tilt toward the Soviet Union was as distasteful in Dhaka as
in Washington. UnderZia, Bangladesh began to playan increasingly im
portantinternational diplomatic role, bothon global issues and in regional
terms, as Dhaka launched—andsuccessfully pressed—theidea of a South
Asian regional organization.
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While the murder of Ziaur Rahman represented a serious setback to
the internal development of Bangladesh, it did not have much impact on
the country's foreign relationships. Dhaka has continued to elaborate its
internationalties, includingthose with the UnitedStates. Bangladesh con
tinues to be much more the suitor, reinforcing the "pull" aspect of the
U.S.-South Asian relationship in a pattern that is anaiogous to Pakistan's
search for a regional equalizer, but pursued much more gingerly. The
burden of history weighs much less heavily than on the Indo-Pakistani
tie; the Bangladeshis have learnedsomething from the Pakistani experi
ence; and, perhaps most important, Dhaka does not have much to offer
strategically as a lure to the United States; being the front-line state vis4-
vis Burma is not mudi of an attention-getter in Washington.

The faltering progress of the Ershad regime toward restoration of
representative rule has been a cause of some concern in Washington and
the subject of urgings to the Dhaka government. Such matters do not loom
verylarge in Reagan's Washington, however, and relations with Bangladesh
are extremely good, highlighted by the largesteconomicaid programthat
the United States has with any country that does not have a "strategic"
relationship with the United States.

In a time of reduced availability of fiinds for assistance programsand
growing demands from "strategic " relationships, it will be difficult to
maintain the level of the Bangladesh program. For U.S. fiscal year 1986
the program totaled$165 miUion, of which $75 million wasdevelopment
assistance and the remainder PublicLaw (PL) 480 food aid. The progrsun
is focused on keysegments of the Bangladesh economy—population con
trol, ruralemployment, and agricultural productivity—and thesearelikely
to remain the target areas, for they are the key to the United States' main
concerns with Bangladesh—stability and growth.

In recent years, U.S. trade with Bangladeshhas grown considerably,
to the point that textileshave now outpaced jute and jute products as the
principal exports. Predictably, this change has triggered concern in the
United Statesand several other Western importing countries, but with the
United States, at least, Dhaka was able to negotiate a new textile agree
ment that should permit exports to continue at a satisfactorilyhigh level.

Bangladesh is likely to remain low on the list of countries with which
the United States might want a "strategic" relationship. The role that
Bangladesh now plays is much to American liking, and it is hard to see
realistically how it could be improved upon. Rumors of the United States
seekingbases in Bangladesh surface occasionally but are taken seriously
only by enthusiasts in such matters, and even those observers have a hard
time explaining what the advantage of a naval base in Chittagong woidd
be. The U.S. Navydoes make ship visits to Bangladesh but only for flag
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showing and recreational purposes and on a very modest schedule. While
Dhaka would still like to receive military assistance from the United States,
such assistance remains restricted to sales of nonlethal items, and a small
International Military Education and Training (IMET) program.

The scope of this chapter precludes anything like a general review
of U.S. relations with India. This topic has received much attention, and
most readers are familiar with it.' A few brief points may serve as an aid
to memory, especially concerning the bilateral relationship (relevant global
and, especially, regional matters are developed below).

Bilateral relations have improved in the past several years, particularly
since the advent of Rajiv Gandhi, who looks to the United States (and the
industrial nations associated with it) to help implement his vision of a
modernized India. His desire to open up and liberalize the Indian economy
has found resonance in Washington, and the prospects for dramatically
improved ties might seem bright—thus offering the prospect that the
United States could, for the first time, have warm relationships with all
the nations of South Asia.

Certain regional and global issues becloud this prospect, however,
and even in bilateral terms the outlook is not that bright. After the surge
of excessive expectations that arose in the first half of 1985 as Gandhi
introduced his new economic policies, Americans responded enthusiastic
ally, but the Gandhi-Reagan meeting proved unrealistic. Hopes for the
growth of the Indian economy and for American responses went beyond
all reasonable expectations and soon began to feel the cold showers of
reality—not just as political relations once again soured but also because
of built-in limitations to India's capacity to reform (and hence attract out
side private resources) and on the American capacity to respond. Even
under optimal political and politico-economic conditions (which surely
are not the case here), the low base of the economic relationship sets a
narrow scope for near- and midterm expansion. American trade with In
dia has grown substantially, but much of it is in textiles (where there are
many claimants for a share of the U.S. market) and in petroleum (which
India exports to the United States but then immediately reimports in pro
duct form; hence it is not a significant element). Indian manufacturers
are only slowly gaining a share of the U.S. market, and they face heavy

'The most recent survey is Norman D. Palmer, The United States and India—The
Dimensions ofInfluence (New York: Praeger, 1984). More narrowly focused on
immediate policy matters are Thomas Perry Thornton, The Gandhi Visit-
Expectations and Realities of the U.S.-Indian Relationship (Washington, D.C.:
Foreign Policy Institute, SAIS, Johns Hopkins University, 1985); and Robert Hard-
grave, India Under Pressure (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1984), ch. 3.
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competition. Bilateral assistance has ceased to be a significant element
of India-U.S. relations; current levels of under $200 million barely cover
debt repayment. Annual American investment in India had been running
only about $30 million; and although there has been a gratifying surge
in collaborative ventures, even a multifold increase would not have a ma
jor impact on the overall economy. The U.S. government has decided to
encourage technology transfer, but it can do little beyond giving positive
signals and removing barriers. In the United States technology belongs to
private companies, and India will have to bargain hard to get it.

There are prospects for improved India-U.S. economic cooperation,
especially in the longer term, but the more immediate potential has be^n
greatly exaggerated. Furthermore, economic considerations cannot sus
tain a positive relationship if political and strategic considerations are
negative. And while political concerns have not been grossly disruptive
over the past year or so, they have certainly contributed little to strengthen
ing the relationship. The familiar global and regional differences have kept
their heavy hands well in place.

One modestly hopeful element in the India-U.S. equation is a
somewhat greater interest in India in the United States. All the nations of
South Asia are painfully aware that the United States looms much larger
in their consciousness than vice versa. (This is of course hardly unique
in South Asia; Englishmen and Brazilians feel the same way, if in different
degrees.) This sensitivity has run particularly high in India, with its sub
stantial aspirations to international status. In the past several years, for a
variety of reasons, Americans' awareness of India has grown and perhaps
also their understanding of India's problems and potentials. This factor
should not be exaggerated, but it could provide some basis for a better
understanding of India, and ultimately, for the other South Asian nations
as well.

It is difficult to characterize the overall India-U.S. relationship. In the
eyes of those who are concerned with India's size, its power potential,
and its functioning democracy, relations are obviously very disappoint
ing. When seen from another perspective, however—the great physical
distance between the two countries; the huge economic, social, and even
political gaps between them; and their inevitably divergent positions on
major international issues—it is surprising that relations are as good as
they are.

This cursory review of U.S. bilateral relations with the individual na
tions of South Asia underlines the point made earlier—that from the
American point of view. South Asia is very near, if not at, the bottom of
our scale of concerns. The reverse of the proposition is of course not true.
The United States is tremendously important to Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
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Nepal, and India because of its economic strength and ability to project
significant power and influence across the globe. Over time, the flood of
South Asian immigrants in the United States will no doubt make some im
pact on U.S. policy and begin to weaken Americans* seemingly invincible
ignorance about things South Asian. These same immigrants' friends and
families will serve as a pro-American lobby in New Delhi, Islamabad, Co
lombo, and Dhaka that will have significant impact on these countries'
policies toward the United Statesand perhaps lend more realism to their
attitudes toward the United States.^

If bilateral ties are thin, they are for the most part reasonably positive.
Few issues separate the United States and Bangladesh; problems with Sri
Lanka arise from that country's divisions; the restrained U.S. role may
disappoint the government of Sri Lanka, but neither side really has alter
natives to generally good ties. U.S.-Nepal relations are good, and such
modest ties as the United States has with the Maldives and Bhutan are

friendly. There are naturally economic differences with almost all of these
countries, but the differences are minor. India is the exception, but both
sides seem interested in preserving their ability to deal with each other;
if the U.S.-India relationship turns sour, it will probably not be because
of bilateral issues.

Global and Transregional Issues

This broad pattern persists when viewed through the global prism.
None of the South Asian states takes radical positions on global economic
matters, and the one that is most critical of the United States in nonaligned
circles (India) counts as a leading moderate. On vital East-West issues,
Nepal, the Maldives, SriLanka, and Bangladeshare all viewed by Washing
ton as genuinely nonaligned—skeptical of Soviet intentions and akin to
the ASEAN nations in outlook and actions. Even Bhutan, which '^receives
guidance" in its foreign affairs from India, took a position on the issue
of Kampuchean representation in the United Nations that differed from
that of its mentor—admittedly, on an issue of no direct importance to New
Delhi.

Regarding global issues, India is, too, the odd man out, this time at
odds not only with the United States but also with its own neighbors.

^Attitudes in South Asia indeed need some shaping. See Ainslie Embree, 'Anti-
Americanism in South Asia:A Symbolic Artifact," in Alvin Z. Rubinstein and Donald
E. Smith, eds., Anti-Americanism in the Third World: Implications for U.S.
Foreign Policy (New York: Praeger, 1985).
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Rajiv Gandhi's decision to look westward for his economic ties is paralleled
by his determination to use the Soviet Union as his security support artd
his willingness to pay some political costs for that support. The question
of which side gives and which gets more in the Indo-Soviet relationship
is a much discussed one, and need not be pursued here. India's pro-Soviet
tilt on global matters has, however, been the most serious of Washington's
reservations. One would have expected the Reagan administration to rele
gate India to the outer reaches of darkness of the evil empire, but this
has not been the case. Washington has not pressured India nor restricted
ties with that country; rather, it has apparently taken the Soviet position
in India as a challenge to be met. The attention it has focused on India
in political and economic matters and its willingness to sell sophisticated
military items to India are just as much a part of the administration's at
tempt to ''roll back" the Soviets in the Third World as has been its military
support for Savimbiin Angola, the Nicaraguancontras, and the mujahidin
in Afghanistan. While this is a strategy that may bear fruit over time, it
is a very vulnerable one. Both sides seem to assume the primacy of
economic over political factors, yet there is little to guarantee that this
assumption—in India-U.S. relations at least—offers the basis for a viable
midterm strategy.

India is yet again the odd man out with regard to most of the trans-
regional issues affecting South Asia and its relationship to the United States.
First among these, in the longer term at least, is China. The triangular
patterns among Washington, Beijing, and the various South Asian capita
were kaleidoscopic until the Sino-U.S. normalization of the mid-1970s,
but matters have settled down to a more understandable pattern as China
has turned its back on revolutionary politics and the United States has
taken a more measured view of its involvement in South Asia.

Among the smaller South Asian states, China is a direct factor only
in Nepal, where the royal government had hopes of playing China off
against India but finally recognized that this was a game both too
dangerous and beyond its capabilities. As Sino-Indian relations have
stabilized in recent years, all sides have apparently settled on a formula
that concedes a cooperative Nepal-China relationship within an ovei^
context of Indian primacy. For Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, China represents
a welcome international contact to help offset Indian preponderance, but
both countries recognize that China is able to do much less for them than
is the United States, and even that is little enough should India decide
to turn the screws hard.

Over the past decade, ties between Beijing and New Delhi have
settled down to a fairly stable pattern. Neither side is preoccupied with
the other, nor are there pressing areas of tension. Full normalization is
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impossible, however, because of their still unsettled territorial dispute.
China is prepared to accept the status quo, and there seems little likelihood
that India will ever be able to get a significantly better deal—the Aksai
Chin is simply too important for China to relinquish. Indian opinion,
however, precludes the government from giving up the claim to the Aksai
Chin, and no formula has been found to put the dispute to rest.

In addition to the territorial dispute, there is an at least implicit rivalry
between China and India for influence in Asia and for acknowledged great-
power status that makes unlikely any return to the heady days of friend
ship between the two giants. China is alsodeeply disturbed by India'sclose
ties to the Soviet Union. While Beijing recognizes that the best way to
offset Soviet influence in South Asia is by winning Delhi away from
Moscow, that remains an unattainable goal in the foreseeable future. In
dians, on the other hand, point out that Chinese foreign policy has been
mercurial in the past and could become so again; hence, it is advisable
to maintain some distance from Beijing.

There are obvious parallels between the approaches of China and
the United States to South Asia. By and large, the two countries have the
same concerns and policies there—with one striking exception: the United
States has no interest in building up Chinese influence in South Asia nor
in weakening that of India. For Americans, the barrier of the Himalayas
divides two distinct geopolitical regions—**East Asia" and "South Asia";
to the extent that the United States sees a role for China in South Asia
it is because of the Chinese role in global triangular politics (e.g., support
ing the mujahidin), not as a player in the South Asiansubsystemas such.

This line of reasoning falls on deaf ears in New Delhi, for Indians
have substantial concerns. First of all, any activity that seeks to under
mine the Soviet position in South Asia will objectively have some anti-
Indian implications, given the close ties between Moscowand NewDelhi.
Second, because of the remaining disputes between India and China and
the possibility that Chinese policy might shift, India voices deep concern
over U.S. policies such as military and nuclear cooperation that serve to
strengthen China, even though the United States is prepared to do at least
as much for India in terms of military supply and offers no objection when
other nations assist the Indian nuclear program. Indian concerns have
made little impact in Wellington, where the senior leadership simply does
not see why India should be concerned about Sino-U.S. developments.
(Perhaps reflecting a new awareness of the trans-Himalayan interrelation
ships, however, the October 1986 visit of Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger to China was continued into South Asia.)

This disagreement is highlighted in regard to the most pressing im
mediate transregional issue—the Soviet aggression against Afghanistan—
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where China and the United States have identical positions, in sharp con
trast to that of IndiaJ The U.S.-China position is more or less openly shar^
by all of the other states of South Asia who see the Soviet attack as both
an indirect threat to their security and a violation of important interna
tional norms designed to protect smaller nations. The Afghanistan situa
tion is dealt with in considerable detail in other chapters in this volume;
suffice it to say here that it has served to reinforce the trends we have
discussed earlier—isolating India and creating a common set of interests
among the United States, the smaller South Asian states, and China. Even
sharp disagreements over this pressing issue have not, however, brought
relations between any of the parties and India to the breaking point; In
dia is simply too central to the political system of South Asia and to the
dealings that outsiders have with it.

With regard to the other critical transregional issue—the Gulf
region—there are substantial coincidences of interest between the United
States and all of the regional powers including India. All are concerned
with the stability of the region, and the role played there by migrants from
the major South Asian countries is a helpful one for all concerned. Grow
ing communal problems in India and Hindu suspicions about subversive
ties between Indian Muslims and their wealthy coreligionists in the Gulf
could becloud this picture but so far have not to any serious degree.

Overall, then, in terms of bilateral, global, and transregional issues,
U.S. relations in South Asia are exceptionally good except with India, and
even India-U.S. differences in these areas do not cause either side major
policy problems. There remains, however, the most interesting and potai-
tiaUy most troublesome arena of relations affecting the United States and
South Asia—the impact of South Asian regional issues—where the geneial
patterns noticed above are accentuated to the point of danger.

The Regional Setting

It is precisely the regional setting that underlies India's odd-man-
out position in other matters and has brought about the familiar pattom
in U.S. relationships with South Asia. For the "smaller" South Asian ita-
tions (with the exception of the Maldives), one of the first policy im
peratives is to distinguish themselves from India. In part this is simple

^Thomas Perry Thornton, "India and Afghanistan," in Theodore L. Eliot, Jr., and
Robert L. Pflatzgraff, Jr., eds.. The Red Army on Pakistan's Border: Policy Im
plicationsfor the United States (Washington, D.C.: Pergamon-Brassey's Interna
tional Defense Publishers, 1986).
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psychology; in part, however, it is seen as necessary for national survival.
The case of Sikkim—whether or not correctly interpreted—and the im
plicit limitations on Nepal*s freedom of action are not lost on India's other
neighbors. Neither Jayawadene nor, much less, Ershad is a local chogyal,
but inevitably the heavy hand of their overwhelmingly large neighbor
hovers just above them, if it does not directly rest on them. With only
minor exceptions (Mujib just after 1971 and the Bandaranaikes until
perhaps 1971) differentiation from India and the search for some kind of
supplementary, if not alternate, ties have been a keystone of all the South
Asian nations' policies and are likely to remain so.

Pakistan has a ready-made choice in this regard: its relationship to
the Muslim states of Southwest Asia. The smaller states also have some

variety of choice—the Non-Aligned Movement, the Islamic Conference
(for some), and the United Nations. A particularly tempting avenue to the
outside world is provided by the two superpowers. Given the fact that
the Soviet Union is closely tied to India (and demonstrated in 1969 that
it would not jeopardize that tie, even over Pakistan), the United States is
inevitably the connection of choice for the other South Asian nations.
The economic capabilities of the United States reinforce this propensity.

Virtually every South Asian state has harbored hopes of U.S. support
at times when Indian policies and actions were particularly burdensome,
and most of them have made some attempt to get that support. An excep
tion is Bhutan, which certainly is interested in keeping ties to Washington
open, but—in part out of deference to India—has eschewed formal ties
with both superpowers and with China. The Maldives have also limited
their diplomatic capabilities but in any case have no particular problems
with India.

Nepal's attempt to maneuver between India and China proved too
threatening to Indian vital interests; hence, Nepal has pulled back in its
dealings with Beijing, most recently turning down a Chinese offer to build
a road in an area that India found sensitive. Nepal has, however, played an
adroit diplomatic game and has been able to command a significant ex
ternal presence, thus offsetting some of India's geopolitical predominance.
In the 1960s Nepal had hopes of drawing the United States into a direct
security relationship, but the move was deflected by Washington.

Sri Lanka under Jayawardene has gone to considerable effort to enlist
U.S. support both in general terms and against the Tamil insurgency. Cou
pled with early Sri Lankan hopes of afffliating with ASEAN, the American
option has been an important part of Sri Lankan attempts to maximize
its maneuverability and put some distance between itself and India.

The case of Bangladesh is even more striking. Once Mujib was gone,
U.S.-Bangladesh ties prospered. The economic element was important but
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not exclusive; domestic and foreign political imperatives demanded that
Ziaur Rahman find alternatives to India and, as noted above, there was
strong reason for choosing the United States.

The key point in this discussion is that because of the internal power
relationships of South Asia, there is a powerful ''pull" directed toward
the United States to involve itself in the affairs of the subcontinent in the

interests of altering the power relationships to the advantage of the
"smaller" regional nations vis-a-vis India.® This has historically led to poor
India-U.S. relations, suggesting that ties with India will vary in inverse
relationship with those the United States has with the other regional
states. This need not, however, be the case, for as the Janata—and to some
extent the Rajiv—governments demonstrate, a forthcoming Indian attitude
toward its neighbors is compatible with the latter's good ties to Wash
ington. This illustrates the basic proposition that when relations between
India and its neighbors are relaxed, ties to the United States (or, for that
matter, to any outside force) are less controversial in South Asian terms.
When, however, relations are tense—whether because of the actions of
the smaller state, as the result of a strong, unprovoked U.S. "push" into
the region, or (most likely) because India is wielding sticks rather than
offering carrots—the external ties of the smaller states become more
contentious. This situation can pose difficult poitical choices for the Unit^
States and raise Indian suspicions that the United States is intervening
in the subcontinent and even seeking to destabilize it.^

Even though this ' 'pull'' factor is by far the more important element
conditioning U.S. relations with South Asia, there is also a "push" factor
that impels the United States into the affairs of the region. As a superpower
with (real or imagined) global interests and responsibilities, the United
States has a propensity to establish influence everywhere. This energetic
globalism was certainly a motivating factor in the United States' early ef
forts in the area, but by the late 1960s it had largely been exhausted in
South Asia and elsewhere. A focus on the "new" range of global issues
in the Carter administration triggered a new focus on South Asia but that,
too, fell by the wayside.*® South Asia in itself offers no necessary, useful.

®China is, of course, another alternative, but, except for Pakistan, it is not an ac
ceptable one since it is both dangerously nearby and lacks the capability to in
tervene directly and effectively in South Asia.

^See Surjit Mansingh, India's Search for Power (New Delhi: Sage, 1984), p. 262.

i®For background, see Thomas Perry Thornton, The Challenge to U.S. Policy in
the Third World: GlobalResponsibilities andRegional Devolution (Boulder, Colo.:
Westview Press, 1986), chs. 1-3-
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or evenpossibleadvance post for the United States in pursuinga globalist
security strategy and, as we have seen, bilateral concerns provide little
additional incentive (in contrast, say, to the Middle East or Central
America). Thus this aspect of the ''push'' factor is of decreasing conse
quence in U.S.-South Asian relationships even under the anachronistic
^obalism of the Reagan administration.

More important remain considerations external to South Asia that
stimulate U.S. interest in the region. Worry about China provided a major
incentive in the 1950s and 1960s, but that has long since passed; more
important now are concerns with the security of the Gulf region.^^ The
most important of all of the "push" factors, however, is the U.S. concern
that the Soviet Union may seize a dominant position or preempt it. As
noted above, this concern probably supplies much of the reasoning behind
the Reagan administration's courtship of Rajiv Gandhi. In another way,
it is a key reason for strong U.S. support to the mujafoidin in Afghanistan
and, by extension, to Pakistan. It is the conjunction of the Gulf and
Afghanistan factor that explains the resurgenceof U.S. involvement in the
region.

Countering or limiting the Soviet (or other hostile) role in South Asia
could be done in either of two ways. The first would be direct U.S. or
chestration of a security system in South Asia that would "contain" the
USSR; this was the thrust of early U.S. policy; it receded after the 1965
India-Pakistan war, resumed again briefly in 1971, and still probably lurks
in the minds of some who live in the past. This strategy seeks security
ties with any or all of the South Asian nations, supplemented as necessary
by direct U.S. involvement and support. It can be implemented only if
the United States and its regional allies (with perhaps some support from
neighboring regions) are strong enough to offset any hostile regional forces
and whatever extraregional support these may be able to gain. In prac
tice, this means that the U.S.-led coalition would have to be able to stand
off a coalition of India and the Soviet Union. The power realities of South
Asia and the geopolitics of the broader region make this a nearly impos
sible task.

The other alternative is to look to South Asia to guarantee its own
security against outside influences, and this in practice can also mean two
things. One is a regional security organization of more or less equals (which
we will discuss later) while the other involves, in effect, a security system

"These matters have been discussed extensively in the previous meeting in this
series, including my contribution "U.S.-Indian Relations and South Asian Regional
Issues," in Leo E. Rose and Noor A. Husain, eds.. United States-Pakistan Rela
tions (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California 1985).
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managed by India. There is no intrinsic reason that the latter would not
be acceptable in Washington, and it would seem to be the easiest to im
plement. Such a system would sharply limit American security and politick
involvement in South Asia, but given the low level of U.S. interest in the
region that would make little difference as long as other (i.e., Soviet) ex
ternal influences were equally limited.

In its dealings with the lesser South Asian states, the United States
has in fact shown considerable deference to Indian wishes.*^ Relations with

Bhutan, such as they are, are conducted through New Delhi. As early as
1951 the United States conceded Nepal to be part of the Indian sphere
of influence, and in the 1960s assistance given to Nepal was really to help
protect India against a Chinese threat through Nepal. Nepalese requests
for U.S. and U.K. military equipment were handled through India.^^ Subse
quently, political and security ties to Nepal have been carefully kept at
levels acceptable to India. Bangladeshi interest in a security tie to the
United States has also been fended off with the rationale that any U.S. alt-
tempt to enhance Bangladesh's security vis-a-vis the only threat it perceives
(i.e., India) would be much more likely to undermine that security since
New Delhi would probably take measures against Bangladesh to frustrate
the relationship. More striking, however, has been the refusal of the United
States to directly assist the Sri Lanka government to combat the Tamil in
surgency in spite of the fact that by enthusiastically embracing the Sin
halese cause the United States might have been able to secure valuable
strategic advantages for itself on the island. The U.S. restraint is bitterly
resented by the Sri Lankan government (and presumably by many in the
majority community there). Nevertheless, at least since the passing of Mrs.
Gandhi, Washington has steadfastly fended off Sri Lankan initiatives and
expressed its support for India as the outside power best suited to pro
vide leadership in solving the problem.

As we noted earlier, U.S. acquiescence in Indian regional leadership
is made much easier when India is behaving with consideration toward
its neighbors, whether Sri Lanka now or Nepal after 1962. Tacit U.S.-IncHa
cooperation in dealing with the problems of the smaller states is certainly
an optimal solution from the perspectives of New Delhi and Washington.
Even when India does not behave responsibly, however, American choices

^^Very soon after the 1971 war, the United States made a point of acknowledging
the Indian role in South Asia, although there has always been some semantic con
fusion whether the role was one of leadership, hegemony, or something else. The
first statement to this effect was in a speech by Deputy Secretary of State John
N. Irwin. Reprinted in Department of State Bulletin, Nov. 20, 1972, p. 6II.

*3See Rose, Nepal, pp. 281 and 283; and Shaha, Nepali Politics, p. 124.
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are limited. India can offset just about anything the United States under
takes to do in the subcontinent; it has the dominant power and ultimately
the responsibility, for it must live with the situation there—unlike the
United States, which is half a world away.

Realismmight suggest, then, that the United Statesacquiesce in In
dian dominance (however politely phrased) of at least Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh, and SriLanka; It might even be argued that such acquiescence
would reduce Indian suspicions and thereby make India a more comfort
able neighbor for the rest of South Asia. Removing the U.S. bogy might
also compel India to come to terms with the problems posed by the Soviet
role in the subcontinent, especially in Afghanistan.

Things are, of course, not that simple. As long as the United States
and Pakistan maintain a security relationship it probably does not matter
much what U.S. policy is toward the other South Asian countries; India
will remain suspicious and hostile. '̂̂ Many would argue that nothing short
of an imposition of the raj from New Delhi will meet Indian desires. Even
short of that, it is extremely difficult for the United Statesto turn its back
on significant nations such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. In the former
case, paramount Indian influencewould alsoentailpressureto hew to the
Indian line on global issues. In practice, this often means supporting Soviet
global interests rather than those of the United States; and even assuming
that India will continue to resist Soviet influence in South Asia itself, such
a policy would be costly to U.S. global concerns. Similarly, the govern
ment of SriLankapoints out that one of the principal issuesbetween Delhi
and Colombo—and one that contributed significantly to Indira Gandhi's
support of the Tamil insurgents—was Jayawardene's support of U.S.
regional and globalpositionsand his refusal to follow India's line. It reflects
poorly on the United States, SriLankans assert, when thisdisplay of friend
ship is rewarded by advice to turn to India, not the United States, in Sri
Lanka's hour of need.

In the last analysis, a system of Indian leadership in South Asiawill
be more or less acceptable to all concerned in fairly direct proportion to
Indian sensitivity in playing its role. And there have been signs that India
may be shaping its regionalpolicies in waysthat would make its leadership

I'̂ Pakistan remains a special case when compared to the other nations of South
Asia because of its size and national purpose, as well as its strong external ties.
From the United States* point of view it is a special case because of its involve
ment in significant globalissues—something largely absent in the casesof the small
South Asian states. On the other hand, Pakistan is probably not an exception to
the rule that India can frustrate U.S. actions in South Asia if it sets its mind to
it and is prepared to call in Soviet support.
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acceptable. While Rajiv Gandhi has yet to produce a solution to the Sti
Lanka dilemma and is keeping some potentially troublesome cards in
reserve, the thrust of his policy has been to support the unity of the island
and to bring about a reasonable compromise between the two com
munities. The focus has been on helping Sri Lanka rather than making
short-term poiltical profit from the situation. He has not applied this ap
proach universally in South Asia—notably not in Pakistan—but there have
been signs of promise in Nepal and, particularly, in Bangladesh, whefe
Rajiv has been fairly forthcoming on the Farakka issue and has even sug
gested that India was prepared to discuss the '^eastern waters" issue in
a multilateral setting instead of insisting on dealing individually with eadi
of its weaker neighbors.

A multilateral approach to South Asia's problems under Indian leader
ship, rather than brutal domination or even dealings—no matter how
magnanimous—on a bilateral basis, would promise to be more lasting,
since it corresponds to the desires of the South Asian countries and
offers them some opportunity to cope with India's overwhelming
dominance. Such an approach would require a considerable act of
statesmanship, but far-seeing Indians recognize that some diffusion of
power within the South Asian system would not be destabilizing or repre
sent any real threat to Indian interests.^^ These interests, in fact, can
be threatened only by the intrusion of an outside force, and Indian
acceptance of greater equality within South Asia would reduce the temp
tation for its neighbors to look outside an exercise the "pull" factor
discussed earlier. At the same time, a unified South Asia would be in a
much stronger position to resist the "push" factor of intervention Ixy
one or the other superpower (and, in South Asia, the superpower most
likely to bring effective power to bear is not the United States but the
Soviet Union).

As it happens. South Asian nations have begun to take the first steps
in the direction of greater regional cooperation. The emergence of the
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) is a hopeful
sign of regional collaboration, brought into existence by the skillful
maneuvering of Bangladesh and nurtured by a realistic estimate of i|s
members on how much political load it can be expected to bear. While
still weak, SAARC is a constructive development. American sources have
been universally positive about SAARC; President Reagan sent a message

^'See, for instance, U. S. Bajpai, ed., India and Its Neighbourhood (New Delhi:
Lancer International, 1986); and, especially, Fran Chopra et al., Future ofSouth
Asia (Delhi: Macmillan, 1986).
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of greeting to the SAARC summit in December 1985 '® This enthusiasm
is heightened all the more by the decision of SAARC to become active in
combatting both terrorism and narcotics, subjeas verycloseto American
hearts.

Despite the enthusiasm, expectations in Washington seem to be
realistic; SAARC's limitations and vulnerabilities are understood. There
is probably nothing the United states can or should do to help SAARC
develop, and there should be no effort to embrace the new member of
the international community too closely. SAARC is a South Asian arti
fact and must proceed at a pace acceptable to its members. Forsometime
at least this pace is likely to be slow, and India will be particularlychary
about allowing SAARC to intrude into sensitive areas. In the long term,
however, something along the lines of SAARC is clearly the best hope
for cooperation among the South Asian nations across the whole range
of activities and interests. A larger framework also provides some in
sulation against changes of heart in New Delhi that might undermine
a system of purelybilateral dealings, and it probably offers the onlyhope
of bringing India and Pakistan, which is unlikely to accept a domi
nant role for India in South Asian matters, into a minimally cooperative
relationship.

SAARC cannot solve the United States' difficulties in South Asia in
the short run. Policy will continue to be based on a patchwork of in
dividual issues, individual countries, and individual perspectives—hardly
satisfactory but not muchworsethan elsewhere. Assuming that Sri Lanka
can pull itselfback together, there should be no majordifficulties with
any of the smaller nations, and the past history of India-U.S. relations
suggests that there are fairly narrow limits on the swings that that rela
tionship will take.

In the longer term, however, some regional system based on
cooperation—whether or not called SAARC—must be the primegoalof
U.S. policyin the region. Aregional system would alleviate many of the
problems encountered in dealing with the smaller states (including
especially their problemswith India), would limit Soviet involvement in
South Asia, and, above all, would be compatible with a trend visible in
a number of regions—even more strongly than in South Asia—toward
regional cooperation in dealingwith both internalproblemsof the region

'̂ Interestingly, the Soviet Union passed up the opportunity to sendgreetings and
has shown considerable ambivalence about SAARC. The Soviets are busily pushing
their own ideas of regional cooperation that would include them; groups such
as SAARC and ASEAN do not meet their criteria and may deflect regional interest
away from the Soviets' pan-Asian efforts.
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and its relationship to external forces. Such developments offer the United
States the best prospects for dealing with the nations of South Asia, as
with the rest of the Third World."^

•'For an extended discussion of this proposition, see Thornton, The Challenge
to U.S. Policy, esp. ch. 7.
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12. Pakistan's Perception of Peace,
Security, and the Economic
Dimensions of West Asia

SUROOSH IRFANI

Pakistan's perception of peace and security in West Asia is enmeshed
with the security concerns of Iran, the Gulf states, and Saudi Arabia
because of economic, strategic, and ideological considerations. Pakistan's
security concern in West Asia is dominated by two recent developments:
the Saur revolution in Afghanistan followed by the Soviet intervention,
and the Islamic revolution in Iran followed by the Iraqi invasion. Also
a matter of central interest is the Palestinian-Zionist conflict and Zionist

expansionism. Thus, this chapter focuses on two factors that are critical
for security in West Asia: the Iran-Iraq war and the Palestinian-Zionist
conflict. While the Palestine issue retains its long-standing importance
both at the govenunent and popular levels, ever since Pakistan's crea
tion nearly forty years ago, today it is the Islamic revolution and the Iran-
Iraq war that have become matters of focal concern in West Asia.

The war and the Islamic revolution have accentuated Pakistan's

strategic importance, both in terms of the superpowers and the regional
states, as well as in its own eyes. Located at the crossroad of South Asia
and West Asia and close to Central Asia, the geostrategic importance of
Pakistan cannot be overemphasized. It shares 1,800 kilometers ofborder
with India in the east, 2,200 kilometers with Afghanistan in the northwest,
and 800 kilometers of West Asian border with Iran. In its northeastern

fringe, Pakistan shares 595 kilometers of common border with the Peo
ple's Republic of China (PRC). To the northwest, a narrow strip ofAfghan
territory called Wakhan separates it from the Soviet Union. The nearest
points between Soviet Union and Pakistan across Wakhan are only 16-19
kilometers apart. However, the recent annexation of the strategic Wakhan
Corridor by the Soviet Union has made this superpower Pakistan's direct
neighbor.

Pakistan's coastline is contiguous to the Gulf. A 600-kilometer
stretch from Karachi extends westward to merge with 1,500 kilometers
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of Iranian coastline and the Persian Gulf at Chahbahar. A 400-mile rail^y
track and a road from Quetta, capital of Pakistan's Baiuchistan province,
to Zahidan, the provincial capital on the Iranian side, provide Pakisnm's
overland link with West Asia.

This chapter deals with the evolution of Pakistan's security relations
with West Asian states (Iran, llirkey, Iraq, the Gulf states, and Saudi Arabia),
the Iran-Iraq war, and the Palestine-Zionist conflict. It also touches upon
Pakistan's economic relations with some of these states, notably Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

Security Relations

Pakistan's security relations with West Asian states developed in two
distinct phases and in two distinct directions. The first phase began in
the mid-fifties. Its direction was toward the West Asian landmass, stretch
ing from Iran through Hirkey to Iraq. The second phase began in the ^ly
seventies. Its direction was along Pakistan's coastUne toward the Gulf, en
compassing the UAE, Kuwait, and Oman, as well as Saudi Arabia in the
Arabian peninsula and the Islamic world in general.

In 1955, Pakistan joined the Baghdad Pact, which aimed at security
and defense cooperation between Pakistan, Thrkey, and Iran with U S-
British backing. In an era dominated by superpower politics, it is a mat
ter of little wonder that the security relations that Pakistan began to de
velop with its West Asian neighbors emerged under the aegis of the United
States and Britain. Pakistan's membership in the Baghdad Pact was in re
sponse to its security compulsions in a hostile environment. Of primary
importancewas the need to stand up to the "threat from India." Afghani
stan's irredentist claims on a substantial area of Pakistani territory—which
enjoyed Soviet and Indian support—became another reason to impel
Pakistan to join the pact. The Baghdad Pact was renamed the Central Tieaty
Organization (CENTO) after Iraq's withdrawal in 1959.

Pakistan's experience of CENTO's impotence during its 1965 war
with India and Hirkey's disillusiomnent with this treaty in the 1964 Cyprus
conflict, in which the United States and Britain failed to support it, made
it evident that the pact no longer served the security interests of the coun
tries in the regional perspective.

Pakistan, Iran, and Tlirkey

Despite its failure in the eyes of the regional states, CENTO had laid
the groundwork for cooperation among Pakistan, Iran, and Thrkey
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in economic and security sectors. In 1964, following AyubKhan's initiative,
the three countries founded the Regional Cooperation for Development
(ROD)at a summit meeting in Izmir. The goals of the ROD were spelled
out as national development and economic growth.* However, the expec
tations triggered by the ROD at the popular level were rather grandiose,
generating hopes for a golden era of Islamic unity to be achieved in a not-
too-distant future. Barring the staunchly secular Kemalist Ihrks, both the
Pakistani and, to a lesser extent, some Iranian leaders were responsible
for blowing RCD out ofproportion in its political and Islamic dimensions.
Ayub Khan called the RCD "a landmark in the history of Islam." He
claimed that its purpose was to pave the way for forging Muslim unity
among all the Muslim countries from Morocco to Indonesia, "for the secret
of Muslim survival lay in closer cooperation."^ This regional agreement
was also viewed favorably outside government circles because it was
perceived as an indigenous alliance, its objective being to enable Iran,
Thrkey, and Pakistan "to get rid of the curse of CENTO."' Projection of
the RCD in terms of an "Islamic" alliance was muted in Iran, although
on one occasion, Iranian Prime Minister Hasan Ali Mansur did invoke
Islamic sentiments. Speaking in Sanandaj, capital of Iran's Sunni-dominated
Kurdistan province, Mansur hailed the proposed cooperation among the
three countries as "a great political, social, economic, and cultural union
of 150 million Muslim."^

While the RCD failed to accomplish many of its well-intentioned in
dustrial and economic projects, it facilitated the flow of generous
economic aid from the Shah's Iran to Pakistan. Between 1973 and 1976,
Iran had committed aid totaling $805 million to Pakistan. Over $700
million of this amount had already been disbursed before the revolutionary
upheavel in Iran.' Iran also played an important role in Pakistan's secu
rity by its repeated assurance that it would not permit the further dis
memberment of West Pakistan after the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war. Thus, in
addition to the moral and material support that Pakistan had received

'Barati Novbari, "Regional Cooperation Among Pakistan, Iran, and Ibrkey; Some
Recent Developments,"/ourtut/ ofSouth Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, Sum
mer 1983, pp. 22-30.

Wawn (Karachi), July 13, 1964; see also "Friends Not Masters," ibid., pp. 177-82.

'Pakistan National Assembly debates, 1964, vol. 3, pt. 2, p. 1246.

*Dawn, July 29, 1964.

^Afkar 1(2) (July 1984).
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from some friendly Arab states, "It was the Shah's Iran which balanced
the power equation in the subcontinent by underwriting the security of
Pakistan after Pakistan's dismemberment.

As for CENTO, by September 1978, General Zia ul-Haq was saying
that CENTO had become only a treaty on paper, "with no significance
whatsoever, no teeth, no backing."' Being a product of the cold War,
CENTO was redundant in the era of d6tente between the superpowers.
Four months after Zia's statement, Mir Fenderiski, foreign minister of Shah-
pur Bakhtiar's government, formally announced Iran's withdrawal from
CENTRO. Although Pakistan followed suit in March 1979, recommenda
tions for Pakistan's withdrawal from CENTO had been made at least a year
earlier at the highest level in the Foreign Office.® The point merely Illu
strates the concurrent development of mutual perceptions in Iran and
Pakistan regardingthe redundancy of CENTO. It also reflects the need for
developing a regional framework for economic development, without too
much emphasis on political and military trappings.

Present Trends

For the moment, this appears to be the course of developing rela
tions between Pakistan and lUrkey, on the one hand, and revolutionary
Iran, on the other. Revolutionary Iran has overcome its initial suspicions
of the RCD as a cover for CIA activities in the region. After having tenctered
the oiganization inactive for almost five years, Iran has taken the lead in
reviving it. Both Pakisun and Thrkey have benefited from the change in
Iran's policy on foreign trade after the revolution. Iran's trade with foreign
countries gives first preference to Muslim states and neighbors, followed
by Third World countries, and, lastly, "countries which do not follow im
perialist policies."' APakistani delegation led by the minister for Finance
and Economic Affairs visited Iran in 1982 and signed a trade agreeinent.
Iran became Pakistan's principal trading partner and the largest buyer of

^MohammadAhsan Choudhry, Pakistan's Security in a Changing World, Strategic
and Defense Studies, Worl^g Paper no. 21, Australian National University,
Canberra, 1979.

iNewsweek, September 18, 1978.

•Personal communication from Agba Shahi, Pakistan's former foreign minister,
Islamabad, October 1984.

Hran aur Pakistan Kay Iqtisadi Taluqat (Iran and Pakistan's Economic Relations),
Embassy of Islamic Republic of Iran publication, Islamabad, 1986.
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Pakistani goods during 1982—84. The volume of trade between the two
countries amounted to Rp 5,370 million in 1982-83, rising to Rp 7,255
million the following year.*® Pakistani exports to Iran in 1983-84 stood
at Rp 6,053 million.

To promote economic, commercial, scientific, technical, andcultural
relations, a joint ministerial commission was set up in November 1984
during the visit of the Iranianfinance minister to Pakistan. The fluctua
tions in bilateral trade—$114 million in 1979-80, reaching a peak ofaroimd
$800 million between 1982-84, then dipping to a mere $55 million of
Pakistani exports during the first nine months of 1983-84"—have been
stabilized following the visit to Tehran by Pakistan's minister for Finance
and EconomicAffairs in August 1986.According to agreementssignedbe
tween the two countries during this visit, the volume of trade would be
increased to $400 million, $200 million either way. Included in this deal
is the import by Pakistan of 20,000 barrelsof oil per day, while providing
Iran with 75,000 tons of rice and a million tons of wheat.

In addition, Pakistan and Iran have initialed an agreement for set
tingup a Pakistan-Iran shipping company. Iranwillhold 51 percentshares,
and the company will have its headquarters in Tehran." Talks are under
waywith Iran for jointventures for productionof basic pharmaceutical
material. Proposalsfor the manufactureof tractor components and spare
parts between an Iranian tractor manufacturing company and Pakistani
Millat traaors are under study.*^ Both countries have agreed to set up a
Pakistan-Iran textile mill at Balejo in Pakistani Baluchistan.*' Also, areas
for specificcooperation and possible joint ventures in the industrial sec
tor, such as cement, sugar, light engineering goods, and agriculture-based
industry, are to be dilineated through exchange of export delegations.

Transit Facilities: A New Dimension

Iran has also indicated its preference for Pakistan and Thrkey in transit
arrangements. Secure transit routes and facilities are of vital importance

'̂ "Pakistan Economic Survey, Ministry of Finance, Islamabad, 1986.

"Daum, Economic and Business Review, August 23, 1986.

"^See Dawn, August 13 and 23, 1986.

^^Middte East Economic Digest (MEED), September 13, 1986, p. 11.

'*Dawn, Economic and Business Review, August 31, 1986.

^mEED, September 13, 1986, p. 11.
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for Iran in view of its geographical position and the ongoing war. Iran
canceled its 1976 plans for building a second pipeline, which was to h^ve
passed through the Soviet Union, for exporting Iranian gas to Europe. In
stead, Iran is now intent on gaining access to Europe by laying a pipeline
across Thrkey.'® The Iranians have become increasingly sensitive to the
danger of exporting oil through the Straits of Hormuz.'^ They plan to
bypass it by constructing a 1,200-kilometer pipeline running from the
Gachsaran oil fields to the port of Jask in the Gulf of Oman.

Iran has also shown an interest in another alternate outlet for its oil

and gas exports using pipelines across Pakistan's Baluchistan province to
the port of Gwadur. The shift of oil shipping from the Persian Gulf to
the Mediterranean and the Gulf of Oman has far-reaching strategic im
plications, both for the region and the superpowers, particularly so if the
partnership between Pakistan, Iran, and Thrkey outgrows its solely
economic nature. The Islamic basis for this cooperation, emphasized by
Iran and Pakistan, is now acknowledged even by Ihrkey. Indications are
that the Ihrkish government plans to cooperate more closely with the
Islamic states, while also shifting the emphasis of its foreign policy toward
the Islamic and the Arab worlds.

In this regard, it is significant to note that the Ihrkish president
represented his country at the Organization of Islamic Conference (QIC)
summit at Casablanca in January 1984, the first time Thrkey was
represented by its head of state at such a conference. While its orienta
tion remains essentially Western, Thrkey is making concerted efforts for
developing relations with the Arabs, particularly the Gulf states, on the
one hand, and Iran, on the other. In 1985-86 President Kenan Evren visited
the Gulf states (the UAEand Qatar) for the first time. Most of the foreign
trips of Evren and Prime Minister Thrgot Ozal during this period have been
to Muslim countries,)^ including Iran and Pakistan.

Of the $3 billion worth of Thrkey's exports to the Muslim world 4ur-
ing the first eleven months of 1985," approximately $2 billion was to Iran.
President Evren is today chairman of the OIC standing Committee for

^^Newspot (Ankara), September 5, 1986.

Middle Ecfst Economic Survey, January 30,1984, quoted in Michael Lenker, "The
Effect of the Iran-Iraq War on Soviet Strategy in the Persian Gulf," in GulfSecur
ity and the Iran-Iraq War, ed. Thomas Naff (Washington, DC: National Defense
University Press, 1985), p. 88.

'•Editorial, "Consulation Among Allies," Khaleej Times (Dubai), September 16,
1986.

•»lbid.
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Economic and CommercialCooperation (COMCEC), a fact in keeping with
Thrkey'sgrowing economic involvement with the Muslim world.20 More
over, President Evren has said that Thrkey is a part of the ''Middle East''
and that "it should play a stronger role in the region."2i He even suggested
"a common Arab and Islamic strategy against Israel,"22a long way to come
for a country that asked Pakistan to recall its ambassador to Ankaraover
thirty years ago for being too vocal about Islamic unity.

Geostrategic Identification

The creation of Bangladesh in 1971 marked the second phase in the
development of Pakistan's relations with West Asia. Geographically, this
move was directed toward the Gulf; politically, it aimed at maintaining
the status quo; and, ideologically, it was based on shared spiritual and
ideational bearings. Underlying the move toward the Gulf were two fac
tors: the identity crisis Pakistan faced as a Muslimstate after its breakup,
and the economic boom in the Gulf following the 1973 OPEC oil price
hike.

The ending of Pakistan's dual geostrategic concerns, both in West
Asia and Southeast Asia, drastically altered the political environment of
the region. The insecuritythat gripped what remained of Pakistan in the
fluid geopolitical conditions spurred it into adopting a vigorous policy
toward West Asia. The aim was to heal the shattered national morale,
bordering on an identity crisis as a Muslim state, by forging closer secu
rity and economic relations with Muslim West Asia. On December 20,
1971, ZulfikarAliBhutto took power from the military and spared no time
in pursuingthis objective. Duringhis firstmonth in office, Bhuttovisited
eight Muslim states in West Asia. By the first week ofJune 1972, he had
visited twenty-two Muslim states.23

By presenting Pakistan's viewpoint on the 1971 war and its geo
politicalfallout, Bhuttoenlisted the empathyand support of most Muslim
leaders. This was reflected in Pakistan's success in hosting the second
Islamic summit of the QIC in Lahore in 1974, which it also chaired. The

^^Newspot, September 12, 1986.

^^Cumhuriyet (Istanbul), January 19, 1984, quoted in Lenker, ''Effect of the Iran-
Iraq War,*' p. 98.

22Ibid.

23Choudhry, Pakistan's Security.
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conference was significantfor the country as it served a dual purpose, one
internal, the other external. On the domestic front, the Islamic sumpiit
helped to restore national pride and confidence in the wake of the 1971
debacle and strengthened its sense of Islamic identity. On the external
front, the conference was a confirmation of Pakistan's entry into the msdn-
stream of WestAsiaand a recognition of its geostrategic importance. T?he
Lahoresummit accelerated the growth of Pakistan's relationship with the
Muslim world, in particular Saudi Arabia, Libya, and the UAE. The Saur
revolution in Afghanistan brought Pakistan still closer to the Saudis and
the Gulf states.

In the present environment, while seeking closer political and eco
nomic cooperation with Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states, Pakistan also
favors defense cooperation with the objectiveof sustainingthe statusq[uo
in the region. Politically, Pakistan is in the mainstream of the Gulfs so<^o-
economic and security concerns, so much so that as stated by President
Zia, "Pakistan considers itself part of the Gulf, though it is not a fonhal
member of the Gulf."^^ The geostrategic identification of Pakistan \n^th
West Asia has not been an overnight development, nor does it stem from
the personal whims of the present regime. It has strong psychohistorical
antecedents, spanning the spread of Islam in the subcontinent over thir
teen centuries ago to the Khilafat movement in support of the Ihrldsh
Ottoman empire in the second decade of the twentieth century. For ex
ample, as recently as 1977, during the anti-Bhutto unrest by the opposi
tion Pakistan National Alliance, it was Prime Minister Bhutto himself who
took the initiative of directly involving friendly Islamic countries in
Pakistan's domestic crisis. Bhutto requested the Saudi and UAE ambassadbrs
to mediate between his government and the opposition parties. That these
mediation attempts were not viewed by the majority of Pakistanis as "med
dling' ' in the internal affairs of the country shows that in being an ideo
logical state with a powerful sense ofMuslim identity, mediation by friend
ly Muslimstates was not perceived as an erosion of national sovereignty.
The reasons for this attitude and identification can be traced to the history
of Islam in the subcontinent, the security concerns of the Muslims of the
area, and the shaping of their perceptions over centuries.

The Indigenous Factor

Both the RCD experience and the development of a security-
economic relationship with Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Oman surest that
regional alignments based on indigenous impulses are more authentic and

"Quoted in R. G. Sawhney, The Whst Asian Chess Board, Deccan Chronicle
Secunderabad, January 25, 1984.
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durable than alliances inspired under foreign tutelage. The RCD, for ex
ample, evolved in response to a needfor regional economic cooperation.
Yet it served as a springboard for security cooperation when the need
arose. This was demonstrated during the 1965 Indo-Pakistan war when
Iran provided operational facilities to the Pakistan Air Force inside Iran.
It also offered an unlimited supply of oil. More significantly, Iran, cir
cumventing the American arms embargo on Pakistan, managed tosupply
Pakistan witb about eightyF-86 aircraft, the fighting horseof the Pakistan
Air Force at the time.

Such bilateral cooperation in the realm of security matters repre
sentedan indigenousexpressionof a need for regionalresponses to secu
rityconcerns. Ofcourse, what in timefacilitated suchindigenous expres
sionwas the lessening of tensions betweenthe two superpowers and the
fact that the world wasincreasingly moving froma bipolar to a multipolar
one. The RCD was the forerunner of a trend that became visible in the
early eighties. WhUe CENTO fizzled out by 1979, the RCD outUved it in
another form. It was resuscitated after the Islamic revolution once the in
itial Iranian fear that the RCD was a cover for CIA activities dissipated.
TheRCD wasformally revived in 1984. To betterreflect the nature of this
regional arrangement, it was renamed theEconomic Cooperation Organ
ization (ECO).

A more immediate and relevant example highlighting the importance
of the indigenous factor as a security response is the GulfCooperation
Council (GCC). As a first step, itsestablishment in May I98I merely for
malized regional cooperation that already existed among the member
sutes—SaudiArabia, Kuwait, Oman, the UAE, Qaur, and Bahrain. In the
years that followed, the Riyadh-based GCC has gradually evolved from
an economic and social regional arrangement to include political and
defense cooperation. '̂ Theprimary security concern of the GCC focuses
on the possible destabilization that could be caused by internal threats
interlinked with the Arab-Israeli conflict and, more urgently now, the Iran-
Iraq war. TheIran-Iraq warisviewed asa "direct threat"bythese states,
particularly after the Iranians carried the war into Iraq.

As a result, the initial hesitation of GCC members to give a distinct
security colorto theirorganization hasbeenovercome. It hasledto overt
military cooperation. At the 1984 Kuwait summit, for example, GCC heads
of state agreed to form a joint military force under a unified command

"Major General (Retired) Indar Jit Rikhye, GulfSecurity: Quest for Regional
Cooperation, International Peace Academy, Report no. 22,New 'Vbrk, 1985, p. 3.

"Ibid.
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that would "intervene to help anymember country threatened with ag
gression,"^7 an indigenous form of the Rapid Deployment Force. As a
follow-up, joint militaryexercises have been held by the member sta^s,
including naval, air, and groundforces, the most recentamong thembe
ing air force maneuvers held in Muscat in October 1986, which involved
helicopters from the UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Oman.^®

GCCconcern with the Iran-Iraq war is reflected in its November 1986
summit. As in the last summit, the Iran-Iraq war topped the summit
agenda.29 The emergenceof the GCC has been correctly identified as the
desire byGulfstates to establish theirdistinctGulf{Kbalij) identitywithin
the broader Araband Islamicspectrum.'® This objeaive is reflectedin at
tempts to attain a broad-based interstate cohesion through a common de
fense policy and monetary unit, a trade free zone, a Gulfuniversity, and
economic agreement for industrial and financial affairs. Predictably, both
Iran and Iraq have reacted to the GCC's emergence as an "indigenous"
factor with disfavor, though for different reasons. Despite GCC support
for Iraq, Baghdad views it as a force that would reduce Iraq's influence
in the Gulf region and its Baathist ideology's stress on Pan-Arabism. As
for Iran, the GCC is an anti-Tehran alliance sponsored by the UnitedStates
and the West."

Pakistan's relations with the Gulfstates, however, developed mainly
on the basisof mutual interest rather than simply superpower machina
tion. While Pakistan hasnot formally enteredinto bilateral security agree
ments with these states, its relationship, particularly with the UAE, Oman,
and Saudi Arabia, have a strongsecuritydimension. Therearereportedly
well over 30,000 Pakistani military personnel in over a dozen African and
Arab countries.

Pakistan has a large number of military personnel in the Gulfstaties,
primarily in SaudiArabia, as well as in the UAE, and Oman. The presence
of Pakistani instructors in thesestates, which haveacquiredsophisticated
weapon systems, has generated speculation that should the need arise,
Pakistan would have access to these weapons for its own defense.

2^oseph A. Kechechian, "The GulfCooperation Council: Search for Security,"
Third Wbrld Quarterly 7(4) (October 1985):881.

'^Kbaleej Times, October 13, 1986.

2»Ibid.

"Kechechian, "Gulf Cooperation Council."

"Ibid.
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The above account shows that agreements motivated by regional
(bilateral andmultilateral) considerations aremore meaningful than alli
ances spawned by the United States. GCC, for example, whUe enjoying
the support of the United States, nonetheless, reflects the urge andneed
for formalizing cooperative endeavors, both security and economic, be
tweeninterdependent regional states. This as well as the ECO, although
the nature of the twoagreements aredifferent, demonstrates that regional
states arebecoming increasingly aware of their own national-regional in
terests, for which they do not wish to rely exclusively on a superpower.

Theemergence of an indigenous factor that wouldoverride the in
terest of a superpower ally is no longer viewed an an act of outrageous
defiance by the concerned superpower: Saudi Arabia, a close U.S. ally,
took the lead in using the oil weapon against the West during the 1973
Arab-Israeli conflict.

In terms of Pakistan's security, if it was the shah's Iran that partly
underwrote it in the seventies on the basis of Iran's possession of sophisti
cated weapons and economic poweragainst external aggression and in
ternal subversion, today this role is to some extent shared by the Saudis.
WhUe visiting Pakistan in 1980, the Saudi monarch, then a crownprince,
saidthat "anyinterference in the internal affairs of Pakistan wouldbe con
sidered interference or injury to the Kingdom of SaudiArabia,"'^a state
ment that tied Pakistan's security to the security perceptions of Saudi
Arabia. ThisSaudi perception is sharedbyPakistan, which regards Saudi
Arabia's stability asanessential component of Pakistan's security approach
to the region.5'

The trend toward regional self-reliance in the realmof defense and
security stems from two factors. The first is the desire not to become in
volved in the East-Westconflict. This is best reflected in a recent editorial
in a Gulf daily, which argued: "It is only on the basis of our own in
digenous defense capability that we can stop getting enmeshed in the
securityplans of the superpowers." It went on to warn that "the super
powers' search for militsiry bases isa never-ending one" andthatall small
countries are "ever vulnerable to pressures from the more powerful
states." The second factor strengthening the regional impulse is the
realization that because of the U.S.-Israeli strategic axis, Washington will
not be able to support anyof thesestates if they are threatened byIsrael.
The Iran-

«R. G. Sawhney, Zia's Pakistan (New Dehli: ABC Publishing House, 1985), p. 59.

''President Zia's interview in Mideast Report 19(15) (August 1, 1986):3.

^^KbaleeJ Times, September 21, 1986.
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Iraq war has reinforced the political will of these countries to achieve
security and defense coordination on a regional level.

These factors have also resulted in increased defense-related col
laboration between Pakistan and the Gulf states because Islamabad 5^0
feels that it needs more than the backingof a distant, and not always .re
liable (e.g., as during the 1965 and 1971 wars) superpower for its secu
rity. The basis of such collaboration lies in the complementary nature of
Palustan's needs and the Gulf states' requirements. With a strong tradi
tion of a highly professional military and sophisticated fighting force,
Pakistancan and does provide a pool of military advisers and trained per
sonnel, which these states lack. For the Gulf states, reliance on such ex
pertise and manpower from a Muslim country is far preferable to overt
dependence on the United Statesor other Western powers. Hence, we find
the presence of Pakistani persoimel in Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Jor
dan, the UAE, and other GCCstates. Pakistani naval personnel are, for ex
ample, said to he assisting GCC states in developing their navy. Pakistani
instructors will be training cadres from all over the GCC states at Saudi
Arabia's new naval academy at Jubail. Pilots and instructors from the
Pakistan AirForceate playingan important role in the air force contingants
of many GCC states.

Concurrent with its security relations, Pakistan has substantial smd
growing trade and economic links with the Gulf region. It has an estimated
2.3 million labor force in the GCCstates. Of these, 1.2 million are report
edly in Saudi Arabia.Remittances from overseas workers constitute
Pakistan's largest singleearner of foreign exchange,accounting for about
half of its total foreign exchange earnings. These remittances have been
running at over $2.5 billion annually through the eighties.'® Over three-
quarters of this amount comes from the Middle East. Moreover, these
figures reflect only remittances through the official channels. The actual
figure is probably considerablyhigher, given the common knowledge that
a substantial amount is remitted through unofficial means. The Middle
east has also emerged as an important market for Pakistanigoods. Exports
to the GCC and ECO states have risen markedly since the early seventies.
Exports have grown from Rp 338 million in 1971-72 to over Rp 7 billion
in 1984-85 (see -ahle 1).

"Report by the London-based minority rights group entitled, "Migrant Workers
in the Gulf,"Dawn, magazinesection, November 1,1985. Anothersource{Mideast
Report, Au^st1,1986, p. 5) puts thetotal strength ofPakistani expatriates at2inil-
lion, of which I.3 millionwork in SaudiArabia, the UAE, Kuwait, Oman,and Imq.

^Pakistan Economic Survey, 1985-86.
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In addition, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the UAE haveprovidedsub
stantial funds to Pakistan to enable it to pay its rising import bill, as well
as giving it substantial grant-type assistance.

The Iran-Iraq War

In regard to the war,both Pakistanand Ihrkey, Iran's non-AiahMuslim
neighbors, have maintained neutrality. Pakistan has resisted efforts at be
ingsuckedinto closerdefense cooperationwith Iraq,Egypt, andJordan,
a fact that Iran appreciates. While remaining neutral, Pakistan has con
demned the use of chemicalweapons by Iraq as it represents a violation
of international agreements, a position also voiced bythe U.N. Secretary
General. Because of Pakistan's principled neutrality, Iran has described
its relations with Pakistan as "friendly,"^'bound by tiesof Islamic solid^-
ity. It may be also recalled that during the extraordinary session of flie
foreign ministers of theIslamic conference heldat Islamabad inMay 1980,
Pakistan condemned the threat by the United Statesof an economic block
ade of Iran during the hostage crisis.

The visit to Pakistan by the Iranian president in 1986 was a visible
demonstration of Iran's changing perceptionof the Pakistan government
as being a U.S. surrogate. The visit was described as a "turning point"
in the recent history of Pakistan-Iran relations by diplomatic observers
in Tehran.'? An Iranian initiative to put economic muscle in the ECOwas
also seen as part of a political offensive to break its political isolation.
Iranian circles appear to have given importance to General Zia's two
meetings with President Khamanai at Harare at NAM's September 1986
siunmit. Pakistan's disassociation from the Harare draft on the Iran-Iraq
war, which Iran opposed, was "widely appreciated in Tehran."^* It is
generally believed that among the "neutral" states concerning the Iran-
Iraq war, Pakistanhas improved its understanding with Iran without com
promisingits neutralityon the war.^" As for Ihrkey, itspolicy of "hot pur
suit' ' of Kurdish rebels into Iraqi territory generated some friction between

^''Tbe Muslim (Islamabad), August 20, 1986.

"Agha Shahi's speech at IslamicForeign Ministers Conference, Islamabad, 1980.

"Tibe Muslim, October 1, 1986, p. 1.

<®lbid.

*^TbeMuslim, October 1, 1986, p. 1.
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Tlirkey and Iran. However, after the visit to Tehran by the Thrkish foreign
minister in August 1986, 'Tranian misgivings have been dissipated."^^ xhe
two sides have stressed their determination not to allow any action directed
against each other on their soil. Indeed, Iran is said to be ''pleased'' with
Thrkey's neutrality on the war and has offered Thrkeyan immediate supply
of Iranian gas.^^

While it has been relatively easy for llirkey to keep itself aloof and
neutral in the war, given its hitherto conscious policy decision to distance
itself from the mainstream politics of the Islamic world, for Pakistan it
was more of a test to do so. Pakistan is in the mainstream of Muslim politics.
It has close economic and security relations with Iran, the first country
to give it diplomatic recognition. Understandably, Pakistan's position after
the outbreak of war between Iran and Iraq was viewed as a "test case"
for Pakistani policymakers. Some observers viewed it as a dilemma that
would eventually end the "idyllic" friendship of Pakistan, either with the
Arabs or the Iranians, by forcing it to take sides in the war. '̂̂

Pakistan's success in steering past the temptation to be drawn into
partisan politics is attributable to a combination of factors: its national
interest, history, geostrategic location, ideology, and deft handling of a
sensitive situation. There is a convergence in the security concern of
Pakistan, which partially overlaps that of the Gulf states as well as of Iran.
A central feature of this concern is to prevent a spillover of the war into
neighboring states and to avoid superpower intervention. Pakistan, which
views the war as an "utter waste," has tried to mediate for a negotiated
settlement since the war's outbreak. In its mediation, Pakistan has focused
its efforts on Iran "because it is Iran which is difficult to bring to the con
ference table." ^5

There also appears to be a convergence among Pakistan, the Gulf
states, and Ihrkey to continue collaboration in economic and cultural fields
despite the differences in their respective political systeniMnd ideological
emphases. During his visit to Thrkey in September 1986, Sheikh Zayed,
president of UAE, explicitly stated this viewpoint when he said: "Even
if ideological and political differences run deep among some of us, there

^^Newspot, September 5, 1986, p. 7.

43ibid.

'^^Surendra Chopra, "RCD: A Study of the Failure of Pakistan's Diplomatic Offen
sive," in K. Arif, ed., Pakistan's Foreign Policy (Lahore: Vanguard Books, 1984),
p. 169.

'^'President Zia's interview, Mideast Report, August 1, 1986.
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could begreater economic andcultural collaboration. This inturn might
generate the impetus for greater political cohesion also."^« The Pakist^
president also stated similarviews while referring to Pakistan's relation
ship with Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, the UAE, as well as Hirkey and
Egypt.<7

Onbalance, Pakistan, withitscommon border with Iran and strategic
coastline to the Gulf, itscultural affinity with Iranandspiritual-emotional
bonds with Arabs, and its distinct identity as a non-Arab, non-Iranian
Muslim state, has retained its neutrality in the war. On the war issue, neither
the invocation of sectarian differences (Shia Iranpittedagainst the Suhni
Iraqi leadership) nor ideological rhetoric (the war between Islam ^d
Baathist atheism) norracial factors (Arabs versus Iranians) have compelled
Pakistan to shift its stand.

The U.S.-IsraeI Nexus, Terrorism, and the "Jerusalem Factor"

Radical Iranian Islamic leaders today view the war and the revolu
tion aspart of the same revolutionary continuiun. TheIraqi invasion added
a newdimension to theposture of the Islamic revolution. It strengthened
the clerical leadership that spearheaded the national effort to expel die
invading forces from Iranian territory. Iran's success in doingso embold
ened Islamic militants. Proclaiming that the war and the revolution were
interlinked, the militants, followingImamKhomeini'sdirectives, took the
war intoIraq. Waging the waragainst President Saddam's Iraqthusbecame
a facet of the "internationalist" Islamic revolution. The objective of die
war—to overthrow President Saddam and the Baath Party—was not pro
jected as a step toward the liberation of Jerusalem.

The war and the Islamicrevolution became intertwined, in that die
war became an extension and a dimension of Iran's revolution. President
Khamanei, for example, reiterated in August 1986 that "peace with Sad
dam Husain arid the Baath regime was against the goals of the Islamic
Revolution."^8 jbg liberation of Jerusalem, one of the stated objectiyes
of the revolution, meant that the "Jerusalem factor" became enmeshed
in the Iran-Iraq war. This standpoint became the dominant factor in Iran's
populist war posture. In this sense, an Iranian victory in the war became

•'^Editorial, KbaleeJ Times, September 16, 1986.

•'•'General Zia's interview, Mideast Report, p. 2.

'"President Khamanei, quoted in Tehran Times, August 23, 1986, p. 2.
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*'the key to solving all the difficulties'' of the Muslim world.Be
cause of its powerful appeal, the connection between the Islamic revolu
tion and the liberation of Jerusalem has attracted not only fervent
volunteers in Iran, but also supporters among sections of the Muslim
world. Scattered all over the Muslim world, but especially in Lebanon,
these forces see an Iranian victory as a necessary step toward resolving
the Palestine issue.

Israel's rejection ofpeace initiatives that envisage a Palestinian home
land and the United States' inability to persuade Israel to accommodate
a face-saving solution for "moderate" Arab and Palestinians have encour
aged the emergence of radical Islamic forces in West Asia. The United States
can no longer be viewed as a peacemaker in the Arab-Israeli conflict
because of its inability to endorse the minimal Arab and Palestinian view
point for a settlement and its refusal to acknowledge friendly overtures
from the PLO. For example, on March 31, 1986, a full-page advertisement
appeared in the New York Times to bring U.S. public attention to the pro
posals of Arafat and his senior colleagues for breaking the Arab-Israeli
deadlock, with U.S. help. The central proposal (the second of three
presented) was the PLO's offer to negotiate with "all parties" on the basis
of all pertinent U.N. resolutions, including Resolutions 242 and 338, in
return for an American statement recognizing the Palestinian right to self-
determination. The U.S. response to this move, one of the most signifi
cant the PLO had ever made, was a cryptic silence. This merely con
firms what some critics of Reagan's policy on Palestine have pointed out,
that the Reagan administration is not serious about peace on any terms
the PLO can accept without subjecting it to total humiliation.

The ability of Israel and of its American friends to influence the
Western media is in part responsible for the lack of concern among the
American public for the Palestinian viewpoint. In denying Americans ac
cess to the Palestinian's side of the story, self-censorship by the U.S. media
has been termed "a much bigger problem than actual interference" from
outside. According to one report, many editors and senior editorial ex
ecutives are manipulated by pressures, such as advertisement cuts and
organized public outcries (sending thousands of letters of protest from
all over the country in response to a particular newspaper, television, or
radio report sympathetic to the Palestinians). These outcries usually in
voke the charge of anti-Semitism. Consequently, "senior editorial ex
ecutives, and even reporters and producers, censor themselves in order

^9ibid.

^^Middle East Journal, no. 280, July 1986, p. 17.
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to avoid anticipated protests, problems, threats, and abuse.'This is how
the Western world and U.S. policymakers in particular have been kept
hostage to the memory of the holocaust.

Clearly, then, regardless of significant political gains by Israel since
1967 and a steady change in the perceptions of the majority of Arab and
Muslims regarding Israel's reality as a sovereign political entity, there has
been little change in Israel's attitude toward the Palestine issue.

Israel has spurned all Arab overtures, including the ''Reagan plan,"
which envisaged a transitional confederal arrangement for the Palestinians
and Jordan, because it is committed to retain the occupied territories as
a matter of theological right. Shimon Peres acknowledged in March 1985
that Israel's presence in Lebanon had not made it "a more balanced coun
try," that it was becoming "more and more Shiite, and the Shiites were
becoming more and more militant."52 Yet, despite its Lebanon experience,
Israel is not prepared to consider the "land-for-peace" option.

In Islamabad's view, Washington has not used its leverage to press
Israel into the kind of political accommodation that would meet even
minimalist Palestinian demands. In fact, the influence of the Jewish lobby
and the crucial importance of the Jewish vote in the United States are
perceived as having produced an intransigent U.S. position. This makes
the prospect of peace elusive in West Asia on terms other than those dic
tated by Israel. This view is widely shared among the Arab states and is
best exemplified in a Gulf daily, which editorialized: "The wishes of the
Jews of America and their annex in occupied Palestine constitute com
mands which no official in Washington dares to ignore.'' 53

Some American officials have themselves described the U.S.-Israeli re

lationship in similar terms. For example, Harold Saunders, Assistant U.S.
Secretary of State for the Middle East region under President Carter, called
U.S.-Israeli ties "mindlessly closed." He portrayed the relationship as a
"one-way street," in which Israel had been given a virtual blank check."5^
Similarly, Israel was described as a liability and a burden in 1974 by the
late General Brown, chairman of the U.S. Joint Chief of Staff.55 But U.S.
policy continues to be based on the maxim: What is good for Israel is good
for America. And today it is viewed by the U.S. president as a strategic ass^.

^^Middle East International, July 1986, p. 16.

^mrne, March 18, 1985.

^^KhaleeJ Times, July 16, 1986.

^^The Muslim, October 1, 1986.

55Ibid.
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Even moderate states like Hussein's Jordan, Hasan's Morocco, and
Sadat/Mubarak's Egypt, which have stretched their positions to accom
modate the U.S.-Israeli stand, at great risk of a domestic backlash, have
felt let down. Their concessions were not matched by U.S.-Israeliflexibility,
a factor that strengthened the argument of hardliners in the region.

Other factors have also been at work that have further exacerbated
tensions and complicated the situation in the region. In recent years there
has been a tendency in Washington to label the principal threat to the
United States as ''terrorism" in the Middle East, in a way that equates
American interests with Israeli interests. Indeed, the last couple of years
have seen "terrorism" replacing "communism" as the principal justifica
tion for U.S. interventionism in the Middle East. The most graphic exam
ple of this was the U.S. attack on Libya in April 1986. Whether such inter
ventionism (through the use of military force) is undertaken in the name
of defending Western interests, making the world safe from terrorism, or
to ensure the security of Israel, it has produced strains and difficulties
between Washington and its allies in the region. This especially includes
countries like Pakistan, which, while tied to the United States through
a nexus of military and economic relations, finds it hard to go along in
supporting such actions that are ostensibly directed to fighting terrorism.
The major explanation lies in the fact that Pakistan has a fundamentally
different view of the sources of such terrorist acts. In Pakistani eyes the
roots of terrorism and the source of the Middle East's familiar cycle of
violence lie in the denial of the legitimate right of the Palestinians to their
own homeland.

Indeed, and this is especially so at the popular level in Pakistan as
well as in most other West Asian states, it is Israel that is seen as practic
ing state terrorism, with Washington's blessingor, at least, tacit approval.
The Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, in which 20,000 Lebanese and
Palestinians were killed during the twenty-eight-day seige of Beirut, is one
example. This, to the states in the region, was just one example of Israeli-
U.S. contempt for the Arabs. Examples such as these make U.S.-Israeli ac
tions to combat terrorism a glaring example of doublespeak.

Another though somewhat different aspect of the limits to which
Washington is prepared to go, prodded by the anti-Arab lobby, is the re
cent disclosure that the U.S. government attempted to use the American
and international media for a disinformation campaign against the Libyan
leader. The campaign was to plant stories in the media suggesting that
the United States was about to launch another attack on Libya. However,
the whole affair exploded in Washington's face and led to the resignation
of a conscientious State Department official. But U.S. Secretary of State
George Shultz uttered an astonishing defense of the fiasco. He justified
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the controversial action of the White House by quoting Churchill: '*In
times of war the truth is so precious that it must be attended by a
bodyguard of lies/'56 xhis admission of White House lies damaged the
credibility of the administration, both in the eyes of its own people and
indeed those of its allies.

The Israeli raid on the PLO headquarters in Thnis in October 1985,
in which over a hundred people, mostly civilians, were killed, was de
scribed by the White House as a ''legitimate response of self-defense''
against terrorist attacks. President Reagan himself declared that Israel had
the right to take such action "if they can pick out the people responsi
ble." He even praised "Israel's intelligence capabilities" on that score.5^

This condoning of Israel's action also said much about how Wash
ington treats its Arab allies, given the choice between them and Israel.
Ihnisia, a close U.S. ally, had repeatedly been assured that Washington
would guarantee its sovereignty. After the Israeli attack, Ihnisians were
right to question—as indeed other allies in the region did—the value of
that guarantee when juxtaposed with defending Israeli interests. When
President Reagan enthused over Israel's "daring raid," he seemed to over
look that it was Washington that pursuaded Ihnisia to admit the PLO after
Israel bombed it out of Lebanon. He also disregarded the fact that Ihnisia
was an early symbol of Arab acceptance of Israel, one of the first few coitti-
tries to advocate peaceful coexistence with Israel. It was conveniently
forgotten, too, that less than four months before the Israeli raid. Presi
dent Reagan had personally promised President Bourguiba during a visit
to Washington that the United States would respect and defend Ihnisi^'s
territorial integrity.5® Shultz described the Israeli raid as retaliation "in the
face of rising acts of violence against the citizens of Israel."59

That Israel gets its license to practice state terrorism from Washington
could not have been better proven than by the U.S. response to Israel's
action. Taken to its logical conclusion, this prescription would give every
state the right to strike out, unilaterally, against real or imagined terrorist-
sponsoring states. Given this context, Arab fears of U.S. unreliability when
President Carter announced the formation of the Rapid Deployment Force
(RDF) would not seem to be illusory. At the time of Carter's announce
ment, the RDF aroused "more suspicion than confidence," on the ground

^^U.S. News & World Report, October 13, 1986.

^'^International Herald Tribune, October 7, 1985.

^^Financial Times, October 3, 1985.

^^Saudi Gazette, October 10, 1985.
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that the aim was not the pteservation of vital interests, "but domination,
escalation of tension, and creation of zones of influence."®® According to
a former U.S. ambassador to a West Asian state, the United States is the
only country "which has ever threatened invasion of Arabia."®' Indeed,
long before the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, "senior U.S. political
and military leaders hinted at a possible U.S. military takeover of the Gulf
oU fields."®^

A graphic example of U.S. insensitivity to Muslim sentiments was pro
vided by its bombing of Libya. The bombing provoked an outcry both
on official and popular levels virtually throughout West Asia. Depicted
by the United States as "self-defense" against alleged Libyan-sponsored
terrorism in Europe and elsewhere, the unilateral and disproportionate
nature of the U.S. "response" raised a number of questions, especially
troubling for its friends and allies in the region. Was the Libyan raid about
combating terrorism, or was it a display ofmilitary power to assert a domi
nant American position against recalcitrant Third World leaders? Had com
munism been replaced by terrorism as a means of legitimizing American
military intervention? Secretary of State George Shultz said after the raid;
"What is clear is that the United States will take military action under cer
tain circumstances. That's established."

This readiness to use force on the part ofWashington provoked more
than just unease even among the conservative Arab states in the region.
Spontaneous demonstrations across the region against the U.S. action il
lustrated people's attitudes toward the United States. Such events make
the United States and Israel appear to be applying one set of laws to them
selves and another set to others.

The U.S.-lsraeli action of using military force in the name of fight
ing terrorism is seen by most countries as provocative and confirma
tion that Washington does not even consult its traditional allies in the
area. Only Israel's opinion and interests, it seems, weigh in the American
worldview.

®®A1-Nadwar (Saudi Arabia), quoted in GttanUan (London), March 8, 1982, p. 2,
in Imtiaz H. Bokhari, "Pakistan-Saudi Arabia Strategic Connections and U.S. Policy,"
Journal ofSouth Asian and Middle Eastern Studies 9(1) (Fall 1985):36.

®'James E. Akins, "Saudi Arabia; Soviet Activities and Gulf Security," in The Im
pact ofIranian Events upon Gulfand U.S. Security (Washington, DC; American
Foreign Policy Institute, 1979), p. 93, quoted in Bokhari, "Pakistan-Saudi Arabia
Strategic Connections," p. 35.

®^Hermann F. Eilts, "Security Considerations in the Gulf," International Secur
ity 5(2) (Fall 1980):110; quoted in Bokhari, ibid., p. 36.
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Pakistan, like other West Asian states, resolutely denounces acts of
terrorism. But since its view of what is the ultimate cause of terrorist acts

is so fundamentally different from Washington's, it produces the kind of
response articulated by President Zia after the Karachi hijack of a Rsin-
American airliner by Palestinian gunmen. Zia condemned the hijacking
and promised that the hijackers would '^receive the punishment that such
a crime deserves." But almost in the same breath. President Zia said this
did not mean that Pakistan's stand on the Palestinian issue would be af
fected in any way. "The support to Palestine was Pakistan's duty," and,
he added, "Palestinian students were being educated in Pakistan while
Pakistani youth themselves lacked such facilities."^^

Pakistan's position on the Palestine issue accords with that of the
"moderate" Arab states. While Pakistan supports the Palestinian rights of
self-determination, it is willing to accept a formulation that accords Israel
the right to exist. For Pakistan, the solution of the problem lies in King
Fahd's eight-point plan introduced in 1982 at the FezArab summit. This
plan implies recognition of Israel's right to exist in return for a Palestin
ian homeland on the West Bank and Gaza Strip occupied by Israel during
the 1967 war.

Israel's rejection of a "minimalist" peace offer, wherein the Pal
estinians are expected to contend with only a part of their own territory
captured by the Israelis, would strengthen the "Iranian" option on
Palestine—dismantling the Zionist state of Israel and replacing it by flie
Islamic republic of Palestine. Current indicators suggest that the major
ity of Palestinians prefer a secular and democratic state of Palestine to
replace Zionist Israel, where Jews, Muslims, and Christians would enjioy
equal rights.^^ The concept of a mini-Palestinian confederal state on die
West Bank and Gaza Strip is not acceptable to most Palestinians. How
ever, Israel's refusal to consider either of these options could generate
even greater support for the Iranian position, particularly if Iran emerges
as the dominant power in West Asia and should the Iran-Iraq war end on
a victorious note for Iran. Recent Israeli press reports indicate that Israel
is acutely aware of Iran's capacity "of fighting for years on the basis of
religious ideology alone." As one Israeli newspaper wrote, "a similar
situation might well develop on [the Israeli] front should the Iranians be
victorious." ^5

^^Tfoe Muslim, September 8, 1986.

^^Kbaleej Times, September 19, 1986.

^^Ha'aretz (Tel Aviv), September 28, 1986.
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Conclusion

On the Palestinian issue, Pakistan has taken '*a joint stancP' with the
Muslim world. In supporting the 1982 King Fahd plan, Pakistan sees the
solution of this issue in the creation of an independent Palestinian state
on the West Bank and Gaza Strip. However, while Palestine remains a burn
ing issue in the Muslim world, for the moment the focus has shifted to
the Iran-Iraq war. This war has generated visible urgency and concern in
the Muslim world, particularly among the belligerent neighbors as well
as the superpowers. While there are reports of a superpower understand
ing on the ''Gulf War,''̂ ^ vernon Walters, U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, has admitted that the United States lacks the ability to force Iran
to end the war.^^

As for Pakistan, historical, cultural, and geostrategic factors militate
against the possibility of any change in its neutral stand. Its Islamic cultural
affinity with Iran spans several centuries, during which many Iranian Sufis
settled in the subcontinent to spread the message of Islam. This process
was facilitated by the Arab military conquest of the southern province of
Sind twelve centuries ago. The Muslim areas of the subcontinent thus be
came a crucible for the confluence of Arab and Iranian influences, which
shaped the perceptions of Muslims in the region. On the other hand, the
spiritual and emotional bonds that have historically linked Pakistan with
the Arabs have been accentuated by geopolitical considerations, economic
interests, and cooperation in the field of defense. Pakistan thus enjoys a
historical identification with Islam and the Arabs and a cultural affinity
with Iran.

More recently, the Iranian president has reaffirmed this affinity. At
an international seminar in Tehran in 1986, President Khamanei declared
that Iran's Islamic revolution was "the first direct influence of Iqbal."^®
As a Muslim poet and philosopher who envisioned a separate homeland
for Indian Muslims, Iqbal is revered as the ideological father of Pakistan.
Given the fact that much of Iqbal's revolutionary, anticolonialist, and
Islamic revivalist work is in the Persian language, at times addressed to
Iranians, it is not an exaggeration on the part of many Iranians to view
Iqbal as one of the ideological mainsprings of their revolution. Given this

^Suroosh Irfani, ''Toward Superpower Collusion?" The Muslim, September 19,
1986, p. 4; see also The Times (London), October 3, 1986.

^'^TbeMuslim, October 11, 1986, p. 1

^®"Iqbal's Appeal in Iran," Dawn, Friday Magazine, October 3, 1986, p. iv.
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backdrop, it would be historically incongruous and a strategic error for
Pakistan to abandon its neutrality.

Moreover, with a Soviet-backed hostile Afghanistan on its north
western front and an unpredictable India on its eastern border, which is
laced with the most advanced Soviet weaponry and the U.S. offer of ad
vanced strategic technology, it is plausible for Pakistan to forge with Iran
a possible strategic alliance. It may be recalled that in the past, eveh in
the absence of such an alliance, Iran provided Pakistan with strategic depth
and political-military backing during Pakistan's critical confrontation with
India. Additionally, Iran's need for skilled manpower in the phase of
postwar reconstruction, coupled with the presence of Soviet forces in Af
ghanistan (with which Iran shares an uneasy border), could draw the two
countries into closer security cooperation for ensuring peace and stabil
ity in the region. Such cooperation would seem to be necessary for neu
tralizing the designs of both India and a Soviet-backed Afghanistan for
regional supremacy.



13. United States Perceptions
of Southwest Asia

HERMANN FREDERICK EILTS

From the vantage point of Pakistan, the term "Southwest Asia" ap
positely denotes the collectivity of Asian states on its western flank. In
the United States the term, while not unknown, enjoys less currency. In
stead, the southwestern Asian areas are commonly referred to as the Ara
bian peninsula and Persian Gulf. Moreover, although the United States
officially recognizes the designation "Persian" rather than "Arabian" Gulf,
prudent sensitivity to competing Arab and Iranian nomenclatural jousting
has produced a tendency simply to refer to the "Gulf."

The littoral states of the Gulf and the two Yemens constitute a sub

system of the broader Middle East political system. As such, while they
face problems unique to the Gulf area, the most prominent at present be
ing the Iraq-Iran war and a series of petroleum-derived issues, they also
share most of the sociopolitical preoccupations of the broader system of
which they are a part, especially the Atah-lsraeli problem.

Although the United States has sought to insulate the Gulf states from
close involvement in the Arab-Israeli issue, success on this score has been
marginal. With the exception of Oman, the Arab states of the Gulf—and
Iran since the advent of the Iranian Islamic Republic—have been and re
main in varying degrees emotionally, politically, and financially involved
in supporting the Palestinian and overall Arab causes.

The neologism "Middle East" was coined in 1902 by the American
naval strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan. Although Mahan avoided precise
definition, his conceptualization placed the area he had in mind east of
a notional northeast/southwest medial line through the Persian Gulf.* That
perceptual delineation soon shifted westward. As the late Secretary of
State Dulles discovered years later, American usage of the term "Middle
East" had become elastic; it remains so. For some it embraces the area
from North Africa to Pakistan and Afghanistan; others limit it to the area

•Alfred Thayer Mahan,' 'The Persian Gulf and International Relations,'' Retrospect
and Prospect: Studies in International Relations, Naval and Political (Boston,
1902), pp. 204-251.
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between the Levant states and Iran; still others would have it begin with
Egypt and extend eastward to Iran or beyond.^ Prescriptive definition is
thus desirable when the term is used, even though all usages encompass
the Persian Gulf in that geographic construct.

U.S. policy toward the Gulf and Arabian peninsula states is based upon
self-determined American national interests in the area. At a macro level,
these have remained fairly constant: oil and security. At a micro level—
that is, how best to safeguard these interests—perceptions have gone
through a series of permutations caused by changing regional and inter
national conditions. Consistentiy, however, U.S.policy papers have stressed
the strategic and economic importance of the region. ^

As U.S. economic and official involvement in the area grew, so did
American public cognizance of Gulf and Arabian peninsula peoples and
polities. (To this day, however, many Americans remain unaware of ethnic
and linguistic differences between Arabs and Iranians.) From earlier relative
public indifference to U.S. policy toward the Gulf states, heightened
American public interest has sharpened divisions of opinion on optimal
U.S. policies that should or should not be pursued toward the area. In
deed, on some aspects of Gulf affairs public pressures have in recent years
intensified to a point where they constrain proposed programmatic ac
tivities designed to further American interests in those states, particularly
arms sales.

Looked at sequentially, American interest in the Gulf and Arabian
peninsula states developed, first, through American petroleum companies,
which obtained concessionary rights in Gulf states, and thereafter through

2G. Etzel Pearcy, The Middle East—An Indefinable Region (Washington, D.C.,
1964), esp. pp. 5-7. Pearcy, then a Department of State geographer, was askedby
Dulles to define the term. See also Roderic H. Davison, "Where Is the Middle
East?" Foreign Affairs, vol. 38, no. 3 Quly I960), pp. 665-675; and Alast^r
Drysdale and Gerald H. Blake, The Middle East and North Africa, A Political
Geography (Oxford, 1985), pp. 10-12.

^U.S. interests extend beyond the Gulf, but the Gulf figures prominently in them.
For a general overview of interests, see Seth Tillman, The United States in the
Middle East (Bloomington, Ind., 1982), pp. 43-72. For the Gulf area, see the testi
mony of former Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern Affairs Harold Saunders
and other expert witnesses before the House Subcommittee on Europe and the
Middle East in 1980, U.S. Interests in, and Policies Toward, the Persian Gulf, 1980.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East of the Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs of the House ofRepresentatives, 96th Cong. 2d se$s.
(Washington, D.C., 1980), pp. 8-22, 32ff. For a more eclectic scholarly view of
claimed U.S. interests in the Gulf, see James H. Noyes, The Clouded Lens: Persidn
Gulf Security and U.S. Policy (Stanford, Calif., 1979), pp. 44-59.
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U.S. government involvement. These were followed by broader American
economic interests, including exports and Arab petrodollar investment
in the United States, and, concurrently, by American public interest groups
becoming increasingly vocal on policy issues involving Gulf and Arabian
peninsula states.

There is no American consensus on the Gulf. Generally speaking,
however, three aspects of Gulf and Arabianpeninsula affairs have shaped
U.S. official and private-sector perceptions. First and foremost have been
the huge petroleum reserves of the Gulf area, amounting to more than
three-fifths of the world's proven oil reserves. The presence of such vast
reserves, coupled with exploitation costs far lower than elsewhere and
the substantial new reserves still being found there, gives it a prominence
that the vulnerabilities of its indigenous state structures belie. Continued
free and unimpeded access to Gulf oil reserves by the United States has
for forty years been a major American interest.

Asecond pervasive concern has been putative external threats to the
Gulf area which, should they materialize, might limit Western access to
petroleum reserves. Concern over external threats has not been limited
to the United States; it exists among Gulf leaders as well. Differences never
theless exist between U.S. and Gulf states' estimates of such exogenous
threats. The United States places prime emphasis upon a Soviet threat to
the Gulf area. Most states of the Gulf and Arabian peninsula area do not
share the U.S. presumption of a looming Soviet threat. Instead, they see
Israel and, more recently, the Iranian Islamic Republic as proximate and
more serious external threats. The United States, while recognizing an Ira
nian threat, discounts the suggestion that Israel may physically endanger
the region.^ Some conservative regimes in the Gulf, and especially Saudi
Arabia, also speak on occasion of a ''communist" threat. When doing so,
they have in mind Soviet proxy states such as South Yemenand Ethiopia.

A third U.S. perception is that most of the Gulf and Arabian penin
sula stateshave strong potentials for internal political instability. This belief
was buttressed by events such as the 1958 military coup d'etat in Iraq,
the Mecca Grand Mosque incident of 1979 and, on another level, by the
large number of loyalty-less expatriates living in Gulf polities. It has been
given compelling prominence by the success of the Ayatollah Khomeini's
Islamic revolution in Iran in 1979 and the Iranian Islamic Republic's ex
coriation of various neighboring Arab leaderships. Previously, endemic
tensions in the Gulf region, such as ethnicity, sectarianism, unresolved

'̂ See the comment of a distinguished former British diplomat on this point, An
thony Parsons, *A British Perceptionof the Gulf," in B. R. Pridham, ed.. TheArab
Gulf and the West (New York, 1985), pp. 46-47.
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median line and border problems, and the like were slow to be recog
nized in the United States, except in specialist circles. Only a few months
before the outbreak of the Iraq-Iran war, a distinguished chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee had dismissed such issues as ** local
problems." Implicit in that dismissal was the illusion that, however much
of a nuisance they might be, they were not credible threats to U.S. interests.

Today, in view of the protracted nature of the Iraq-Iran war, there
exists an incipient appreciation of the divisive effects of at least solne
endemic problems of the Gulf area. Moreover, in many American eyes,
both official and private, Imami ShiTsm has loomed as a major destabiliz
ing force. Since most Gulf and Arabian peninsula entities have Shi'i as well
as other minorities, these are viewed as volatile political tinder for
domestic dissent. And, as is so often the case, their disruptive potential
is frequently magnified in congressional, media, and even U.S. govern
ment speculation. Exaggerated or not, these factors have produced
American official and private interest in reducing U.S. dependency on Gulf
oil resources. They have spurred domestic energy conservation efforts,
the development of a strategic oil reserve, and a somewhat wavering search
for synthetic fuel alternatives.

Generally speaking, the United States views the Gulf area in terms
of its component states rather than as a geographic whole. Those polities
divide into several categories. First are those that have "special relation
ships" with the United States. Until the shah's fall in 1978, Iran fell iiito
this category. Today it is limited to Saudi Arabia, Oman, and, in more mu^d
fashion, Bahrain. A second category consists of those entities with which
the United States has correct dialogue, but which reject any American
security association. These include Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, the Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen), and Iraq. A third category
consists of those Gulf and Arabian peninsula states that are avowedly
hostile to the United States and with which the United States has iio

diplomatic relations. They are the Iranian Islamic Republic and the Peo
ple's Democratic Republic of Yemen (South Yemen).^

The Petroleum Factor

The United States, through private American oil companies, first
developed an interest in the Gulf states in the context of a quest for exter
nal petroleum resources. As early as the mid-I920s, various American oil

5From 1967 to 1984 Iraq belonged to the third category. With the reestablishment
of U.S.- Iraqi diplomatic relations in 1984, Iraq moved into the second category.
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companies sought participation inwhathadbecome anAnglo-French oil
concessionin Iraq(the former Ihrkish Petroleum Company), while others
explored the possibility of obtaining an independent oil concession in
Iran. Whatever their profit motives, the oil companies argued their case
in terms of the U.S. national interest. The United States, they contended,
had during World War I heavily depleted its own petroleum reserves in
ordertoprovide oilto itsEuropean allies for theconduct of thewar. Unless
new sources of external oil reserves could be obtained, American industry
would soon face an energy crisis.

The oil companies' case may have been overdrawn, but in a series
of official U.S. notes to Great Britain, the U.S. government supported their
claim in the framework of the traditional American "open door" policy.
In the Gulf area, as elsewhere, American companies should be allowed
to compete without restraint with non-American firms for commercial
advantages. Despite initial British official and oil company opposition,
a consortium ofAmerican oil companies was eventually able to work out
a 23% percent participatory arrangement in the (renamed) IraqPetroleum
Company. Efforts byAmerican private oil companies to obtain an oilcon
cession in northern Iran aborted.®

In 1932 the Standard Oil Company of California obtained an oil con
cession in Bahrain. This was followed a year later by a similar concession
in SaudiArabia, awarded much to Britishchagrin. In 1936Texaco joined
in the Bahrain and Saudi Arabian ventures, and modest quantities of
petroleum were being produced inbothBahrain andSaudi Arabia bythe
beginning of World War 11.' Despite initial high investment costs, exploita
tion of SaudiArabian oil, in particular, once discovered, amounted to less
than fifteen cents per barrel, because of high individual well yields and
gravity flow advantages, and was markedly lower than comparable oil
recovery costs in the United States. Inflation has by now raised produc
tion costs to about thirty cents per barrel, but this remains far lower than
recoverycosts anywhere else. In other parts of the Gulf, production costs
are somewhat higher, but still less than comparable exploitation costs
elsewhere.

Prompted by concerns similar to those that had prevailed during
and immediately afterWorld War I, Secretary of the InteriorHarold Ickes

®For an account of pertinent negotiations, see George W. Stocking, Middle East
Oil: A Study in Politicaland Economic Controversy (Kingsport, Tenn., 1970),
pp. 53-59.

'Ibid., pp.66-107. See alsoH.St.John Philby, Arabian Oil Ventures (Washington,
D.C., 1964), pp. 71-134.
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proposed in 1943 that the U.S. government acquire all or at least part of
the concession held in Saudi Arabia by what had by then become CALTEX
as a safeguard against future exhaustion of the domestic oil reserve. The
idea, initially supported by President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the U.S.
Navy, was opposed by the American concessionaires. It was eventually
dropped when the American president lost interest in it.® It was oil com
pany urgings that in 1944 prompted the United States to provide diiect
economic aid to Saudi Arabia, lest the British seek to persuade the Saudi
authorities to repudiate the American oil concession and transfer it to
British interests.

The Saudi Arabian and Bahrain oil concessions remained in private
American oil company hands, and in 1946 the Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey and Mobil joined in the exploitation effort in Saudi Arabia.
Operating through a separate company, by then renamed the Arabian-
American Oil Company (ARAMCO), American private-sector interests suc
cessfully produced Saudi Arabian oil and explored for new reserves imtil
the early 1970s. Indeed, during the late 1940s and well into the 1950s,
it could be said with some justification that ARAMCO played a more prom
inent role in Saudi Arabia than did the U.S. government. Through senior
members of its four parent companies, Saudi Arabian policy concerns—
especially with respect to Israel after the latter's formation in 1948—were
regularly represented to the highest levels of the U.S. government.

To be sure, an American legation had been established in Jiddah in
1942 and began increasingly to conduct official dialogue with the S^udi
Arabian authorities, but it took time for the Saudi authorities to be per
suaded that the resident U.S. diplomatic establishment was a more effec
tive conduit for the presentation of their political concerns than were the
ARAMCO parent companies. Despite military facilities at Dhahran, granted
to the U.S. Air Force during the latter years of World War II, there was
a decided disinterest on the part of the U.S. government in the early
postwar years to accede to Saudi requests fo specialist assistance. Not un
til the early 1950s, and only after President Truman's Point IV Program
was inaugurated in 1950, were there more positive official U.S. responses
to such requests, but even these were often laggard. In 1953 the Saudi
Arabian government canceled the U.S. Point IV program because of
dissatisfaction with it.

®For the development of Ickes' "Petroleum Reserve Corporation," as the concept
came to be called, see U.S. Senate, Special Senate National Defense Hearings,
80th Cong., 1st sess. (Washington, D.C., 1984), pp. 1125, 2401-2424. For perti
nent official documents, see U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the
United States, 1943 (Washington, D.C., 1964), vol. 4, pp. 926-928, 933-934, 937-
938, 941-943, 949, ^ndFRUS, 1944 (Washington, D.C., 1965), vol. 5, pp. 23-27.
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In the immediate post-World WarII years, private American oil com
panies alsoobtained participation in a British concession in Kuwait and
exclusive concessions in the then Kuwaiti-Saudi Arabian undivided Neutral
Zone. Similarly, following Iraniannationalization of the Anglo-Iranian oil
companyin 1951 and subsequentU.S. diplomaticeffortsto work out with
the Iranian authorities new oil exploitation agreements, American oil com
panies obtained participatory rights in the international consortium en
gaged by Iranfor the formerly British-held fields.^ Thus, by the mid-1950s
American private oil interests owned or participated in Iranian, Iraqi,
Kuwaiti, Saudi Arabian, and Bahraini petroleum production. To the ex
tent that an American perception of the Gulf area had developed, it was
that of an oil man's nirvana.

Although the privateAmericanoil companies felt confident of their
ability to handle outstanding petroleum issues with host governments,
and the U.S. government was quite willing to see such arrangements con
tinue, there were occasional official U.S. representations to host govern
ments in behalf of American oil companies on issues in which the latter
had been unable to work out mutually satisfactory agreements. On another
level, the United States helped encourage internal forces in Iran in 1953
to overthrow the nationalist Mossadegh government, which was viewed
as procommunist, and to reinstall the shah. Nevertheless, as one of the
first American consuls in Kuwait lamented in the early 1950s, except for
Iran and Saudi Arabia, the United States seemed to lack any clearly de
fined or coherent policy toward the Gulf area.

As the American oil companies operating in the Gulf states and their
parent companies often sought to influence the U.S. government to take
a more understanding view of Gulf states' concerns about Israel, usually
with scant success, a negative reaction developed among some elements
of the American public to certain policies of the Arab states of the Gulf,
particularly those of Saudi Arabia. Because ARAMCO excluded persons
of Jewish faith from employment, in deference to Saudi Arabian wishes,
indignant Jewish groups in the United States urged the U.S. government
to demand that the Kingdom cease such discriminatory practices. Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, and other Arab entities of the Gulf were likewise berated
for pursuing secondary boycott activities against American private com
panies doing business with Israel.

Until approximately 1970, the U.S. interest in Gulfand Arabian penin
sula oil was primarily a producer rather than a consumer interest. American
companies held oil concessions or enjoyed equity participation in them.

9See Stocking, Middle East Oil, pp. 108-120, for the Kuwait and Neutral Zone
concessions, and pp. 152-198, for the Iranian consortium arrangements.
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Afterpayingtaxesand royalties to host governments, they reaped substan
tial profits derived from sales of Gulf-origin oil. Rarelydid petroleum im
ports into the United Statesfrom the Gulf states, including Saudi Arabia,
exceed5 to 6 percent of totalAmerican oil consumptionprior to the 1970$.

In the 1970s, a Copernican change took place. With the nationaliza
tion of IPC in Iraq in 1961, and the subsequent increasing pressures from
Saudi Arabia, Kuvtrait, and other Gulf states to take over a greater share
of foreign oil concessions, including American-held concessions, the
writing was on the wall. Eventually, host governments would take ov#r
all of the major concessions, either through nationalizationor creeping
participation, limiting former parent companies to specifiedpercentage
liftingsof oil at prices set by host governments. Concurrently, in the wake
of higheroilprices after the 1973Arab-Israeli war and escalating American
energy demands, the United States inexorably shifted to a consumer in
terest in Gulf oil. This created what some Americstns have called an "oil
vulnerability."*®

From the mid-1970s until the early 1980s, the United States im
ported between 15and 20 percent of its total oil requirements from Mid
dle East states, a sizable increase from previous practice. Coincideri-
tally, this change took place at a time when the American oil companies
had been dispossessed of their erstwhile concessions and had lost con
trol over production volumes and prices. The Gulf oil-producing states
had also joined with oil-producing states elsewhere in the Organization
of Petroleum ExportingCountries (OPEC), which now sought to maxitniyif'
oil prices. Between early 1973 and 1981, imported oil prices increased
almost flfteen-fold, and oil issues became government-to-governmeftt
concerns."

In the eyes ofmuch of the American public adversely affected at the
gas pump by spiraling price increases, it was conveniently forgotten that
the shah of Iran had been the first to press for higher oil prices. Blame
was leveled at the Arab states for this situation. The so-called rich, prof
ligate, greedy SaudiArabianand other Arab "oil sheiks" became objects

'®For a brief sketch of this shift from the 1960s into the 1970s, see Charles Issawi,
Oil, the Middle East and the World(New York, 1972), pp. 45-50. For an analysis
of change to an "oil vulnerability" factor, see G. Henry Schuler, The Treasury
Department's View of Oil Imports in 1975, 1979, and 1984: A Study in Con
trasts (Washington, 1985), pp. 23-70.

"For 1969prices see Issawi, Oil, pp. 31-32; for variousenergyimport costs froin
1974 onward, see Schuler, Treasury Department's View, Ikble 12, p. 53.
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of American public vituperation.^^ There was little American public
understanding, let alone appreciation, of Saudi Arabian efforts to limit
increases in the price of oil. Saudi Arabian leadership of OPEC made the
Kingdom a convenient scapegoat for American public dissatisfaction with
oil price hikes. Dissolute behavior by a few members of the Saudi elite
visiting the United States, widely publicized in the media, added to the
negative public image of that country.

The Security Factor

From the outset of active U.S. involvement in Gulf and Arabian penin
sula affairs immediately after World War II, potential external security
threats to the area have loomed large in American official and private think
ing. The principal putative threat to the area, at least until recently, has
been viewed as Soviet expansionist designs. In part, this American belief
is a product of Soviet activities in World War II and in the immediate post
war era. The historic Russian quest for warm-water ports has been con
ceived to include the Gulf area. The Molotov-Ribbentrop exchange of
1940, in which Molotov indicated Soviet interest in moving southward
from Batum and Baku 'Tn the general direction of the Persian Gulf. . .as
the center of the aspirations of the Soviet Union,'* was adduced as evidence
of a persistent Soviet objective to expand toward the Gulf and the Arabian
Sea. The failure of the Soviet Union to withdraw its troops from northern
Iran six months after the cessation of World War II hostilities, as man
dated by the Anglo-Soviet agreement of 1941 (to which the U.S. adhered
in 1943), was seen as further proof of Soviet expansionist purposes.^^

*2This type of excoriation is exemplified in Linda Blandford, Super-wealth: The
Secret Lives of the Oil Sheikhs (New York, 1977). American political cartoonists,
such as Herbiock, have likewise reveled in this anti-Arab genre. A recurring spate
of "letters to the editor" appearing in leading American newspapers also stresses
the theme.

^3For a postwar appreciation of the Soviet threat to Iran, see Harry Ihiman, Year
ofDecisions, 1945 (London, 1956), pp. 460-461. See also George Lenscowski,
Russia and the West in Iran, 1918-1945 (Ithaca, 1949), pp. 193-234, 292-299.
For the Ribbentrop-Molotov exchange, see U.S. Department of State, Nazi-Soviet
Relations, 1959-1941 (Washington, D.C., 1948), p. 259. There is no dearth of later
assessments. See, for example, Charles W. Yost, "Superpower Rivalry in the Gulf,"
in Ronald G. Wolfe, ed.. The United States, Arabia and the (Washington,
D.C., 1980), pp. 57-45; and Harold Brown, "U.S. Security Policy in Southwest
Asia: A Case Study in Complexity," reprinted in J. E. Peterson, ed.. The Politics
ofMiddle Eastern Oil (Washington, D.C., 1983), pp. 412-423.
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Although the Soviets ultimately withdrew from northern Iran,
following conditional agreement with the Iranian government on an
oil concession in northern Iran, the legacy of suspicion of their ulti
mate intent remained. American official and public anti-Soviet attitudes
were prompted in large measure by the "cold war" atmosphere of the
early 1950s. Official and many private Americans deride the Soviet
contention that the Middle East, including the Gulf area, is part of its
security parameter, as an unacceptable arrogation. Some U.S. officials
also remain convinced that the Soviets covet Gulf oil resources. Should
the Soviets succeed in obtaining primary political or military influ
ence in the Gulf area, it follows in U.S. thinking that they would seek
to exclude the American presence in the Gulf or, at a minimum, to
neutralize it.

On a global basis, U.S. policy since World War II has sought to
contain presumed Soviet imperialist designs. In the Gulf area, such
countermeasures initially took the form of U.S. pressure on the Soviets
to withdraw from Iran and of providing Iran with American weapons in
order to enable it to defend its territories. In the mid-1950s, global U.S.
containment policy was expanded through urging the so-called northern
tier countries—Iran, Pakistan, Thrkey, and Iraq—to organize themselves
into a defensive alliance known as the Baghdad Pact (Central liraity
Organization [CENTO], after Iraq's defection in 1959). The United States,
despite initial encouragement of that organization, declined to become
a formal member because of various domestic and foreign policy con
straints, but maintained observer status in its constituent organs, provided
military and economic support to regional member states, and assigned
an American general officer to head the Combined Military Planning Staff
of the organization."

In the immediate aftermath of the anti-Hashemite coup in Iraq in
1958, the United States signed substantively identical bilateral agreements
of cooperation with the remaining regional members of the alliance, in
cluding Iran and Pakistan. Executive agreements rather than treaties,
they were based upon the Joint Congressional Resolution on the Middle
East of 1957 and on Mutual Security legislation. They were concluded
to preserve the alliance and as a substitute for U.S. accession to it. Al
though some regional signatories expressed puzzlement about what pew
guarantees these bilateral agreements provided, the UnitedStates held Ihat

"For U.S. arms aid to Iran, see Barry Rubin, Paved with Good Intentions (New
%rk, 1980), pp. 158-189; LewisSorley, Arms "Dransfers Under Nixon (Lexington,
Ky., 1983),esp. pp. 110-133;Andrew). Pierre, TheGlobal Politics ofArms Sales
(Princeton, 1982), pp. 142-153.
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they offered broader security cooperation against a Soviet threat than the
Baghdad Pact document itself did.^^

These bilateral agreements evoked some congressional disquiet, re
quiring the executive branch to give assurances to the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee that the obligations undertaken therein applied solely
to assisting regional states to defend themselves against direct communist
aggression and that any action taken thereunder would be in accordance
with constitutional procedures. Later Iranian and Pakistani disillusionment
with the entire CENTO structure prompted the demise of that alliance,
but the bilateral agreement with Pakistan remains operative and constitutes
a legitimating device for U.S. military aid.

In the Arab areas of the Gulf, the United States was initially content
to share security responsibilities with Great Britain. The British had secu
rity treaty arrangements with Iraq (until the Abdul Karim Qasim govern
ment of that country denounced that treaty), Kuwait, and the lower Gulf
states. On its part, the United States, primarily because of its petroleum
interests in Saudi Arabia, sought to strengthen the Kingdom's defense
posture. A U.S. military mission was sent to Saudi Arabia in 1951, at the
latter's request, in order to train the Saudi armed forces, and one was later
sent to train the National Guard. From the 1950s onward, U.S. military
assistance was regularly provided to Saudi Arabia.^^ Although no formal
security agreement exists between the United States and Saudi Arabia, every
American president from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan has publicly
expressed U.S. concern for the political independence and territorial in
tegrity of the Kingdom.

Events were to prove that it was not the Soviets that threatened Saudi
Arabia directly. Rather, it was Arab nationalist forces in the Arab world,
especially during Gamal Abdel Nasser's heyday of pan-Arabism and
Egyptian-Saudi involvement in the Yemeni civil war from 1962 to 1967
on opposite sides. In response to Egyptian air attacks on Saudi border
towns and subversive actions against Saudi Arabia, the United States at

I'For the text of the bilateral Cooperation Agreement Between the United States
and Iran, signed at Ankara, March 5, 1959," see Department of State, Treaties and
Other International Acts, Series 4189 (Washington, D.C., I960).

*^The fullest treatments of U.S. arms aid to Saudi Arabia may be found in Nadav
Safran, Saudi Arabia: The Ceaseless Questfor Security Mass., 1985),
pp. 103-110, 180-211, 398-448; and Anthony H. Cordesman, The Gulfand the
Search for Strategic Stability: Saudi Arabia, the Military Balance in the Gulf,
and Trends in the Arab-Israeli Military Balance (Boulder, Colo., 1984), esp. pp.
122-388. Also useful is David Long, The United States and Saudi Arabia: Am
bivalent Allies (Boulder, Colo., 1985), pp. 33-72.
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varioustimesdeployedtoken air forcesquadronsand naval vessels to Saudi
Arabia as deterrent measures.*^

Another indication of the U.S. security concern for the Gulf states—
or, more precisely, for American interests in the region—was President
Kennedy'sgratuitousoffer of assistance to the Britishin May 1961, when
it appeared that Iraq's republican leader, Qasim, might seek to assert the
long-standing Iraqi claimto all of Kuwait by extinguishing militarily that
state's newly proclaimed independence. With Iraqiforces deployed on the
Kuwaiti border, the British responded to a Kuwaiti request for help by
sending marines and naval vessels to the newly independent sheikdom.
Although the United Stateshad not heretofore expressed any security con
cern for Kuwait, Keimedy considered the Iraqi threat sufficiently serious
to the Gulf as a whole to warrant offering the British a small U.S. naval
flotilla to augment their forces. The British declined the oflfer. Ketmedy's
action was made without publicity and without prior consultation with
members of Congress or Kuwaiti officials.'®

With the British announcement in 1968 of their intention to
withdraw militarily fix>m east ofSuezin three years' time, the United StUtes
foresaw a developing security vacuum in the strategically important Gnlf
area. To fill that vacuum, the Nixon administration devised the so-called
twin pillarspolicy. Consistentwith the NixonDoctrine,which, after Viet
nam, sought to avoiddirect Americanmilitary intervention in remote but
strategically important areas, this envisionedjoint Iranian-Saudi Arabian
assumption of responsibility for the security of the Gulf area once the
British had left. A U.S. diplomatic effort was made to persuade the shah
of Iran and King Faisalof Saudi Arabia to cooperate with each other in
this design.

Iran, with more sizable and better-trained military forces, was
seen as the principal military prop of the twin pillars policy. In a rever
sal of earlier Keimedy-Johnson reluctance to accede to the shah's inces
sant demands for larger quantities of military aid, the Nixon administra
tion expressed willingness to provide whatever military aid Iran would
need to fulfill that security role, regardless of costs or weapons systems

"Cordesman, The Gulf, p. 111. A U.S. destroyer, with Commander, MIDEAST-
FORCE, aboard, entered Jizan port, on the Saudi/Yemeniborder, in the spring of
1967 asawarning tothe Egyptians. Itwasthefirst—and thelast—U.S. naval v^ei
to enter reef-strewn Jizan harbor.

'•The inrirtf-nt has oiilyonce been publiclymentioned. HermaimF. Eilts,' 'Security
Considerations in the Persian Gulf," InternationalSecurity, vol. 5, no. 2 (Fall1980),
p. 100.
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sophistication.>9 To a lesser extent, Saudi Arabia also received increased
American military aid, and in response to a specific request the United
States agreed to help develop a Saudi navy.

There were those in the U.S. Congress and public who questioned
the wisdom of the twin pillars policy. Some did so because of concern
over human rights abuses in the shah's Iran, othets because of a per
ceived connection between ensuing huge Iranian arms purchases from
the United States and higher oil prices. Still others did so because of
traditional criticism in some American circles of Saudi Arabian discrimin
atory, exclusionist policies, whichwereseento make the Kingdom an im
proper security partner. Some congressional disquiet also existed about
whether the shah could be relied upon to use responsibly his substantial
American-supplied military inventory. Notwithstanding such misgivings,
the UnitedStates persistedin the pursuit of that alternative securitypolicy
for the Gulf.

On the tiny islandof Bahrain, the U.S. Navy was permitted by the
national authorities, on an informal basis, to take over the British naval
facilities atJufair. Whilemaintaining a low profile, in deference to Bahraini
wishes, the American rear admiral in command of the small U.S. naval
force, MIDEAST Force, and between one and two U.S. naval vessels were
based there. That command, whose operational area covers much of the
Indian Ocean, now consists of five small combat vessels.

The twin pillarspolicy endured until the shah's collapse. Although
itseffectiveness i^ainst a realSoviet threatwasnevertested, the augmented
Iranian military and naval capability resulting from it was used to assist
the Sultan of Oman in suppressing the Dhofari insurgency. U.S.-supported
Iranian military preeminence in the Gulfregion, whilesometimes disturb
ing to Saudi Arabia and other Gulfstates, especially after Iranianseizure
of Ahu Musa and the two TVinbs islands in 1971, was believed to have a
restraining influence on Ba'athi Iraqi activities designed to undermine
moderate Gulf regimes.

It was not enough, however, to prevent Kuwait from establishing
diplomatic relationships with the Soviet Union in 1971 and accepting the
presence of a Soviet embassy in thatcity-state. Indeed, increased Iraqi and
Iranian assertivenesswith Gulf neighbors were contributory factors in the
Kuwaiti decision. There was official U.S.displeasure over the new Soviet
diplomaticpresence in Kuwait, and a concomitant belief that the Soviets
might useit to subvert neighboring Arab regimes of the Gulf, but this fear
proved to be exaggerated.

"See Henry Kissinger, White House Years (Boston, 1979), pp. 1259-1262.
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Changing Perceptions in the 1980s

If the three decades following World War 11 were generally character
ized by official and private American bemusement with the Gulf and
Arabian peninsula area, events of the 1980s came as a traumatic experience.
While the putative Soviet threat remained ingrained in official American
thinking, especially after the Soviet military move into Afghanistan in 1979
and the advent of the Russophobe Reagan administration in 1981, what
had previously been regarded largely as peripheral''local'' factors in the
Gulf area suddenly loomed large as threats to U.S. interests.

In 1979 the shah of Iran, the prime element in the twin pillars policy,
was forced to abdicate and was replaced by a regime such as few official
or private Americans had anticipated. The erosion of the shah's domestic
base had come to be widely realized in and out of the U.S. government;
that he would be replaced by an Islamic religious rather than a lay or Na
tional Front leadership came as a shock. Weaned on a concept of separa
tion of state and church, there was uncertainty in American circles as to
what a clergy-dominated, Imami Shi'i Islamic regime might portend for
U.S.-lranian relations and for friendly Sunni regimes of the Gulf and Ara
bian peninsula.20

A part of the answer came quickly. The Iranian Islamic Republic's
seizure of the U.S. embassy in Tehran and of fifty official American
hostages, and their detention for a year and a half, created major problems
for the Carter administration. The safety of the hostages became the over
riding goal of the U.S. government's handling of the affair. Carter sought
to negotiate their release and, after numerous failed efforts, managed to
achieve this, although they were not permitted to leave until a few minutes
after his term expired. By then, the hostages had lost their psychological
value to the Iranian Islamic Republic, and the United States had suffered
the further ignominy of the abortive Tkbes military rescue operation of
April 1980. The latter had been prompted by growing American domestic
pressures, castigating continued reliance on negotiations and demanding
military action. The circumstances of the failure of that mission, follow
ing on perceived American failure somehow to save the shah, cast a pall
among Gulf friends on the image of U.S. capability. In the eyes of Carter,

20The literature on the fall of the shah and the advent of the Khomeini regime,
as seen from the U.S. viewpoint, is extensive. See, for example, Jimmy Carter, Kee^p-
ing Faith (New York, 1982), esp. pp. 433-458; Cyrus Vance, Hard Choices (New
York, 1983), pp. 314-348; Zbigniew Brzezinski, Power andPrinciple (New York,
1983), pp. 354-400; William H. Sullivan, Mission to Iran (New York, 1981), pp.
227-284.
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his closest associates, and many other Americans, the hostage crisis in Iran ^
was a major factor in the American electorate turning him out of office.^'
VThile all detained Americans ultimately returned safely, the Iranian hostage
crisiswasone of the gravest political humiliationssustainedby the United
States, not only in the Gulf but in the Middle East region as a whole, since
its active involvement in the area.

Direct diplomatic relations between the United States and Iran re
main severed. The Iranian Islamic Republic continues to flay the United
States as the "Great Satan." Many American officials still regard Iran and
its strategically situated real estate on the Sovietborder as a country of
major strategic importanceand, as the Reagan administration's recently
revealedcovert arms shipments to Iran attest, they wish to lay a ground
work forpossible eventual improvement in U.S.-Iranian relations onceKho
meini leaves the scene. Realistically, however, the outlook on this score
is doubtful for years to come. Moreover, the present Iranian regime's
"revolution for export,'' directedlargely at Arab states of the Gulffriendly
to the United States, especially Saudi Arabia, is a soiurce of deep concern
to the U.S. government.

The outbreak of the Iraq-Iran war in 1980 further complicated the
Gulf situation. When Iraq attacked Iran, the Saddam Hussein regime re
mained hostile to U.S. interests in the area. It had played a major role in
expelling Egypt from the Arab League following signing of the U.S.-
brokeredEgypt-Israel peace treaty. Therewasconcern in U.S. official and
someprivatequarters that the war mightspill over to friendly Gulfstates,
but there was also a widespread American belief—indeed, even hope-
that both Iraq and Iran would exhaust themselves in mutually futile com
bat and thus limit the future military threat that each posed to friendly
Gulf states.

The prolonged natureof the war, its more recent derivatives of Iraqi
and Iranian air attacks upon tankers in the Gulf, and the Iranian military
lodgement in Fao in February 1986 haveaccentuated fears of a possible

'̂Carter, KeepingFaith, pp. 563ff; HamiltonJordan, Crisis; TheLast Yearofthe
Carter Presidency (New York, 1982), pp. 376-381. Both aUude to the electoral
burden of the hostagecrisis. Fora detailed account of U.S. handling of the hostage
crisis, see Gary Sick, All Fall Down (New York, 1985), esp. pp. 65-318.

^^For the origins of the Iraq-Iran war, see TkreqY. Ismael, Iraq and Iran: Roots
ofConflict{Synexxse, 1982), esp.pp. 1-40. ForU.S. concernsabout the protracted
nature of that conflict, see Harold H. Saunders, "The Iraq-Iran War: Implications
for U.S. Policy," in Thomas Naff, ed.. Gulf Security and the Iran-Iraq War
(Washington, D.C., 1985), pp. 59-60; and Stephen R. Grummon, The Iraq-Iran
War: Islam Embattled (Washington, D.C., 1982), pp. 82-91.
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spillover into friendly Arab states. Although Iraq took the initiative to
resume diplomatic relations with the United States in 1984, and enjoys
some U.S. economic support, there is gnawing U.S. concern that a war
of attrition might not end in a draw and could conceivably enable Iran's
substantial manpower resources to prevail over a better-equipped Iraqi
military structure.

The effect on the political stability and security of the Arab states
of the Gulf, from Kuwait southward to Oman, of an Iranian Islamic-
dominated Iraq is receiving considerable official attention, even as the US.
government hopes that no such contingency will arise. The continued
financial and other support given by Saudi Arabia and Kuwait to Iraq have
evoked Iranian threats to take military action against them. Kuwaiti Oil-
export facilities have received minatory bombings from Iran, and Iranian
warnings continue that Saudi oil facilities may also become targets unless
Saudi financial aid to Iraq stops. Ironically, the United States and the Soviet
Union are in general agreement on the undesirability of the Iraq-Iran war,
yet neither is in a position to act effectively to terminate it. Reluctant
though the United States is to admit this, it may be continuing Soviet
military aid that sustains Iraq's capability to resist the Iranian onslaught.

Although Iraq began the war, there is a widespread American view
that Iran has consistently refused all international overtures to negotiate
a cease-fire and peace. In this situation the Iraqi air attacks on Kharg Island
and on Iranian-chartered tankers shuttling between Kharg and Sirri islands
(and in August 1986 on Larak island) are seen as regrettable but understaild-
able defensive measures. In contrast, the Iraqi use of mustard gas has been
officially and privately censured by the United States. Retaliatory Iranian
air attacks on tankers off the Saudi Arabian, Qatari, and UAE coasts have
raised the specter that Iran's threats to widen the war if its oil exports
are curtailed by Iraqi military action may indeed be serious.^'

U.S.Air Force-manned airborne warning and control system (A\5ACS)
aircraft have since 1980 been permanently deployed to Saudi Arabia and
provide early warning of Iranian aircraft incursions into Saudi Arabian air
space. In 1984, as a result of such early warning, Saudi Arabian figh^r
aircraft downed an intruding Iranian aircraft. The initial Saudi Arabian
and official U.S. reaction to the incident was one of concern that

2'The so-called tanker war in the Gulf has by now become commonplace and barely
evokes public interest. The American press gives only brief reportage to each new
incident, usually somewhere on inside pages. Detailed reportage of Iraqi and Ira
nian air attacks on tankers in the Gulf area may be found in the regular "Middle
East'' section of the Cyprus-based (Nicosia) weekly. Middle East Economic Survey
{MEES).
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thismightcatalyze a wideningof the war. Whenit seemed to have a deter
rent effect in preventingfurther Iranian intrusions into air space in close
proximity to the Kingdom, at leastfor a time, both the United States and
Saudi Arabia showed greater satisfaction.

In the first eight months of 1986, however, although AWACS-
produced early warnings continued to be provided, there had been no
attempton the part of Saudi Arabia to haveits fighters engage Iranianair
craft of Saudi, Qatari, or UAE waters, and Iranian air attacks on tankers
transiting the western sideof the Gulf wentunchallenged. Arecent Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) ministerial communique suggests that this
might change and that Saudi Arabia may extendair cover to Gulfwaters
threatened by helicopters from the recently established Iranian base on
Abu Musa, but this remains to be seen.

There is also speculation that U.S. Navy vessels mayescort American
flag ships in the westernwaters of the Gulf in order to deter Iranianat
tacks." While the U.S. Navy is reluctant to devote naval assets to deter
ringIranian boarding ofAmerican vessels approaching the Straits of Hor-
muz,ostensibly in searchof war contraband, and whilesome Navy lawyers
even argue the legality of such Iranian actions, on May 13, 1986, a U.S.
destroyer did warnan Iranian fiigate to desist from boarding an American
freighter boundfor Fujairah." For now, at least, this seems to have had
a salutary affect.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 heightened
official and privateAmerican concerns about Gulfsecurity." The Soviet
action was seenaspart of the long-standing Russian desire to move toward
the Gulf. If Afghanistan were conquered, it wasargued, the Soviets would
seek to foment instability in Baluchareas of Pakistan and thereby move
closer to the Straits of Hormuz. The immediate official U.S. response took
the form of the so-called Carter Doctrine.

In his State of the Union address in January 1980, President Carter
announced that the Gulf constituted a "vital" U.S. interest and that the
United States would resist with force any effort on the part of a foreign
(read "Soviet")powerto install itselfmilitarily in the Gulf. Carter's state
ment was visceral and was made with minimal consultation within the
U.S. government as to whether adequate military forces wereavailable to

"See MEES, vol. 29, no. 39 fiuly 7, 1986), p. C-2.

'̂ mEES, vol. 29, no. 32 (May 19, 1986), pp. A8-9.

2«Carter, Keeping Faith, pp. 264-265ff; Brzezinski, Power and Principle, pp. 356,
446-449; Vance, Hard Choices, pp. 389ff.
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meet such a putative Soviet challenge. 27 Such forces were not at the time
available, but the Soviet action lent urgency to strengthening the so-called
Rapid Deployment Force. The Reagan administration continued this effort
and Central Command, as the RDF was redesignated, is now an indepen
dent, unified command, headquartered at McDill Field in Florida. It has not
thus far been able to establish a forward headquarters in the Gulf area itself.

The difficultiesencountered by the Sovietsin establishing the Marxfet
Afghangovernment's control over all of that country have generally been
welcomed in the United States. The United States, in cooperation wifh
Saudi Arabia and others, has sought to provide material and moral
assistance to Afghan Islamic partisans fighting the Soviets and the in
digenous Marxist government.

On another front, the collapse of the shah of Iran gave rise to fears
that the Saudi Arabian regime might be a candidate for similar Islamic anti-
monarchical domestic revolt.The failure of many officialand private Am^-
icans involved in Iran to have perceived early enough the shah's growing
weakness prompted a spate of compensatory speculation on allegedly
comparable forces in the Kingdom that might lead to collapse of the Saudi
regime. The GrandMosque incident in Mecca of November 1979, although
an aberration, was seized upon by some American analysts to lend cre
dence to the contention that Saudi Arabia was internally weak and about
to collapse. 28

Although those who knew both Iran and Saudi Arabia emphasized
structural, religious,and social differences between the two regimes, many
Americans continued to see analogies in the situations in the two coun
tries. Traditional critics of the Kingdom renewed their contention that
extant Saudi internal fragilities made that country as inappropriate secu
rity partner. Alluding to the large volume of sophisticated U.S. military
equipment sent to the shah, which the hostile Iranian Islamic Republic
had subsequently seized, they direly warned that this experience might
some day be repeated in Saudi Arabia. Many media pundits supported this
viewpoint. Indeed, few friendly regimes have so consistently been vilified
in the American media as Saudi Arabia has.

27Carter, KeepingFaith, p. 483. Seealso DavidD. Newsom, 'America Engulfed^'
ForeignPolicy, no. 43 (Summer1981), pp. 17-32; and the NationalSecurityCounciil
adviser's account in Brzezinski, Power and Principle, pp. 444-447.

28See Cordesman, The Gulf, pp. 231-237. The theme of internal Saudi weakness
had earlier been elaborated in Helen Lackner,A House Built on Sand (Londob,
1978). For a time in the early 1980s her book was widely cited in American
academic and media circles. A needed antidote is William B. Quandt, SaudiArabia
in the 1980s (Washington, D.C., 1981), esp. pp. 76-122.
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While there continues to be much public criticism of Saudi Arabia,
not only by American Jewish groups, but also by American Christian
groups unhappy that Christian worship is not allowed in the Kingdom,
there has been a gradual realization that there is more resiliency in the
Saudi regime than its persistent American detractors wishwere the case
and that some American analystsquestioned was the case. Aslowofficial
U.S. recognition hasalso evolved that, whatever Saudi Arabia's influence
might beinoverall Arab circles, it should notbeexpected to move to the
forefront in publicly calling for an Arab-Israeli peaceasprevious U.S. ad
ministrations have so often urged it to do.

The Iranian Islamic Republic's "revolution forexport" and the tanker
war fallout of the Iraq-Iran war haveagain raisedthe issue of optimalU.S.
support for Gulf security. The United States has long sought military
facilities in the Kingdom to better position itselfto assist Saudi Arabia to
resist external aggression. For domestic and Arab political reasons, the
Saudi Arabian government has declined all such requests. Instead, it has
preferred to rely upon U.S. seaborne forces, "over thehorizon" intheAra
bian Sea and Indian Ocean. From a military point of view, American
defense planners find thisawkward. Distance lengthens response timein
the event of an emergency call.^'

In 1981 the Arab states of the Gulf (with the exception of Iraq)
organized the aforementioned GCC in order to coordinate their collec
tive security and undertake economic cooperation. A GCC Peninsular
ShieldForcewas created, consistingof contingents from variousArab states
in the Gulf, but largely from Saudi Arabia. Since the Iranian lodgement
in Fao, some thousand or more troops from that GCC Force have been
deployed to northern Saudi Arabia, andboth Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have
publicly declared their intention to defend themselves shouldIran move
militarily against them.

While considerable official and private American endorsement of
the conceptof GCC regional cooperation exists, few beUeve that the GCC
members can presently mount a credible defense against Iran.^® In May
1986 the Reagan administration publicly announced, albeit in qualified
fashion, that should IranattackSaudiArabia, the UnitedStates would assist

'̂The problem is well set forth in Cordesman, The Gulf, pp. 824-825-

wSee John Duke Anthony, "A Darkling Plain: U.S. Views on Gulf Security," in
Pridham, ed.. The Arab Gulf, pp. 125-161; and Michael Sterner, "The Gulf
Cooperation Council and Persian Gulf Security," in Naff, ed.. GulfSecurity,
pp. 1-24.
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the Kingdom in its defense.'' The hope is that this will not happen, but
contingenq^ plaiming must teckon with that possibility. Three years earlier,
the administration had publicly warned that, should Iran seek to close
the Straits of Hormuz, the United States would use military means if
necessary to reopen them. Reagan would doubtless receive public sup
port for any such action.

Political stability in the friendly Arab states of the Gulf has been fur
ther damaged by two other developments: Iranian-inspired terrorist ac
tions, especially in Kuwait, and domestic problems posed for the Gulf
states by substantially reduced income resulting from overproduction of
petroleum and sharp reduction in oil prices.

The threat of Iranian-sponsored terrorism and/or sabotage in the
Arab states of the Gulf is omnipresent. While counterterrorism efforts are
made by those governments, they lack the sophistication to make th^
even reasonably foolproof. The United States, whose diplomatic and com
mercial installations have been among terrorist targets in Kuwait, has
spoken much about not giving in to terrorist demands but has done litde
to help Gulf states prevent terrorism. Given the unresolved Arab-Israeli
problem, it is not unlikely that terrorism in the Gulf area and the Middle
East as a whole will increase.

Aside from the terrorist issue, the oil-producing states of the Gulf
have in the past five years experienced serious collapse in their previous
oil-derived economic booms. While as late as 1980, in the wake of the
1979 oil "shock," President Carter could still uigently request the ruler
of Saudi Arabia to maintain petroleum production levels of over ten million
b.p.d., four years later a global oil glut had developed. By early 1986 Saudi
Arabia had decreased its production to about three million b.p.d., and
nobody in the United States seemed to care. There was an oversupply of
petroleum from various OPEC and non-OPEC sources, and as oil prices
dropped sharply as a result, oil-derived income for the Gulf states likewise
plummeted.

Since the American concessions in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia had by
then been taken over by host governments and ARAMCO had become no
more than a Saudi-owned operating company for the latter, the ARAMCO

"See New J&rJb Times, May 18, 1986; for an earlier Department of State warning
that any spread of the Gulf war would be a threat to "vital" U.S. interests, see
MEES, 29, no. 24 (March 24, 1986), p. C-1.

"See A. W.Jessup, "Price Pressures II: Political Economy of Wirld Oil," Geopolitics
ofEnergy, Supplement, vol. 8, no. 4 (April 1986), pp. Sl-4.
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parents in manyinstances chosenot to "lift" their prescribed percentage
allocationsat OPEC set prices and, instead, opted to buy their oil require
ments on the cheaperspot market. The Saudis were eventually required
to reduce OPEC-mandated prices, which they had helped to engineer, in
order to sell oil. In recent months, Saudi Arabia has increased its produc
tion to more than five million b.p.d., much to the distress of many of its
OPEC partners, because of its pressing liquidity crisis.

Although Saudi Arabia has sharply reduced its economic develop
ment program, it has a long lineof creditors awaiting payment forgoods
andservices already rendered. Various private Saudi merchants, afflicted by
cash-flow problems brought on by overexpansion and by Saudi govern
mental failure to liquidate indebtedness to them, have likewise faUed to pay
their debts when due. Many of their creditors areAmerican firms or banks.
Whatever appreciation may exist for Saudi Arabia's current financial diffi
culties, American firmsaffectedby Saudinonpaymentare clamoringfor re
imbursement. For now, Saudi Arabiahas suffered image loss in the Ameri
can (and foreign)businessand bankingcommunities.ASaudiInvestment
Mission, sent to the United States in the spring of 1985 to solicit private
Americancapital investment in the Kingdom, had virtually no responses.

There is concern in some official U.S. government circles that the
price of oU may have fallen too low, and that this may have an adverse
effect uponsome Third-World debtor nations andtheinternational bank
ingsystem. TheAmerican public, however, isgenerally delighted thatfor
the first time in fifteen years gasolineprices at the pump are less than a
dollar. One senses little American public sympathy for the Saudi Arabian
or other Arab oil-producing states' dilemmas. There exists almost a
Schadensfreude on the part of many private Americans over the disarray
that OPEC, which isviewedlargely as Arab-dominated, faces. Somebelieve
that OPEC willcollapse throughitsown internecine differences andwould
like to help it do so. As the OPEC ministerial meeting of August 1986
showed, however, this may be a premature judgment.

Aconcomitant of the oil-glutsituation is a growingAmericanpublic
disinclination to provide strongsupport evenfor friendly Arab states of
the Gulf, such as Saudi Arabia. The American-Israeli Political Action Com
mittee in the United States lobbied strongly to oppose U.S. arms sales to
the Kingdom. The AWACS saleof 1981 passedwith a marginof only one
vote in the Senate, a vote brought about by the personal intervention of
PresidentReagan. In the most recent (1986) arms saleto SaudiArabia, even
stronger congressional opposition developed. Saudi Arabia, it was con
tended by opponents, is hostile to Israel, and to U.S. Middle East peace
efforts and supports the Palestine LiberationOi^anization (PLO). So long
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as the Kingdom maintainsthese policies, the U.S. government should not
assist it with military weapons. The argument was shortsighted, but coidd
not be overcome. In the final agreement, only 10percent of the initially
proposedarmssales program wasapproved, and then again only through
Reagan's personal intervention and a single senator's vote.'' Future pro
posed U.S. arms sales to SaudiArabia (or Kuwait)are likely to encounter
increasingly tough sledding.

Public complacency about the oil situation is one major factor. All
U.S. governmentwarningsthat, whatever the current oil glut, the United
States will again be dependent to a considerable extent on Gulf oil in the
1990s and thereafter seem to fall on deaf congressional and public eats.
U.S. officials responsible for energy planning are aware that Gulf Oil
reserves remain indispensable to the United States in the years ahead and
that current policies towardthe Gulfstates (and especially Saudi Arabia)
should be devised to take this into account, but the general public does
not think much beyond the immediate situation. Nor do many members
of the Congress, who are responsive primarilyto constituencyinfluences.

If most of the developments in the Gulf area in the past six years
havebeen negative, one positiveelementmay be cited. In 1980, largely
becauseof concern over developments in Iran, the U.S. government \*^s
able to conclude arrangements with Oman for the use of certain Omani
military facilities. This was in return for U.S. military and economic aid
for Oman. The "use" agreement was renewed in 1985 with certain con
ditions. Next to Saudi Arabia, Oman has become the major U.S. security
partner in the Gulf area.''^ As a result, it sometimes suffers from excessive
Pentagonattention. Indeed, Pentagonofficials,in particular, in their quest
for military facilities, oftentend to be insensitive to domesticand regional
political problems posed for Arab governments of the Gulf by excessive
public identification with the United States."

Atthe same time, the United States has grudginglyhad to accept the
fact that both Oman and the UAE agreed in 1986 to establish diplomatic

"See David Nyhan, "A Cop-out on Saudi Arms Sale," The Boston Sunday Glolte,
May 25, 1986, p. 67.

"Cordesman, Tbe Gulf, pp. 426-438 and 606-619. See also New Ybrk Times,
March 25 and 26, 1985.

"See Abdul Karim Mansur (pseud, for Cordesman), "The American Threat to Saudi
Arabia," TbeArmed ForcesJournal (international), September 1980, pp. 47-60;
see also the thoughtful warning of excessive U.S. identification with Gulf states
In Christopher VanHoUen, "Don't Engulf the Gulf," Foreign Affairs, vol. 59, no.
5 (Summer 1981), pp. 1064-1078.
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relations with the Soviet Union. Thus, in addition to embassies in Kuwait
and Iraq, the Sovietswill have one in AbuDhabi, and a nonresident Soviet
ambassador will be accredited to Muscat. However unwelcome this devel
opment was to the Reaganadministration, it has wisely chosen not to pro
test. Doing so would have served no purpose.

Although concerned because the YAR, dissatisfied with the scope
and procedures of U.S. aid, has been flirting with the Soviets, the ad
ministration has been unable to dissuade it from doing so. The recent
sanguinary domestic upheaval in the PDRY was seen by those Americans
who knew where Aden was as welcome political embarrassment to the
Soviet Union. It seemed to demonstrate that even twenty years of forcibly
imposed Marxist socialism could not extirpate vintage tribal enmities.

Conclusion

The Reagan administration's newly revealed covert arms shipments
to Iran, and its apparent approval of long-standing similar Israeli arms
shipments to that country, have added to the image of confusion and con
tradiction in U.S. policy toward the Gulf and have further damaged U.S.
credibility with friends and foes alike in that region. At some point in
the future, however, a broader American public realization will reemerge
that the Arab states of the Gulf area are important to U.S. interests. Until
then, it is imperativethat activeefforts be made to limit the damage caused
by present policies and actions and that wiser thinking prevail when U.S.
policies are formulated.

Paradoxically, while the Gulf and Arabian peninsula area will con
tinue to be of major strategicand economic importance to the United States
in the yearsahead, congressional and Americanpublic support for positive
policies toward the policies of that area are likely to erode—at least for
the next few years. Such attitudes are shortsighted and self-defeating. They
will inevitably cause friendly Gulf states to look elsewhere for security
support. U.S. credibility in the Gulf, as elsewhere in the Arab world, has
been seriously eroded.
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PART FIVE

The Aid Relationship





14. United States Assistance to Pakistan

HERBERT G. HAGERTY

The provision of assistance by one nation to another is a highly com
plicated business. National pride is at stake on both sides, from the very
first discussions of what is needed by the potential recipient and what
can be provided by the potential donor. And as the aid relationship evolves,
there seem to be innumerable occasions for misunderstandings, friction,
and even tension to arise.

A part of the problem is the defense of aid appropriations in the
United States.Aid usually is presented to the American public as an effort
to build ''our kind'* of stable world, but it often is defended more bluntly
as a device to support friends or more simplistically as an effort to "buy**
friends or otherwise get them to do our bidding.

Frequently, there is a racist undertone to the provision of aid, a resi
due of the erstwhile colonial age. Donors are all too often seen as heirs
of the largelyfair-skinned, European, imperial rulers of a bygone era, while
recipients are usually Third World nations whose darker-skinned popula
tions the donors once ruled. Aid recipients, with this as their background,
are mostly still in the early blush of independence; they are suspicious
of "strings,** implied or assumed, that would limit their sovereignty.

But only the naive would deny the transactional nature of the aid
relationship; nations, like people, rarely give something for nothing. It
is axiomatic that the aid relationship serves and advances important in
terests in both the donor and recipient countries, however asymmetrical
or imprecisely defined they may be.

Of course, these interests are different—in fact and in perception—
between the donor and the recipient. For the recipient country, aid pro
vides scarce economic resources and nation-building skills and technology,
the product of the developing country's experience and success. Also in
cluded may be the provision of arms, which the recipient nation requires
but cannot itself produce. A relationship involving arms transfer, moreover,
provides a sense of security by implying a measure of political support,
whether or not such support or the mutual obligations that may also be
involved are explicitly stated.
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For the donor, the assistance relationship provides a valuable tool
with which to influence the behavior or policy of the recipient country
and thereby to advance some specific foreign policy objective or objec
tives. So it is with American aid or loans/grants for development projects
and budget support, or credits for the purchase of military equipment.

American Objectives in South Asia and in Pakistan

The U.S.-Pakistan relationship has been an assistance relationship
through most of the years since Pakistan became independent; and the
road the two countries have traveled together has not always been smooth.
But because that relationship is part of a complex of factors broader and
more varied than the facts of bilateral interest, I believe it appropriate to
focus first, if briefly, on U.S. objectives in South Asia in general.

Testifying in March 1986 before a congressional committee review
ing the administration request for aid funds for South Asia, Arnold Raphel,
then senior Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near East and South
Asia, defined American objectives in the South Asia region to include

deterring Soviet expansionism;
supporting economic growth and development;
preventing nuclear proliferation;
supporting the development and strengthening of democratic institutions;
reducing the production, transit, and export of illicit narcotics;
expanding mutually beneficial economic and commercial ties; and,
encouraging independence and non-interference, while promoting regional
amity through the peaceful settlement of regional differences and the ex
pansion of regional cooperation.

Pursuit of these goals [he said,] requires that we seek relations of trust
and confidence with all the nations of the region. [Webelieve] our interests
are best served by stable and independent South Asian nations, growhig
stronger in a peaceful environment and capable of deterring interference
from outside the region. Our role is to support South Asia's own security
and developmental efforts. We seek no military bases in the region. We do
not want to expand relations with one of the nations in the region at ^e
expense of others. We have no desire to upset the security balances now
existing among the states in the region

Pointing to the Soviet pressure on Pakistan from Afghanistan, he added:
Pakistan faces unique circumstances which have significant implications

^House Appropriations Committee, Hearings on Foreign Assistance and Related
Programsfor 1987, 99th Cong., 2d sess. (Washington, D.C.: Government Print
ing Office, 1986), pp. 502-526.
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for U.S. regional and global interests. ... Asecurely independent and pros
perous Pakistan servesboth our own interestsand the interestsof all South
Asia."

A tall order, to be sure, but I believe it important to state these objec
tives as they have been put to the American Congress (and thus to the
American public) so you may see American assistance to Pakistan in the
regional and global context in which it is conceived, developed, and im
plemented. While the above list is stated in generalities and applies with
more or less relevance to each of the countries of the region, all items
on the list are applicable to U.S. relations with both Pakistan and India.
Those with long memories, moreover, will note also that these objectives
have remained essentially unchanged over the years since the mid-1950s,
when the United States began its largebilateral assistanceprograms in South
Asia.

This is not to say that the list has been static since that time; notable
additions are the statement of U.S. concerns about nuclear proliferation
and about the production, processing, and export of illicit narcotics. The
concern about proliferation has been with us from the late 1960sand was
given special impetus by the Indian nuclear test of 1974. Narcoticsis a more
recent concern, the result of an evolving drug culture in the West, the
growth in opium production and processing in several areas of Asia, a geo
graphic shift, in particular, in the key area of such production from South
east Asia's "Golden Triangle" of the 1960s to the relatively newer "Golden
Crescent" of South and Southwest Asia in the 1970s, and the subsequent
growth of heroin processing facilities, and addiction, in Pakistan.

Strings on Aid?

Except in the rarest instances of disaster or emergency relief, U.S.
aid is not charity, as I have already observed; nor is it without obligation
on the part of both donor and recipient. Assistance normally is condi
tioned by agreements appropriately related mainly to its use. Among the
acceptable "strings" on U.S. aid are that: (1) it should serve the intended
purpose, a matter of mutual agreement between the United States and the
donor; (2) it should be used efficiently and with appropriate standards
of accountability; and, (3) it should be dependable and should contribute
to the friendly relationship of "trust and confidence" mentioned by Raphel
in his testimony. I should add also that when security assistance is involved,
usage constraints involve an important commitment to use the equipment
provided only in self-defense, to permit periodic U.S. inspection and
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verification, and to require U.S. permission should the materiel be pass^
on or sold to a third party or otherwise disposed of.

In the case of so-called base-rights countries, arms aid is often linked
explicitly with provision of operating rights or bases. Disinformatioti
literature over the years (going back to Adlai Stevenson's visit to the regiOB
in 1953 and Admiral Nimitz' involvement as an early Kashmir negotiator)
has fed suspicions on this score with regard to Pakistan; so also do occa
sional Defense Department printing errors, memories of the U-2 epi-sode
and the presence of a U.S. communications facility in the Peshawar ar^a
in the 1960s.

Pakistan, of course, is not a base-rights country. But because of the
continuing suspicion that the United States has basing interests in South
Asia, especially in Pakistan and in Sri Lanka, the Raphel testimony, like
that of countless other official spokesmen who have preceded him, ex
plicitly denies any U.S. interest in bases or facilities in South Asia, including
Pakistan.

The Soviet'U.S, Dimension

It is no accident that the first U.S. objective above is framed in the
global context of competition with the Soviet Union. The United States
has long sought to deny the expansion of Soviet control and to limit Sovfet
influence in South and Southwest Asia. This struggle with the Soviet Union
has provided the continuous backdrop to the American strategic relation
ship with Pakistan since the earliest days of the development of U.S. aid
policies in South Asia; it was given special meaning, of course, by the Red
Army's occupaton of nonaligned Afghanistan in 1979, for this Soviet arc-
tion created in Pakistan the need for a limited armed forces moderniza

tion in order to be able to stand up to new military and political pressures.
The early implementing actions of an evolving economic aid philos

ophy included easing food emergencies and economic dislocations in the
newly independent dominions of India and Pakistan and devising ways
to cope with deep-seated but then little understood deficiencies in
technology, capital, and foreign exchange. The United States sought also,
through military aid, to satisfy mounting strategic concerns about wtet
former Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan, on his first visit to the United
States, said were '*dark shadows" threatening the security of the regipn
in the early 1950s. The Khruschev-Bulganin visit to India in 1955, with
its replacement of the harsh Stalinist suspicion of both India and Paki
stan with a new policy of "peaceful conexistence," put the USSR also in
the aid field.
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It was and remains the U.S. belief that helping the newly indepen
dent countries of the Third World to carry out their own development
byoffering technology or resources or both wouldcontribute to a stable
world order, resistant to both expansive and subversive communist pres
sures, just as the Marshall Planhelped put a war-ravaged Europe backon
its feet. Assisting Third World countries to be successful in their own ef
forts would enable them to retain their independence while providing the
United States with an opportunity to influence the shape and direction
of their policies.

U.S. Assistance Programs

The total value of all U.S. assistance provided to Pakistan to date ex
ceeds S9 billion, not including U.S. funds provided through multilateral
channels. Of this sum, the largest portion has been economic assistance,
which began in 1952and has continued in nearly every year since then;
U.S. economic aid to Pakistan has amounted, in fact, to 25 percent of all
the economic aid received by Pakistan. Pakistan has also been the recip
ient of significant U.S. armsaid (i.e., securityassistance) from 1958 through
1965 and from 1981 to the present.

The Early Years

American economic assistance to Pakistan was devoted at first to

helping Pakistan overcome the economic consequences and dislocations
of the partition of the former British and princely portions of the sub
continent into the two dominions of India and Pakistan in 1947. The early
program involved technical assistance and development loans and grants;
it reached its peak in 1958-1965, during which period nearly $2.5 billion
was committed by the United States to Pakistan's rehabilitation and to the
expansion of Pakistan's irrigation, power, water, transportation, and com
munications networks. During this period, a consortium of donor nations,
led by the World Bank, met regularly for pledging sessions in which the
United Statesusually agreed to match the annual pledges of all the others.
The consortium continues to this day, but the matching principle has long
since disappeared.

U.S. security assistance to Pakistan in the period 1955-1965resulted
in Pakistan's first major reequipment program in the postpartition period,
enabling the armed forces to replace much of the vintage equipment they
had inherited from the British at partition. This was entirely a grant
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program, with a U.S. commitment to support specific, mutually agreed
force levels.

In the ''cold war" atmosphere of the middle 1950s and with deep
concern about Soviet threats to South and Southwest Asia, the security rela
tionship blossomed under the umbrella of regional security associations^
the Baghdad Pact and the Southeast Asia Tleaty Organization (SEATO). And
it was in the context of an evolving Baghdad Pact (later the Central Trealty
Organization) that the various documents defining the U.S. security rela
tionship with Pakistan, including the 1959 Executive Agreement, w^re
framed.

From 1958 onward, there were steady U.S. deliveries of then state-
of-the-art U.S. materiel to units of the Pakistan armed forces garrisoned
in West Pakistan. The most prominent of the systems delivered were jet
fighters (initially F-86s but also, after the 1959 Eisenhower visit, a gift of
12 F-104s—the first supersonic aircraft in any South Asianinventory). Afeo
included were tanks, trucks, jeeps, artillery, antitank guns and rockd:s,
rifles, mortars, machine guns, radios, radars, and World War II submariiies
and ships. This military aid was supplemented by Pakistan with cash pur
chases from the United States and fix)m others, within the limits of its
slender budgetary resources, of such other items as C-130 military caigo
aircraft.

By September 1965, when this period of U.S. security assistance came
abruptly to an end, the total value of arms supplied amounted to about
$650 million, a relatively small sum in 1986 weapons dollars but a sizable
program during a decade when the cost of modern weapons could still
be measured in thousands, rather than in millions, of dollars.

Arms sales, on a cash basis, were resumed in 1967, but from then
through 1980, the United States had no formal security assistance pro
gram in Pakistan. However, the United States did provide substantial funds
every year in grants to fund the attendance at U.S. military schools of a
number of Pakistani officers. The United States also sold spare parts and
ammunition for materiel previously supplied and sold such other surplus
items as the Gearing-class destroyers the Pakistan Navy acquired in 1978
and 1979. For a number of years, surplus jet trainer aircraft were leased
to the Pakistan Air Force.

Strains in tbe Relationship

Continuing controversy attends the suspension of U.S. arms aid to
Pakistan in the fall of 1965, in the midst of a conflict between Pakistan
and India over Kashmir. The U.S. suspension of assistance was part of a
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joint U.S.-U.K. effort to bring the conflict to a halt; the United States sought
as well, by its actions, to express unhappiness at the use of U.S. military
supplies on both sides of the conflict. The suspension, however, was seen
by Pakistanas an unfriendly act, inconsistent with the relationship of trust
and support Pakistan believed both nations had developed up to that point
and evidence of American unreliability as an arms supplier and as a
political supporter.

There can be no doubt that U.S. actions fell more heavily on Pakistan
than on India, which inherited in 1947 the foundations of an indigenous
arms industry, a small but developed industrial base, and a major aircraft
complex built during World War II by the Allies. Pakistan, on the other
hand, inherited a limited industrial infrastructure; it was almost totally
dependent on imported U.S. materiel, with neither alternative indigenous
production facilities nor foreign suppliers of significance. Grant assistance
was, in fact, never reinstituted by the United States, and Pakistan was com
pelled to limit future modernization efforts and to broaden its arms sources
to include France and China, the former often on near-commercial terms
but the latter on a grant basis.

Actually, it should be noted that the U.S. relationship with Pakistan
had been slowly deteriorating in the yearsimmediately prior to 1965.The
U.S. decision three years earlier—without consulting Pakistan—to fly ur
gently needed military equipment to an India under attack by Chinese
forces and the subsequent program of U.S. (and U.K.) arms aid to India
undermined Pakistanis confidence in the relationship. There had also been
growing U.S. unhappiness with Pakistan: over its failure to be sympathetic
to U.S. and SEATO concerns in Southeast Asia; at U.S. inability, with the
U.K., to bring about fundamental improvement in Indo-Pakistan relations
following the Sino-Indian conflict; and over Pakistan's occasional flirta
tions with Moscow, as well as its growing closeness to Beijing.

I should note also, for completeness, that later elements of Pakistan's
'litany" of U.S. unreliability include a lack of U.S. support against India
in 1971, the hiatus in aid in the aftermath of the 1971 war, the failed Kiss
inger effort with Bhutto to barter A-7 aircraft for nuclear assurances, the
suspension of U.S. economic aid in 1979, in connection with U.S. non-
proliferation policies, and U.S. success in persuading the French not to
build a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in Pakistan.

Much of this unhappiness derives from the ambiguity that has been
part of the relationship—^particularly the security assistance relationship—
since the start. As noted above, Washington has seen U.S. support to
Pakistan in the global context of U.S. competition with the Soviet Union.
In developing U.S. security assistance programs in Pakistan, Washington
has usually cast Pakistan as part of a strategy built largely around the Per
sian Gulf and Southwest Asia.
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An article recently published in the Fletcher Forutn^ and based on
newly available archival materials suggests that in the first period of sus
tained American security cooperation with Pakistan (i.e., 1954 through
1965), the United States simply chose to deal with Pakistan as a Southwest
Asian rather than a South Asian nation, mainly because it was Southwest
Asia with which U.S. strategic planners were attempting to deal as they
fleshed out the Baghdad Pact. Doing this, the writer aigues, enabled the
United States to ''fit" Pakistan into a U.S. strategic perception and to avoid
the sense of explicit choice—between India and Pakistan—that would
otherwise have been involved in dealing with Pakistan solely in South
Asian terms. Much the same perception was involved when the fall of the
shah and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan led the United States to renew
its assistance relationship with Pakistan in 1981.

Pakistan, on the other hand, has seen its threats as coming first from
India on its eastern border, then from Afghanistan and the USSR on the
northwest. This is an important divergence. During periods of tension or
conflict between Pakistan and India, or even when U.S. relations with In
dia are in a period of upturn, it leads to suspicion and doubt about the
value of the American commitment to Pakistan. Over the last two decades,
Pakistan's solution has been increasingly to seek diversification in its
sources of external support. It has continued to deal with the United States
in the context of its shared concerns about the Soviet Union and Pakistan's

northwestern frontier; but Pakistan has tended to look elsewhere to satisfy
its security concerns about India. This has led to the growth of impor
tant strategic relationships with China and with the oil-rich nations of the
Islamic world, especially Saudi Arabia.

China has proved an exceptionally valuable and reliable political part
ner, because of Beijing's own concerns about India and the Soviet Union.
China has proved useful also as a source of arms, with both the grant terms
and the political symbolism of the tie overcoming the disadvantages of
flawed and vintage Chinese technology. In seeking external support in
the Islamic world, Pakistan traded on a new sense of Islamic awareness
in the world in the 1970s, on its traditional links with the Gulf, and on
its fund of skilled and exportable manpower to secure useful relation
ships, especially with Saudi Arabia. These have provided a source of
funds for arms, while conferring as well a measure of "orthodox" Islamic
approbation.

The record will show, of course, that there are Pakistanis who have
long opposed the link with the United States on principle. They are mainly

2Devin T. Hagerty, ''The Development of American Defense Policy toward Pakistan,
1947--I954," Fletcher Forum (Summer 1986), pp. 217-242.
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on the left side of the political spectrum, and their rhetoric has the reso
nance and the cadence of more conventional nonaligned formulations,
not dissimilar to thoselongheardin India. Buteven thosewho have sought
and defended a strategic link with the United States—and this includes
successive Pakistan governments, both military and civilian—have fre
quently been critical of the Islamabad-Washington axis because of their
frustration at being unable to fashion it into an all-purpose security um
brella, that is, defense alsoagainstIndia. Giventhe context, and both the
asymmetry and the ambiguity of the relationship, it is hardly surprising
that neither country has fully met the other's expectations.

Current Programs

In April 1978 localcommunists overthrew the government of Prime
Minister Daud in neighboring Afghanistan, endingabruptly and brutally
one of the mostpromising periodsin what had beena longand troubled
relationship between Islamabad and Kabul. This brought to power in Af
ghanistan a government more hostile to Pakistan than any others with
which Pakistan had dealt since 1947. The civil war that ensued and grew
in Afghanistan, a refugee exodusfrom Afghanistan that would grow to a
flood, and the Soviet Union's blundering 1979 invasion of Afghanistan
to displace a tottering puppetgovernment transformed Pakistan's strategic
situation and ushered in a new period of large-scale U.S. assistance to
Pakistan.

Interestingly, U.S. relations with Pakistan wereat an all-time low in
1979, following the April 6 cutoffof all U.S. assistance (on nonprolifera-
tion grounds) and the November 21 burningand sacking of the U.S. em
bassy in Islamabad and of U.S. cultural centers in Rawalpindi and Lahore.

The U.S. response to the Soviet act, nonetheless, wasstrongly to sup
port Pakistan's efforts to rally Islamic andworldopinion against the Soviet
actions. The United States intensified its own ongoing review of the situa
tion in the troubledregion; this had beenprompted in the first instance by
the emergence of the Soviet Union in the Hornof Africa and in the Indian
Oceanin the early 1970s and givennew impetusby the fallof the shah in
Iran, the collapseof CENTO, and the onsetof the hostage crisisinTeheran.

Evenas the ashes of the U.S. embassy in Islamabad were still smolder
ing, Washington determined that U.S. interests required—as indeed they
still require—a Pakistan confident enough and strong enough to with
stand these Soviet pressures. There were several false starts, includingthe
famous Zia-Carter "peanuts" exchange and an inconclusive working lunch
between the two presidentsat the WhiteHouse. Butfollowing the elections
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of 1980,the Reagan administrationmoved quickly to negotiate a new assis
tance relationship, built around what would become the 1981 assistance
package.

The 1981 Negotiations. At the outset of the negotiations with Paki
stan in 1981, there was implicit agreement on both sides of the table on
a number of aspects about the new situation that would determine the
content of the package, influence the arrangements to be negotiated, and
shape the new, somewhat more conditional U.S.-Pakistan relationship. It
was clear, for instance, that the new relationship could not replicate the
quasi-alliance status of the 1954-1965 years; neither Pakistan nor the
United States wanted that. To be lasting, a new relationship would haye
to be built on the lessons, not the wreckage, of the past.

The package had to be substantial—thatis, large enough (1) to be cred
ible asa political gestureof support, (2)to be relevantto Pakistan's glaring
needs, (3) to givePakistan greaterconfidence in its abilityto stand up to So
viet pressures from Afghanistan, and (4) to enhance Pakistan's confidence
in the conventional capabilities of its armed forces, thus helping to meet
the requirements of U.S. law by encouraging Islamabad to eschew pursuit
of a nuclear weapons option. The terms of the package, moreover, had
to be consistent with what Islamabad interpreted at that time as the require
ments of its new nonaligned status—that is, credits rather than grants arid
no hint or even the sembiance of bases or the stationing of foreign forcK.

The program, moreover, had to be multiyear in concept, to enhance
confidence in U.S. support, to overcome Pakistani suspicions about U.S.
credibility, and to add to the symbolic value of the U.S.-Pakistan tie vis-S-
vis the Soviet Union. And, although the cost of weapons would limit the
scale of modernization that might be contemplated, the program had to
include some state-of-the-art systemsfor sound political as well as military
reasons.

The 1981 Assistance Package

The negotiating team, of which I was a part, concluded an agree
ment in June 1981 on a multiyear program of aid spread over six years
on the economic side and five years on the security assistance side, both
running through September 1987.

The aggregate value of the program was to be $3.2 billion, substan
tial and credible by any measure, and all the more so by its multiy^
character and by the U.S. decision to include F-16interceptors, then jitst
making their way into USAF and Ailied inventories. Economic and security
assistance components were to total $1.6 billion each, with the economic
portion made up of fast-disbursing grants and loans and the security
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assistance in the form of Foreign MilitarySales (FMS) credits at Treasury
rate, at Pakistan's insistence. (The United States later agreed to Pakistan's
request for concessional FMS terms for the last year of the program.)

Economic Aid

The economic assistance component would be a mix of Economic
Support Funds (ESF), Development Assistance (DA), andPublic Law 480
foodstuffs, startingwith $150 millionin the firstyearand building gradu
ally through the following five years to $325 million in the final year, as
indicated byTkble 1.With the strongsupport of the Congress and of the
American people, these projections have essentially been met.

U.S. economic assistance strategy, consistent with the administration's
commitment to "growth with equity," has been to lay the groundwork
for long-term economic growth in support of the three major policy ob
jectives of thegovernment of Pakistan, assetforth inPakistan's Sixth Five-
Year Plan (1983-88), which caUed for (1) improved quality/quantity of
socialinfrastructure, especially in health and family planning, (2)divesti-
tiue and deregulation of economicproductionand distribution functions
topromote private sector participation, and(3) improved agricultural pric
ing and research policies necessary to achieve ambitious growth targets.
Inpractical terms, thistranslated by 1986 intospecific programs andpro
jects in agriculture and rural development, health and family planning,
narcotics control, and energy. ESF and PL-480 provide foreign exchange
resources to help meet the demands of economic liberalization and ac
companying structural change, while allowing more flexibility forstrength
ening themilitary; U.S. programs also help to integrate thepoorbuthighly
strategic border provinces of Baluchistan and the North-West Frontier
Province into the economy.

Tkble 1

THE 1981 U.S. ASSISTANCE PACKAGE TO PAKISTAN
(US$ millions)

Type of Aid

Fiscal Year

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Total ESF and DA 100 200 225 250 263 275

Loan (34) (67) (75) (83) (88) (99)

Grant (66) (133) (150) (167) (176) (176)

PL-480 50 50 50 59 50 50

Total 8150 8250 8275 8309 8313 8325
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Eradication of illicit opium poppy production is a priority U.S. coin-
cem addressed throughout the project portfolio and through specificsup
port of Pakistan's "Development and Enforcement Plan for Opium-
Producing Areas."

The overall aim of the security assistance component of the 1981
program has been to help Pakistan to undertake a limited but much needed
modernization of its armed forces, up until then dependent mainly on
materiel of vintage Chinese origin. The program provided an average of
$325 million per year in EMS credits throughout the five years of the
security assistance program; Pakistan has supplemented this by cash pur
chases, using more than $100 million of its own resources as well as such
funding as they have been able to attract from the Saudis and others. An
additional $1 million per year in grant funds has been available for train
ing in the United States under the long-standing International MilitiUy
Education and Training (IMET) program.

The centerpiece of the program was the sale of forty F-l6s. Other
items for which EMS credits were provided include equipment, most of
it now delivered, to improve Pakistan's air defense (radars, plus surfaCe-
to-air and air-to-air missiles), to etihance firepower (artillery tubes and
rounds, antitank missiles. Harpoon missiles, and radars), and to facilitate
mobility (light helicopters, reconditioned M-48A5 tanks, armored person
nel carriers, and self-propelled artillery).

Beyond these specific weapons systems, the 1981agreement also set
in motion a systematic consultative process on defense and security mat
ters, aimed at sharing strategic perceptions and avoiding the misunder
standingsof the past. Under these arrangements, a consultativegroup (OG)
was formed to meet about twice a year, under the rotating chairmanship
of U.S. and Pakistan defense department officials, the most recent CG
meetings having occurred in Islamabad during the October 1986 visit of
the American secretary of defense and in Washington again in May 1987.

The Proposed Follow-on Package of 1986

By 1986, Pakistan had become the fourth largest recipient of U.S.
aid, on an annual basis, and 1believe both sides agreed that the 1981pro
gram had been successful on all coutits. But the challenges to which it
was addressed remain; indeed, they seem to grow with each passing (kiy,
as is demonstrated by the steady increase each year in armed incursions
across Pakistan's Afghan frontier. The continuation of the Soviet aggres
sion in Afghanistan and the continuing importance of Pakistan to U.S.
global and regional interests led Washington to propose a program of
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continued assistance for the period after October 1987, the rationale for
which would be unchanged essentially from that of the 1981 program.

An additional consideration in setting a new program was the U.S.
desire to express support for the significant constitutional and human
rights changes that had taken place in Pakistan during 1985 and 1986.
The United States had long urged such changes and believes they will
set Pakistan on a course that offers enhanced prospects for both stability
and growth.

Thus it was that on March 24, 1986, agreement was reached on a
new multiyear program that calls for an overall funding level of $4.02
billion over a six-year period. Significant differences between the first and
the projected multiyear programs include the mix—the new program will
be weighted in favor of economic assistance, 57-43 in its division be
tween economic and security assistance, versus the 50-50 balance in the
1981 package—and concessionality—economic assistance in the new pro
gram, actually a blend of development assistance and ESF, will be totally
on a grant basis, rather than the mix of grant and loan of the 1981 pro
gram; security assistance (FMS credits) will be on a concessional rather
than on the Treasury rate basis of most of the 1981program; PL-480 will
increase from $50 to $80 million per year.

The changes in the mix of the program are responsive to the desire
of Pakistanis new civilian government to shift the new resources to the
urgent priorities of economic development, while sustaining armed forces
modernization at roughly the same pace as the first five-year program.
The easing of terms—that is, concessional FMS and grant economic aid—
reflects concern by both sides about Pakistan's rising debt-service ratio
and debt burden, which are compounded by continuing softness in foreign
exchange earnings and in worker remittances from the Gulf.

As of November 1986, the 1986 agreement dealt with funding levels
alone; content on the economic side and in the FMS program had yet to
be determined, despite considerable media speculation and repeated refer
ences to specific weapons systems to be included. Further talks between
Pakistani and U.S. officials in 1987 sought to match Pakistani needs against
specific availabilities, and it appears that the new program will not be dis
similar in shape and form from the 1981 program on the economic side;
on the military side, it will continue the modest modernization process
already underway.

I should add also that like its predecessor, the new agreement will
be a "best effort" approach, requiring annual congressional review,
authorization, and appropriations, of course. In neither program does the
United States claim to have met aP of Pakistan's needs, which Pakistan

has identified in a magnitude greater than Washington felt it had the
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resources to address; that is frequently the case in such negotiations^as
in life itself. Actual funding will also depend on the requirements of
Gramm-Rudman-HoUings cuts in the U.S. budget, the continued coopera
tion of the government of Pakistan in curtailing illicit narcotics produc
tion and export (especially important under the new U.S. drug law), con
tinued support by the Congress of a new Symington amendment waiver,
and, most important, continued evidence of nuclear restraint by the gov
ernment of Pakistan. And, as stated in the March 1986 statement, the Uidted
States seeks greater effort and progress by Pakistan during the period of
the new agreement in the vital area of economic policy reform.

The proposed breakdown of annual funding for the post-fiscal year
1987 program would look something like Table 2.

Summation

Although the U.S. aid relationship with Pakistan has had many ups
and downs, it has matured over the years and is today on firmer footing
than ever before. This is mainly, I believe, because of mutual and essen
tial recognition of the realities ofboth its strengths and its limits. U.S.pro
grams of assistance, which are woven through the overall relationship, are
important to both countries in pursuit of their policies with regard to each
other and with regard to the region and the world beyond.

Friends Not Masters^ was President Ayub Khan's way of telling the
United States of the limits Pakistan would set in the late Stages of the early
U.S.-Pakistan relationship; alliance, in 1950s and 1960s terms, is neither
possible nor desirable in the present situation. I will leave to historians

Tkble 2

PROPOSED US ASSISTA^NCE PACKAGE TO PAKISTAN

(US$ millions)

Type of Aid Annual Total Terms

DA 50 300 Grant

ESF 250 1,500 Grant

PL-480 80 480 Loan

FMS 290 1,740 Concessional loans

Total Program 670 4,020

'Mohammad Ayub Khan, Friends Not Masters (Karachi; Oxford University Press,
1967).
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several decades hence whether, in fact, it was wise to have attempted
alliance-type arrangements at an earlier stage, but I believe that the rela
tionship over the years has largely served its purposes. For the present
and the future, friendship and cooperation—and most important, support
of each other and of mutually agreed aims and policies on which interests
coincide or are parallel—are important to both countries. The aid pro
grams to which the United States and Pakistan have agreed, in 1981 and
1986, embody and support this concensus.

For the United States, these programs continue to reflect American
support for Pakistan's independence, territorial integrity, and sovereignty;
they reflect also U.S. support for Pakistan's firm policies with regard to
the Soviet rape of Afghanistan and for its courageous and generous hospi
tality to the world's largest refugee population. They mirror U.S. support
also for Pakistan's continuing economic, political/constitutional, and social
development. And they support U.S. nonproliferation, narcotics control,
and economic reform goals.

For Pakistan, they remain, I believe, an essential ingredient of its sup
port structure from outside the region in the face of threats from the Soviet
Union in Afghanistan, an important mark also of American support
generally, and a source of invaluable technology, of resources, and of the
material necessary to retain the credibility of its defense forces.

Indeed, that is a balance worth striking—and keeping.



15. The New Multiyear Aid Program:
The Pakistani View

ARSHAD ZAMAN

On March 24, 1986, agreement was reached in Islamabad on a sec
ond six-year U.S. aid package of US84.02 billion, to he disbursed ditfing
U.S. fiscal years 1988 to 1993, the last five years of which would corre
spond to Pakistan's seventh Five-Year Plan. Bothgovernments expressed
their satisfaction at the new agreement, and a joint statement was issued
in Islamabad (see Appendix).

Aid Level, Ihrms, and Conditions

The agreed level of US$4.02 billion was substantially lower than
Pakistan's expectationsbut was the best the United States could offer under
its present budgetary circumstances. Perhaps in recognition of this, the
agreed terms were substantially softer than in the first package, and the
agreement was received quite favorably in the Pakistani press.'

level and Terms ofAid

It is widely known that the government of Pakistan had sought a
second package of US$6.5 billion. This figure was arrived at in several

Atthe time this paper was presented,the author wasEconomicAdviser/Additional
Secretary to the govenunentof Pakistan whileon leave fromthe World Bank. The
viewsexpressed in this paper are his own and maynot be ascribed to the institu
tions or officials of the institutions to which he is affiliated.

•See Ahmed (1986), Editorial (1986), Hasan (1986), Jabir (1986), Mustafa (1986),
and Saiahud^n (1986).
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ways. First, because of rising prices, the amount of goods (and services)
that US$3.2billion bought in 1983-88 would cost around US$4.5 billion
in 1988-93. Alternatively, with the rising burden of debt service payments
from the first package, it would take some $5-5 billion to yield the same
net aid inflow that resulted from the $3.2 billion package. Together,
therefore, if the thought was to assist Pakistanby providing it roughly the
same level of purchases from the USA as under the old package—after
meeting its debt service obligations—an amount somewhat in excess of
US$6.5 billion was needed.

While U.S. budgetary pressures cannot be ignored, it is important
to recognize that the logic of U.S. assistance to Pakistan in the wake of
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan implies the maintenance of a minimum
level of military assistance designed to provide Pakistan with a credible
deterrence capability.̂ Economic assistance levels and terms flow from
this basic consideration.

In a highly perceptiveanalysis of U.S. strategicobjectivesand choices,
Brzezenski (1986) expressed his view of Pakistan's aid request: 'To rein
force the resilience of Pakistan against Soviet pressure the United States
will have to provide substantial military and economic aid. Pakistan has
indicated that from 1988 to 1993 it will need approximately $6.5
billion. ... As largeas this sum is, it is considerably less than the United
States commits to either Israel or Egypt. . . . The United States should be
ableto goa longwaytoward meeting Pakistan's needs; and Pakistan should
also receive funds from an enlargedJapanese strategic program" (p. 222).
(See Table 1.)

Conditionality

Despite initialspeculationin the press, there havebeen no demands
for, much less acceptance of, any specific conditions linked to either
military or economic assistance. This is in keeping with Pakistan's non-
alignedstatus. Of course, as announced in the joint statement,both sides
noted the legislative and international commitments to which the new

^Thisis also consistent with U.S. strategy, in which, in Brzezinski*s view, '*thealloca
tions for the defense of Western Europe represent a massively disproportionate
share of the overall U.S. military budget" (1986, p. 171). As a result, Brzezinski
continues, "a perilous paradox has developed. Today, the UnitedStates is weakest
where it is most vulnerable—along the strategic front that poses the greatest risk
of either a major Sovietgeopolitical thrust or an American-Soviet collision. And
it is strongestwhere its allieshave the greatestcapacity for doing more on their
own behalf' (p. 175).
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package would be subservient. In the case of the United States, this in
volved the commitment to nonproliferation and to narcotics control—
both of which were consistent with Pakistan's own position.

On the economic side, however, the United States does have a prom
inent say in multilateral institutions such as the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, the Aid-to-Pakistan Consortium, and the
Paris Club, through which it is in a position to affect the degree of condi-
tionality that can be demanded of Pakistan. The United States also has
a decisive voice in any requests that Pakistan may make for debt reschedul
ing as a means of enhancing net aid inflows.^ It is to be hoped that in
view of the larger context of U.S.-Pakistan relations, the United Stateswill
take a supportive position in these organizations.

This is an area where international developments also have a bear
ing on U.S.-Pakistan relations. There is a growing perception that the bias
toward multilateralism, which was characteristic of much of the post-World
War II era, is diminishing. Increasingly, the United Statesis moving toward
bilateral relations and is inclined to arrogate to itself the tasks so far car
ried out by the IMF (and to some extent, the World Bank). This would
be a retrograde step, not only because the expertise of the U.S. govern
ment does not presently match its ambitions in this area, but also because
the odium of pushing through difficult reforms, which the IMFhas been
able to bear with fortitude and, more or less, without adverse effects on
country relations, would not be so easily borne by individual aid donors,
such as the United States.

In the area of conditionality, Pakistanhopes that Americans will heed
the wise words of the leader of a former British colony that was once
subject to extraordinary demands from England, demands that were
patently against England's larger interests but were made largely because
it was in a position to do so. Having analyzed the situation in a memoran
dum, the leader concluded: "Everything one has a right to do is not best
to be done." The writer was Benjamin Franklin.^

3Withagreed aid inflows, supplementary financial assistance to Pakistan can be
provided by debt restructuring, a possibility that has not been exercisedto its full
potentialbecause of outmodeddogmas of aidgiving; see Zaman (1985, PP- 61-62)
for detailed proposals. The Baker initiative—namedafter innovativeproposals for
debt relief to fifteen countries advanced at the 1985 IMF/World Bank annual
meeting in Seoul by the then U.S. Secretary of the Treasury James A. Baker III—
has already gone some of the way pointed out in Zamah (1985). The need now
is to enlarge the list of countries to include those for which the United Stateshas
political reasons, in addition to economic ones, for recommending special
treatment.

'̂ See Thchman (1984), p. 185.
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Support of Development Priorities

The new aid program coincides roughly with Pakistan's Seventh Five-
\bar Plan. While work on this plan has just started, it is clear that the
availahility of funds under the new aid program will significantly add to
the resources available during the seventh plan.

Development Strategy and Projects

The present Sixth Five-Year Plan (1982-88) and the prime minister's
Four-Tfear Program for Economic and Social Development (1986-90| lay
down clear priorities for Pakistan's economic development. Since 1977,
its economy has exhibited very high rates of growth, well above the rates
that have been achieved for similarly placed poor countries. This growth
has been accompanied by remarkable price stability, an equilibriuM in
domestic and external finances, and an improvement in the living condi
tions of the lowest income groups in society.' Of the eight largest recip
ients of U.S. foreign grants and credits in the postwar period, Pakistan's
record on economic growth in the last decade was surpassed by only two
countries (Egypt and the Republic of Korea), on price stability by only
one (India), and on poverty policies by none of the major recipients (see
Tkble 2).

Pakistan attaches the highest priority to the agriculture/irrigation and
energy sectors as a means to improving the lot of the poor. U.S. assis^nce
under the first paclo^e finances essential imports of edible oil, phosphatic
fertilizers, and machinery to maintain irrigation infrastructure; equipfnent
for gas-fired electricity generation and coal mining; and projects ih the
social sectors. Energy demand arises not only from urban industry but
is, surprisingly, the number one demand of the rural poor (together with
roads), well above their demand for education and health. As a result,
the government has had to make long-term plans for the expansion of
generating capacity in all possible ways—thermal, hydro, and nuclear.
While sectoral allocations under the second packi^e have not been worked
out, it is expected that broad sectoral priorities will not change.

Policy Support

In achieving the nation's economic objectives, the main constraints
have been domestic resource mobilization, stimulation of private long-

'For details, see Economic Adviser to the Government of Pakistan (1986).
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term investment, and increasing overall economic efficiency. Despite a
high rate of economic growth, the rate of investment has beenquite low.
This is a reflection, apart from possible statistical weaknesses, of inade
quate expenditures on maintenance of existing capital, especially in die
form of physical infrastructure. Eventhe low investment levelshavebeen
financed notonly by domestic savings butbyremittances andcapital flows
from abroad. Therefore, Pakistan attaches a high priority to domestic
resource mobilization, and a comprehensive report has been submitted
to the government by the National Ikxation Reform Commission.

Together with mobilizing highersavings, the government is anxious
to raise the levels of both aggregate investment and private investment.
In order to forestall the deterioration of physical and human capital in
theface ofresource shortages, thegovernment has incieased thedevelop
ment budget by20percent thisyear (1986-87). This increase will protect
priority investments in the social sector, which have been identified under
theprime minister's program. At thesame time, considerable progress has
been made inderegulation oftheeconomy inaneffort to induce greater
private sectorparticipationin economicactivity. Theseeffortshaveborne
fruit. From a 1977 level ofRs 9.2billion, private investment nearly doubled
in five years to reach Rs 17.9 billion in 1982 andhas thennearly doubled
again to reach Rs 34.5 billion in 1986.

This growth in investment has also beenaccompanied byincreased
efficiency in production both in the public and the private sectors. This
has been accomplished by a variety of government policies aimed at
deregulation, import liberalization, and tariff rationalization and athrhig-
ingabout institutional improvements in the management of public enter
prises. At thesame time thegovernment has been trying todisinvest public
enterprises.

Industrial sanctioning procedures have been simplified, and a de
regulationcommissionhas been set up, under whose recommendations
thecement, fertilizers, and vegetable ghee industries have been deregu
lated. To rationalize tariffs, the number of tariff slabs were reduced from
twenty-two to sevenin the 1986-87 budget, and import duties on most
basic raw materials andcapital goods have been reduced. Asystem to link
incentives toprofits inpublic corporations hasnowbeenfunctioning for
some years, and corporate planning is being introduced. As a result, in
1984-85, government-sponsored corporations achieved an
return of 5.8 percent on assets.

Although the government has provided generous incentives, foreign
private investment hasnotaccelerated at the rates expected bythegovern
ment. This is the result partlyof poor investor interest and partlyof low
levels of domestic investment. As a result, foreign investors are inclihed
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to seekpayback periods as short as several months, rather than makeany
commitmentsfor longer-termfixed investments. Apartfrom genuinedif
ficulties imposed by bureaucratic red tape, which should not be dis
counted, the demand for "one-window" facilities also reflects the desire
to make extremely quick profits. The government, however, is sensitive
to the demands of foreign investors, the great majorityof whom are of
Pakistani origin and arc familiar with the difficulties of doing business
in Pakistan. Within the bounds of the legal fiamework (under which
federal, provincial, local, and municipal responsibilities are fixed, as in
all countries), the government continues to streamline procedures
wherever possible.

Fulfillment of Security Objectives

The new aid program—and the old—is designed primarily to assuage
the security concerns of both the United States and Pakistan. These con
cerns have occupied Pakistan since independence in 1947, butarenotonly
more recent for the United States, but have varied with fashions in strategic
thinifing iind thepolitical party inpower intheUnited States. Nevertheless,
historically, U.S. security concerns have related primarily to the Western
theater (Europe, including Thrkey) and to the Far East, whileSouth Asia
has been treated with benign neglect.® This is reflected in figureson U.S.
military assistance (see Tkble 3). In twenty-one years (1962-83), Pakistan
received $469 million in U.S. military assistance, when, for example, in
1983 alone Thrkey received $403 million.

U.S. Threat Perceptions

The raison d'etre of the new relationship between Pakistan and the
United States is the latter's perception that any Sovietintervention or coer
cive influence in "Southwest Asia" (the post-1979 U.S. strategic formula
tion which refers to Iran and Afghanistan/Pakistan) constitutes a threat
to the United States.^ The validity of this perception is not of direct

«See Brzezinski (1986).

^Cronin (1985, pp. 147-48), among others, pointsout the origin of "Southwest
Asia" in the wake of the Carter doctrine. The U.S. position on Soviet intervention
in Afghanistan isexamined by Khalilaad (1985) andBrzezinski (1986). AMuslim
perspective is given by Amin (1982).
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Table 3

U.S FOREIGN MILITARY ASSISTANCE

(US$ million)

Region and
Country

1962-83 Total

Total % Grants 1981 1982 19«3

Near East and

South Asia 32,130 39 2,473 3,099 4,164

Israel 17,412 40 1,400 1,400 1,700
Egypt 4,282 15 551 902 1,327
Jordan 1,133 48 44 57 53
Greece 2,864 39 178 281 281
Turkey 4,358 57 253 403 4o3
Iran 845 40 a

Pakistan 469 42 1 261
India 147 81 a a a

Latin America 2,116 48 60 151 164

East Asia 29,976 89 335 352 367

Vietnam 15,789 100 _

Korea 6,369 73 163 167 187
Taiwan 1,894 71 a

Laos 1,482 100

Thailand 1,478 75 55 81 96
Kampuchea 1,197 100

— —

Europe 2,744 52 179 195 514

Spain 1,641 31 126 127 403

Other 1,993 94 64 79 53

Total 70,834 62 3,244 4,195 5,1599

Less than $0.5 million

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1984), pp. 811-12.

concern to Pakistan; its durability, however, is vital. Brzezinski (1986)
notes his concern: "The United Statesmust have constancy in purpose
and continuity ingeostrategy. Neitheriseasyto attain in a politicalsystem
that puts a premium on novelty and in which each president is associated
with a new foreign policy 'doctrine' " (p. 241). His sentiment strikes a
sympathetic cord in Pakistan.
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Pakistani Threat Perceptions

Historically, Pakistan hasseen Indiaas its primarythreat and hascon
sistently sought safeguards against Indian aggression. For a variety of com
plex reasons, the United States has consistently attempted to establish and
maintain its security relations with Pakistan on the basis of safeguards
against Soviet aggression, while attempting to promote amicable relations
between India and Pakistan and to maintain (at least in its own view) a
neutral position in all disputes between India and Pakistan. As is well
known, this had been a source of much misunderstanding in the past.®

With the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and the existing treaties
between India and the Soviet Union, this distinction may have become
academic, and in any event is more clearly recognized in Pakistan. This
is reflected in the agreed statement issued at the conclusion of the talks
on the newaidpackage, whichnotes explicitly that "furtherdevelopment
ofbilateral relations [between Pakistan and the United States] will not af
fect eitherparty's relationship with anythird country" (see Appendix).

Although Pakistan strongly desires peaceful relations with all its
neighbors, there are deep structural impediments totheattainment ofthis
goal. It is hoped that the United States will appreciate this in its efforts
to promote better relations between the two countries. In this context,
Pakistanis can onlyhope that Americans today would "understand that
problems and conflicts exist among other peoples that are notsoluble by
the application of American force or American techniques or even
American goodwill."'

'Sorenson (1966) records U.S. PresidentJohnF. Kennedy's comment at aCabinet
mf'rting- "Perhaps the Pakistanis never understood . . . that ouralliance with them
was aimed at the Communists, not at the Indians'' (p. 735). Over a decade later,
Kissinger (1979) observed in retrospect: "In the 1950s and 1960s, Amer
ica.. . sou^t to fit (India and Pakistan] into its own preconceptions. We took
at facevalueIndian PrimeMinister Jawaharlal Nehru's claimto be neutralmoral
arbiter of world affairs. . . . And we treated Pakistansimply as a potential military
ally against Communist aggression. There was noconsideration thatmost Pakistanis
considered their real security threattobe India, the very country wehadenshrined
inthepantheon ofabstract morality" (pp. 845-46). More recently, Cohen (1985)
writes: "There was an assumptionthat the UnitedStates would support Pakistan
against. . . India, anassumption privately fostered by some American officials.
Tfet one administration after another has been at pains to emphasize that U.S.
arms were meant for defenseagainst the Soviet Union, not India. . . . Pakistanis
have been understandably perplexed at the American half-support they have
received" (p. 20).

'Ihchman (1984, p. 472), in the contextof lessons of U.S. experience in Vietnam.
See, e.g., Cronin (1985): "The U.S. pubUc and the Congress were especiaUy disillu
sioned by the fact that India and Pakistan went to war in 1965 with U.S. arms
that had nothing to do with U.S. interests" (p. 144).
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Asecond strand of U.S. strategicthought has been around "regional
influentials," which in Southwest Asia had meant Iran; and around the
late 1970sbut especiallyafter the fall of the shah in 1978, it meant Incha,
until the Sovietintervention in Afghanistan in December 1979."" Sincethen,
however, Pakistan has been viewed in an independent light, sometimes
given the dubious distinction of being called a "frontline" state.

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan led to a profound change in
Pakistan's strategic perceptions. Until then, it was assumed that global
politics would ensure the maintenance of Afghanistan's buffer status; in
fact, maps of Pakistan seldom if ever showed areas to its north. This is
no longer true. As a result, after 1979, Pakistan faced a variety of poten
tial threats that could be launched by combined Soviet-Indian action.

Agreement to Disagree

The new relationship between the United Statesand Pakistan is based
on a pragmatic assessment of areas of common cause as well as areas of
divergence of interests. This has contributed to more stable relations.

Pakistan's Concerns

Pakistan has made it clear that the new package does not impose
any demands to compromise its commitments as a member of the
Organization of Islamic Conference and the Non-Aligned Movement.
However, justasdoctrinaire opposition todealing withcommunist regimes
led to the loss of significant opportunities for the United States in its
delayed recognition ofthePeople's Republic ofChina, soperhaps signifi
cant opportunities are beingmissedby the difhculties faced by the United
States in adopting a more positive approach toward Islamic nations.

If the UnitedStates can overcomethese difficulties, it can work, as
Brzezinski (1986) suggests, with Muslim states "to help stimulate a more
distinctive political consciousness among the Soviet Muslimsas a deter
rent to the further Soviet absorption of Islamic peoples" (p. 222). Ulti
mately, what stands in the path of the Soviet Union is not the armor of
the Muslim nations, but the willof the Muslim peopleto fight to preserve
their way of life. In the past, the Soviets have subdued the Muslim

'®In Cronin's colorful words: "In the late 1970s . . . [the U.S.] admlnistiation
prepared to deputize India as the locally dominant power" (1985, pp. 145--46).
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nationalities of the Caucasia (Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Daghestan)
with Cossack troops, and it may, therefore, view the chances of its suc
cess in Afghanistan quite differently from how the United States views it
(with its Vietnam experience) or how the British view it (with their failure
in Afghanistan)." Any strategy for the future of the struggle in Afghanistan
must, therefore, be built around the lessons learned from Caucasia and
other Muslim nationalities subdued by the Soviet Union.

U.S. Concerns

The United States has expressed its concerns about its commitment
to the policy of nonproliferation and to narcotics control. On both counts,
Pakistan has assured the United States that there is no difference in their
mutual policy objectives.

Trust, Mutual Respect, and Sovereign Equality

The most difficult aspects of relationships between smaller and larger
nations have been the ability to deal with each other on the basis of trust,
mutual respect, and sovereign equality, to which the United States and
Pakistan have expressed their commitment under the new aid program.
The difficulty lies not so much in a dispute about the virtue of these ob
jectives in principle, but in adherence to them in day-to-day practice. Suc
cess in attaining the promise of these lofty goals is dependent on
establishing cross-cultural communications, without attempting to impose
a coercive pattern on the relationship—despite the ability to do so.

Both countries have learned from bitter experience that failure to
maintain satisfactory relations imposes high costs on both nations. With
a recognition of past failures, a clear perception of present constraints,
and a commitment to seeking pragmatic solutions to common problems,
it is hoped that the basis has been laid for a strong and durable relation
ship between the two countries.

"For a somewhat romantic account of the Russian conquest of Daghestan, based
on the citation of original sources, see Blanch (I960). For a Soviet account, see
Grechko (1971).
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Appendix:

Agreed Statement on the U.S.-Paldstan
Assistance Programme for FY 1988-93

A U.S. delegation led by Under Secretary of State for Security
Assistance, Science & Technology Mr. William Schneider, Jr., paid a four-
day visit to Pakistan from March 21 to March 24, 1986. During its stay,
the U.S. delegation held talks with a Pakistani delegation led by Mian
Muhammad l^in Khan Wattoo, Minister for Finance & Economic Affairs.

The visit of the U.S. delegation took place in the context of the on
going discussions on the aggregate level, terms and conditions of the
post-87 aid package Asa result of the discussions held, a mutually satisfac
tory agreement was reached, subject to U.S. Congressional approval.

The jointlyagreed programme of economic assistance and forei^
military sales will support Pakistan's development priorities and defence
modernization programme. The programmed package of assistance
amounts to $4.02 billion for six yearscommencing from 1987/1988. The
package is at highly favourable concessional rates.

The Government of the United States agreed to support the an
nounced Pakistani Government programme of economic policy reforms
to improve domestic resource mobilization, .stimulate private sector in
vestment and increase overall efficiency of the Pakistani economy.

Military assistance willbe in the form of credit for militarypurchases.
The military sales programme will continue to play an important role; in
Pakistan's defence modernization effort.

It has been decided that the representatives of the two countries will
meet aimually at senior levels to review utilization of the econoihic
assistanceprogramme, progress towards economic policy objectives, and
progress in Pakistan's military modernization programme.

The Pakistan Government stated that its acceptance of the U.S.
package does not in any way affect its commitments as a member of the
Islamic Conference and the Non-aligned Movement nor its position on
major international issues in regard to which Pakistan'sforeign policy has
consistently maintained a principled stand. The U.S. and Pakistan agreed
that the further development of bilateral relations will not affect either
party's relationship with any third country.

The U.S. Government noted existing U.S. legislation relevant to
nuclear non-proliferation and narcotics. The Pakistan Government
reiterated the peaceful nature of its nuclear programme and its established
policy of dealing effectively with the narcotics problem.

Both sides affirmed their genuine desire to continue the fxisting rela
tionship between the two countries which is based on trust, mutual icspect
and sovereign equality.
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16. Pakistan-U.S. Economic Relations:

Trade and Foreign Investment
and Technology Transfer Issues

ZAFAR IQBAL

The following is a brief analysis of past and present Pakistan-U.S.
economic ties. The author represents a poor Third World nation, and the
analysis, I presume, has the normal observer's bias. The chapter deals with
a subject that is complex—the mystifying processes of international rela
tions, North-South issues, power politics, and East-West rivalries. To make
any argument pertinent, one cannot honestly ignore such dimensions, even
though an exhaustive account and analysis would go much beyond the
space available. Therefore, we will focus primarily on the economic dimen
sion of Pakistan-U.S. relations over the past thirty-five years, specifically
three or four economic issues from the perspective of a Pakistani.

Political and economic relations between Pakistan and the United

States have experienced a checkered history. Initial political and economic
contacts were made in 1951, with the economic relationship between the
two countries developing further after the treaty of friendship and com
merce signed on November 12,1959- The relationship, however, received
setbacks in the late 60s and then in the late 1970s. It was at its lowest
ebb following the U.S. aid cutoff in early 1979. However, in December
1979 the USSR landed troops in Afghanistan, and Pakistan acquired fresh
significance as a frontline state.

The significance of the relationship between the two countries is
reflected in the fact that in 1984-85, the United States accounted for 10.4
percent of Pakistani exports, 12.3 percent of its imports, and 20.8 per
cent of its foreign loans.

In the early years, the United States was the major aid donor to
Pakistan. During 1951-60 its share in total aid commitments to Pakistan
was about 68 percent, which declined to about 57 percent in the 1960s.
During 1971-72 it decreased to 15 percent and became negative during
1980-81, when Pakistan made a net repayment of $0.83 million against
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the disbursement of 80.77 million. In recent years the U.S. share has been
rising, and in 1984-85 that share in the total aid commitments to Pakistm
stood at 18.3 percent. However, while various measures have been tak^
by the two countries to find common grounds, owing to conflicts of in
terests there have also been differences of opinion. On the economic side,
these issues are in three areas: trade, private foreign investment, and
transfer of technology.

Trade

In terms of the destination of Pakistan's export goods, the United
States was placed third in 1981-82 and fifth in 1982-83, but it bounced
back to second place in 1983-84. For Pakistani imports in 1983-84, the
United States stood in second place behind Japan.

The United States has traditionally been a major supplier of agti-
cultural products, especially wheat, edible oil, tallow, chemicals and fer
tilizers, industrial raw material, and machinery and transport equipment.
However, owing to Pakistan's past import substitution policies, the market
is changing. The overall annual import bill of Pakistan major goods, sueh
as fertilizer, cement, and synthetic fiber, which amounted to approximately
a half billion U.S. dollars, has decreased because of increased local pro
duction. U.S. imports either as part of an aid package or as normal tradhig
items have also changed. One important feature is the drastic reduction
of imports under PL-480, which used to be the major source for impor
ting commodity items such as wheat, edible oil, and tallow; in fact, for
the past few years only limited amounts of edible oil are being imported
under this arrangement. Second, under the economic assistance progrstm,
we are attempting to acquire more capital and intermediate goods, such
as equipment for energy and fertilizers. Owing to agricultural production
constraints during the period 1982-83 to 1985-86, out of $688.9 million
for imports more than 50 percent (i.e., 55.7 percent) from the United Stattes
have been of goods for direct consumption, which contributes little to
the domestic economy.

Nevertheless, prospects for the import of intermediate and capital
U.S. products continue to improve as Pakistan attempts to develop its in
dustrial base and infrastructural facilities. The country has significant
future prospects for agricultural machinery and equipment, phosphatic
fertilizers, textile and leather machinery equipment, process control in
strumentation, mining and extraction machinery, chemical and petro
chemical industry equipment, analytical and scientific equipment, railroad
equipment, power generation, transmission and distribution equipment.
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telecommunications equipment, oil and gas processing, drilling and pro
duction equipment, and computers, including mini computers and word
processing and electronic industry.

A critical element of U.S.-Pakistan trade is the imbalance of trade and
payments (see Tkble 1). The deficit created by the export and import gap
is not being met by the UnitedStates aid. The only solution to this remedy
is to increase Pakistan's exports to U.S. markets. However, the major
Pakistani export to the United States, textile products, is beset with prob
lems because of the U.S. policy of protecting its domestic textile manufac
turers. Consequently, the most critical element in U.S.-Pakistan trade rela
tions is the issue of quotas imposed by the United States on the export
of Pakistani textile products.

Textile Exports to the United States

Textile manufacturing in Pakistan is the largest industry and the
largest foreign exchange earner; thus access to the U.S. market is vital to
the industry. Pakistan is the seventh largest supplier of textiles and ap
parelof all types to the United States. In fact, in recentyears, textiles and
their products accountedfor over 62 percent of our total exports to the
United States. Anyrestriction on these exports would hurt Pakistan's total
exports and, concomitantly, its industry and economy as a whole.
However, Pakistan's exports of textiles, although very important to its
economy, are a verysmall fractionof the total importsof textiles into the
United States. Moreover, although developing countries' share in exports
to the United States of textiles and clothing is substantial—40.7 percent

Table 1

PAKISTAN BALANCE OF TRADE WITH
THE UNITED STATES

(Rs. millions)

Year Exports Imports Balance

1981-82 1,897 5,252 -3,355

1982-83 2,071 6,619 -4,548

1983-84 3,261 8,742 -5,481

1984-85 3,965 11,006 -7,041

1985-86
-4,873(July-March) 3.447 8,320

SOURCE: Pakistan & Gulf Economist, August 2-8, 1986, p. 12.
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and 78 percent, respectively—Pakistan has not yet been able to compete
with East Asian countries like Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan, and
Singapore in the world market or in the United States because of quota$
in the developed countries. These countries export textiles and clothing
to the United States and other developed countries in terms of billions
of dollars.

However, Pakistani trade in textiles with the United States is regulated
under a bilateral agreement, which came into effect on January 1, 1982,
and continued until the end of 1986. Pakistan textile exports are regulated
by the Multifiber Arrangements (MFA), which provide for unilateral ac
tion to limit textile exports and also allow bilateral agreements to limit
trade. Following this provision, Pakistan signed a bilateral textile agree
ment with the United States that governs Pakistan's export of textile pro
duct through ''aggregate limits." In addition, the United States has resorted
to notification of unilateral restraints against imports of some categories
of textile products from Pakistan although it is a very small percentage
of the U.S. market. It has continued its efforts to increase the aggregate
limits, asking the United States not to restrict exports of certain nonseh-
sitive categories and indeed to increase the aggregate limits substantially,
if not eliminate them altogether. Indeed, Pakistan has been consistently
asking its senior trade partner what it has been asking it to do—open Its
doors wider to imports. In view of the increasing gap between its expoits
and imports, the United States needs to look at its trade policy toward
Pakistan. During the finalization of the aid package, it may give greater
emphasis to trade than aid to Pakistan.

Private Foreign Investments in Pakistan

Private foreign investments in Pakistan have been priority in current
economic policy. Since 1977 steps have been taken to revive the role of
the private sector, and attempts have been made to attract private foeign
capital. These initiatives resulted in the promulgation of the New Indus
trial Policy Statement and a New Company Act in 1984, which resulted
in the recovery of private industrial investments and output While die

To addition to the overall industrial policy framework, private foreign investment
in Pakistan is governed by a number of specific policies and regulations that have
been spelled out in the Industrial Policy Statement of 1984, the Private Foreign
Investment Promotion and Protection Act of 1976, and the Foreign Exchange
Regulation Act of 1947. While the Industrial Policy Statement dwells on the sanc
tioning aspects of private foreign inflows (PFIs) and specifies the industrial ac
tivities in which foreign investments are encouraged, the Foreign Private Invest
ment Promotion and Protection Act enumerates the various safeguards and
guarantees offered by Pakistan to foreign investors.
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domestic business has responded well to measures taken by the govern
ment to restoreconfidencein the privatesector, foreign investors arestill
not flocking to Pakistan in increased numbers (see Table 2).

Although netforeign inflows accelerated during themid-1970s, they
have stagnated around Rs 500 million perannum during the past few years
and have barely accounted for 3 percent of private fixed investment and
1.1 percent of gross fixed capital formation in the country. This inflow
of new capital issmall when compared with theoutflow of capital. The
net private foreign inflow through private foreign investment has fre
quently heen less than the total outflow on this account. In the year
1982-83 private foreign investment as a percentage of total remittances
in this account was 47 percent, as shown in Tkble 3-

Sources ofprivate foreign inflows (PFIs) intheearly seventies regard
ingsignificant direct private foreign investment in Pakistan arose primar
ily from Britain and theUnited States. This trend was briefly interrupted
in the mid-seventies by a sudden investment influx from Middle Eastern
countries, which contributed almost 52 percent of these inflows during
1973-77. Their share subsequently dropped to about 23 percent be
tween 1978-82, and the relative importance of Britain and the United
States was then reinstated. The sources of private foreign investment in
Pakistanare shown in Tkhle 4. These figures show that during the period

Table 2

PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT
SANCTIONED AND REALIZED

(Rs. millions)

PFf PFI %

Year Sanctioned Realized Realized

1977-78 1,653 447 27

1978-79 4,440 133 3

1979-80 1,812 433 24

1980-81 2,562 293 11

1981-82 2,990 433 14

1982-83 1,846 458 25

1983-84 4,697 535 11

Total 20,000 2,732 14

^Private foreign inflows,
SOURCE: World Bank, Pakistan: Towards a New Technology Policy,
Report No. 6151-PAK (Washington, D.C.: AprU 15, 1986), p. 14.
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Table 3

REPATRIATION OF PRIVATE FOREIGN
REMITTANCE, 1982-83

(Rs. millions)

Returns 1982-83
Profits 222 4
Dividends 433 7
Profits and dividends 555 2
Royalties
Technical fees 8657
Total remittances 1467 5
Net private foreign inflows (PFIs) 690.0
PFI as % of profits and dividends 122.0
PFI as % of technical fees and royalties 77.0
PFI as % of total remittances 47 0

SOURCE: State Bank of Pakistan, Balance of Payments Statistics (Karachi
1983).

Tkble 4

SOURCE OF PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT
(Rs. millions)

Country

United Kingdom
United States

West Germany
Japan
Netherlands
Switzerland

Belgium, Ireland,
Denmark

UAH, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Qatar

Others

Total

Cumulative Foreign Investment

1973-77 % 1978-82 %

94.6 9.0 607.3 34.7
110.1 10.5 278.2 15.9
28.7 2.7 47.9 2.7

6.5 0.6 8.5 0.5
64.8 6.2 86.6 4.9
19.5 1.9 57.2 3.3

171.7 16.3 96.7 5.5

541.9 51.5 405.5 23.2
14.1 1.3 162.4 9.3

1,051.9 100 1,750.3 100

SOURCE: State Bank ofPakistan, Foreign Liabilities andAssets andForeign In
vestment in Pakistan (Karachi, 1984).
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1978-82 the United States' private foreign investment contribution of
Rs 278.2 million increased its share to 15-9 percent compared with the
period of1973-77, when it invested Rs 110.1 million with ashare of10.5
percent.

U.S. Private Foreign Investment in Pakistan

Economic relations between Pakistan and the UnitedStates havehad
their ups and downs, butcurrently there are new avenues ofcooperation
and collaboration.There is now an InvestmentGuarantee Agreement be
tween the two countries under which the U.S. governmentguarantees in
vestment byprivate Americans investors inPakistan against losses arising
from inconvertabUity of foreign currency earnings intodollars or against
expropriation. These investment guarantees together with an incentive
package for PFls make the investment climate in Pakistan favorable for
American investors.

There are atpresent about fifty-nine U.S. firms thathave either been
established or are intheprocess ofbeing established inPakistan. The total
investment of these firms is around Rs 8.4 billion. During the last nine
years U.S. investment in terms ofequity and loans has amounted to Rs
3.0 billion. Someof the major industrialunits with U.S. investment are
Dawood Herculus Chemicals Ltd., Exxon Fertilizer Factory, International
Fibrous Products Corporation, Abbot Laboratories (Pak) Ltd., Poly-tax Ltd.
Squibb (Pak) Ltd., General Tire and Rubber Company, and Singer Industries
(Pak) Ltd. Some ofthe major U.S. investments are inthe areas offertilizers,
pharmaceuticals, and oil sector industries. In the oil sector, U.S. oil com
panies are producing 17,000 barrels out ofa total domestic production
of 45,000 barrels per day, that is, a share of 38percent in domestic pro
duction (see Table 5).

Tkble 5

IMPORTANT JOINT VENTURES
ESTABLISHED IN PAKISTAN WITH U.S. COLLABORATION

(Rs. millions)

Type of Industries

Capital Goods
Item Industries

Intermediate

Industries

Consumer

Industries Total

Number of companies 6
Total investment 550.26
U.S. share in investment 343.48

28

7,200.98
4,659.47

25
782.54
351.18

59
8,533.78
5,354.13

SOURCE: Investment Promotion Bureau (Karachi).
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The pattern of U.S. investment in Pakistan is largely inclined towaid
consumer and intermediate goods industries. Ikble 5 indicates that the
intermediate and consumer goods industries comprise more than 90 per
cent of U.S. investment in Pakistan.

A few more U.S. corporations have shown interest in Pakistan. U.S.
corporations that have new investments, licensing, or joint ventures
either under way or planned in the near future include Kodak, Eli Lilly,
Dow Chemical, Pacific, Upjohn, General Electric, the FMC Corporation,
Gillette, Cargil, and Searle. In addition to these, other U.S. companies
are also exploring the potential for investing in fields of solar compo
nents, microcomputers, livestock and dairy projects, and food services
equipment.

Net Inflow of Capitalfrom the United States

FPl resources from the United Stateshave demonstrated a rising trend
in recent years. In 1983-84 the inflow from the United States amounted
to Rs 150million. This was 29.4 percent of the total net inflow of private
capital in that year. An important element of U.S. PFI in recent years is
that the resources in the form of reinvested earnings has increased. In
1984-85 it was at the same level as new cash brought in (see Ikble 6).

Despite Pakistan's efforts to create a conducive environment by way
of ensuring the safety of foreign capital and a package of incentives, UiS.
investments have not registered any remarkable increase. Indeed, it is thf-
ficult to break the international foreign capital flow pattern where inter
national capital for PFI has demarcated areas of attention. According to
this pattern three-fourths of private foreign investment goes to developed
countries and one-fourth for developing countries.^ U.S. capital for
developing countries is concentrated in LatinAmerican countries, Japan's
investment goes mainly to Asian countries, and Commonwealth (present
and former) countries like Pakistan attract British capital. Consequently,
Pakistan's share of private foreign investment at about Rs 9 billion is far
less than only U.S. investments of $9.0 billion in Brazil and $3 billion in
Atgentina. Indeed, even among Asian countries U.S. foreign investments
have preference for other countries, for example, Tkiwan. Thus, a simple
incentive package and guarantee for capital protection do not appear to
be sufficient to attract U.S. capital to Pakistan.

^World Bank, Direct and Portfolio Investment (New \t>rk: Oxford UniversityPress,
1985).
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In Spite of the limited inflow of resources, in the past few years
Pakistan hasattemptedto takepositivestepstowardattraaing U.S. capital.
The government is encouraging, promoting, and sanctioning expoit-
oriented and import-substitution industries. Foreign investment from
multinational and foreign equity in joint ventures for public as well as
private sector corporations are being sought, especially in projects that
involve transfer of technology. In addition to encouragingforeigninvest
ment in industries that are capital-intensive, import-substitutional, and
export-oriented and require sophisticated technology, the government has
most recently emphasized the need for joint ventures in agri-industries
and light engineering projects. Both the public and private sector are seek
ing equity participation and technical collaboration. Foreign collabora
tion has recently acquiredsignificant attention from both the public and
private sectors, but unfortunately very little headway has been made in
increasing the number of these joint ventures.

Transfer of Technology

It is generally agreed that foreign investment in Pakistan has not made
a viablecontribution to the transfer of technology. According to a recent
World Bank reporton the issue of transfer of technology, nonequity type
technology transfers have been more significant, but even these, for ex
ample, licensing technical services or purchase of capital goodsalongwith
technology, have been limited and somewhat unsatisfactory

Earlier, private foreign investment flowed into industries such as
tobacco, pharmaceuticals, and vegetable ghee. These used simple tech
nology to process materials and concentrated on single-input importsub
stitution or industries with a strong transport cost proportion, such as
cement. As opportunities for simple industries shrank, foreign investors
looked into other areas, such as fertilizer and motor vehicles manufactur
ing, whUe maintaining interest in trademark industries, such as phar
maceuticals. Foreign companies have also been heavily involved in the
extraction of oil and gas.

U.S. investments in Pakistan have been in a wide range of activities,
but their special emphasis has been on fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, and
oil drilling. The pharmaceutical industry has the largest number of U.S.
firms in Pakistan, illustrating well the status of transfer of technology in
Pakistan.

The pharmaceutical industry in Pakisun is dominated by firmswith
foreignparticipation since they havea more than 50percent market share
because of their advantage of brand names, which are recognized and more
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acceptable byconsumers. However, despite thirty years of operations, the
transfer of technology in this industry has been limited. None of the
foreign firms has developed local manufacturing of basic chemicals and
pharmaceutical inputs. While major drugs such as aspirin are produced
locally, basic chemical inputs are imported. The technology level is re
stricted to packing and formulation of imported materials. In certain
foreign firms, a very limited level oftransfer oftechnology has taken place
byproviding machinery and technical services as well as administration
andmanagement services. The topmanagement in these firms has tradi
tionally been expatriate. They are now, however, being replaced by local
personnel.

Theforeign investors' mainargument for not setting up facilities to
manufacture basic drugs is Pakistan's high costs and poor quality. They
have also complained about the government's pricing policyin thisarea.
Nevertheless, the issue beforePakistan is that despitemanyyears of opera
tions in the country, therehasbeenno significant and effective transfer
of technology in this industry. The status of many other industries is no
different. What is the reason for this poor level of technology transfer?
Perhaps we have failed in creating a conducive policy environment for
the transfer of technology. We also needto askourselves why, whilethere
is a clear reluctance by foreign exporters to transfer technology (essen
tially because they want to retain control and continue to sell in the
Pakistani market), in a number of cases we have not reacheda situation
or developed management skills and know-how to acquire technology.

Indeed, there are areas—for example, basic engineering, the auto
mobile sector, and pharmaceuticals—where we are certainly capable of
absorbing the technology ifit will onlybetransferred. With apopulation
of 90 million, a morethan $380per capita income, and a fairly goodcadre
of technical persons, Pakistan isa reasonably goodcandidate for transfer
of technology in many industries, especially through equityparticipation.
Whenpreparing an aid package for Pakistan, we must also keep in view
this critical element of economic development.



17. U.S.-Pakistan Economic Relations:
Trade, Foreign Investment, and
Technology Transfer Issues

MORTON ZUCKERMAN

The subject of this presentation does not lend itself to extensive
discussion for the simple reason that inthecontext ofoverall U.S. foreign
trade and investment, that with Pakistan is relatively small. Currentin
vestment by U.S. sources in Pakistan is said to be $107 million. The most
recent data available from the U.S. Department of Commerce states that
U.S. exports to Pakistan in 1985 amounted to $1,041.6 million, a drop of
about $50millionfrom 1984. Pakistan's 1985 exports to the United States
came to $298.9 million, a gain ofabout $31 million over 1984. The pre
sent trend of trade is indicated by the Commerce Department's figiires
for the first five months of 1986, January through May. U.S. exports to
Pakistantotaled $374.5 million, a drop of about $41 million from the same
period in 1985,while Pakistan's exports to the UnitedStates came to $147.6
million, a gain ofabout $9million. Thetotal bilateral trade figures, thus,
are: 1984, $1,360.1 million; 1985, $1,340.5 million; 1986 (January-May),
$522.1 million. Given the current U.S. trade deficit of about $13 bilhon
a month, the total trade with Pakistan of a bit more than $1.25 bilfon
a year is, to quote the immortal characterization of President Zia ul-Haq,
"peanuts."

Consideringcurrent total foreigninvestmentby U.S. sourcesof about
$224,466 million, how should we characterize the current U.S. investment
of $107 million in Pakistan? Moreover, the investment figure combhies
equity and net outstanding loans by U.S. parent companies and affiliates,
relating (as of June 24, 1986) to 115 U.S. branches, subsidiaries, and af
filiates, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

It is not the purpose of this presentation to examine the fnimiriap
of U.S. investment in and trade with Pakistan, liberally sprinkling fbot-
note references to arcane sourcematerials, but ratherto express someU.S.
perceptions relevant to the subject. Thisdiscussion isbasedupon personal

280
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experience in dealing with mutual problems, such as trade disputes and
their resolution (bothsuccessful and unsuccessful, if there canbe an un
successful resolution), and upon long-standing dealings with bureaucracy
on both sides of the water. Although this discussion understandably is
colored by long association with Pakistan as counsel toits diplomatic and
commercialmissions in the UnitedStates and as a founder, director, and
now president of the U.S.-Pakistan Economic Council Inc., neverthe
less the same experience constitutes some qualification for an unbiased
expression of U.S. perceptions of several irritations affecting thepoten
tial for expansion ofU.S. investment inandtrade with Pakistan. The views
herein are stated far more in sorrow than in anger, with the hope that
this renewed airing will stimulate action rather than simply the pro
duction of further ineffective discussion by entrenched governmental
functionaries.

The basic U.S. perception, more right than wrong, is that doing
business in or with Pakistan is severely constrainedby bureaucracy's heavy
hand and the frustrating and seemingly arbitrary delays imposed bygov
ernmental functionaries in their consideration of investment applications
and commercial matters. There is an apparent and, as yet, great gap be
tween Pakistan's promulgation of policies, expressed ambition for en
hanced investment and commercial relations, repeated open solicitation,
assurances ofspeedy and objectively impartial treatment, and theactual
practice pursued by Pakistani administrators.

Indeed, delay is endemically built into the complex statutory and
regulatory provisions governing foreign investment in Pakistan. In the
United States there isrecognition, ifnot complete acceptance, ofPakistan's
need to require application forforeign investment; butthere isskepticism,
based onexperience, concerning Pakistani performance within thelimits
of its current industrial policy and implementing legislation. During his
visit to the United States in October 1985, President Zia ul-Haqpointed
out that he had directed the bureaucracy to deal with investment appiica-
tions "at one window," instead of shunting them from agency to agency.
During his visit tothe United States inJuly 1986, Prime Minister Md. Khan
Junejo reiterated the "one window" concept, stating that he also had
directedhis administration to implement that policyand to adhereto the
objective ofhaving applications considered and concluded within ninety
days.

Thedesire forspeedy "onewindow" treatment iscommendabie but
obviously overambitious. No one has been able tofind thewindow, and
the delay inherent in the structure of repetitious filings with and con
sideration by multiple agencies has not been overcome to date. In fact,
the complex andcumbersome procedure required of foreign applicants
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for investment inpermitted industries is the subject ofcontinuing dismay
and comment, both public and private. We are told that there are at least
twenty-six government agencies to whomcopies of the investment appU-
cation arecirculated. One prominent Karachi entrepreneur has publicly
appealedto potentialforeign investors not to give up becauseof the need
(as he says) for twenty-sixpermits, but to persevere.

Moreover, there is serious concern with the extent to which the U.S.
(or other foreign) investor will be authorized to retain control of the in
vestment, andconcomitantly, theconcerned business venture. InMay 1986
the Karachi commercial newspaper Business Recorder ran a series of in
formative articlesentitled "ForeignCollaboration in Pakistan." The author
noted that

there has been asignificant departure ingovernment policy recently whereby
the foreign holdings in industrial undertakings which in caseof most of
multinationals currently ranges from 75 percent to 100 percent is being
restricted and the foreignsponsors are either persuaded to restrict th^ in
terest to 49percent or in some cases provide an undertaking to disiovest
within a specified period of the holdings beyond 49 percent.

Such restrictions, however, are notmandatory in nature, andtheap
proach oftheauthorities varies from project toproject. According topress
reports, the FinanceSecretary once told visitingAmerican businessmenthat
government would consider 100percent foreign ownership of any enter
prise provided it was based on sophisticated technology.

Cynics may note thatthere may notbe, as yet, sufficient domestic exper
tise to warrant majority control of sophisticated technology.

This subjective approach to thepermitted extent of foreign owner
ship and control is complicated by further privateadvice that there is a
reluctance to welcome more than 30percent equity bythe applicarit. In
addition, there isa requirement thatifthepaid-up capital isRs 10,000,000
(currently about $625,000), the venture must offer at least 50percent of
the capital stock to the public. This requirement can be waived in the case
ofa joint venture, but we are told that themix narrows down to 30per
cent forthegeneral public andjockeying withtheComptroller ofCapital
Issues concerning the extent of foreign equity ownership. The balknce
presumably will be taken up by Pakistani collaborators.

In short, with all the good will and earnest desirein the world, the
"onewindow'' does not exist; andoverlapping andcomplex statutes and
regulations, as well as subjective administrative decisions, confroitt the
foreign applicant.

Thereare other irritants, such as the extent to which patents, trade
processes, and technology may be capitalized, limits upon interest p^^le
for foreign loans, and limits upon payment of royalty for technology
transfer andfor technical fees of all kinds. Thestandard limits arequite
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small, and although they are subject to negotiation, we are told that there
is extreme reluctance to exceed the small prescribed limits that are available
without specific sanction.

Technology collaboration agreements must contain provisions that
they are subject to the law of Pakistan and must provide for arbitration
of disputes in Pakistan, with the application of Pakistani law. Although
Pakistan has been a common law country with a legal commercial heritage
like that of the United States, based upon concepts of the English com
mon law, the trend toward Islamization not only of banking but also of
civil law causes some apprehension, based on fear of the unknown, that
arbitration or litigation in Pakistan under Pakistani law will find the scales
of justice necessarily tipped in favor of Pakistaniinterestsboth public and
private.

Concerning technology transfer issues there is not much more to
be said. The U.S. Agencyfor International Development (AID) has observed
that ^'Pakistan's development agenda is strategically centered around [sic]
problems of technological change and evolution of an increased domestic
capacity to generate appropriate technology locally." It is difficult to recon
cile this desire for increased domestic capacity with the low standard limits
upon technology royalties and technical fees. However, the Ministry of
Industries observes that there have been instances in which

Royalty and Technical Fees have also been allowed liberally. Royalty fees
approved have ranged between 1% to 5%. Similarly technical fee has been
allowed from 1% to 5%. Lumpsum payments have also been allowed as
technical fee up to Rs. 3 5 million depending upon the nature of technical
know-how being transferred or acquired for the project.

The outer limit for a lumpsum fee of about $218,750 leaves to one's im
agination the magnitude of the concerned enterprises.

In fairness to the government, we note the assertion by the Ministry
of Industries, published November 1985, that

It has also been noticed that generally, in projects requiring Government
approval, final decision of the Government was communicated to the spon
sors within a maximum period of four months from the date of receipt of
application. However, in cases where information furnished by the spon
sors was either incomplete or was lacking, some unavoidable delay took
place. Similarly, as some major projects of national significance or projects
where Government's pricing policy and other support measures are involv
ed are considered at a high level, the final decision is based on a careful
analysis of the implications for the overall economy. Time taken in such
cases is an essential part of the pre-investment deliberations and analysis
to ensure smooth progress of major projects since commitment of national
resources has to be made for them.
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Therecannotbe anyquarrel with the fact that "incomplete" applica
tions or "high level"approval requiretime, but one man's incompleteness
may not be another's, and the very need for reference to "high level"
has a ring of indefinite delay.

In sum, the existingframework, which requires multiple, sequential
applicationsto different agencies, contains built-indelays and causesex
tensive, repetitiousbargaining. The procedure is not only time-consuming
and costly, but also prolongs the time when domestic benefits can be ex
perienced. It is not glib, or even facetious, to urge that there be a speedy
consolidation and simplification of the current statutes and regulations
to assure that the "one window" does in fact exist, and to require ortly
a single (if detailed) application, and to have the window's custodhm
charged with the responsibility for shepherdingthe applicantand its ap
plication through the maze (otherwise known as "channels"). Indeed, as
we are told is the casein Thrkey, once the completeapplicationisaccepted,
it should be "deemed" to have been approved and all permits issued,
unlessspecificdenialsare receivedwithin a givenperiod, as short as pas
sible. The alternative is the probability that the potential investor will at
some stagedecide that no more treasure should be wasted in salaries,pro
fessional fees, and overhead, let alone in repetitious travel expense.

Actually, it is significant that U.S. firms do accept that investmeht
in Pakistan offers ample material reward, and that some do persevere in
the pursuit. The sorrow is that the potential for such collaboration is
severely constrained when it can be far more beneficial not only to the
U.S. source but also to Pakistan.

Concerning bilateral trade, the New York City edition of the Lon
don Financial Times on July 16, 1986, observed that "economically the
U.S. is important because it is Pakistan's second largest trading partn^,
running slightly behind Japan, but might move into first place because
of the decline in the value of the dollar against the currencies of Pakistan's
other leading trading partners."

However, in quantitative terms, the volume of trade is not great.
Assuming a steady pace equivalent to the 1986 January-May period, and
the exchange rate holding at about Rs. 16 to the dollar, total exports froth
the United States would be about $898.8 million. Pakistan exports to the
United States would be about $354.2 million, for a total of about $1,250
million. This, of course, is about the same figure ($1.25 billion) for 1985,
although tipped somewhat in favor of Pakistan over 1985 in that U.S. ex
ports would diminish and Pakistani exports would increase relative to
1985. For those persons who are interested in knowing the nature and
relative values of the trade, there are appended hereto somewhat cryptic
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statistical tables of *'leading items** as furnished by the U.S. Department
of Commerce (see Tables 1 and 2). Objectively this is not a large volume
of trade, but subjectively it is important to the parties concerned with
the specifics, as well as to both governments.

The history of the subcontinent shows that contrary to an old shib
boleth, the flag has followed commerce; it has not been the other way
around. The merchants arrived long before military assistance was sum
moned to extend the areas of trade and economic exploitation. There is
continued enthusiasm by the U.S. government missions in Pakistan for ex
pansion of U.S. investment and trade with Pakistan. That enthusiasm,
however, is tempered by cautious realism, necessitated by Pakistan*s seri
ously adverse balance of payments attributable largely to declines of ex
port earnings and home remittances during 1985 by Pakistanis abroad.
Understandably, the Pakistan government places emphasis upon the
establishment and growth of import-substitute industries and stimulation
of exports. In 1986 the expressed official U.S. view was that increased
exports of specified items would "more than offset the decline in workers*
remittances,** and that "to maintain the tempo of development large quan
tities of capital goods and industrial raw materials on which the economy
is critically dependent will have to be imported.**

The point is that notwithstanding foreign exchange constraints, it
is in that country*s national interest for Pakistan to step up its foreign trade
and to continue to liberalize its import regulations. The enterprising
merchant should be encouraged by Pakistani administrative moves in the
direction of enhanced trade rather than discouraged by continuing im
port constraints of various kinds.

It is also a truism that the fundamental, and best, means of develop
ing international relationships is through amicable commerce. Thus trade
disputes, protectionist and other restrictive governmental policies, bureau
cratic interference, political rather than commercial considerations, sharp
practice by some merchants, and a host of other irritants create issues that
hamper international trade and impede the ability of a so-called develop
ing nation to raise its national standard of living. This is not intended to
be a litany of querulous complaints, but in the view of concerned U.S.
traders and officials there do exist several irritating issues that should be
resolved for common benefit.

Although there has been some liberalization of imports "to accom
modate growing requirements for raw materials, equipment and parts for
local manufacturers,** and provision for a "larger number of importable
items,** it is still believed that "Pakistan*s restrictive import policies on
many product categories, high tariffs, import duties and taxes, and limit
on royalty payments and technical assistance fees limit successful market
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penetration and the competitiveness of numerous U.S. productsvis-il-vis
non-U.S. products." These quotations are taken from a U.S. government
paper prepared in 1986.

There is resentment related to the contrast between the ease with
which Pakistanicommerical presence can be established in the U.S. aild
the time-consuming, costly, andcomplex requirements to establish a US.
commercial presence in Pakistan. While a Pakistani exporter caneasily
and inexpensively create, own, manage, and control a business firm in,
say. New York Cityand need not at any time evenbe present there to do
so, his U.S. counterpart faces the complexities of Pakistanicontrols and
work permits. This makes for the prevailing belief that export trade to
Pakistan should beconducted through local firms who have thepersonal
contacts, influence, and "clout" with administrators to obtain all mannpr
of permits, dollar exchange, customs clearance, trucking, andotherser
vices, expeditiously and competitively, in addition to the ability to ob
tain orders for merchandise.

On the U.S. import side, there is concern with the essential elements
of trade performance, namely, timely delivery, quality and adherence to
sample or specification, and firmness of price. The experienced trader
knows that the best prospect for satisfactory performance is his own
presence at the source. Again, the existing difficulties hamperthe establish
ment of that presence. Disputes, of course, are endemic to trade, but the
presence of the disputant in the trading country could be beneficial in
either preventing thedispute or resolving it. It isgratifying that there are
not more trade disputes, but those that do arise now are dealt with by
traditional means, such aslitigation or, inanappropriate case, byarbitra
tion. Although therearemany capable andcreative lawyers, chartered ac
countants, and technical personnel suitable as expertwitnesses in Pakistan,
theexperiential beliefin theUnited States isthatlegal procedures inPaki^
Stan are far more costly, protracted, and unlikely to succeed than in the
United States. Surely, the business world on both sides has the talent to
create a better, practical methodof dispute resolution. Perhaps the Federa
tion of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce& Industry, or the Overseas Iti-
vestors Chamber of Commerce & Industry, and the American Business
Council of Pakistan could joinwith the U.S. Pakistan Economic Council,
Inc., in establishing a taskforce to create a forumfor the speedyand ef
fective resolution of trade disputes.

Both U.S. importers and Pakistani exporters are concerned with US;
quotas affecting Pakistani source textiles. The extent ofPakistan's concern
is understandable, as textiles comprise byfar its major dollar exchange
earner. However, there is some domestic trade irritation on the U.S. side
attributed to Pakistan's seeming failure to realize thatthetextile industry!
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in all its aspects, is likewise a majorelement in the economy and well-
beingof the people of the United States. The matterof protectionism is
always on the frontburneron bothsides, and the subject is too complex
to warrant discussion in this general survey.

An irritant that merits specific mention is the recent reimposition
byPakistan on U.S. flag oceancarriers of a taxat 8 percentof the amount
of freight payable to them for cargoes shipped from Pakistan. The issue
isexacerbated by the reimposition of the tax retroactively. Therearefour
U.S; flag ocean carriers that regularly service Paksitan: American Presi
dent Lines, Ltd.;Sea-Land Service, Inc.;UnitedStates Lines Company; and
Waterman Steamship Corp. Their vigorous protests, aided by very high-
levelharking from the U.S. govenunent, has resulted in the suspension
of collection of the tax by the Pakistan Finance Ministry. Thisunofficial
unilateral responseisnot reassuring to the U.S. interests, and theyarecon
cerned with the advisability of retaining in Pakistan sufficient funds to
meet the tax if it should be reinstated. The only Pakistani flag carrier now
regularly servicing the United States is Pakistan National Shipping Cor
poration. Obviously, effectuating the Pakistani taxon ocean freight col
lections against U.S flag carriers exposes PNSC toacoimtertax intheUnited
States. There is suspicion that the sudden tax action and now the inac
tionbythe Pakistan government areploys in the game ofseeking revision
of the existing U.S.-Pakistan Tax Treaty. It seems rather onerous that the
oceancarriers arecaught in the game, particularly asthe net effect ofsuch
a tax would he to increase the freight cost on both sides, reducing com
petitive advantages totraders, and contracting, instead ofexpanding, trade.
It would be far more beneficial if both governments were to enter into
a bilateral tax exemptionagreement as specifically permitted by the U.S.
Internal Revenue Code. Such executive agreements covering ocean and
air carriers exist between the United States and several nations whose mer
chantscompetewith Pakistani traders for the U.S. market. Thereis such
an agreement betweenPakistan and Denmark, whose Maersk Line is in
volved in the U.S.-Pakistan trade.

Another irritant that merits mention is the agonizingly long time
Mkffi to make trade payments by government agencies on both sides.
Although U.S. congressional policy, reflected in various federal statutes,
forbids statetrading, thereare U.S. federal programs thatprovidethe finan
cial supports for U.S. foreign trade. These are too well known to warrant
detailed listing, but PL. 480 (Public Law 480), AID (Agency for Interna
tional Development), CCC (Commodity CreditCorporation), and USDA
(Department ofAgriculture) stand out. It isa wry joke in the United States
that there are people in breadlines who are awaiting payment by CCC.
The easy refuge of bureaucrats is that they are waiting for mysterious
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"papers" fromabroad. That the meansof breaking the bottleneckse\^de
ready solution does not warrant their continuation.

Other long-standing issuesremain seemingly unattended. Thest in
clude protection for copyrights, payment and transmission of royaldes,
protection for patents and manufacturing processes, excise taxes, and
politicalboycottprovisions in procurementagreements, lettersof credit,
and for ocean transportation. Perhaps the time has come for merchants
to have their tradeassociations joinforces to lobby both governments to
take expeditious remedial action. It is not amiss to observe that there is
an issue of global importance that can have devastating effectupon U.S.
Pakistan bilateral trade, particularly in the areaof technology transfer ind
development. This is the U.S. govenunent's concern with the develbp-
mentof Pakistan's nuclear capability. TheFinancial Times article ofJuly
16, 1986, mentioned above, also reported: "The U.S. will continue tourge
Pakistan, which it suspects is moving towards acquiring a full nuctear
weaponscapability, to sign the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty and ac
cept full safeguards."

On the same day the Washington Post reported that both countries
wereabout to signan agreement, the terms of whichwouldremain setxet,
allowing Pakistan "to buysensitive American technology," mostofwhich
''isconsidered useful forcivilian as well as military andnuclear piuposes.''
Anunnamed U.S. "official" was quoted as sayingthat "Pakistanhas been
told 'with greatfrankness' that U.S. aid wUl be stopped 'if theyhave ac
quired a nuclear weapon.'"

Notwithstanding that statesmen forget that when they pressbuttons
wemortals receive the shocks, weremain upbeat about the prospects for
U.S. investment in and trade with Pakistan. We have had too long an
association and toomuchincommon not to beable tosolve pvisting prob
lems and to assist Pakistan to realize its potential for economic growth
and enhancement of the quality of life for its people.
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18. Pakistan's Perceptions
of the Impact of U.S. Politics
on Its Policies Toward Pakistan

MOHAMMAD WASEEM

In this chapter we will discuss the various ways in which Pakistan's
foreign policy decision-makers and intelligentsia look at their U.S. con
nection. Given a situation of underdevelopment in this country's higher
education and information infrastructures, the general globaJ view in
Pakistan is wanting in sophistication and style. Its meager resources are
hound to reflect in its understanding of societies like the United States,
which seem remote in territory, culture, and history. Moreover, Pakistan's
relatively imderprivileged position in terms of its economic, political, and
military capabilities has created a situation of on-again off-again depen
dence on the United States, which tends to give a subjective coloring to
its understanding of the latter. It is not uncommon, therefore, to hear views
ranging from extreme criticism of U.S. treachery and hypocrisy to eulogiz
ing Americans as "the world's greatest philanthropists.">

At a conceptual level, the individual perspectives of Pakistani ob
servers tend to be influenced by their institutioiud or class background,
active or passive role in policymaking, professional outlook, and even per
sonal idiosyncracies. At one end, we find the upper echelons of the civU
and military bureaucracies, which look at the United States essentially as
a supplier of value. For example, fix>m General Ayub'ssearch for a "power
ful" friend in the Westin the 1950sto President Zia's U.S. policy, a whole
generation of military thinking in Pakistan has been geared toward
evaluating the net gain of the American connection for national security
in terms of modernization of Pakistan's fighting men and material. Such
pragmatism has been largely shared by the top layer of the financial
bureaucracy and the diplomatic corps in the field of economic
development.

'Liaqat Ali Khan, quoted in S. M. Burke, Mainsprings ofIndian and Pakistani
Foreign Policies (Minneapolis, 1974), p. 130.
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On the other hand, lower and middle-level officers are somewhat
closer to the popular worldview, characterized by a highly subjective
evaluation of men and events in the overall context of an anachronistic
approach to world politics. The latter is based on medieval notions of
relations between states and the recent heritage of anti-Westemism from
the days of the independence movement.^ This view is popularized
through school and college education, the media, the Urdu-based in
telligentsia, and the officialespousal of ideological issues for mass con
sumption,eventhough these issues do not directlyimpinge on Pakistan's
foreign policy conunitments in various fields. Finally, there is a small
groupof disparate individuals fromacademia, journalists, the professions,
and political elements, who provide a scholarly outlook based on
theoretical and empirical research, but whose impact on foreign potcy
remains marginal, given a bureaucratic monopoly over decision-making
in Pakistan.

The comparable channels of decision-making on foreign policy in
Pakistan and the United States can hardly be more different from each
other. While they are internally differentiated in the latter, they are con
trolled by a monolithic stateapparatus in the former. Foreignpolicy deci
sions in the United States are considerably exposed to pressures from
various social groups and individuals via the Congress and public foruffls.
Pakistan, on the Other hand, epitomizes the separation between the two
spheres of domestic politics and foreignpolicy. However, this comparison
cannot be taken too far because both countries share a common malaise
of modern times, namely, the relative impunity of a country's foreign
policy from direct domestic pressures. This situation emerges from: (1)
relatively long intervalsin seekinga public mandate,evenwhere elections
are held regularly; (2) a delay in getting the feedback of a certain policy
measure; (3)the increasingcomplexity of issuesat hand; (4) the relatively
higher levels of publicconsciousness and involvement in domestic affairs;
and (5) the apparent irrelevance of such long-term and indirect measures
as the activities of the philanthropist foundations pursuing " 'ratioiudly
managed' social change" abroad through "apolitical" means of efficiency,
growth, and technique.^

These difficulties in relating domestic politics and foreign pol
icy notwithstanding, it cannot be denied that the persons, parties^ or

^Mohammad Waseem, "Anachronistic Worldview," The Muslim (Islamabad),
February 11, 1984.

'Edward H. Berman, The Influence ofthe Carnegie, Ford, and Rockefeller Foun
dations on American Foreign Policy: The Ideology of Philanthropy (Albany,
1983), pp. 79-80.
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bureaucracies that make decisions on foreign issueshave their correspond
ing notions about the world based on their own experience. We can trace
many changes in foreign policy, corresponding to internal political de
mands such as U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, restriction on U.S. aid to
Pakistan in the wake of the 1971 war with India, and the recent cong
ressional imposition of economic sanctions on South Africa, overriding
a presidential veto. In the following pages, we shall limit ourselves to an
analysis of Pakistani perceptions related to this somewhat tenuous rela
tionship between the United States' politics and its foreign policy. In this
context, we propose to test the following hypotheses:

1. That Pakistani views on American politics as a factor in Pakistan-
U.S. relations are generally hard to come by.

2. That whatever views are availableare less than satisfactory explana
tions of U.S. foreign policy and can, therefore, be misleading in their
import.

3. That this situation is responsible for Pakistan's long periods of
disillusionment and frustration with the United States in the past.

4. That the only way to rectify this situation is for Pakistan to con
centrate on understanding the domestic politics of the United States and
to seek ways and means of influencing decision-making on foreign policy
at that level.

In the course of our discussion, we shall argue that the first two
observations are correct inasmuch as Pakistani perceptions are generally
lacking in both quantity and quality. However, we shall argue against the
third hypothesis and sponsor a counterthesis, that is, that the symbiotic
relationship between the unequal reach of the two allies' foreign policy
objectives and the imbalance in their capacity for influencing each other's
domestic politics account for Pakistan's relatively greater propensity to
misperceive. The ratio of vital interests to nonvital interests in Pakistan,
as manifested through the actual military/political/economic commit
ments, in comparison with ritualistic/diplomatic/ideological com
mitments, is very disparate in terms of the importance attached to certain
policy matters by the two sides, which then leads to disillusionment on
the part of the weaker partner. Weshall, therefore, argue that our fourth
hypothesis, Pakistan's critical need to understand U.S. domestic politics,
is only a half-truth. This is so because the structural constants of their
relationship outweigh the subjective patterning of priorities set by their
respective policymakers. This is not to discount the need for the two sides
to lessen the hold of misperceptions over their judgments. Our only pur
pose is to highlight the underlying force of the structural imperatives of
the Pakistan-U.S. relationship, which influence the direction of Pakistani
perceptions of American politics and diplomacy.
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II

In Pakistan, the conduct of foreign policy is a relatively closed af
fair. Here, publicdiscussion on foreign issues is the exception ratherthan
the rule. Even when there is a political goveriunent in power, decision-
making in this sphere is monopolizedby the Foreign Service bureaucracy.
Domestic politics do not generally impinge on foreign policy decisibns.
Thus, in Pakistan the "psychological milieu" of the decision-makers is
characterized not by opennessbut by closedaccess to informationchan
nels, therebybreedingan overall "conspiracytheory" perspective.^ The
most formidable manifestation of this approach is the way such a "hid
den" and "oppressive" element as the Jewish lobby in United States is
given credit for all the mischief. As we shall see later, American policy
toward the Muslim world is usually considered to be in the hands of
Zionists by almost all the sections of Pakistan's population.

A second manifestation of the lack of input in decision-making from
outside the bureaucratic channels is a certain hardening of positions, ir
respective of the direction of public opinionwithinor outside national
boundaries. Under President Yahya, for example, hostile world opinion
against the military action in East Pakistan could not force the establish
ment to change its stance. Finally, bureaucratic controloverforeign policy
lends a sense of consistencybecause its domain is carefullysecludedfrom
the dynamics of internal politics. The only change in Pakistan's foreign
policy, that is, the opening up to the People's Republic of China ^RC)
in the early 1960s, waseffected under the externalpressureof a mstssive
flow of U.S. aid to India. That step was uken by an ongoing military-
bureaucratic regime with no major reshuffling in its midst at that time.
On the other hand, we see remarkable consistency in such foreign pBlicy
matters asthe nuclear program, the Islamic bloc, andfriendship with the
PRC during the Bhutto and Zia regimes, despite their sharply different
support bases in internal politics.'

Thisforeignpolicyesublishment is typical of manyAsian countries.
In most cases, the United States brought diplomacy to their doorsteps as
they set out to conduct foreignpolicy during the early 1950s. For years.

•""The sourceof the predispositions that shape the images of other states is the
decision-maker's own politicalsystem'' (R. Jervis,Perceptionand Misperc^tion
in International Politics [Princeton, 1976], p. 282).

'If Bhutto had been in power at the time of the Soviet invasion of Afghailistan,
he would in all probability alsohave followed the broad outlinesof the present
policy of Pakistan on that issue.
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Pakistan's contact with the United States was limited to intergovernmen
tal diplomatic activity. In twenty years, that is, by the early 1970s, the
postwar explosion of communications, the phenomenal expansion of
global information agencies, and the incessant wave of migrants and
massive student travel produced new and multiple channels of contact
between the two countries. Pakistani scholars and media personnel started
responding to domestic political changes in the United States from the
overall perspective of the Vietnam controversy. From the mid-1970s on,
Pakistan started looking directly at the U.S. domestic political scene.

Pakistanis were especially attracted to the policy programs of the two
political parties because of their impact on U.S. policy toward Pakistan.
For example. President Jimmy Carter's suspension of aid to Pakistan in
April 1979 and its subsequent restoration and expansion by President
Reagan in September 1981 reflected the Democrats' stress on democracy
and nuclear nonproliferation and the Republicans' tilt toward economic
and security assistance.^ The consciousness about possible effects of con
gressional debates between the two parties over cuts introduced in foreign
assistance on aid to Pakistan demonstrated Pakistan's new responsiveness
to the United State's internal decision-making process.^ While criticizing
the Democrats' pro-India tilt, Noor Husain chided them for losing China
to the United States in the 1940s and then again Iran and Afghanistan in
the 1970s.® On the other hand, the nonavailability of tangible American
help to Pakistan during its 1971 war with India, despite the Republican
administration's tilt in its favor, is generally ascribed to Nixon's difficulties
at home, especially the Watergate scandal.^

Paradoxically, Pakistani perceptions about U.S. domestic politics are
largely derived from, and therefore secondary to, their views on U.S. for
eign policy. The latter have left a more lasting impression on the general

^Shafqat Ali Shah, "Pakistan's Perceptions of U.S. Domestic Politics," in Leo E.
Rose and Noor A. Husain, eds.. United States-Pakistan Relations (Berkeley, 1985),
p. 88.

^See e.g., the questions posed to Secretary of State George Shultz at his press
conference in Islamabad, in "Relationships Between the United States and
Pakistan . . . Have Been Advanced," transcript of a press conference. Department
of State, July 4, 1983 (extracts), in American Foreign Policy (AFP) Current
Documents, 1983 (Washington, DC, 1985), p. 906.

®Noor A. Husain, "Pakistan-U.S. Security Relations, Arms Sales, Bases, Nuclear
Issues," Strategic Studies (Islamabad) (Spring 1985):20.

'Shirin 'fehir-Kheli, The United States and Pakistan: TheEvolution ofan Influence
Relationship (New York, 1982), pp. 48-49-
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public in this country because it has been the only sphere of activity
known to Pakistanis for a long time. They looked at the world in tdrms
of two ideological blocks, capitalism and communism. The first govern
ment of Pakistan pleaded its case for U.S. aid on the basis of its ideo
logical stand against communism, especially as an Islamic state.}" It
offered to play an instrumental role in the U.S. policy of contaiiunent of
communism in exchange for a U.S. commitment to its own security. The
subsequent entry of Pakistan into bilateral and multilateral agreements with
the United States enormously developed Pakistan's stakes in keeping the
American aid flow and diplomatic support intact. When the Keimedy ad
ministration shifted its focus of attention from Pakistan to India in the
early 1960s, Pakistan desperately looked for ways and means to convince
Washington of its continued utility. This experience of lobbying from a
mafginal position through the erstwhile pro-Pakistan elements ih the
establishment finally alerted the informed public of Pakistan of the need
to understand the internal politics of the United States. The need was
doubly felt during the 1971 war when Pakistan faced hostile public opin
ion on the issue of Bengali nationalism.

However, the most consistent attack on Pakistan during the last
decade has centered on its nuclear program. The debate over Pakistan's
nuclear ambitions set the stage for its incarceration through public forums
and media, from the moment Carter's presidential campaign in 1976
pickedup the issueto blamethe Fordadministration for lackof vigilance."
Later, in collaboration with President Carter, the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy of Congress, which was initially "designed to reconcile
the demands of nuclear technology and democracy," and which assumed
a statutory monopoly on nuclear policy for the Congress, pushed the
pass^e of the NuclearNon-Proliferation Act(NNIA) of 1978by Congiess.*^
For a while. Congress seemed to carry the initiative on the nuclear fesue.
Soon, however, the Carter administration moved to provide thirty-eight
tons of nuclear fuel for Indian nuclear reactors, and despite vehemeilt op
position by the House, Carter got it through the Senate.

In contrast, Pakistan emerged as a bad guy both in establishment
circles and the media. The Carter administration brought the Symington-

'"Burke, Mainsprings, p. 127; see also Feroze Khan Noon's assertion that "the
Mussalmans in Pakistan are against communism," quoted in M. S. Venkataramani,
The American Role in Pakistan (Lahore, 1984), p. 24.

"Tkhir-Kheli, United States and Pakistan, p. 124.

"StevenJ. Bakei; "Nuclear Nonproliferation," in Hoyt Purvis and StevenJ. Baker,
eds.. Legislating Foreign Policy (Boulder, 1984), p. 139.
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Glenn Amendments into play against Pakistan—the first time ever against
any country—which affected economic aid and the international military
education and training (IMET) program to Pakistan.'^ President Carter later
moved to resume economic and military aid to Pakistan in the wake of
the Soviet incursion into Afghanistan in December 1979, by using the
waiver clause in the NNPA, thereby indicating the abrupt downgrading
of the U.S. nonproliferation policy in favor of regional strategic objectives.^^
After the Reagan administration took over, it requested Congress to make
changes in Section 669 of the Foreign Assistance Act to conform to its
Section 670, which would thus parallel the waiver provisions of the NNPA
and remove the anomaly which differentiated between those countries
that reprocessed and those that enriched nuclear fuel.*'

The new approach was specifically meant to remove the appetite
for nuclear weaponry, which comes from an intense sense of vulnerability
to threats from the Soviet Union.*^ The United States, therefore, sought
to reestablish a relationship of confidence with Pakistan as the best way
of dealing with its nuclear program.*^ Along with that, it continued tak
ing the position that ''suppliers should not cooperate in the development
of the nuclear power station now planned to be built in Pakistan.''*®
Overall, the American approach seems to be one of guarded optimism
about the possibility of economic and military aid doing the trick where
an earlier cutoff had failed.*^

*'Replies by the Department of State spokesman (Carter) to questions asked at a
press briefing, April 6, 1979 (excerpts), in CutoffofUnited States Aid to Pakistan,
Document 475, AFP 1977-80 (Washington, DC, 1983), p. 902.

*^Baker, "Nuclear Nonproliferation," p. 137.

*'Statement by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South
Asian Affairs (Coon) before two subcommittees of the House Foreign Affairs Com
mittee, April 27, 1981, in U.S. Aid to Pakistan, Document 446, AFP-1981 (Wash
ington, DC, 1984), p. 863.

^^Transcript of an Interview with the Secretary of State (Haig), June 28, 1981 (ex
tracts), in U.S. Policy Seeks ''To Remove tbe Appetite—for Nuclear Weaponery**
Document 450, AFP-1981 (Washington, DC, 1984), p. 870.

*^Statement Issued by the Department of State, June 30, 1981, in Nonprolifera
tion: Pakistan, Document 451, AFP-1981 (Washington, DC, 1984), pp. 870-71.

*®Address by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and International
Environmental and Scientific Affairs (Marshall) before the International Nuclear
Law Association, San Francisco, September 12, 1983 (extracts), in US. Opposi
tion to Pakistani Unsafeguarded Nuclear Power Development, Document 441,
AFP-1983 (Washington, DC, 1985) p. 910.

*^Robert F. Goheen, "Problems of Proliferation: U.S. Policy and the Third World,"
World Politics, January 1983, p. 203.
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Pakistani reactions to this controversy varied from outright denial
of nuclear ambitions to pleading the case for a peaceful nuclear energy
program. President Zia, for example, categorically declared that **Pakfetan
would 4n no circumstances' produce a nuclear bomb.^^o in 1985, media
reports that Pakistanhad conducted a nonnuclear explosion with the help
of Kreyton-electronic switches, bringing it closer to a nuclear weapon,
were followed by foreign minister Sahabzada Yaqub's reassertion of
Pakistan's commitment to nuclear nonproliferation.^i

However, the general feeling in Pakistan is that U.S. nonproliferation
diplomacy is at cross-purposes with the declared American commitment
to the stability of Pakistan.22 Pakistanis complain of U.S. policies that
discriminate against Pakistan, while the United States not only condoned
but actually helped India and Israel in their nuclear programs.^3 in fact,
Pakistanis see the role of the Jewish lobby to be very critical in the
framework of American politics.^^ Thus, the prevalent hostile public Opin
ion in the United States on the issue of Pakistan's nuclear program is often
attributed to theJewish lobby.^5 It is claimed that the current Islamic revival

2opreparedstatement by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern
and South Asian Affairs (Schaffer) before a subcommittee of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, March 9, 1983, in Foreign Assistancefor Pakistan in Fiscal
Year1984 and Supplemental Assistance for Fiscal Year 1983, Document 436,
AFP-I983 (Washington, DC, 1985), n. 18, p. 896.

^^The Muslim, July 18, 1985.

22Rasul Bux Rais, "The Nuclear Factor in Pakistan-United States Relations," Pakistan
Journal ofAmerican Studies (Islamabad), September 1984, p. 85.

23Editorial, "Pakistan's Atomic Program: Unfriendly Attitude of the U.S.," The
Nawai-Waqt (Urdu daily) (Rawalpindi), September 30, 1985; see also Shafq^t Ali
Shah, "Pakistan's Perceptions," p. 101.

^-^Rais A. Khan, "Pakistan-U.S. Relations: Divergences and Convergences of Percep
tions," in Rose and Husain, eds., U.S.-Pakistan Relations, p. 36; Ross Masood Hu-
sain, "Influencing Congress," PakistanJournal ofAmerican Studies (Islamabad),
March 1986, pp. 14-15; Mowahid H. Shah, "Captive of Zion: The U.S. Congress,"
The Muslim, September 24, 1986.

^'Mohammad Ahsan Choudhry, "Pakistan-U.S. Relations: The Historical Perspec
tive," in RaisAhmed Khan, ed., Pakistan-UnitedStates Relations (Islamabad, 1983),
p. 17; Mushahid Hussain, "Pakistan's Foreign Policy: An Exercise in Tight Rope
Walking," PakistanJournal ofAmerican Studies (Islamabad), September 1984,
p. 19; QutubuddinAziz, "Needfor More Lobby Workfor Pakistan in USA," Pakistan
Times (Rawalpindi), September 22, 1985, p. 4.
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is perceived by Israel as a threat to its security. The reality of tremen
dous Jewish influence in the United States not only is not lost on the
Pakistanis, but is also flashed across the national media. In this context,
the Democrats' espousal of the Zionist cause is duly noticed, as is the
Republicans' relatively less than all-out commitment to put all their eggs
in one basket.27 On the other hand, references to finer shades of policy
differences between the two parties on the issue of their commitment to
Israel's security are absent from the media as well as scholarly works in
this country. Israel's internal politics as a factor in U.S.policy on the Mid
dle East is almost totally unknown to Pakistani observers. Instead, they
take a holistic view of Israel and the Israeli lobby in the United States and
generally use stereotypes for defining Jews and the Zionist state,

In comparison, Pakistani views of the India lobby in the United States
operate in less thin air. It is recognized, for example, that there is an overall
systemic bias toward India, which is seen as a great cultural, educational,
moralistic, and ideological force. Pakistan, on the other hand, operated
on persons in key positions such as Nixon or Kissinger.29 Others look at
things in simplistic terms and ask, '*Why is [Selig] Harrison, a brilliant
American intellectual, so hostile to Pakistan and so fond of India?"^® Such

26Hamid H. Kizilbash,' *The United States and the Muslim World: American Percep
tions and Responses to Some Significant Developments," Pakistan Journal of
American Studies (Islamabad), September 1984, p. 53.

27E.g., the 1984 presidential candidate, Walter Mondale, tried to woo the Jewish
vote by announcing that as president he would shift the American Embassy in
Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem; Rahman Muznab, "President Reagan's Second
Presidential Term," TheJung (Urdu daily) (Rawalpindi), January 20, 1985, p. 3-
Similarly, Pakistani observers picked up the Republicans' allegations that their
troubles were due to the liberal press dominated by Jews; see Ikramul Haque,
"Reagan'sSecond-Term Blues" (Americandiary). TheMuslim, May29, 1985,p. 4.

28Israeli intransigence on the issue of West Bank Jewish settlements and changes
from the Labor Party's "bureaucratic-strategic" approach to the Likud's
"ideological-strategic" approach in 1977, as well as the paradox of relatively
small numbers of the pro-Likud settlers on the West Bank as compared to their
rigid policy stance on that issue, are matters of great concern for Israel-watchers
but of little significance for Pakistani observers; see Yadin Kaufmann, "Israel's
Flexible Voters," Foreign Policy 61 (Winter 1985-86):111, 117.

29Shafqat Ali Shah, "Pakistan's Perceptions," pp. 99-100.

^®See, e.g., Qutubuddin, "Need for More Lobby Work." Indeed, the author blames
Harrison for seeing too much in the Baluchistan and NWFP nationalist movements,
acting as "India's buckler," while alleging that Pakistan was developing a nuclear
weapons capability and casting doubts on the legitimacy of the 1985 elections.
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questions manifest the Pakistanis* irritation over Harrison*s incessant warn
ings to Washington against underrating the damage of a nuclear explo
sion in Pakistan, which would involve the United States on the wrong §ide,
as in 1965 and 1971.^^

This pro-India stance seems to be a part of an ongoing controversy
in Washington over the foreign policy objective of effecting a total break
between the USSR and India, whereby ''Pakistan could be used as a
bargaining counter.* *^2 Fluctuations in the level of U.S. commitment to
Pakistan*s security are, then, understood in terms of the factional stjrug-
gle inside the American establishment as well as their counterparts on the
Pakistan side. The high-level economic and military cooperation between
the two countries under the Reagan administration is, thus, interprfcted
as a tilt in favor of those relying on the military in Pakistan as a principle
of stability; the faction that would favor a confederational arrangement
between India and Pakistan is then understood to have suffered a defmt.^'

Wecan compare this dichotomy with the U.S. government*s efforts
of "balancing strategic interests and human rights in South Asia,* *5^ cor
responding to its policies toward Pakistan and India. At a broader level,
it reflects differences between the Republicans and Democrats, the former
giving priority to extending security assistance to Pakistan, the latter rais
ing critical questions about its nuclear program and the post-martial law
civilian setup. Given Pakistan*s internal problems of establishing a viable
political system, it is natural that successive regimes found ready partners
in the Republicans, and not in the Democrats. The former have tradition
ally given less attention to the form of government in a Third World coun
try and cared more about its stability and effects on what are considered
to be "the tangible and demonstrable interests of the United States.**^5

3^Selig S. Harrison, **Cut a Regional Deal," Foreign Policy 62 (Spring 1986)d29.
For the rebuttle of his argument as developed in his earlier article—"India and
Reagan's Tilt Toward Pakistan," New York Times, July 15, 1981—see James L.
Buckley, "Why the United States Must Strengthen Pakistan," letter to the editor.
New York Times, August 5, 1981, p. 22.

'^Tiriq Ali, Can Pakistan Survive? (Harmondsworth, 1983), p. 189.

33ibid., p. 191.

^^Statements by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South
Asian Affairs (Schneider) before subcommittees of the House Foreign Affairs Com
mittee, December 9, 1982, in Balancing Strategic Interests and Human Rights
in South Asia, Document 434, AFP-1982 (Washington, DC, 1985), p. 897*

^'George E Kennan, "Morality and Foreign Policy," Foreign Affairs 64(2) (Winter
1985-86):209-10.
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Understandably, Pakistanis feit a great setbackduring and after the
Watergate scandal, with their friend. President Nixon, being its biggest
casualty. Typically, Republicans areadmired for their bold policies of ex
tendinga helpinghand to friends. Thus, the Reagan administration's com
mitment to "rewarding friends and penalizing opponents"'® is better
understood in this part of the world than the Carter administration'sflir
tations with India, which was never its ally or even a close fi-iend. Presi
dent Ziafound the Reagan administration, as compared to its predecessor,
"a little more alive to the realities of the security problem in the region
and the importance of Pakistan in the state of affairs."''' Some wouldgo
sofarasto praise President Reagan forcombatting the post-Vietnam isola
tionist trends at home and taking up missions against the Soviet influence
in Grenada and elsewhere.'® There is, however, also a minority who would,
for example, chideJeane Kirkpatrick for denyingthat she is the warrior
intellectual of the right wing and the least caring for human rights."
Overall, Pakistani observers and decision-makers continue to feel an af
finity with the Republican Party.

As far as consciousness about the impact of various groups and in
stitutions on the formulation of foreign policy is concerned, many
Pakistanis tend to discount it in favor of a simple monolithic view. This
maybe the result of Pakistan's total commitment to the United States as
guarantor of its national security. Inasmuch asthe level of U.S. economic
and military aid is critical to Pakistan, its perceptions of U.S. domestic
politics revolve around the elements that are most outward-looking in
terms of American commitment abroad, especially to Pakistan's security.
Thisso-called "perceptionof centrality" byPakistanis about the U.S. role
in their survival, especiallyafter its initial military buildup in the 1950s,
is a structural constant of the standard Pakistani perspective.^®

Obviously, it led to high hopes of a consistently strong U.S. com
mitment to Pakistan, which were dashed first during the pro-India tilt in

'®Husain, "Pakistan-U.S. Security Relations," p. 23.

'•'Transcript of an Interview with Pakistani President Zia ul-Haq, Rawalpindi,
December 4,1981 (extract), in We AreNot Actingas Stoogesofthe United States,
Document 462, AFP-1981 (Washington, DC, 1984), p. 885.

'*Parveen Arabi, "Securityof Pakistan: Limitations of American Aid," TheNawai-
Waqt, January 3, 1985.

"Shahid, "Jeane Kirkpatrick," TheJung January 5, 1985.

^"Stephen P. Cohen, "U.S.-Pakistan Security Relations," in Rose and Husain, eds.,
U.S.-Pakistan Relations, p. 20; Burke, Mainsprings, p. 143.
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U.S. poliq^ in the early 1960s, then during the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war,
which manifested a so-called tilt toward Pakistan, andfinally during the
late1970s on the issue of nuclear nonproliferation. Despite these setbacks
and the corresponding search for new vistas of friendship, Pakishm's
systemic bias in favor of security links with the United States continued
exerting pressure on its foreign policy. Finally, in the wake of theAfghan
istan issue, Pakistan once again established a close security relationship
with the United States, despite itsrecentconversion to nonalignment. Presi
dent Zia dismissed any adverse effects of the new Pakistan-U.S. economic
andmilitary aidprogram on the country's nonaligned status, declaring,
"There are only two countries which are nonaligned—thatis the United
States and the Soviet Union."^' Pakistan's feeling of insecuritysometimes
shows through some observers' dismissal of $3.2 billion as "not a stag
geringsum," and its military component as "surely not enough to make
the Kremlin shudder."'*^

It is naturai, therefore, to find Pakistanis complaining about the
unreliability of the United States as a friend. These allegations originally
stemmed from the close Indo-U.S. collaboration against the PRC in the
1960s. For almost two decades since then, the United States shied away
from committing itself to Pakistan at the level of the 1950s. While Pakistan
looked on the United States from a totalist point of view as guarantor of
its security, U.S. perceptions of Pakistan did not go far beyond "a trust
worthyinstrumentality to serveasa conduitin the realization ofa princi
palstrategic concern,"^'suchasopening up to the PRC in 1971. Again, in
the 1970s, American hypocrisy on the issue of nuclear nonproliferation—
supplying nuclear fuel to India but putting pressure on Pakistan's nuclear
program—created widespread disillusionmentwith the U.S. govemment.^^
It is thus not uncommon to see the Pakistani press strongly condemn the
Americans for their self-assured "right of opting out wheneverthey have

•"Tlanscrlpt of an Interview with Pakistani President Ziaul-Haq, Rawalpindi, Oc
tober16, 1981 (extracts), in PakistanMustStandon Its Own Feet, Document 459,
AFP-1981 (Washington, DC, 1984), p. 880.

•<2A. Fareed Ameen, "USA and Pakistan: ASecurity Relationship," Pakistan Times,
January 23, 1985.

'̂Richard Sisson, "Pakistan and U.S. Foreign Policy Formulation: Interest, Percep
tion, and the Context of Choice," in Rose and Husain, eds., U.S.-Pakistan Rela
tions, p. 125.

•«<See e.g.,Shirin Ikhir-Kheli, Evolution, p. 100; and Agha Shahi, "Inaugural Ad
dress," in Rais Ahmed Khan, ed., Pakistan-U.S. Relations, p. 4.
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nrnHp a tactical deal with the other superpower, leaving their allies in a
quandary."'" Taking the matter still further, a former Pakistani foreign
minister condemned both superpowers for the invasion of Afghanistan
and Lebanon, thus shakingthe faith of Third World nations in them as
the upholders of a civilized world order.^®

Despite these misgivings, Pakistan andUnited States have managed
to remainalliesfor three decades,mainlybecausetheir interestsconverged
on the need to maintain the former's stabUity at any cost. From praising
Ayub Khan for establishing "a stable political situation"'" in Pakistan to
the present moment, a commitment to Pakistan's stability is a constant
feature of American foreign policy. In itscommenton their aid agreement
in 1981, the State Department announced that "a stronger, more self-
confident Pakistan, capableof withstandingSoviet pressures, is in our na
tional interest."'" PresidentZia, on his part, endorsed U.S. acceptanceof
the strength and importance of Pakisun as the sole criterion of the new
aid agreement between the two countries. '̂ Similar direct relationships
between the U.S. conception of stability in South Asia and U.S. aid to
Pakistan have beenstressed bySahabzada Yaqub Ah Khan.'® Inotherwords,
Pakistan's stability, as defined interms ofits security needs, carries ahigh
priority, not only within the country but also inits relationship with the
United States.

That explains thepredominantly militarist notions ofnational secu
rity in Pakistan, which serve as the basis of its aid relationship with
the United States. In fact, Pakistani perceptions of the centrality of the
U.S. role in their security have essentially revolved around their arms

^'Editorial, The Muslim, July 15, 1985-

'̂ 'Inaugural Address by Agha Shahi tothC'First International Conference on The
Strategy for Peace and Security inSouth Asia,*' Strutcgic Studies 6(2—3) (Winter-
Spring 1982-83):18.

^^National Security Council, Report, quoted inSisson, "Foreign Policy Formula
tion," p. 122.

•"Transcript of the Department ofState daily press briefing, June 15, 1981 (ex
tracts), inAStronger More Self-Confident Pakistan, Capable of Withstanding
Soviet Pressures, Is in our National Interest, Document 448, AFP-1981
(Washington, DC, 1984), p. 866.

•"Hanscript ofan Interview with President Zia, New York, December 12, 1982
(extract), in Relationship Between the UnitedStatesandPakistan, Document 458,
AFP-1982 (Washington, DC, 1985), p. 953.

'"Sahabzada Yaqub All Khan's address, "Foreign PoUcy Debate in the National
Assembly," Pakistan Horizon no. 4 (1986):31.
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relationship with the latter.'" The two high-water marks of Pakistan-U.S.
relations are the two periods of highly visible arms transfers from the lat
ter to the former, first in the mid-1950s and second in the 1980s. The 1960s
and 1970s were the lean years of friendship between the two, precisely
because therewerelongperiodsof suspension of armssupplies, threearms
embargoes on Pakistan—in 1965, 1971, and 1979—and considerable arms
supplies to India. In fact, long beforePakistan moved into closepolitical
and diplomatic relations with the United States, it had furnished the lat
ter with a long shoppinglist for the purchaseof arms, in an atmosphere
of acute shortage of itsmilitary arsenal immediately afterindependence.
In other words, the prospects of procurement of arms from the Urdted
States initiated the whole process of its friendship with Pakistan, rather
thanvice versa. Inasmuch asPakistan's military leadership was able t® in
fluence nationalthinkingon armsbecause of longperiods of martiallaw,
articulate public opinion in this country has come to identify nanv>niii
securitywith "army, defense, weapons, soldiers, missiles, planes."'' On
the other hand, the United States fully appreciates thegreatdesire forarms
in Pakistan, as in other Third World countries, and has used arms sup
plies as the foundation for its relations with them. In this context, the
U.S. arms policy hasbecome the surrogate for its foreign policy. What is
lacking on bothsides isa consciousness of the need for larger economic
and political links and the corresponding expansion of the domestic base
for the conduct of foreign policy.

Ill

We are now in a position to evaluate Pakistani perceptions in terms
of theirsources, modes, direction, issues, andconsequences forpolicies.
It is clear that Pakistan'sbureaucratic channels of information and decision-
making in the realm of foreign policy tend to operate exclusively at the
international level. We have notedthat given the infrastructural inabhity
of Pakistan and other new states in the postindependence period, this
country took much more time to react to the tremors of U.S. dom^tic

"Cohen, "Security Relations," p. 20.

'̂ For details of theshopping list, see"Pakistan's Request forU.S. Military Material
andAssistance to theDepartment ofState, October-November 1947," inR. K. jain,
ed., U.S. SouthAsian Relations, 1947-82, vol. 2 (New Delhi, 1983), Docuinent
8, p. 7.

"Husain, "Pakistan's Foreign Policy," p. 15.
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politics than to its foreign policy, which reached its doorsteps out ofits
own volition. That explains the gross lack of Pakistani observations on
U.S. politics worthy ofserious attention, up tothe present moment. Cor
respondingly, Pakistan has been unable to effect a change ofattitude in
any sphere of U.S. politics, given thelack of institutional penetration or
a domestic constituency like theJews forIsrael. Therefore, it has tooperate
within theavailable options, limited to choosing between theRepublicans
andDemocrats, between theWhite House andCongress, between theState
Department and the Pentagon.

As a netrecipient ofU.S. aid, Pakistanis tend tohave a single-function
perception ofthe donor country, which has limited value. Such amono
lithicview seems to be the directoutcome of a totalist viewof the United
States as theguarantor ofE'akistan's security. Obviously, this has anadverse
bearing onPakistan's relations with the Soviet Union, which has always
looked at Islamabad's strategic alliance with Washington with great
suspicion.*''

The convergence of U.S. and Pakistani views on the Soviet Union
canbe traced backto a common source ofconventional wisdom inherited
from British India. Early in this century. Sir Halford Mackinder talked of
the "pivot area" ofthe Eurasian landmass stretching from Iran, Afghanis
tan, Tibet, Sinkiang, and the vast Russian territory from the Volga basin
to thePacific, andbelieved thatwhoever controlled this "heartland"con-
troUed the world." Even though Anglo-Russian rivalry, whichprovided
the impetus, ifnot aconvincing logic, to this theory, is already apart of
history, the theory itself continued to attract important adherents. Sir Olaf
Caroe, the ex-governor of the NWFP, argued that following the British
withdrawal from India and Nehru's strict adherence to nonalignment, only
Pakistan remained the possible bulwark against Soviet communism." In
fact, heclaimed that South Asia was ina real sense the"center ofthefree

'••Rifaat Hussain Syed, "Pak-Soviet Relations III," The Muslim, August 22, 1986.
Hussain distinguishes between the "alarmist" and "rationalist" schools ofthou^t
in Pakistan vis-a-vis its relations with the USSR, according to how theyemphasize
the ideological-geostrategic view of the Soviet Union or hold the Washington-
Islamabad-Beijing axis responsible for alienating the USSR. See Rifaat Syed Hus
sain, "Pak-Soviet Relations, 1," ne Muslim, August 20, 1985.

"Sir Halford Mackinder's theory is discussed in C. Lamb, AsianFrontiers (Lon
don, 1968), pp. 12-13.

"Letter ofChester Bowles, U.S. Ambassador to India, to Secretary ofState .^en
Dulles andhiscomments on the origin of the U.S. military aidprogram to Pakistan,
December 23,1953 (extracts), inJain, ed., U.S.-Soutb Asian Relations, Document
87, p. 84.
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world," an argument later taken up by President Carter's National Secu
rity adviser, Brzezinski.''''

Such views, whichdatebackto the pre-cold warera,enjoyana priori
position in the conduct of foreign policy in this region by Pakistan suid
the UnitedStates, long before the former was exposed to the latter's in
ternal politics. For Pakistan, the way to American politics was opened
through the relevant aspects of U.S. foreign policy, especially bythe need
to lobby on suchissues as itsmuch-maligned nuclear program duringthe
late 1970s. It was alerted by the activities of Jewish and Indian lobbies,
which have become a necessary partof itsperceptions ofAmerican politics
ever since.

Likewise, Pakistan's experiencewith the three Republican administra
tions of Eisenhower, Nixon-Ford, and Reagan has been far happier than
with the two Democratic administrations of Keimedy-Johnson and Carter;
this faa dulyreflects the relative affinity ofviews between theRepublicans
and the successive Pakistani regimes on the latter's national security,
especially in relation to defense strategy. It also indicates that Pakistm's
perceptionsremainunmediated by concern for institutionalizing a long-
term structural presence in the UnitedStates in the fieldsof development
and technology and remainconfinedto short-termobjectives suchasawns
supply. On the other hand, the ups and downs of U.S.-Pakistan relations
caimot be exclusively ascribed to the latter's lack of sophisticated
knowledge of the former. Rather, there are structural constraints that Pak
istan is not likely to overcome in the near future, given its limited resources
of thought and action. The initiative will, for the most part, remain in
the hands of the United States in termsof meetingPakistani perceptions
halfway.

'^For a discussion of the views of Caroe and Brzezinski, see Shafqat Ali Shah,
"Pakistan's Perceptions," p. 104.



19. The Impact of Domestic Politics
on Pakistan's Foreign Policy:
An American View

RICHARD P. CRONIN

ForAmericsui analysts and policymakers concerned with SouthAsian
affairs, the impact of domestic politics on Pakistan's foreign policy is a
difficult but potentially momentous question. Foreign policymaking in
Pakistan, as in other South Asian states, traditionallyhas been the preserve
of a narrowelite. Thepersonality andpredilections of the head ofgovern
ment have frequently been the decisive factors. Up to the present, the
military and the foreign policy bureaucracy have, more often than not,
had the dominantvoices. Regional, ideological, and partisanpolitical fac
tors havehad an important influence,however, and maycarry increasing
weight in the future.

Certain shifts in Pakistan's external relations obscure an underlying
continuity of objective. However, because it is not necessarily a perma
nent object of Pakistani policy, the United States cannot draw toomuch
comfort from this underlyingstability. The limited restorationof elective
politics in 1985 and the potential for a fully operative democratic pro
cess in the future, combined with urgent external pressures, make the ques
tion even more relevant.

The task of anticipating Pakistan's foreign policyis made more dif
ficult bya history ofdomestic political discontinuity. As a result, thepast
is helpful to understanding the present and future, but only to a point.
None ofthegovernments of thepastthreedecades, whether ofAyub Khan,
ZulfikarAliBhutto, or Ziaul-Haq, could be anticipated except in the very
short term.

At present, foreign policy isa matter of serious contention. "Ifet the
current political order still provides few opportunities for the play of
domestic politicsor the exercise of civilian political influence on foreign

Thispaperrepresents the views of theauthorandshould notbe readasrepresen
tingpositions of the Congressional Research Service or the Library of Congress.
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policy. Consequently, it is all the more difficult to assess the real power
and salience of various groups and points of view or to anticipate the con
sequences of a major political change. The premise of this chapiter,
however, is that domestic politics does influence foreign policy, even when
political institutions are suspended, and that the current trend is toward
increasing interaction between domestic opinion and foreign policy.

Sources of Pakistan's Foreign Poiicy

In broad terms, Pakistan's foreign policy has been grounded in the
search for security and a distinctive national identity. Above all, this means
maximizing the country's autonomy vis-il-vis India, the predominant
power in the subcontinent. The pursuit of this objective has led Pakisem
into a variety of arms supply and aid relationships, most notably with
neighboring China and Iran, and with more distant powers such as fhe
United States, Britain, and France. Toward this end Pakistan has also
adopted foreign policy stances designed to undercut Indian influence in
international forums such as the United Nations and the Non-Aligtied
Movement, especially by cultivating good ties with the Islamic world.

Another important goal has been to check Afghan irredentism. Suc
cessive Afghan regimes have refused to accept the incorporation of fhe
North-West Frontier Province (NWFP), with its Pathan population, into
Pakistan, and have, sometimes with the assistanceof India, sought to stir
up dissidence in the border region. Afghan recognition of the Durand line
dividingthe countrieshas remainedan important Pakistani foreign policy
goal.

Having come into existence as an impoverished state with few
resources, industries, or infrastructure, Pakistan long has sought outside
support for economic development. During the 1950s and early 1960s
especially, Pakistan's pro-Western foreign policy orienution helped it to
become a major beneficiaryof multinational and bilateral development
aid. This aid built up much of the current irrigation and power infrastruc
ture. In the 1970s Pakistan sought economic support from the conservative
Islamic statesof the Gulf,whose oil income was soaring. Remittances from
its workers in the Gulf became a principal source of foreign currency
to cover a large trade imbalance. In the 1980s, once again, Pakistan has
emerged as a major beneficiary of U.S. and other Western aid.

The Interaction of Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy

Notwithstanding the institutional power of the foreign policy
bureaucracy and the army, domestic politics does have an impact on
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foreign policy, occasionally to a decisive degree. It is often difficult to
isolate this influence due to collateral changes in the external environ
ment. Nonetheless, some generalizations seem valid. For instance,
historically, periods of military rulegenerally have been periods of ten
sion if not conflict with India. It is questionable whether another leader
besides Ayub Khan would have pursued the policies that led to the 1965
war with India. The 1971 India-Pakistan war likewise had its roots in
domestic political developments. These led, bydegrees, toa major reorien
tation of the country's foreign policy.

Theperiod of Bhutto's ascendency and the eclipse of the army in
politics saw some reduction in tensions with India, in the wake of the
1972 Simla Accord, and a reorientation of Pakistani policy away from the
West and toward the Islamic and nonaligned world. To a significant ex
tent, thisshift was a consequence of military defeat, not a demonstrable
civilian predeliction toward better ties with India.

Currently, Pakistan's relationship with Iran is influenced not only
by basic geopolitical factors, but also by thefact that the country has an
economically and politically important Shi'a minority and because some
SunniMoslem fundamentalist groups alsoadmireIran's Islamic revolution.

Relations with India are also influenced by domestic politics. For
instance, Pakistan has been wary of Indian proposals for normalization
partly out ofconcerns by conservative forces that wide-open cultural in
teractionwould introduce unwanted anti-Islamic notions, both Hindu and
secular, and by the fears of industrialists—many ofthem immigrants from
India—that freer trade would damage Pakistan's industries.

Current Constellation of Political Forces
and Their Impact on Foreign Policy

Pakistan's foreign policy isinfluenced by nationally dominant interest
groups, institutional interests, regional minorities, and political parties.
Often these groups and interests are overlapping andmutually reinforcing.

Nationally Dominant Interest Groups

Punjabisand Immigrantsfrom India. Among various groups and
interests in Pakistan, two have dominated foreign policy as they have
dominated domestic politics and the economy. Punjabis in general and
Pakistanis from various communities who moved to Pakistan after parti
tion (muhajirs) have a deep commitment to opposition, if not enmity.
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towardIndiaand Indianaspirations of regional domiiunce. Theyare also
vigilant toward other sources of threat to national integration, such as
autonomy movements in Baluchistan, the NWFP, and Sind. This stance
has had its own foreign policyramifications, including hostility toward
Afghanistan and, in the early 1970s, cooperation with Iran in putting
down a Baluch insurgency.

Punjabis and muhajirsare alsodominant in the army and the bureau
cracy, including the foreign ministry. Their influence has a significant
institutional baseas well. Of only slightly lessimportance, they are dis
proportionately represented in industry.

Institutional Interests

The Military. The military, predominantly represented by the ar
my, has governed Pakistan for much of its history and has often
dominated foreign policy. Institutionally, the military has a vested in
terest in maintaining sure sources of supply of the best available arms,
a security-oriented foreign policy, and an aversion to internal disorder
andchaos.' All of these, together withtherelatively lowlevel ofdevelop
ment of the rest of Pakistani society, have made the army the one in
stitution with the ability to dominate politics and foreign policy, save
for periods of eclipse such as after the 1971 debacle.

Since the Soviet invasionof Afghanistan the militaryhas been the
most important factor inPakistan's foreign policy alignment, most notably
support for the Afghan resistance, opposition to accommodation of the
USSR under presentlyavailable terms,and securitycooperationwith die
United States. The military remains hostile to India, and some officers
stillexpress a desireto avenge their 1971 defeat. Much, however,remains
unknown about the military's role in foreign policymaking. It is not a
monolithic group, and the degree of influence of even its most senior of
ficers vis-a-vis President Zia andForeign Minister Shahabzada Yaqub Khan
is not readily apparent. To a point the military may be content to allow
Zia to runforeign policy andmake basic political decisions—notably his

'Military leaders frequently pass judgment on the behavior of the "politicians,"
in which the latter are viewed adversely according to norms that the military
canrelateto, suchas"efficiency."Thissuggests a tendencyto sufferdemocratic
politics only so long as the political leaders remain on good behavior. Many
analysts accept that the military tookpower in 1977 eitherto protect its institu
tional interests during a period of chaos or, more darkly, for personal power.
Oft-expressed military attitudes toward politics suggest something more fun
damental, i.e., a basic cultural antagonism toward Western-style politics and a
preference for authoritarianism.
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decision to hold elections and reintroduce parliamentary forms—so long
as nothing goesamiss and the personal aspirations of the seniorofficers
and material needs of the services are looked after. Some American
observers havespeculated that the currentpolitical tempestoverBenazir
Bhutto's campaign foranearly parliamentary election, a consequence of
the lifting of martial law, may be straining the relationship between Zia
and his military colleagues.^

The Foreign Policy Bureaucracy. The foreign policy bureaucracy has
no strong inherent policy inclinations except, perhaps, antipathy toward
India anda preference forcontinuity. Otherwise it dutifully supports the
policies ofthe government inpower, apparently finding sufficient satisfac
tion in serving in an elite cadre. Since the military takeover in 1977 the
foreign policy bureaucracy has become heavily dominated by former
military officers at the top, a matter of dismay to lower-level members
and a potential cause of sympathy for opposition political forces. Since
1982 the ministry has been headed by a retired army officer of excep
tional diplomatic skills, Shahabzada Yaqub Khan. Many of the important
ambassadorial posts, including, until recently, thatofAmbassador to the
United States, are also held by military officers.

Regional Minorities

Regional minorities have often been at oddswithPakistan's foreign
policy, owing totheir opposition tothe dominance ofPunjabis and muha-
jirs over the machinery of government and business. In some cases,
regional groups oppose national integration andsympathize with foreign
states.

Sind. In general, Sind was not a strong base of support for the
Pakistan movement, and the province has been an important locus of
political dissidence. The administrative headquarters at Karachi, the
capital, owes its present status as the preeminent commercial and port
city largely to the influx of immigrants from India. The interior of Sind
has been penetrated increasingly byPunjabi farmers andbusinessmen, ad
ministrators, and muhajirs. The result has been an upwelling of political
radicalism based on Sindhi ethnic consciousness.

These problems were bridged to some extent during the ascendency
of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, a Sindhi. Bhutto gave Sindhis a greater sense of
equitable participation in national life (while simultaneously alienating

^Richard M. Weintraub, "Pakistani Rulers, Foes Both Scarred by Protests,"
Washington Post, Aug. 24, 1986, p. A21.
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the Baluchis and Pathans). Sindhidissidence might be bridged over again
were Benazir Bhutto to come to power. The fact that the current prime
minister is a Sindhi has not been sufhcient to dampen growing discont^t.

In matters of foreign policy, Sindhi dissidence translates into opposi
tion to the present stance toward the Afghanistan question and security
cooperation with the United States. Attitudes toward India are less clear,
althougha fewpoliticaldissidents haveapparentlyenjoyedthe patronage
of India. During the 1983riots the government's allegations of Indian med
dling seemed to inhibit Punjabi Pakistan People's Party (PPP) supporters
from joining the agitation.^

Baluchistan. The Baluch, compromising only 2-3 percent of the
total population of Pakistan, rival the Sindhis in disaffection. Ironically,
the leftist Baluch triballeaders of the Pakistan National Party(PNP) preside
over one of the most backwardand feudal social systems in the country.
The identification of a few tribal chieftains with the Soviet Uniongpes
as far back as the aftermath of the Russian revolution, when some of the
Baluch tribes supported the suppression of the Central Asian minoriries
as an outgrowth of their opposition to British imperialism.'* Leftist tribal
chieftains, intellectuals, and students opposed the incorporation of
Baluchistan into Pakistan in 1947. In the current period, some of the dissi
dent Baluch chieftains have lived in exile in Afghanistan, while leftist
university students identify openly with the Soviet-backed regime.

The Northwest Frontier. Like Baluchistan and Sind, the NWFP has
oftenfelt alienated. This sentiment hassometimes translated intosupport
for Paktunistan as promoted by Afghanistan. Some prominent Pathan
leaders suchasAbdul Gaffar Khan, the so-called frontier Gandhi, opposed
the creation of Pakistan. This tradition continues today with his son,
Khan, head of the Awami National Party (ANP). Both from his home in
Peshawar and from Kabul and Moscow, which he frequently visits, Wali
Khan calls for reconciliation with the Afghan regime and opposition to
the U.S.-Pakistan security relationship.

It would appear to the outside observer that Wali Khan'scredibility
within the Pathan community has declined because of this stance and that
on the whole, Pathans tend to support government policy. At the

^Whatever the truth of the allegations, many Pakistanis, even those critical of the
marital law regime, regarded the Sind agitation in 1983as havingan anrinatinnal
character. Haqqani Hussain, "The Show Must Go On," Far Eastern Economic
Review ^hereafter PEER), Oct. 27, 1983, pp. 42-44.

*Inayatullah Baloch, "Afghanistan-Pashtunistan-Baluchistan," AussenpoUtik, vol.
31, no. 3 (1980), pp. 291-295-
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same time, many Pathans deeply resent the refugee influx and some, most
notably left-leaning intellectuals and students, oppose the government's
current policy both for its own sake and because of deeper regionalist
and ideological dissidence.

An additional factor is the volatility of the Pakistan border tribes,
especially the Afridisand Shinwaris.The traditional antigovemment stance
of the tribes has been exacerbated by resentment at efforts to crack down
on the drugtradewithinand across the tribalbelt. In the summer of 1986
the government faced a minirevolt in the tribal belt that was put down
by force. This incident appeared to highlight the vulnerability of the tribes
to manipulation by Kabul and the Soviet Union, a potential constraint on
Islamabad's Afghan policy.^

Political Parties

Under current circumstances the acquisition of domestic political
power, not the ability to influenceforeign policy, is the dominant objec
tive of the political parties. Amongthe parties that aspire to national ap
peal, onlythe Tehrik-i-Istiqlal and theJamaat-i-Islami have strong foreign
policy planks.

Pakistan Muslim League (PML). The majority party in the national
legislature generally represents the rurallandedclasses and the newmid
dle class. The current PML resembles in many ways the PML of the late
Ayub Khanera, which similarly represented a disparate group of interests
without any real ideology or program.^ For practical purposes the party
is aligned with the military and President Ziaand thus far seems inclined
to support the current foreign policy. As politicians, however, the mem
bers are more conscious of the need to be in tune with popular opinion.
Theyaremore diffidentabout support for the Afghan resistance and secu
rity cooperation with the United States, to the extent that these are per
ceived to be personal political liabilities. Additionally, the leaders appear
less than enthusiastic about the influence of Western-oriented economic
technocrats, a stance that led in part to the displacement of Mahbubul
Haqas finance minister by Mian Mohammed Yasin Khan Wattoo. On the
other hand, the PML also appears to be sensitive to the potential impact

^Tbe Economist, Jan. 25, 1986, pp. 34-35-

6For a description of the Ayub era PML and obvious points of comparison, see
Rounaq Jahan, Pakistan: Failure in National Integration (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1972), pp. 127-132.
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of normali2ation of ties with India on domestic economic interests, a con
cern that causes the leaders to prefer a go-slow attitude on this issued

Religious Parties. The religious parties, including the conservath^e
Jamiat-ul-Ulema-i-Pakistan 0UP), the more x&iotvcasxJainiat-ul-Ulerna-
i-Islam 0UI), and the intellectual reformist Jamaat-i-Islami 01), have
limited electoral appeal but considerableinfluence.TheJUI, a supporter
of the eleven-partyMovement for the Restoration of Democracy 0dRD),
opposes the current security relationship with the United States but sup
ports the Afghanresistance. The JI, with a strong base of support in the
bureaucracy, the professions, the universities, and among certain middle-
classeconomic groups, is effectively alignedwith the Zia-Junejo govern
ment on foreign policy and strongly supports the current policy toward
Afghanistan. Judging from the results of last year's national and provin
cialassembly elections, theJI appears to havegainedsupport in the NWFP
because of its alignment on this issue,while suffering an electoral setback
in Karachi.®

Tebrik-i-Istiqlal. The Tehrik, which has a widespread but numeri
cally thin base of support among the professional and midddle classes,
is largely the creationof its leader, retired AirMarshal Mohammed Asghar
Khan. Whileits ideologyismoderate-conservative, Asghar Khanhas taken
an outspoken and somewhat idiosyncratic stance against the current
Afghan policy andthe U.S.-Pakistan security relationship. His position ap
parentlyderivesfrom his NWFP originsand his visceral opposition to the
martial law regime under Zia ul-Haq. The party has a limited electoral
base but was a significant partner in the loose coalition of anti-Bhutto
parties under the 1977 Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) umbrella. Asghar
Kahn's personal reputation as a consistent opponent of martial law

^At the inaugural meeting of the PML on January 18, 1986, the central council
adopted severalresolutionson foreignaffairs. One urged a cautiousattitude toward
talks with Indialest, among other things, Pakistan turn intosimply a market for
Indiangoods.The councilalsoreaffirmed the long-standing Pakistani policy
true normalization could only follow a resolution of the Kashmir issue on »«>«•«
of the U.N. resolutions (i.e., a plebiscite) and stated that the Afghanistan conflict
could be settled only "through political means." On the basis of a Karachi radio
report it is not clear whether a political settlementwasdeemedto requirea Sotdet
withdrawaland the fulfillmentof other planks in the country's officialstance on
the issue or whether theseweredesirable but not essential goals. Foreign Broad
cast InformationService (FBIS), Daily Report, SouthAsia,Jan. 22, 1986(Karachi
Domestic Service in English), p. FI.

®Jamaat-i-Islami candidates runningasindividuals lostgroundin the party'sKarachi
stronghold while winning two seats in Lahore, four in the NWFP and, for the
first time, one in Baluchistan. PEER, Mar. 7, 1985, pp. 12-13.
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andhis background asa fomier military officer witha record ofhonorable
service and opposition to praetorianism have allowed him to project
himself as a possible compromise leader in lieu of Benazir Bhutto or
another PPP figure.

ne Pakistan People's Party. The PPP remains, incontestabiy, the
single most popular political party. Originally a vehicle for theambitions
of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the party united landed interests, landless labor,
the urban intelligensia, and the urban lower classes under a populist-
socialist ideology. While thepartyprofessed an international socialist and
anitcapitalist foreign policy orientation, inpractice Bhutto was generally
pragmatic about foreign affairs. During his tenure as prime minister
Pakistan's policy featured enmity toward Afghanistan, close friendship with
China and the Islamic countries of the Gulf, strained ties with the West,
and a cautious policy of normalizing relations with India.

The present fissures within the PPP make it more difficult to judge
where its centerof gravity mightlie in foreign policy. Thedissident group
under Ghulam Musupha Jatoi's banner are generally conservative land
holderswho might be expectedgenerallyto endorse continuity.Bysome
accounts the army has longregarded Jatoi as possible leadership timber
were a "national" government required to alleviate pent-up political
steam.9 BenazirBhutto, who still appears to command the support of the
vast majority of the party, has been cautious in her foreign policy pro
nouncements. Both on the Afghan question and on the issue of security
ties with the United States, she has essentially endorsed the status quo.">
Atthe sametime,she hasaligned herselfwith the younger, leftistelements
oftheparty, whose natural inclinations are toward a radical foreign policy
shift on issues affecting U.S.-Pakistan relations.

Prospects for Pakistan's Foreign Policy

TWo essential questionsariseconcerning the future. First, assuming
domesticpoliticalstability and continuity, how is the current government
likely to respond to possible external developments in light of domestic
pressures and influences? Second, how might an alternative government
conductPakistan's foreign relations under current or alternative external
circumstances?

'Mushahid Hussain, "Has the Unravelling Begun?" The Muslim, Aug. 29, 1986.

•"Among other interviews see, FBIS, Daily Report, South Asia, Aug. 14,1986, pp.
F2-6 (Indian Express Interviews Benazir Bhutto, July 30, 1986, p. 6).
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Current Government's Response to
Alternative Foreign Policy Scenarios

Although the foreign policy challenges of Pakistan are multifaceted,
the most important issues facing the present govermnent involve Af
ghanistan, India, and relations with the superpowers. Forthe past sixyears
Pakistan has carefully and skillfully sought to minimize the liabilities aris
ing out of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and maximize the oppor
tunities. While adhering to what it calls its "principled stand" against lihe
Soviet occupation, it has also pursued an active diplomacy aimed at rais
ing its international stature and keeping alive the hope of a peaceful set
tlement of the issue. Bymoving into a security relationshipwith the United
States, the army-dominated governmentsucceeded in significantly moder
nizing its military equipment and raising the level of deterence, both direct
ly in the case of the Soviet threat and indirectly in the case of India.

While these are significantaccomplishments, it remains in question
how long external circumstances will permit this favorable maximization
of foreign policy opportunities.

Afghanistan Situation. With regardto the Afghanistan conflict, there
are several growing uncertainties about the future. While Pakistan has suc
ceeded in maintaining its policy for six years, it is not clear, for instance,
how long the United Nations negotiations can be pursued without a
breakdown over the fundamental problemof Moscow's unwillingness to
abandon the communistregime in that coimtryby agreeing to a short time-
framefor withdrawal. Thus far Pakistan has stood itsground on the main
issues while the Afghan side has made adjustments to allow the talk.<i to
continue. At somepoint, however, the partiescouldrun out of negotiathig
room unless they are prepared to make fundamental concessions.

UnderMikhail Gorbachev, Soviet policyhas increasingly emphasiwH
the necessity for a political settlement in Afghanistan. While the Soviets
appear determined to maintainthe dominance of the Afghan communists,
their statements show increasing flexibility regarding the nature of any
internalsettlement. Sucha Soviet posture mayput increasingpressureon
Pakistan to show more flexibility in its position.

As noted above, the current policyenjoyslimiteddomestic support.
Should the talksbreakdown, or the war heat up, or both, it is possible
that increased Soviet militaryand psychologicalpressure, combined with
destabilization efforts, willweakenthe domesticsupportbase to a degree
that will cause the PML majority in the national assembly to challenge
the policy of the government.
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Atthe same time, the current government obviously recognizes the
domestic liabilities of accommodating Moscow. These include the possi
ble creation of an armed PalestineLiberationArmy(PLO)-type Afghanexile
force as a permanent part of the political scene, forceful criticism from
theJamaat-i-Islami and other fundamentalist political forces, andperhaps
the development of fissures in the ranks of the military that wouldupset
the current political compact.

India-Pakistan Relations. Thus far Pakistan has managed to con
tinue a normalization dialog with India despite severestrains growing out
of the crisis in the Indian Punjab(in which Pakistan is accused of playing
a meddlesome role), exchanges of fire in the Siachen glacier areaand other
points on theline ofcontrol inKashmir, and growing acrimony over each
country's perceptions of the other's nuclear activities. As with the
Afghanistan situation, thegovernment apparently perceives itsbest interest
in treading a linebetween politically unpalatable normalization steps and
a complete breakdown in the dialog.

A new conflict with India would shatter Pakistan's current foreign
policy calculations andplace enormous stress on the U.S.-Pakistan rela
tionship. It could put the Soviet Unionin a position to orchestrate a peace
that would make Moscow the arbiter of South Asian security. Fortu
nately, uptonowIndia has notseen any gain from a conflict withPakistan.
Werethe situation in the Punjab to break down completely or discontent
to get out of hand in Kashmir, the potential for a major breakdown in
relations or even conflict would grow significantly.

Similarly, the signs appear to be pointing to an approaching deci
sion concerning nuclear weapons in the subcontinent. Various press
reports suggest that bolth Pakistan and India are taking actions that
imply an imminent nuclear weapons capability, despite official denials.
These include reports allegedly based on intelligence information that
Pakistan has enriched uranium beyond 30 percent; that both countries
haveclandestinely purchasedflash x-ray technologythat could be applied
to warhead development; and that New Delhi has secretly acquired un-
safeguarded heavy water or hasdiverted heavy water from facilities now
under international inspection."

While Soviet verbal threats against Pakistan have become routine over
the past years, Moscow's July 1986 warning to Pakistan not to develop

"K. N.Malik, "LondonPaperSays IndiaShopping for Nuclear Devices," The Times
ofIndia (Bombay), May 10, 1986, p. 9; Gary Milhollin, "Dateline New Delhi: In
dia's Nuclear Cover-up," Foreign Policy, Fall 1986, pp. 161-175; "Soviet Warns
Pakistan on Bomb;AmericaComplains to Russians," The Washington Post, July
16, 1986, p. A8; Diiip Mukerjee, "U.S. Media Focus on Pak N-Plan," The Deccan
Herald (Bangalore), July 18, 1986.
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nuclear weapons and reports that the Soviet Union may be urging India
to take military action against Pakistan before it actually deploys nuclear
weapons are disturbing.'^ At a minimum, it suggests that Moscow is
escalating its rhetoric in an irresponsible fashion.

While none of these reports can be taken at face value, one must
necessarily reflect on the fact that Pakistan has enjoyed over the past six
years a remarkable degree of success for its foreign policy in the face of
very adverse conditions. Whether in the future the conflicting pressures
will continue to exist in a relative equilibriumor will shift fundamentadly
in an adverse fashion remain to be seen.

US.-Pakistan Relations. U.S.-Pakistan relations have deepened over
the past six years and now rest on a degree of mutual confidence not
known since the height of the alliance relationship in the 1950s. In both
countries, however, the bilateral relationship appears to rest on footing
that cannot be taken too much for granted. In the United States, domestic
political support for aid to Pakistan is dependent on the perception that
Pakistan is threatenedby the Soviet Unionand isplaying a supportiverole
on the Afghanistan question and on the controversial assumption that US.
aiddeters Pakistan from going nuclear. Were theseperceptions to change,
maintaining current levels of aid would become very difficult.

The 100th U.S. Congress, which convenes in January 1987, will be
asked to approve the new $4.02billionmultiyear aidprogram for Pakistan
for theperiod after fiscal year 1987. To approve furtheraid. Congress will
have to considerhow to deal with Section 669 of the foreign assistance
act (Symington amendment), which bars aid to countries—in this case
Pakistan—that have acquired unsafeguarded uranium-enrichment
technology. In 1981 actionCongress waived the applicability of thispro
vision in Pakistan's case, subject to certain conditions, until September
30, 1987. Aid cannot be continued into fiscal year 1988 without further
congressional action on this score.

How Congress will deal with this question cannot be determined
in advance. What is certain is that consideration of a new waiver will
occur amidst a climate somewhat different from that of 1981, when the
question was taken up."

""Soviet Warns Pakistan," The Washington Post, July 16,1986, and "Revelations
about Conspiracy to Attack Pakistan," Haidar (l^walpindi in Urdu), FBIS, Daily
Report, South Asia, September 30,1986, p. F2. (The editorial is based on an arti
cle in the Calcutta newspaper Ananda Bazar Patrika.)

'JAs of mid-1987 the relevant authorizingcommittees both havereported out ^d
legislation generally supporting the proposedaid package, but providing only a
two-year extension of the Symington Amendment waiver authority rather
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Similarly, despite the growth of confidence in U.S. constancy over
the pastfew years, many Pakistanis stillquestion the premises of the rela
tionship and its benefits for Pakistan. Avariety of possible developments
could fuel anti-Americanism and make security cooperation unpalatable.
These could include some new crisis in the Middle East in which adverse
reaction to U.S. policy proved destabilizing to U.S.-Pakistan relations or,
less likely, a development in U.S.-India relations—such as a major arms
transaction—that Pakistan found inconsistent with continued U.S.-Pakistan
security cooperation. Such a perception likewise could lead to a change
in the foreign policy of even the present government of Pakistan.

Foreign Policy Approaches of Alternative Governments

While the record is one of strong continuity in the objectives of
Pakistan's foreign policy, various administrations have pursuedsomequite
different means. One can take it almost as a given that the Kashmir ques
tion and the maintenance of as favorable a balance of power with India
as possible will remain the main foreign policy preoccupations of any
government of Pakistan. In this sense, the debate over the country's
Afghanistan policy is less one of "hawks" versus "doves" than one in
volving a dispute over which threat to emphasize and the appropriate
means to meet that primary threat.

Threealternative political scenarios seemmostrelevant to thisdiscus
sion of domestic politics and foreign policy. The first would involve a
variantof the current civilianization policythat wouldput the armyfirmly
out ofpolitics andleadto a government dominated bythe Muslim league
and other conservative forces. By implication this scenario could only
work if President Zia would give up office, perhaps as a concession to
thoseseeking moreradical change. Thesecondscenario involves a more
dramatic change that would bringBenazir Bhutto or the Movement for
the Restoration of Democracy (MRD) coalition to power. One avenue to
power would be the electoral route, either in the scheduled 1990 elec
tionsor an earlypoll,ascurrendydemanded by the MRD. Another avenue
could arise were a violent upheaval to lead the army to ask her to form
a government. Finally, there is always the possibility of a return to mar
tial law.

than the six-year waiver soughtby the administration. Members favoring more
stringent provisions linking U.S. aid tothecessation ofPakistan's suspicious nuclear
activities have declared their intention to introduce amendments during floor con
sideration of the aid bills in both houses.
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Should the present elected politicians succeed in acquiring more
complete control over the levers of government, the likelihood would be
broadcontinuity in foreign policy. Underthis situationthe mainchanges
would come from external developments, not domestic politics. Such a
goveriunent would likelybe inclined towarda morepragmatic policythat
showed greater sensitivity toward public desires for an accommodation
on the Afghanistan issueand lesswillingness to cooperatewith the United
States in supporting the mujahidin. At the same time, Pakistan would be
unlikely to opt out entirelyfromits currentAfghan tole,and it would main
tain continuity on other fronts, such as relations with China, the Gulf coun
tries, and India.

Pakistan's foreign policy under an MRD or PPPgovernment coidd
depend heavily on the circumstances of how such a government came
to power, though in any case one would expect a significant change in
the U.S.-Pakistan relationship. To date Benazir Bhutto has sought to por
tray herself to the American audience as an acceptablealternative to the
current government, from the point of view of U.S. interests. Whether
thatsame stance isgenuine or tactical remains tohe tested, butitspremie
is that anorderly, democratic transition need notchange Pakistan's foreign
policy in a fundamental way. A prudent analyst would have to assume,
however, that an MRD or PPP govermnent takingpower under these cfr-
cumstances still would be less likely than an PML government to main
tain Pakistan's present "frontline" stance on the Afghanistan question.

In the event thatan MRD or PPP government tookpowerfollowing
an upheaval, a radical shift in foreign policy isconsiderably more likely.
The younger, left-wing members oftheparty would presumably have more
influence as a consequence of their role in bringing about the collapse
of the existing system. Overall, a change brought about by violence and
disorder would naturally tend to favor sweeping away everything associ
ated with the previous government, including its foreign policy.

Finally, however, under conditions of widespread disorder a return
tomartial law isat least aslikely asthe installation ofa MRD or PPP govern
ment. All things beingequal, such a development would imply continu
itywith the presentpolicy. However, the circumstances that brought about
a return to martial law could also introduce unpredictable elements into
both Pakistan's foreign policy and U.S.-Pakistan relations.
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